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ABSTRACT

The Truth About Texas: A Naturalistic Study of the Construction of Heritage. (December 1993)

Keith Hollinshead, B.A., Leeds University, England; Cert. Ed., Leeds University, England;

M.Sc., Loughborough University, England

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. John L. Crompton

This investigation is set during what some regard an unheroic age — an era of historical amnesia
in the West, where compatriots are increasingly manufactured through the presentation of preferred

narratives about the past. It attempts to establish a research agenda in iconology — on state

administrators of heritage-tourism as agents of normalcy, totalizing the histories they externalize.

Exploring the preinterpretations (i.e., the unformulated thematics) within the discourse and praxis of these
conceivable 'administrator-judges’, it scrutinizes how tourism matters — probing meanings of heritage-

tourism at supra-individual and macro-cosmic levels. Given the theoretically invertebrate nature of tourism

studies upon iconological issues of domination / subjugation involved in the past's 'pasteurization', it

becomes a transdisciplinary inquiry of universe maintenance, robbing sociology, philosophy, anthropology,

political science, marketing, communications and history for insight into social truth as collective coercive
act. Thus, the investigation absorbs a Foucauldian / Nietzschean conceptualization of truthmaking —

where truth is fused with power: the validity of any particular truth is deemed relative to a specific regime-

of-power. This fusion is found substantive for both the study problem (in exploring the Foucauldian gaze'
of heritage-tourism administrators) and the research problem (exploring social science approaches able
to capture the contemporary pluriverse of truths). Hence, concepts of postmodernity are frequently used
to distill the temporal and inventive nature of the truths that unfold within 'editorialized heritage'.

Plumbing the possible multivocality of ‘the talk' of ‘agents of normalcy’, the investigation is

constructivist, here deploying a naturalistic inquiry methodology as a catalyst study of pastmaking in Texas
— viz., as an adjuvant inquiry tor the longhaul / blanket research agenda. Timing and access difficulties

during summer 1992, however, diminished the interactive, in-dwelling and iterative force of that adjuvant

contextualization. Instead, the available discourse was, restrictively, a one-time batch of 'public-

professional' literature, published by the target Texan state agency. Nonetheless, several strong cultural

warrants were discernible, constituting exemplars of quotidian agency (rather than agents’) 'talk' about
the past it helps manufacture. These evocative doxa are tentatively interpreted, yielding twenty-one

emergent propositions to inform (but not direct) the subsequent, particular, case-studies (elsewhere) of

the unsheathing research agenda on the eugenics of the past.
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1. SYNOPSIS AND INTRODUCTION

1.0 SYNOPSIS: THE LONGHAUL / BLANKET RESEARCH AGENDA ON UNIVERSE

MAINTENANCE

This investigation originally began as an iconographic study of the meaning of certain images
of the past in Texas for Texans, but in the found shortfall of platform theory in tourism studies on image

production, it fast had to endeavor to supply that broad, grounding conceptuality itself. As such, the study

quickly gravitated from being a singular contained iconography within the confines of Texas, to being an

adjuvant or catalyst study for a more expansive andprotracted blanket research agenda (to be conducted

hereafter) on iconology (Macaskill 1991) — that is, an iconology on the deployment of heritage tourism

sites, events, and storylines as ‘universe making’ ideological instruments in and of governments.

The Truth About Texas ... . is therefore an attempt to help begin to fril a void in the literature of

tourism, a field where there has been almost complete silence about the meaning of tourism at the supra-

individual level (Crick 1989:311). It is a catalyst investigation which seeks to explore the ways in which

tourism matters — in this case, heritage tourism and viewable historical representation — over and above
the currently well-measured level of conscious individual or personal motivational interest in tourism. It

thereby constitutes a study of tourism as a tribal and an ideological indicator as it probes the place and

function of tourism narratives as a form of iconological public culture on the macro-cosmic plane.
The Truth About Texas ... . is an endeavor to help translate, for and into the field of tourism

studies, a rich vein of conceptualizations on the use and deployment of ideological forms ofpublic culture,
at a time when tourism (as a social science) is still something ofa theoretically invertebrate affair (Graburn
and Jafari 1991). Since it is unwise, within the supra-individual and the macro-cosmic spheres of

complexity, to rely upon lone approaches to studying the values behind social process — Nash (1984:504-

5), for instance, has long rejected the use of single conceptual schemes in the social science of tourism,

condemning them as being typically weak and largely ungenerative — this investigation seeks to cultivate

a transdisciplinary approach to the study of the past as public culture. In an age where social science

disciplines are losing their old certitudes about their own capacities to locate reality, and in an era when
social science methodologists are losing their innocence about the purity of their outlooks on reality, the

inquiry is an attempt to pull an host of new insights from other human science and cultural science fields
into the orbit of tourism studies. It aims not only to reap from these other disciplines on the ideological
value of tourism as an image generator, but it also aims to imbricate those external / contibutory

disciplines in order to look at the what Hannerz (1989/A) sees as the cavernous zones of ignorance
between them.

In its entirety, then, The Truth About Texas ... . is an attempt to build up a longrun / umbrella
research agenda on the manufacture of tourism as public culture: the inquiry in Texas, itself, constitutes

The style and format of this dissertation follows that of the Annals of Tourism Research.
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an adjuvant study (for this subsequent umbrella agenda) on what Berger and Luckman (1967) call

"universe maintenance." The immediate investigation in Texas, is therefore, a catalyst scrutiny of staged
social production in historical tourism, where the past is viewed as a battleground for veracity. The

legends and myths of Texas (as the first scenario examined on the developing agenda) are regarded not
in their often assumed guise as innocuous storylines and neutral projection about the past, but as

collective coercive acts, the conveyance of which advantages some in the present, and in the future, while
it also subjugates others.

The adjuvant study is premised upon the view that places (in this first instance, Texas) and

people (namely, Texans) are significantly constructed by such 'symbols-of-the-past' rather than being the
mere point of origin of those symbols. And, with the current rise in the West of wilful nostalgia (Robertson

1990:45), the manufacture of compatriots (as sought through the presentation of preferred narratives

about the past (A.D. Smith 1990:181)) becomes increasingly important as it helps inform people (Texans)
within a state (Texas), whom they are, where they come from, and where they are going (184). As such,

heritage tourism is proffered as a form ofsocial and ideological engineering: the history that is developed
and promoted is seen to be eugenic, and severely edited.

In investigating the truth in currency about the past in Texas, this first study on the blanket or
umbrella research agenda on iconology rejects a realist view of the world: the inquiry positions truth as

a perspectivalmatter. Drawing from Habermas (Seidman 1989:25), the battle for veracity of and over the

past is seen as part of the crisis of legitimacy which states and institutions face in the contemporary age,

as established and predominant perspectives on all things are now robustly and plurally challenged. To
that end, the catalyst study aims to uncover the lead perspectives — or rather the sedimented truths —

that administrators of the state’s heritage tourism have about the history of the state.

Through its non-realist, non-objectivist stance, The Truth About Texas ... . proceeds on the

supposition that there is no prior truth to things — viz., in this instance, there is no rational foundation to

history. The central problem of the adjuvant study then becomes how the truths that are in currency are

produced. And in this respect, the study adopts as its major premise, the Foucauldian notion that truth

(as perspectival knowledge) cannot be understood independently of power (Rabinow [on Foucault]

1984:7). The alert reader will therefore recognize that in its Foucauldian scrutiny of truth production, the

catalyst study proceeds on at least two inter-related levels:
• its study problem explores the practice of truthmaking as a rhetorical tool of state governments;

and,

• its research problem weighs up — again in terms of rhetoric — the practice of different

truthmaking paradigmatic approaches in social science to produce meaningful findings for the

study problem. And both the study and research problem are necessarily set against the

contemporary mood and condition of postmodernity — a rupturing moment in all truth making

when the signifying chain between things is held to be breaking down (Lash 1990), and where
all sorts of privileged discourse in society (for the study problem) and in social science (for the
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research problem) are conceivably being abandoned. In this light, postmodernity is used to distill

the insights gained on truth production on and about these two respective and reflexive

problems.

For reasons of clarity, at the outset of the adjuvant study, a number of points need to be boldly
stated about this Foucauldian notion of truth that runs through this opening study of the blanket or longrun

agenda investigating iconology. Foucault's conceptualization of truth is an updated Nietzschean fusion
of reason with power; in it:
• truth is held to be only resolvable (i.e., understandable) in the context ofa given system ofpower

— there cannot be any absolute separation between the validity of truths and power, since that

validity is always relative to a specific regime of power (Mouffe 1988:38);
• truth is best identified as and within the discursive practice of institutions and truth making

agencies — it is the doctrinal and disciplining knowledge of tacitly authorized ‘talk’ (discourse)
and of tacitly authorized ‘deed’ (praxis);

• truth is constantly incited and constantly represses alternative knowledges — though its own

form and nature may be unsuspected to those who wield it (Lindstrom 1990:161); and,
• truth tends to help constitute a capillary system of power and right which acts politically to

establish, and to insulate, authorities — and when in circulation, it creates and recreates society
in its own image.

Hence, given the above notion of truth, the proffered truths about the past in Texas will change

as the system ofpower changes — and the truths about the state’s (or any other state's/nation’s) history
are seen to be, thereby, both temporal and inventive.

In heeding the Foucauldian /Nietzschean notion that truth is entwined with power and right, the

catalyst study sets out seeks to explore not so much the truths or idiolects of a given institution that

administrates heritage tourism in Texas, but the truths that are held within such an institution. Hence the
truths are not assumed to be formal, or even to be truths consciously held. They are assumed to have
a non-agency life of their own. The myths, legends and storylines of Texas may emanate from people
in or outside of government, but they are assumed to have their own careers not necessarily limited by
that administrative agency.

Hence the administrators who work with certain truths about the past in Texas are not

necessarily assumed to be conscious about either the nature of the truths they work with, nor about the

consequence of the furtherance of those truths (through tourism) upon society. In this manner, the

adjuvant study seeks to probe the unformulated thematics of the exercise ofpower they wield — or rather

participate in — over the past. Accordingly, this Foucauldian outlook on power sees power, itself, as
nonsubstantive. Power is seen to be a circular system through which truths are produced andmaintained

(Morns and Patton 1979:47), and the administrators are seen to act as agents of normalcy as they

engage in that power system, carrying out the production’ and ‘the maintenance' of those truths.
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Under this notion of unformulated discourse and unformulated praxis, the forces of dominance

and subjugation of and over the past are held to be largely anonymous. Residents of the state, visitors

to the state, and the administrators themselves are all said to be "submitted to governance" (Kritzman in
Foucault 1988:83-4). They are all ‘docile bodies’ in and of the exercise of this capillary system of power

(Merquior 1985:93) — or in other words, of this petty (i.e., everyday — within the power of mundane

detail) and this opaque (i.e., ongoing — yet hidden) exercise of truth.
The designed adjuvant study investigates the capillary system of power by taking advantage of

the new age of theorizing that has come to other social science disciplines in the last two decades

(Denzin 1986:194; Hays 1985) — an age which has seen a shift from Parmenidean forms of knowledge
about immutable, ahistorical, changeless, things to Heraclitan forms of insight embedded within a

grounded time, place and set of actors (Pearce 1989:16-17). As such, the study does not constitute an

appeal to a singular form of generalizable truth, but a search for a litany of random, decorated

interpretations (Foucault, cited in Merquior 1985:75). In this sense, the catalyst study does not privilege
either the fixity ofmeanings of truths, legends and myths or the fixity of state administrators’ perspectives
on them. The inquiry therefore hunts for the lived knowledges of the administrators — which it is

recognized will be nonsummative, and will change intersubjectively and contextually: it does not search
for aggregative, conceptually abstract, and conclusive statements of universal fact. And it is recognized
that the critical meanings and perspectives (and therefore the close definition of the study problem) are

apodictic — i.e., slowly emergent through found associations as the inquiry unsheathes. A study of this

unfolding nature can then only yield its hypotheses and its proportional statements at its closure — and
that closure can never be a final one. In accordance, the investigation can only supply imperfect

interpreted ‘findings’, never ‘results’, ipso facto.

Consequently, the adjuvant investigation (in Texas) does not work with regard to the positivist

logic of classification but to the constructivist’s logic of narrativity (Silverstone 1988:236) — a logic which

admits open and unfixed (rather than closed and fixed) categories ofmeaning. To repeat, in order to gain
the necessary richness of insight to handle the openness of such meanings of truth and such shared
accounts about the past, the adjuvant study cannot, axiomatically, be tied to any singular or parent

discipline from those that are being raided for insight on dominance / subjugation issues in iconology.
Each discipline commits its own forms of hurt upon ‘the truth’ as its researchers deploy their own suasory
rationales to scrutinize worldviews. In their drive towards the truth, each discipline is weakened not so
much by its interpretation but by its preinterpretations (White 1978:4). This catalyst study will therefore
call up outlooks on truth from several fields — namely sociology, philosophy, anthropology, political

science, marketing, communications and history — to compensate (and / or complement) the rare views
in the tourism literature upon social truth.

Although The Truth About Texas ... . is a study of particularist /grounded / local perspectives,
that is not to say that its focus is microcosmic. Readers should not forget that the adjuvant study seeks
to explore the production of the past in Texas as public culture at macrocosmic levels. It seeks to explore
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the construction of reality (or rather realities) at that nominated broad, communal, supra-individual level.

As such it attempts to further the metatheory of reality making in the invention of tradition as recently

developed by Hobsbawm and Ranger (1983) and by Horne (1986). As such, it must necessarily reflect
the potent changes (?) or the advances (?) in consciousness which many believe are firmly embodied in
the West within postmodernity. This is critical because postmodernity, as a mood or condition, is deemed
to be an unheroic age (Public Service Broadcast 1992): it is commonly identified in social science
literature as an era of historical amnesia (Jameson 1985:125) in which the contemporary social system
is losing the capacity to reiain its own past. One cannot sensibly probe the production of history and the

consumption ofheritage in a Western state society (like Texas) withoutmirroring the inherently subversive
effect of postmodern imperatives upon the established order-of-things in general, and upon inherited,
authentic traditions in particular.

While Foucault (1970:359-360) was ambiguous in his own support of the notion ofpostmodernity,

ipsissima verba, he did view the last decades of the twentieth century as an important new period of

pluralism and realm of otherness before his sudden death in the early 1980s. What to Habermas is a (or

the) aforesaid crisis of legitimation, was in Foucault’s view the development of a new period of resistance

against the order-of-things, inclusive of resistance against assumed and ascribed histories. Thus, the

distilling postmodern mood is used discursively in this study to that critical, and to that questioning, effect.
Where established and manifest historical truths dominate and subjugate within tourism, emergent

postmodern or resisting truths may indeed also be speaking up for alternative traditions, marginal pasts
and (what Foucault calls) darkground populations.

In The Truth About Texas Section 1 of the catalyst inquiry provides the background for the

study problem by contextualizing historical truth and postmodern concepts of power and culture, and by

situating the immediate /adjuvant study of Texas in the three substantive arenas of ‘history’, ‘Texas' and
‘tourism’. This first section also contextualizes the background for the selection of constructivism at the

level of governing paradigm, and of naturalistic inquiry at the level of methodology.
Section 2 provides a review of sample, useful, perspectives on truth from the other stated

disciplines. Its aim is to offer illustrative rather than comprehensive insight as to what the literature of
tourism could fruitfully borrow from other fields in order to pry into the exercise of the petty and the

opaquepowers conceivably involved in the government administrators’ individual (yet inherently collective)

instrumental shaping of the past. The transdisciplinary insight from section 2 is implicitly deemed to

relevant for both the immediate conduct (here) of the adjuvant study in Texas, and for the subsequent
conduct (elsewhere) of the case studies of the longrun, blanket research agenda on iconology in heritage
tourism.

Section 3 offers an explanation of the principal considerations involved in the constructivist

thinking (at the worldview level) and of naturalistic inquiry (at the data gathering level) for the study of
administrator’s outlooks on the manufacture of public culture. The section stresses the need to engage

in purposive sampling, and like sections 4 and 5 (which follow), it provides a clarification of the
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methodological decision making processes for both the evolving adjuvant study (in the present), and for
the umbrella research agenda (in the hereafter).

Section 4 explains how the implementation of the data collecting was envisaged for both the
immediate / catalyst study and for the longrun / umbrella research agenda. For both, the need to let the
research design unfold, the reliance upon interactive human instrumentation, and the need to replace

conventional assessment measures of trustworthiness (such as validity, reliability, and objectivity) with
substitute criteria being developed in naturalistic inquiry (such as credibility, dependability and

confirmability) is stressed. These latter criteria are held to be better suited to the conduct of inductive
data analysis of this type which endeavors to secure the multiple truths supported by the state

administrators of heritage tourism as are obtainable predominantly via negotiated / reflexive questioning.
Much of Section 4 remains at the abstract level, however, on account of circumstantial difficulties

faced by both the host agency for the naturalistic study (the Tourism Division of the Texas Department
of Commerce, in Texas) and the researcher. As revealed in subsection 4.2, the Tourism Division had to

ask for a postponement of the in situ phase of the naturalistic inquiry on account of the fact that its unit

responsible for heritage tourism development and promotion was short-staffed, and heavily committed to

the production of two key strategy reports during the designated data collection period of summer 1992.
The Division requested that the in-dwelling data collection penod (and its shaping period of ‘prior

ethnography’) be put back until the fall of that year, but that had suddenly become impracticable owing
to the unexpected appointment of the researcher to a new full-time post abroad — a position which had

to be taken up by then.

Sadly — with respect of the original concept of the study — corners had to be quickly cut from
the originally adoptedmethodology. For the adjuvant study, the critical interactive, reflexive andprolonged
nature of the (essentially) human instrument gathering (basedpredominantly on the participant observation

of, and the long / repetitive / in-depth interviewing of the target state administrators) had to be jettisoned

overnight. Since the immediate / catalyst study was intended to be naturalistic in method — and thereby

precisely situated and acutely particularistic in the choice of informants — it was not possible to switch
to another ‘equivalent’ state agency at this eleventh hour. There are only four full-time administrators in

Texas who conceivably work in petty and opaque (or other) fashions as agents of normalcy over truths
about the past, and the Tourism Division of the Department of Commerce has them!

As a result of these implementation hiccoughs, a covering /subtitute data collection process was
now put in practice. This emergency step involved the receipt of (rather than the gathering of!) a number
ofsupplied documents detailing Tourism Division activities. These ‘public-professional’ documents proved

to be of some value as “text’, but they tended to reflect the outlooks of the generalized agency rather than
the sought, specific perspectives of the target individual-administrator respondents themselves. These

documents, moreover, could not be examined ‘interactively’; and while they do yield insight into ‘talk’

(discourse), they are meagre on ‘deed’ (praxis).
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Given these circumstances, Section 5 then accounts for the continued and evolving analysis of
the data in the light of the impossibility (for the adjuvant study) of carrying out the intended ‘endless
iteration’ in the target naturalistic setting. Nonetheless, it was possible to derive a number of exemplars
from the receivedpublic-professional ‘text’ — which are themselves presented in section 6 (in the study’s
case report). From scrutiny of these exemplars, a number ofpropositions (twenty-one) were derived from
the adjuvant study to inform the blanket research agenda hereafter, and an emergent hypothesis — i.e.,
a nominal post hoc hypothesis — was adopted for this immediate catalyst study. The propositions and
the unsheathed hypothesis are detailed under subsection 5.9.

The emergent propositions — of section 5 — are premised on an enlarged Geertzian

interpretation of the nonhuman text in the public-professional literature. Once synthesized, the twenty-one

propositions collapse towards the tentative suggestions that:
° the agency (the Tourism Division of the Department of Commerce, in Texas) does

engage in quotidian acts of universe maintenance which advantage a certain, but a

slowly changing, priviligentia;
° the said agency does engage in quotidian acts to reproduce preferred sorts of Texans

borne of the past — and thereby it does seek to reproduce distinct sorts of knowing /

desiring citizens;
° the said agency does engage in quotidian acts which chastise, ostracize, and silence

in the selection of sites and events and in the telling of storylines about the past, and
about the past-in-the-present;

° the said agency does appear to work through its staff who may themselves act

innocently and complacently to pasteurize and / or annihilate the past [though, in the
absence of the sustained, interactive iteration, that degree of innocence and

complacency of action was not possible to meaningfully inspect]; and,
° the said agency does appear currently to have adopted some events / sites / storylines

which quietly appease and moderately correct the discourse of prior narratives which
have hitherto been in currency within public circulation on the state’s past and on its

inheritances [though, again, the absence of reflexive, indepth interviewing and of

prolongedparticipant observation did notpermit the intentionality behind that ameliatory

activity to be meaningfully inspected].

Section 6 then constitutes the case study mode of reporting of the interpreted ‘findings’ — that

is, it stands as the hermeneutic output of the adjuvant study, per se. The exemplars are structured

around the provision of a number of sets (ten) of cultural warrants and of related direct quotations that

were found to be evocative within the public-professional literature supplied. As recommendedby Ricoeur

(1979 and 1981), the function of the presentation of these cultural warrants and these quotations (as

interpretations of text’) is not to reproduce exact or ideal accounts of agency / agents’ outlooks on
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pastmaking, but to produce actual and evocative accounts. These exemplars serve as interpretive, and

thereby inescapably incomplete and contestable 'findings’.
In the final section — viz., section 7 — a range of summary comments are drawn from the

adjuvant study to inform (but, importantly, not to direct) the succeeding case studies of the longrun /
blanket agenda on the possible temporal and inventive nature ofpastmaking. These summary statements
— rather than conclusions, per se — attempt to offer recap ideas upon both the study and the research

problems, upon the dialectical role of postmodernity, and upon constructivism as well as upon the
substantive arenas of 'history', ‘Texas’, and ‘tourism’.

In The Truth About Texas .... both the immediate / adjuvant study and the envisaged longhaul

/ overall research agenda were conceived to look at the orthodoxy and the orthopraxy of universe
maintenance in mythmaking whereby individuals within states are constructed or ‘totalized’ by

governments at an historical juncture, and both the immediate study and the blanket agenda envision

heritage tourism as a dangerously under-suspected mechanism for the surveillance and subordination of

populations. Both the catalyst study and the emergent / umbrella agenda are also conceived on the

premise that all ‘talk’ (i.e., all discourse and all praxis) inevitably commits violence on people and things

(Derrida 1976:101). It is envisaged that such ‘violence’, or such incidents of domination and / or

subjectification, can most fruitfully and reliably be captured by a mixed / transdisciplinary research team,

rather than by a lone researcher. Hence, the recommendations for the unfolding design in sections 3,

4, and 5 (for the longrun / umbrella research agenda) are put forward on the understanding that a

research team ought to be gathered together for the intensely reflexive and iterative work of the ensuing

case studies in other states/nations beyond Texas. Engagement within participative scientific discourse

(to gain evocative, endogenic knowledge of this type) is best attempted on or within an agenda

empowered by an eclecic crew which attacks the problem on multiple fronts.

1.0.1 INTRODUCTION: THE CATALYST STUDY AND HISTORICAL TRUTH

Cultural tourism, heritage presentation and historical tourism have all been a significant part of
the travel-trade ever since there has been a trade in travel (Lundberg 1985:34-5). Touring away from

home, journeying afar or vacationing abroad all present the traveller with various opportunities to

experience the conserved past of his or her own society or the preserved achievements of other foreign

peoples. "Indeed, all cultures commemorate what makes them distinctive and worthy" (Rinzler and Seitel

1982:7) and most cultures promote both domestic and external access to those esteemed places of

exhibitry.
In past centuries the tendency was largely for both the general public and historians to regard

history as a neutral and objective undertaking. During the twentieth century the special impartiality and
claimed extrinsicality of history has been more commonly questioned however. Nietzsche held a particular

contempt for 'the history of historians' and maintained that its privileged neutrality was merely perspectival

knowledge (Merquior 1985:26), and Foucault sardonically concluded that history's objectivity could only
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in fact be supported from points "outside of time" itself (26). Thus, if the philosophical verdict of Nietzsche
and Foucault is accepted, it follows that the history and the old traditional storylines that tourism serves

up as a displayed heritage or as a viewable past are in reality forms of cultural interpretation. They are

not so much ‘hard facts’ which are well suited to positivist assessment, they are social science ‘artifacts’

which are made by human beings, and therefore are subject to contestable meanings and evaluations

(Jennings 1989:141 and 148).
This study therefore contributes to the exploration of the manufacture of history as an artifact of

tourism for, or rather within, the state of Texas as a precursive study to a larger, longhaul research

agenda (on many sites and settings around the world) on truthmaking in heritage tourism. And, to explain
the dissertation title at the outset, it broadly aims to look at the conceptual and political construction of
the heritage of Texas that is made available to tourists. Its purview is the range and mix of those
‘constructions’ — which may otherwise be styled as ‘interpretations’ or yet again as ‘social truths’. Clearly,
such social truths (or simply, ‘truths’ for short) are contextual. They are composed by a given set of

people living within a given area at a certain point in time, they are otherwise re-constructions of earlier
truths emanating from a previous age, or they are borrowed and perhaps translated from a different

population. Put another way, social truth of this sort "cannot walk on its own legs. It must be carried by

people to other people. It must be made effective through language, through argument and appeal"

(Campbell 1982:3). History as social truth is not veridical truth, then, it is interpretive truth — though keen

students of Nietzsche would argue that veridical truth does not exist anywhere: there are only

interpretations. There is no pure truth, ipso facto, for anything (Merquior 1985:101).
In considering Texas, for the adjuvant / catalyst study, and other places and regions for the

longhaul / umbrella study, as constructed truth, this study examines history not as a given set of events
but as a mix of produced myths, images and symbols. Heritage is not fixed, it is selected. In each region
of the world some cultural pasts are included and celebrated: other ethnic sagas are excluded and

ignored. As is the case for everywhere else, the history and heritage of Texas, for instance, in any given

age is made and unmade in the present — not in the past. It is a composite and changeable rhetoric —

the stories and tales Texans tell of themselves, or rather choose to tell of themselves. As such it may

be construed as a logical undertaking. Certain people advance certain storylines for certain economic,

political, symbolic or other advantages, and deny other legends and accounts for related reasons. This

catalyst study attempts to unravel some of that decision-taking by drawing up a framework to determine
what Texas is in terms of heritage tourism (i.e., which visions of the history of Texas take precedence)
and who ‘makes’ Texas (i.e., which individuals and/or institutions are effective in getting their preferred
or manufactured visions utilized in the tourism and heritage market-place). To that end this adjuvant study

(like the case studies of the longhaul / blanket agenda, to follow) will not so much be exploring Aristotle’s
theoria — the immutable truths of natural and scientific knowledge — it will be plumbing Aristotle’s

phronensis — the practical and situational truths of social wisdom (Campbell 1982:4-5).
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Such an analysis of constructed truth is relatively new in historical tourism. Until recent years
the concept appears somewhat foreign to the tourism industry. At the Second World Congress on

Heritage Presentation at the University of Warwick in England in September 1988, the notion of

interpreted truth was aired by two principal speakers. Neil Cossons, Director of the Science Museum in

London, proffered that the determination of ‘truth’ was in fact one of the prime functions of heritage

managers, and Jerzy Swiecimski, Professor of the Polish Academy of Sciences, distinguished seven

different interpretations of the meaning of the term ‘truth’ in museum contexts (Uzzell 1989:6). It appears
it is time to tell the truth, or rather to reveal the social truths that underpin viewable history.

If history is social truth, it is a form of social discourse which people engage in, invert and
communicate. There will always be alternative versions of any given discourse. Foucault was

considerably interested in mapping those discourses and those knowledges within a particular society that
were disqualified or disenfranchised in some fashion. His historical genealogy was directed towards the

manner in which certain truths were invalidated (see Habermas 1987:280 — a lecture on Foucault).

Accordingly, this current early 1990s adjuvant study (like the case studies of the umbrella / blanket

agenda) is Foucauldian in its philosophical vision. It attempts to prospect the dark ground of the regional,

nugatory and/or supplanted discourses in history. As such the discourse of disqualified history (vis-a-vis

qualified history) that exists is extensive. Alternative rhetoric can be grounded in facts, in religious belief,
in cultural values, in association, in metaphors, in dreams and in resentments (Campbell 1982:5).

Alternative truths, just like approved truths, can be based on logical argument or they can be based on

socialized assumptions. Foucault’s concept of disqualified knowledges did not distinguish the difference,
and nor will this current investigation. A Foucauldian premise for this study is that the truth is what people

collectively believe, whether it is platformed upon fact or upon fiction. Put another way, "the truth is [what]
the people must feel before they will see" (attributed to George Washington; Campbell 1982:9).

In investigating the qualifying and the disqualifying discourses about and within the history of
Texas, this adjuvant inquiry will look at government at work in defining heritage. Governments have to

deal in many ambiguous products (Wilson 1989:372-3) — heritage is clearly one of them, but it is one in
which governments can act with deliberation. It can engage intentionally or unconsciously in what Spivak

(1987:132) calls the politics of exclusion. Governments can engage in social control through the definition
of history: certain acts, places and behaviors may be approved, others may be bypassed. In Foucauldian

analysis, this is the power of government (or of powerbrokers which have an influence upon government)
to subjugate knowledges (Hariman 1989:221). It is part of the Foucault’s struggle — repression schema,
a conceptualization of dominance structured around the triangle of power, right and truth. Cyclical and
mutual forces may be at work. Power is delimited by the rule of right — a formal delimitation of power -

-- but the effects of truths in circulation can remold those very rights which in turn can remodel the shape
of power. Refabricated power is then in a stronger or weaker position to cultivate new truths (Gordon

1980:92-3).
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Hence, successful governments and well-placed players can over-time universalize their own

preferred versions of history — just as well-placed Europeans universalized their own originally Western

concept of Orientalism (Said 1978:1). In Foucauldian analysis, where the discourses of a social group,
a professional body, an elite or a government merge with applied practice, an opaque power complex
results (Habermas 1987:283). Successful groups and strong governments are able to use preferred truths
to stabilize what becomes their own rule of right, and their grip upon power can become unassailable.
The connections between ‘right’, ‘truth’ and ‘power’ can thus become not only intricate but expansive. If
the capacity of power to reproduce reality is to be charted, it must be pursued at infra-red levels (Merquior

1985:109). Such must, for the catalyst investigation for the longhaul research agenda, be the ‘color’ of
this inquiry across Texas.

In investigating dominant powers at work in shaping the heritage of Texas that is presented

through tourism this adjuvant study inevitably has spatial and temporal dimensions. The spatial

parameters are really socio-geographic or nominally cultural ones. Although, according to Arlington

historian, Sandra Myres (1986:122), Texas is not so much a state as a state-of-mind, as a spatial-cum-

mental construction: "it is a blend of West, East, Southwest [U.S.A.] and Urban Texas, a blend of Anglo-

European, Indian, Black and Mexican elements." It is in fact, hard to separate these ethnic-cultural

elements from geographical ones (Vandiver 1975:47-48). This study will, however, consider in part how
those disparate cultural components have infused with the geo-political edifice of the state to play a

dominant or subjugated role in the definition of the state’s heritage.
The temporal dimensions of history concern the manner in which a given vision of a heritage is

situated within its age. They are concerned not so much with history as a set of accepted facts, but with
the larger social patterns and interconnections of the day which that set of facts reflects. Just as spatial
matters can, under certain circumstances, be viewed as ethnic-cultural matters, so may historical facts

regress to being social facts (Horowitz 1977:47-9). The main problem for theoretical development in
tourism is that investigations into the social reflexivity of historical facts are extremely rare. In the related
field of park planning, architectural sociologist Crantz (1982:233) considered ‘the shadow side’ of park

design, viz., the way the provision of urban greenspace mirrored contemporary life and times in the U.S.A.
since 1800, and concluded that "the potential for parks to shape and reflect social values is still by no

means fully appreciated or understood" (255). Her comments would appear to also suit tourism planning

admirably.
In exploring the social construction of the heritage of Texas, for the adjuvant inquiry, it is rather

important to take account of how the vicissitudes of the postmodern age are affecting visions of history
in general and of images of Texas heritage in particular. The pace of change has become frenetic in
human affairs during the last quarter of the twentieth century. Jameson (1991 :xi) considers that the

Western world is currently experiencing an exasperating condition of historical deafness. So enmeshed
in the present are we during the present, that the postmodern people of our age have "forgotten how to
think historically in the first place" (ix). He considers that, today, historical impulses are distorted,
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repressed and diverted in an unprecedented fashion, so that the ‘‘postmodern consciousness [conjures

up] its own [ahistorical] condition of possibility" (ix). History, like almost everything else according to

Jameson, is succumbing to the consumption of commodification as a process (x). These are major

imperatives for the place and form of history. And so, the current inquiry will endeavor to reflect the way

visions of Texas accommodate the new ahistorical textuality of the postmodern world. Under iate-

capitalism, not only is it important, thence, to gauge the history of Texas as social construction, but it is
critical that history, itself, is evaluated as social construction.

Postmodern thought is of substantial influence over the way tourism themes and images are

being and going-to-be received in the postmodern era — an age where spatialization appears to be

replacing temporalization as the dominant value in Western culture (Jameson in Stephanson 1988:7).
Under postmodernity, Jameson considers that ‘normal space’ and long-accepted things are dissolving.
In his estimation, the age is experiencing something of a death of value — corresponding with Nietzsche’s
forewarned death of God (28). Hebdige (1986:78) echoes Jameson’s view by noting that the postmodern

age has experienced an implosion of meaning involving "the replacement of unitary power axes by a

pluralism of power/discourse formations ... [and through] the collapse of cultural hierarchies." It is a

complex age where "our representations of things [in history, in culture, in life are] tending to arouse an

enthusiasm and a mood swing not necessarily inspired by the things themselves" (Jameson 1991:x).

Taking the foregoing paragraphs into account, the purpose of the current, catalyst, inquiry is to

examine how power actually operates in Texas politics in manufacturing contemporary images of the
Texans past for our postmodern market-place in tourism. The investigative approach into the ties of

power between the state government and some of its constituencies will draw heavily from Foucault, viz.,
to critique "the working of institutions which appear to be both neutral and independent" (Foucault in

Elders 1974:171) in terms of the shaping of history, but which may lean towards significant preferences
in the cultivation and projection of that heritage. The inquiry amounts to a study of the expressive side

of politics rather than the instrumental (Maynard-Moody and Stull 1987:249) exploring the things

significant players in cultural tourism in Texas say rather than do. The heritage of Texas is therefore
viewed as a rhetorical construct, and the study examines the values and intentions of these significant

players as they are communicated with regard to it.
Under the Foucauldian perspective, the problem with Western political philosophy has

conceivably been its over-devotion to utopian theoretical abstractions: "In the West we have consistently

approached the problem of political order by building models of the just social order or by searching for

general principles by which to evaluate existing conditions" (Rabinow’s introduction to Foucault in Rabinow

1984:5), and have been left “almost totally in the dark about the concrete functioning of power in Western

societies" (5-6).

Yet, in recent decades, a period of experimentation has begun to take a partial hold over the

human and cultural sciences. Characterized by eclecticism, new approaches to science offer the play of
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ideas free of the kind of authoritative paradigms which had brought Foucault to analytical despair. This

new refreshing era of investigative probation in the social sciences has gathered considerable momentum

during the 1980s following Foucault's death and affords "critical and reflexive views of subject matter,

openness to diverse influences embracing whatever seems to work in practice, and tolerance of [both the]

uncertainty about a field’s direction and of [the] incompleteness in some of its projects" (Marcus and
Fischer 1986:x; emphasis added). In cultural fields of investigation such as anthropology the new

detective scenario brought about by this period of experimentation is nowadays "often pictured as the

challenge of newer, interpretive programs of research to reigning positivist ones" (x). Considerable
discussion on these developments will follow in subsection 1.3.

The current, adjuvant, study of cultural tourism in Texas will constitute an experimental study to

try to take advantage of this recent loosening of approaches in social science, and will aim to explore

social and political discourse about the construction of Texas via this emergent interpretivist/naturalistic

paradigm — or this recently refortified interpretivist/naturalistic paradigm as some would have it. Hence

the study at hand is contained within an evolving genre of descriptive analysis rather than being directed
within an approach under the "usually more prestigious and totalizing theoretical discourses" (5). And it
will gradually be the function of the remaining subsections of this opening section to reveal why that is

a wise and necessary decision.
In order to recap some of the key points from this opening subsection of the, catalyst study, the

reader is reminded that the current study constitutes a naturalistic investigation of the construction of the

heritage of Texas in tourism as a social and political truth. It broadly aims to address (as a pilot inquiry
to help form a larger, meaningful, ongoing research agenda on the topic) why the state bureaucracy (or
rather its bureaucrats) do what they do in defining the state’s past. It will attempt to uncover the
distinctive outlooks they have regarding the construction of that heritage — whether they appear to be

aware of the biases that underpin those perspectives and actions or not. And the study aims to inspect
the range and mix of constituencies that put pressure upon the state in order to secure preferred shifts

in the current and/or enduring vision of the Lonestar State’s past.

1.1 THE BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY: POSTMODERN CONCEPTS OF POWER AND

CULTURE

1.1.1 The Postmodern Debate

In the opening section brief mention was made of the potential for historical truth to be

considerably influenced by postmodernity, where
• some observers would claim the contemporary consciousness to have an ahistorical

textuality; and where
• some observers would claim there to be an implosion of meaning in the social, cultural

political and other values across the Westernized world.
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These charges of historical deafness, and of the death of value, are highly important for this

study. A more sustained introduction to postmodernity, ipso facto, is called for.

Postmodernity needs to be understood or at least juxtaposed with reference to this study

because of the number and the weight of theorists who have identified a huge agglomerative role for it
as the socio-cultural force of change in the later decades of the twentieth century. Before detailing what

specifically postmodernity is reckoned to be by its adherents, the nature of these immense portended

changes should be clarified. For this end, Foucault’s epistemological theory of the history of
consciousness is a germane construction (Foucault 1987; Gordon 1980; Rabinow 1984; Merquior 1985).
Foucault’s theory rides on the idea that the impetus of human consciousness over time advances

discontinuously. These discontinuities are recognizable by reformations of various frames-short-of-mind -

-- known as epistemes — which characterize the particular historical space. Although Foucault does not

explain what causes a given epistemic quake, he announces them to have a much deeper morphology
in human unconscious than, for instance, Kuhn’s epistemological concept of the paradigm has (Kuhn

1970). In their sternest sense, Foucault’s epistemes are utterly irreconcilable. He recognized four

organizing epistemes of this distinct sort: a preclassical one, a classical one, a modern one, and a

contemporary one, which he maintained began to break with its precursor in the 1950s.
In his strict use of the term, Foucault’s epistemes were (or are) ascendant modes of sensation

and cognizance which color all awareness and behavior at given times. This view proved to be rather

extreme for many of Foucault’s critics, who could not accept that a particular episteme could entirely

daminate all perception and activity during any point in time (White and McSwain 1990:56-7). In

clarificatory interviews, Foucault acknowledged that zones of different consciousness and hubs of
institutional practice survived or synthesized to stand as unrelated epistemes. These alternative

epistemes constitute Foucault’s positive belief that there could be escape at a particular time from

complete domination by given epistemic thought.

Although Foucault’s literal use of the term episteme has only won qualified support, his specific
determination that the current age was and is experiencing a fundamental historical disconnection

(Foucault 1970) has received wide acceptance. White and McSwain’s (1990:23) prognosis is that shifts
of consciousness of late decades are occasioning a hyperpluralism which is "so deep and wide as to deny
the possibility for culture in the traditional sense of the term. In place of culture — which [they] define as

the indigenous, spontaneous arriving symbols and rituals by which people are related to each other

through their collective unconscious — technology has installed a set of control routines and the

amelioratives and palliatives necessary to make the whole situation at least tolerable." This is White and
McSwain’s account of postmodernity — though they prefer to style the grand shift in consciousness as

that technicist episteme. In order to be faithful to theorists who do use the term postmodernity, itself,

significant reference will be made in succeeding pages to Habermas, Lyotard, Baudrillard and Jameson -

-- but the heavyweight contributions of Derrida, Barthes, Bell, Said and others (Foster 1985:x; Ross

1988:xii) should also be acknowledged.
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The concept of postmodernity has been subject to much debate. Although the term itself was
used by a number of writers in the 1950s and 1960s, the visualization of it did not begin to crystalize until

the mid-1970s (Connor 1989:6) when its use considerably multiplied. Principally, the debate concerns

whether in fact postmodernity exists, as such (6). Does postmodernity have the coherency of an ‘age,’
a ‘Zeitgeist’ a ‘current situation’ or anything (Jameson 1991 :xi)? Is it indeed a concept, or is it a practice,

a style, a period or an economic phase (Foster 1985:ix)? Is it just inflation of discourse across all levels
of society (Newman 1985)? Is it a protracted craze sustained "Scheherezade-like by long-winded
academics concerned — to perpetuate themselves?" (Connor 1988:8). Is it just self-validating discourse
on the part of a whole host of individuals concerned about their own legitimate place in society (8)?

The following paragraphs will attempt to shape a response to those questions.

First, postmodernity itself will be more tightly defined.

Second, brief mention will be made of some of the critical observations (for historically) of some
of the leading theorists on postmodernity.

Third, a number of key aspects of the concept will be drawn out, for the current, adjuvant study.

Fourth, a number f significant difficulties with the concept will be revealed.

And, finally, the relevance postmodernity to culture, to power and to research on culture and

power will be scanned.

1.1.2 Postmodernity Defined

Foster (1985:xi) believes that it is best to conceive of postmodernity, whether it be in cultural,

economic or other settings, as a conflict of old and new modes and therefore also of the interests involved

in those styles and fashions. It is, according to Hummel (1990:202-203), a synthesizing world where the
novel begins to triumph over the given — not so much a new physical world, but a state of mind "full of

strange meaning, undreamed possibilities and ominous portent." It is an age of the reassertion of human
values — possibly the kind of massive shift in sensibility that Nietzsche was expectant about, a century

ago (Aronowitz 1988:46).
In this manner postmodern theorists tend to agree that postmodernity is the renunciation of the

given: the recantation of accepted thought, of rules governing art, of master political ideologies (46) —

and by extension, for present purposes, the rejection of proscribed history. Thus, postmodern culture is

‘resistance,’ it is a break with tendency, an anti-aesthetic that rejects hierarchy and celebrates diversity

(Foster 1985). It is a rebellion against the idea of formal purity and it disdains the mass culture that

modernity was beckoning, spreading from its roots in the pop counterculture of the 1960s (Ingram

1987:76). Postmodernity thus becomes, in the judgement of Jameson, an absolute collapse of
differentiation where "the cultural realm becomes identical with the socio-economic" (Connor 1989:47-48).

The above explanations of postmodernity see culture as a body of myths, metaphors and codes,
and the productive elements of culture (painting, writing, building, researching, whatever) are inclined to

be viewed less as work as in the modernist vision, but as texts. Thus modernity tends towards the ‘given
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account’ or to the ‘accepted text’ whereas postmodernity is ‘a heterogeneity of texts’ (Foster 1985:x-xi).

Modernity is the universal statement, the designated technique, the master discourse, but postmodernity
is a synthesized account; it is hybridized approaches and it is contradictory texts (xi).

A consensus is emerging that in its relationship to cultural products, postmodernity is distinctively
anti-auratic (Benjamin 1975; Lash 1987). In this estimation, postmodern views are prone to undoing
aesthetic aura in art and of the authority behind other social or cultural texts. The divisions between high
and low art and between eminent and unelevated activity is undermined. This is seen to yield three
substantive developments (Bagguley, et al. 1990:154):

• the transformed semiotics of everyday life and the consumption of signs or images
rather than products (Baudrillard 1981);

• the decentring of stable identities;
• the rise in the number of relatively unanchored social groupings which generate further

postmodern thought and funnel postmodern entities.

Hence postmodern texts are self-reflexive, playful and opposed to the standardization of lifestyles and
cultures (Turner 1988:75). In Hummel’s (1990:203) view the icon of the modern world was the pyramid -

- characterizing the hierarchical and divisive nature of the age in contrast; the icon of the postmodern age

is the circle — characterizing the self reflexive practitioner who encounters others on equal terms rather
than absolutist and pre-ordained terms. All of this is critical to the current study of history in tourism for
the catalyst investigation. Is the history of Texas given, accepted and / or auratic — or is it nowadays

heterogenous, synthesized and / or decentered.

1.1.3 Lead Postmodern Theorists

Postmodernity is relevant to historical truth because it not only affects the felt ‘aura’ or ‘privilege’
a population is going to hold towards a venerated account (or previously venerated storyline), but it
modifies the receptive setting or listening context in which that ‘text’ is heard. It also affects the number

of contesting or competing texts that is tenable in the modern age — and they are not the same thing.

Contesting texts are different and conflicting versions of essentially the same event. Competing texts are

different texts or storylines battling for exposure — and each "competing text" may have "contesting
versions."

Let the background account of postmodernity, so far, be summarized. There is some agreement

amongst commentators in the human and cultural sciences that the postmodern condition is a complex

conjuncture of conditions (Ross 1988:x), and that it is an epic production in its own right (vii). But there
is no consensus as to the meaning or to the politics of postmodernity. It conveys many different ideas
to many different people. Since the currents of postmodernity conceivably sensitize individuals in the

contemporary age (and, for the present study, individuals inside and outside of government agencies)
towards given ‘texts,’ it is crucially important that leading schools of postmodern thought are
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acknowledged. To that end, further elaboration will be offered on the representative commentaries of
three of the most prolific commentators on postmodernity — those of Lyotard, Jameson and Baudrillard.

1.1.3.1 Lyotard

Lyotard’s views are predominantly expressed in his 1979 publication, La Condition Postmoderne

(Lyotard 1984). He concerns himself with the place of narrative within knowledge and scientific discourse,
and he maintains that modern science is typified by its subjugation of those styles of legitimation which

depend upon the narrative. Drawing on the work of Kuhn and Feyerabend, Lyotard sees science as a

function of the paradigms that rule scientific thought in each age, and in it (for the contemporary age) he
identifies a gradual abandonment of universal perspective (Connor 1989:36). His interest lies in the ways

society accommodates and promotes plurality.
Hence this adjuvant study of Texas is Lyotardian in the sense that it will attempt to show how

certain forms of historical evidence (chiefly written accounts) may have been privileged as other forms

(chiefly narrative accounts) may have been subjugated. Moreover it will also reflect Lyotard in the very

methods it deploys: naturalistic inquiry (as discussed in 1.3) is designed to explore many of the kinds of
narrative knowledges that modernist-cum-postivist science has disparaged.

1.1.3.2 Jameson

Jameson’s (1985) seed ideas on postmodernity are contained in Postmodernity and Consumer

Society though they have been extensively reworked in both 1984 and 1991 in Postmodernity: or the
Cultural Logic of Capitalism (Jameson 1991). His interest lies in the interface between cultural and
societal drives. Recording an acceleration of cycles of style and fashion, the Jameson account pivots

upon the steadily rising power of advertising and of electronic media to yield a universal standardization
of culture. That culture is highly commodified and highly representative. It is a schizoid pastiche (Connor

1989:45) produced by an intensifying capitalism, and it celebrates the present.

Hence this immediate inquiry into the heritage of Texas is Jamesonian in the degree to which
it explores whether, in fact, government agencies in tourism in Texas do work with a stable identification
of the state’s past, and whether there is a fading or a preserved sense of history vis-a-vis the present.

1.1.3.3 Baudrillard

Baudrillard’s (1975 and 1983) ideas appear in a large number of books, chiefly The Mirror of
Production and Simulations. Like Jameson, he believes it is no longer possible to distinguish the

economy of productive spheres from the spheres of ideology and culture. To him, cultural artifacts,

images, emotions and sensations are now all part of the economic order: they are ‘producible.’ The age

is now experiencing a political economy of the sign whereby social images and commercial symbols
themselves become commodities. Technology predominates: signification thrives. "Capitalism crosses
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the entire network of natural, social, sexual and cultural forces, all languages and codes" (Baudrillard

1975:138), as the cult of immediate experience and of intense reality is advanced.

Hence, the investigation at hand (i.e., into the administration government of heritage in tourism)
is also Baudrillardian in its broad purpose. In the Baudrillard vision, "signs are no longer required to have

any verifiable contact with the world they allegedly represent" (Connor 1989:55); is this indeed for so the

signs of the past in the Lonestar State as dealth with by state tourism administrators? But in the
Baudrillard vision, there is "an escalation of the true, of the lived experience (Baudrillard 1983:12); does

the state bureaucracy's texts on Texas reflect that Baudrillardian 'regime of the simulcrum'?

1.1.4 Key Aspects of Postmodernity

Having outlined what several of the leading theorists have stated about postmodernity, some of

the key aspects of the subject will now be drawn out. Clearly there is a considerable range of opinion as

to what the postmodern condition is, and thereby what its critical tendencies and components are. In

summarizing that range, Hebdige (1986:78) notes that postmodernity has been styled as the following

amongst others:

• an anti-teleological tendency within epistemology;
• a general attenuation of feeling;
• the predicament of reflexivity;
• a new phase of commodity fetishism;
• a fascination for images, codes, and styles;
• a process of cultural, political or existential fragmentation and/or crisis;
• the decentring of the subject;
• an incredulity towards metanarratives;
• the replacement of unitary power axes by a pluralism of power/discourse formations;
• the implosion of meaning;
• the collapse of cultural hierarchies;
• broad societal and economic shifts into a ‘media’, 'consumer' or 'multinational' phase;

and,
• a generalized substitution of spatial for temporal co-ordinates.

Rather than attempt to neatly extract, at this stage, a singular, all-purpose definition for

postmodernity, an endeavor will be made to identify the critical components of postmodernity that are

believed to have an affect upon the construction of culture. Table 1 1.4./1 is the result of that effort. It

distills twenty commonly attributed aspects of postmodernity and briefly notes the relevance of each of

those tendencies to the ‘production’ or 'manufacture' of history. Readers should be warned, however, to

remember that no social theorist will ever have assumed all of the listed aspects as part of his/her own
use of the term, and almost everyone of them will have been the topic of some sustained debate at some

time or other as to its fitting place in an account of postmodernity. Clearly those who view postmodernity

as an economic conflagration will give primacy to the capitalistic tendencies, and those who view

postmodernity as a political phenomenon will want to give primacy to notions of power.



TABLE1.1.4./1
POSTMODERNISMANDHISTORICALTRUTH:

KEYSHIFTSINCULTURALLOGICANDTHEPRODUCTIONOFHISTORY
NEWPOSTMODERNSENSIBILITIESSIGNIFICANCEFORTHECONSTRUCTIONOFHISTORY •SOMEOVERVIEWACCOUNTSOFPOSTMODERNISM

1.POSTMODERNISMASANTI-HIERARCHY--Themodulationofhierarchyinto heterarchy;replacementofpatternsofdominationandsubordinationwithpatterns lackingcommonalityororder(Connor1989:9). 2.POSTMODERNISMASANTI-TOTALITARIANISM-Thedissolutionofevery kindoftotalizingnarrativewhichclaimstogovernsocialactivityandrepresentation (Connor1989:9);eg.,historynolongerasthegrandtug-of-warbetweenCapital andLabor(Ross1988:xiv). 3.POSTMODERNISMASRESISTANCE--Oppositiontotheformalor’official’ cultureofmodernism,andacriticaldeconstructionoftradition.Aquestioning ratherthananexploitationofculturalorder,seekingtoexploreratherthanconceal socialandpoliticalaffiliations(Foster1985:xii). 4.POSTMODERNISMASSIMULATION--Therandomcannibalizationofallofthe stylesofthepastandtheplayofrandomstylisticallusion(Jameson1991:18). Lefebvre'sincreasingprimacyoftheneo(18);aworldofsheerimage. 5.POSTMODERNISMASACCELERATEDSTYLE--Theexplosionoftypesand numberofculturalcommoditiesandthequickeningchangeofpopularityofsocial imagesgivesrisetoa’politicaleconomyofthesign’(Baudrillard1975:121). •SOMEOFTHECHIEFCHARACTERISTICSOFPOSTMODERNISM
6.POSTMODERNISMASRULEBYTECHNICISM-Atechnicistepistemehas ruledthecontemporaryagesincethe1950s(KassandCatron1990:24),wherein politicsforinstancedecisionprocessesbecomemorereliantupontechnical devicessuchastelevisionpollsandelectronicvoting.Increasinglythevalue inputsarerandomandcapricious(WhiteandMcSwain1990:50-51;Backman 1987:xxiv).

Thedevelopmentofaheterotopiaconsistingofmanydifferentand incommensurableversionsofhistoryand/orthecreationofacenterlesshistorical universe. Thesuspensionofmetanarratives:thoseguidingprinciplesandmythologieswhich control,delimitandinterpretworldandlocalevents(Lyotard1984:31-7);e.g.,the lossofappealofManifestDestinyexplanations. Unwillingnesstoacceptimperialismofinstitutions--afterFoucault'sstudiesan power(Yudice1988:230).Everythingisnowcontestable;nomasterstorylinesare off-limits;nosacredaccountsareaxiomaticallybelievedoraccepted. Aworldofrepresentationwhose"nature[has]goneforgood"(ix)andwhereimage dominates.ThepresentationofPlato'ssimulacrum-identicalcopiesforwhichno originaleverexisted(18). History,likemostotheraspectsofcultureissubjecttothenewpredominanceof technologyandtherapidexchange,promotionanddistributionofimageswhich tendtohaveadiminishedreferentialfunction(Connor1989:51-2). Historybecomesincreasinglysubjecttodefiningtechnologiessuchascomputers whichcanunifyasociety'sworldviewbyprovidingsingle(easily-describable) metaphoricalimages(Bolton1984).Sincetechnologyundergoesa'rhetorical transformation'(McKeon1987:12)sodoesthehistoryitconveys.
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NEWPOSTMODERNSENSIBILITIES
7.POSTMODERNISMASREPRESENTATION-Representation,itself,becomes anewareaofcommodification(Jameson1991)whereimages,stylesand representationsarenolongerjustpromotionalaccessoriesbuttheproducts themselves(Connor1989:46).Baudrillard(1975:122)callstheseprocesses"the generaloperationalizationofthesignifier.' 8.POSTMODERNISMASSCHIZOPHRENIA-Thepostmoderneraisa schizophrenicmodeoftimeandspace(Foster1985:ix),anagewhichprivileges certainkitschstyles(xi).Thereisatendencyforrepresentationtoconsistofa pureorarandom(ratherthaninheritedoresteemed)playofsignifiers(Jameson 1987:222). 9.POSTMODERNISMASRAWEXPERIENCE-Underpostmodernismraw experienceandintenserealityarecelebrated(Baudrillard1983:12)andthepresent

isprivileged.Yetthatexperienceandthatrealitydoesnothavetobedirectly encountered:simulatedeffectsareparadoxicallyacriticalpartoftheconveyance ofacute,nakedsensations.Itistheepochofthescrupulousfacsimile-the 'hyperreal’(morerealthanreality)(13). 10.POSTMODERNISMASPOPULISM-Thestandardpositioninlatecapitalism holdsthatmodernismwasandiselitist,whereaspostmodernismfavorspopulist accounts.Inarchitecture,Jencks(1980)seesconsiderabledifferentiationin modernistarchitecture,forinstance,wherebuildingshaveradicaldisjuncturefrom theirspatialcontext-andinpostmodernismheseesbuildingsinsertedintothe heterogenousfabricofthecity(Jameson1991:62-63). •SOMEOBSERVATIONSONPOSTMODERNISMANDPOWER 11.POSTMODERNISMASMEDIACREATION-Tosome,postmodernismis mediadesignatedneologismwhichstandsastestimonytothepowerofthemedia
inconcertwith'interested' academics,tomanufactureconceptsoftheday. Jameson(1991:xiii)querieswhetherpostmodernismisjustalexicalneoevent.

(Continued) SIGNIFICANCEFORTHECONSTRUCTIONOFHISTORY Thepowerofrepresentation,re-representationandde-representationcrossesall social,sexual,culturalandnationalforcesandeffectsthedifferentialhistories containedbythem.Thesignsandimagesutilizedmaynolongerhaveverifiable contactwiththeworldtheyrepresent. Historycanbeconstructedasaschizoidpastiche,aschizophrenicmixtureof storylinesandofdifferentialaccountsratherthanofasinglemonumentaltheme. Thefragmentsofpre-existingandnewtextsareceaselesslyreshuffled. Historicaleventsandencounterscanbedescribedinfourstagesofrepresented experience:(i)asuntouched/untarnishedbasicreality;(ii)asamaskedor pervertedreality;(iii)asanaccountwhichmaskstheabsenceofbasicreality;an (iv)aspuresimulcrum,notrelatedatalltoreality(10;Connor1989:55-56). Underpostmodernism,history(likearchitectureandlikeotherspheresoflife)is renderedaspublicallyavailablediscourse(Spivak1987:ix).Theinclinationisto offerahistoryredolentwithlocal,vernacularand/orhomespunrelevances.
Ifpostmodernismexistsinitsownright,andisnotareificationofthemediaand/or empire-buildingacademics,doesthevocabularyexisttoadequatelycoveritsnew discourse?Inparticular,havewetheproperconceptualvocabularytodescribe therecenthistoryofdeveloping/under-developed/post-colonialregions(Spivak 1987:x)7
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TABLE1.1.4./1(Continued)
NEWPOSTMODERNSENSIBILITIES 12.POSTMODERNISMASHYDRATICBEING-Manyobserversofscienceand societyrebelledagainsttheconformityofhighmodernisminordertoopenitupto aliberatingrangeofperspectivesandtoadmitaheterogeneityoftexts(Foster 1985:xi).Hencepostmodernaccountsareinclinedtotriumphalize’plurality.’And thatpluralitycanbeappliedbacktopostmodernismitself:properly,thereisno ’postmodernism,’thereare'postmodernisms.’Postmodernismisanhydra. 13.POSTMODERNISMASMIXOFPOWERCENTERS-Giventhedeclineof metanarrativesandoftotalizingaccountsasexplainedunder1,2,and3above, postmoderntheoriesareinclinedtoidentifyamultiplicationofcentersofpowerand activity.Socialactivityispicturedashavingmanyratherthansingularsourcesof control.

14.POSTMODERNISMASCONSOLIDATEDCAPITALISM-Somesocio-political analystsseepostmodernismpredominantlyineconomicterms,asarestructured formofcapitalism(Bell1976).Postmodernismbecomes,undersuch constructions,animmensenewareaofintensifiedcommodificationfor multinationalcapitalism(Jameson1991:87).
15.POSTMODERNISMASAGGRESSIVEADVERTISING-Postmoderntheories attributetherepresentativeoftheage(see7above)tothenewpowerof advertising,whereawarenessandfamiliarityofimportantthingswithinthelife- spacearedefinedbytheirveryrepetitivebroadcastontheairwaves. •SOMEREFLECTIONSONTHECONSEQUENCESOFPOSTMODERNISM 16.POSTMODERNISMASANTIDOTEFORMODERNISM-Postmodernismis oftendepictedasarebellionagainsttheformalpurityofclassichighmodernism (Ingram1987:76)-acorrectivemodeofthoughtandactionemanatingfromthe fallofthemodernmythsofmasteryandentelechicprogress(Frampton1985). PostmodernismarriveswiththeabandonmentofuniversalistEnlightenment(Ross 1988).

SIGNIFICANCEFORTHECONSTRUCTIONOFHISTORY Wherethereare’postmodernisms'ratherthanasingle’postmodernism,’different entitiestendtogethighlightedandprojectedundereachdistinctpostmodernism. Overtimethepostmodernismscompeteagainsteachother.Anddifferent postmodernismshavedifferentstartingandterminationpointsinhistory.And competingpostmodernismscontestsocialandhistoricalspacewithcompeting ’poststructural’and’postindustrial’formulations(Jameson1991:xiii). Inpostmoderntheory,therearenolongeranyabsolutepowercentersto authenticatehistory,andnoabsolute'groundsofvalue’(Connor1989:8)bywhich historicaltextscanbelegitimated.History,likeallelementsofcontemporarysocial life,hastocometotermswith'thelegitimationcrisis’ofourepoch(Habermas 1976). Recenthistorybecomesthespreadofcapitalism.Andthatcapitalismbecomes postmodernityitself-ubiquitousandcenterless-withinsuchtexts(Connor
1989:48).Marcuse(1968:88-133)maintainsthatcapitalismandbourgeoisactivity overcomeculture,inourmostrecenthistory. Thusagivenhistoryisbecomingimportantonlyifitisprofiledinadvertising. Historicalworthchanges:authenticityisreplacedby“awe-thenticity.1Populations areleftwithadestabilized/insecuresenseoftheirownhistory,theygetusedto receivingforce-fedhistory-onachangingandchangeablediet. Underhighmodernism,historyisentelechy:theassumedprogressiveadvanceof enlightenedcivilizationtowardsmodernismitself.Theaccountwasandisanepic, andsuchdevelopmentwasassumedtobeuniversalinitsproprietyforthewhole oftheworld.Underhighmodernism,thehistoryoflocaland/ornon-entelechic societieswasrelegatedasbackgroundforrealelevatedhistory.



TABLE1.1.4./1(Continued)
NEWPOSTMODERNSENSIBILITIES 17.POSTMODERNISMASDESTROYEROFTHESUBJECT-JustasLyotard andotherobserversseepostmodernismastheendofmaster-narratives(see2 above)soBaudrillardseespostmodernismasaneraofthedealsofthesubject (Foster1985:xi).Itissuchtheorists,anageofnon-essentialism. 18.POSTMODERNISMASDECONSTRUCTEDTRADITION-Manyaccountsof postmodernismstressitsvalueascounter-practice-asapasticheofpop-and pseudo-historicalforms(see8above).Othertheoriesmaintainthatthis underscoresthecriticalinstrumentationofpostmodernism.Theysuggest postmodernismisreallyaquestioningorientationwhichseekstoexplorecultural codesinordertounearthconcealedsocialandpoliticalaffiliations(Foster 1985:xii). 19.POSTMODERNISMASWESTERNDECLINE-Owens(1985:57)considers postmodernismtobeacrisisinWesternrepresentation,asitsauthorityand universalclaimsareincreasinglyquestionedby,replacedwithandsynthesized withpreviouslymarginalorrepresseddiscourse.Ricoeur(1965:78)hadalso offeredacritiqueofWesternethnocentrism.InidentifyingtheendofWestern sovereigntyintermsofculturalauthorityheadvisedthat“thediscoveryofthe pluralityofculturesisneveraharmlessexperience"(RicoeurinOwens1985:57). 20.POSTMODERNISMASHUMANCONQUEST-InJameson'sview "postmodernismiswhatyouhavewhenthemodernizationprocessiscomplete andnatureisgoneforgood.Itisamorefullyhumanworld...,"whereeveryday realityisaestheticized(Benjamin1982).Artisnotlongeraseparateenclosed reality:itentersintotheproductionandreproductionofeverything(Baudrillard 1983:151).Artcanbeanywhereoranything-humanlifebecomesaworkofart (Featherstone1991:66).

SIGNIFICANCEFORTHECONSTRUCTIONOFHISTORY Thedisappearanceoftheindividualsubject(Jameson1991:16)alsoaffects accountsofhistory.Allconcepts,beliefs,factsandsacredeventsarenow contestable.Newformsofparaliterarycritiqueemergewhichdissolvetheline betweencreativeandcriticalanalysis(Foster1985:x).Newhistoriescanbe feminist,ethnic,racial,’local,’etcetera. Forthosewhoseepostmodernismascriticaldeconstruction,thegivenfoundations
ofapopulationorasocietyareunlikelytobeacceptedwithoutquestion.Under suchanti-foundationalstandpoints,aparticularhistoryshouldbeopentomany disparateinterpretations.Asaconsequenceofthisanti-foundationalspirit,new critiques(ofperhapsfeminism,neomarxism,andwhatever)arelikelyto interpenetrateviasynthesizedre-articulations.Butsuchconjecturalilluminations arenecessarilytransitory(MacCable1987:ix)iftheyarefaithfullyanti-foundational, Modernisthistoriestendedtobeprohibitivetowardsnon-Europeanaccounts:a politicsofexclusionhaspermeated(Spivak1987:132).Historywasandis perpetuallyutilizedtolegitimateWesternactions(PreiswerkandPerrot1978:145). Historianshavetendedtonon-consciouslyconstruct"liveablehistories"(Pirenne 1968:109)whichprivilegetheconceptsthehistorianisopentowards. Postmodernismhasnothaltedthatpractice,ithasperhapsloosenedtheholdof Westernsociocentrismoverthehistoryanddiscourseofothers. Postmodernismhasdisplacedtootherareasfromitsoriginsinaestheticsto "becomethenewhorizonofourcultural,philosophicalandpoliticalexperience" (Laclau1988:63).Thisradicalchangeinthoughtandcultureishighlysignificant forhistory:itbeginstoliberateit."Humankind,havingalwaysbowedtoexternal forces-God,Nature,thenecessarylawsofHistory-cannow,atthethreshold ofpostmodernity,consideritselfforthefirsttimethecreatorandconstructorofits ownhistory"(79-80).Emancipatorypossibilitiesnowareradicalizing Enlightenment,aestheticizedforhistoryasineverydaylifeintheaestheticized present.
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Given these caveats, what do the twenty tendencies of Table 1.1.4./1 reveal in terms of the

construction of history? The following propositions emerge under postmodernity:

i. That single historical accounts are likely to be superseded by multiple, different accounts;

ii. That grand master-narratives of history are likely to be increasingly questioned;
iii. That the worth of each and every tradition is now contestable;

iv. That considerable latitude exists over the degree to which imaginative and hybridized simulations
of historical events can be provided for today's visiting public;

v. That considerable latitude exists over the type and style of images that may be harnessed to

depict history;
vi. That existing accounts of history may be modified by the kinds of rhetoric and image which are

well adapted to the technicized communication of the age;

vii. That different versions of history will over-time beget novel and differentially-connected symbols
and images with which to characterize that account;

viii. That secure and longstanding presentations of history will compete with what, originally, purists
would regard as miscellaneous and promiscuous depictions of history;

ix. That the proportion of 'untouched' accounts of history in currency will fall vis-a-vis both 'masked

versions’ and ‘pure simulcrum';
x. That the proportion of ‘vernacular’, local' and 'populist' accounts of history in currency will rise

vis-a-vise standard elitist accounts;

xi. That ‘old’ history is being increasingly 'infused' with new lexical descriptions and conceptual

treatments arising from liberated academic, media and previously subjugated parties;

xii. That the uniformity of the designation of eras and epochs in history is diminishing;

xiii. That at macro-levels of analysis the number of leading centers of legitimacy for 'authentic' history
is rising for given states, regions and nations;

xiv. That the range of forms and diversity of avenues by which capitalist practice is involved in the

interpretation and presentation of history are rising;
xv. That the certainty of understanding and association with which a population identifies with given

celebrated persons, places and events from its history can change considerably in scale and

scope overtime;

xvi. That support is declining for notions of linear progress within historical accounts of given regions;
xvii. That the extant range of 'alternativeVadversariar critiques of the history of states, regions and

nations is increasing;
xviii. That the proportion of new and synthesized interpretations of history amongst emergent

'alternative'/'adversical' interest groups is increasing;
xix. That the supremacy of Western Eurocentric explanations for global history is declining vis-a-vis

non-Western/non-Eurocentric interpretations;
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xx. That the range of aesthetic treatments commonly utilized within the interpretation of history is

increasing.

The above propositions have been composed to detail the liberation of interpretation that is

conceivably occurring in the construction of the past around the world. While it will clearly not be possible
to test such an extensive set of expectancies within the singular context of this study, the suppositional

insight contained within them constitute an important backdrop to the overall research agenda

investigation on historical tourism (or heritage in tourism). Hopefully, each proposition can be rigorously
examined over a range of settings around the globe, hereafter. This current study of Texas, itself (as the

precursor for the developing agenda), can therefore unleash or generate an immense research agenda

in the investigation of truth in tourism around the world.

1.1.5 Substantial Difficulties with Postmodernity
Table 1.1.4./1 indicates that postmodernity is a multifaceted phenomena and that it clearly

conveys different things to different commentators upon power and culture. Such are the broad troubles

posed by working within a globate social science conceptual entity.

Yet three more subtle weaknesses about postmodernity warrant comment.

1.1.5.1 Over-Simplification of Currents of Culture and Power

This weakness concerns the degree to which accounts of postmodernity reduce accounts of

cultural change and political re-articulation to manageable, but grossly distorted levels of analysis.
For instance, some observers, in reducing postmodernity to the triumph of a 'heterogeneity of

texts’ over a singular hierarchy of texts appear to imply that postmodernity equals plurality. Foster

(1985:xi) warns strongly against such a conflation: to him, postmodernity is not just panoramic relativism.

He advises that

... postmodernity is not pluralism — the quixotic notion that all positions in culture and
politics are now open and equal. This apocalyptic belief that anything goes, that the
‘end of ideology’ is here, is simply the inverse of the fatalistic belief that nothing works
that we live under a ‘total system' without hope of redress ... .

Undoubtedly, there are many postmodernities, and many distinct positions within them. Each position is

a critical or a constructed view of culture or of power. What counts is not the definition of postmodernity,

per se, but the delineation at some depth of the political and social and other affiliations within and behind

those constructions. The proscriptive statement "under postmodernity, anything goes" ought, for fuller

discernment, be replaced with the more discerning question "under postmodernity, which position has
which agenda pushing it forward?"

Secondly, accounts of postmodernity are frequently communicated in the form of condensed

suppositions. Hebdige (1986:78) notes for example, that postmodernity, in this manner, has been lauded
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as both "placelessness" and as "the abandonment of placelessness" — seemingly complete opposites.

Simplifications of this sort warrant careful exposition to overcome the problems caused by the constraints
of our social science vocabulary. Postmodernity is a dialectic term. It can, for the current illustration, be

applied to placelessness perhaps where the aggregate effect of capitalism might produce non-segmented

images over and across whole nations (thereby denying local representativity). But other postmodern
tendencies can actually cultivate local or subjugated representativities by undermining singular and
traditional meta-narratives within that nation. Postmodernity can, then, yield both ‘placelessness’ and ‘the
abandonment of placelessness’ concurrently.

A third problem with the over-simplification of accounts of postmodernity comes with the scale

and scope of changes which are attributed to it. The danger persists than all changes in cultural condition
or in the practice of power are assumed to be postmodern: if anything happens, postmodernity may be
seen to be at work. In this fashion, postmodernity is reified into being a huge entity capable of shaping
its own destiny. Yet social scientists can be caught between the devil and the-deep-blue-sea. If they take

pains to avoid giving postmodernity its own sense of consciousness, they can end up describing a peculiar
coaction of all manner of separate but coterminous shifts, trends and turns — a gargantuan coalescence

of social forces and changes without a central impulse. In this light, Jameson has been criticized for

identifying such a global set of forces, yet for failing to identify the plenipotentiary powers behind it. His
account is said "to lack agency" (Jameson 1991:408).

1.1.5.2 False Opposition to Modernity
In some respects, the term postmodernity is a misnomer. It suggests that postmodernity not only

comes after modernity, but that it stands in opposition to it. Thus, the modernist state might be presented
as a designing power, anxious to legitimate one pattern of order at the expense of all others — thereby

promoting similarly and uniformity, declaring war on foreign substances and qualities and sapping the
coherence and power of resistance of competitive institutions. Such is a nutshell account of Bauman’s

(1990:157-8) view of modernist state power. Hurried readers of Bauman’s account might then assume

that since something called postmodernity follows modernity, that the old spirit is completely closed off
and ascribe all manner of corrective or compensatory attributes to the new Zeitgeist — a so-called age

of unending diversity rather than one of assimilated unity. Such are the pitfalls of projectionism (where
one entity is only seen through the terms of another) and of presentism (where the past is darkened in

order to salute the light of the existing age).
But it is unwise to view postmodernity as the antithesis to modernity. The juxtaposition between

the two is much more complex than that. In Laclau’s estimation (1988:65) postmodernity cannot simply
be the rejection of modernity, it amounts to a different modulation of the imperatives of modernity and a

more involved proliferation of its regimes of thought. In Thackara’s (1988:11) judgement, modernity does
not end with the onset of postmodemity: it renews itself during it. In Ross’s (1988:xvi) view

postmodernity’s new politics of difference may at last give articulation to liberated voices of color, gender
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and sexual orientation, but it also continues the exploitations and oppressions of modernity — albeit in
new structures and forms. The mere designation of a new age cannot kill off overnight, the practices of
the past. Modernity lives on in parallel with, and within postmodernity. The father is father to the son,

but also brother to the son.

1.1.5.3 The Anti-Epic Epic
In certain senses postmodernity ends up preaching against itself. It arises, in part, as "a

dissenting response to the epic, or universal, claims of modernity ... [yet it becomes] an epic production

... itself" (Ross 1988:vii). Lyotard may attack the totality of the generalizable principle and of universal

reasoning, but his postmodernist war inescapably becomes an universal itself (see Habermas and
Honneth on Lyotard in Connor 1989:39). And, in revealing postmodernity as ‘experimental pastiche’,
Jameson faces a similar paradox: “how can a culture which is allegedly defined by the decisive
abandonment of originality and authenticity possibly be exemplified in any ‘original’ or ‘authentic’ way itself

(49).

The dilemma of Lyotard and Jameson attest to the hermeneutic difficulties that can arise when

theory tangles itself up within the social reality it describes (63). It is a matter of self-reflexivity, as

Jameson (1991 :xi) does admit:

Postmodernity theory is one of those attempts ... to take the temperature of the age
without instruments and in a situation in which we are not even sure there is so

coherent a thing as an ‘age’, or Zeitgeist or ‘system’ or ‘current situation’ any longer.
Postmodernity theory is then dialectical at least insofar as it has the wit to seize on that
very uncertainty as its first clue and to hold to its Ariadne’s thread on its way through
what may not turn out to be a labyrinth at all, but a gulag or perhaps a shopping mall.

Postmodernity thereby constitutes a vibrant continental theory charged with denouncing the

extirpation of continental theories. Again, postmodern accounts are therefore dialectical.
So what may be summarized about these abstract difficulties and the dialectical nature of

postmodernity?
First, postmodernity is uneven in its effects as it signals the uprooting of the universalist

foundations of Enlightenment thought and Enlightenment action.

Second, the judgement as to whether a particular situation, context or condition is in fact

postmodern, is perspective!. It may be liberating for some, but still exploitative for others — postmodern

from its northern face, modernist from its southern one. So, in announcing that a postmodernity exists,
one should clarify for whom it actually exists. The vital question is: whose interests are being served by
this silencing of suppression or by this cultivation of difference? Whose postmodernity is it? Therefore,
if there is a postmodern history, whose is it? Whom dominates through its telling? Whom suffers through
its promotion?
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Third, postmodernity is not something that can be defined once and for all, and then utilized

without modification. What may appear to be a liberating and imaginative synthesis at one moment may

soon appear to disenfranchise once deeper levels of awareness arise or once new forms of understanding
catch on. Experiencing postmodernity is like being politically correct: it is a contextual construction.

Finally, and most importantly, the tissue of the curtilage around postmodernity is soft. At its

border line, postmodernity is osmotic. In this sense, Heidegger (1971:154) reminds us of the old Greek
word perasfor boundary: "A boundary is not that at which something stops, but as the Greeks recognized,
the boundary is that from which something begins its presenting." Thus, when one reaches the Kingdom
of Heterotopia one may find a good deal of postmodern oxygen in the air: but one should then smell

harder, fortified by that oxygen to trace the other gases present. All the elements are essentially colorless
and difficult to spot, whichever side of the supposed boundary one stands on.

1.1.6 Postmodernity and the State
In outlining the force of postmodernity upon the legitimacy of culture and history, the capacity

of postmodern tendencies to influence government ought also be affirmed. Clearly, given the range of

government types involved from municipal to federal/national, the range of government agencies

concerned from ‘outright elected’ to ‘outright appointed,’ and the range of government issues

encompassed from distributive to redistributive matters, no unidimensional government response to

postmodernity exists. The level of state sympathy with aestheticized living, with the deconstruction of

tradition and with accelerated commodification is plainly a contextual matter, and is also subject to
reassessment after each ballot and manifesto re-draft. Thus it is difficult to obtain conclusive views for

the affect of postmodemity on the power of civil or political institutions. Extensive longitudinal analysis
would be required to win that sort of Gramascian knowledge.

Yet the gravitational attractivity of postmodern thought and inclination upon government is

important for the perspective or hermeneutic study at hand. Postmodernity has the potential to diffuse

through all societal institutions as a culturally imperial force (Jameson in Stephanson 1988:16). Aronowitz

(1988:46) maintains that, since World War II, the shifts in sensibility that have come with postmodernity,

have occasioned a number of major changes to the politico-cultural problematic. They are reproduced

in Table 1.1.6./1 in adapted form. Aronowitz alludes to the problems posed by static concepts of rule over

populations. Modern state power had largely occasioned the disempowerment of communal self¬

management "... sapping the social foundations of communal ... life" (Bauman 1990:157). Vertical

(hierarchical) configurations of power are now, though, being challenged by the deterritorialization and the

regional differences that came with postmodemity. Responsive governance is beginning to replace "the

unthinking automaticism" (157) of Western governance. Aronowitz (1988:49) notes that many observers
of state governance strongly emphasize the role of the community, and not the state to be "the best site

of economic, political and cultural life." But state governments normally deal in statist history and not
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regional history. A reading of Aronowitz suggests that the authoritarian state forms of Western Europe
and the U.S. may not be politically equipped to serve up the preferred modern diet of history.

What then, are the priority concerns within this politico-cultural? Five key issues are now

identified which impact upon the interface between politics and postmodernity, and which conceivably
affect of the manufacture of legitimate state heritage.

They are now outlined as highly relevant background issues to ground the current investigation
in the contemporary exigencies of state governance over the past of its people — a past which may (in
each case) no longer be so relevant to the people of today, themselves.

1.1.6.1 Critical Continuities and Discontinuities

The first issue concerns the politics of ideas: have the moral purposes and ethical issues that

guide political action been affected by postmodern tendency? To date, apart from Aronowitz, little work

appears to have been done in this area, though Lowi (1979) and Scott and Hart (1979) have explored the
tension between the needs of U.S. political interest groups and the changing orientations of democratic

society. In examining the broader historical context of the politics of ideas, Herson (1984:3) concludes
that continuity far outweights discontinuity, largely on account of the strong sense of legitimacy with which

past political arrangements are normally regarded. He suggests that the more the politics of new ideas
threatens to bring a realignment from the previous political order, the fiercer and more intense will the

political debate become. The subject of continuity / discontinuity will be aired again under subsection 2.4.

1.1.6.2 Totalizing Vision
The second political question is an extension of the first. For the given issue, does the

government in power act in accordance with some totalitarian impulse towards subordinate and/or
dissident cultures and subcultures (in this instance, acting to safeguard a single pure view of heritage)
or does it accommodate postmodern tendencies to cultivate creative-diversity and self-expression?

Clearly the interests of party platform will be strong on this issue, and the effects of postmodernity may

be particularly difficult to discern from the other ‘left-wing’, ‘democratic’ and ‘egalitarian’ drives. To some,

this whole research agenda on this socio-political construction of history / heritage indeed an inquiry of
the totalization / individuation of people with states, per se.

1.1.6.3 Approved Activities

In this sense government is seen as a disciplinary system in the Foucauldian mould of

governmentality (Gordon 1980:102) in which people’s time, labor and conduct are channelled towards

preferred activities of production and consumption. The targets for such coercion and observation can

be both state employees (are they approving the right approved activities?) or the public (are they

participating in the right approved activities?). Such questions concern the degree to which the

government seeks or demands conformity to procedure. In matters of heritage, does the state demand



TABLE1.1.6./1

POSTMODERNISMANDTHERENUNCIATIONOFFOUNDATIONALTHOUGHTINPOLITICS: KEYSHIFTSGOVERNINGTHEUNDOINGOFIDEOLOGICALMASTERDISCOURSE
MAJORCHANGESINTHEPOLITICALPROBLEMATIC

1.PRODUCTIONINTHEGLOBALECONOMYISNOWDISPERSEDAND DETERRITORIALIZED.ThedominanceofWesternEuropeandtheU.S.hasbeen challengedbyJapan,Korea,Malaysia,etcetera. 2.THENATION-STATEISALIVE,BUTBYNOMEANSWELL.Nationalism appearstobeinretreat.Transnationalcorporationshaveemergeddevoidof loyaltytonationsoforigin. 3.NATIONALPOLITICSSINKSINTODEEPERCRISIS.Thestateassumes largerresponsibilitiesforsocialorderandtheeconomy,butbecomesincreasingly impoverishedintermsofrevenuestofundtheseaddedtasksalongwiththeold duties. 4.THEMORALFOUNDATIONOFSTATEREGIMESISNOWINQUESTION. Politiciansareseentobeunabletocontrolstateeconomies.Deterritorialization
ofproductionentailsnewpatternsofeverydaylifewhichbringsabouta’lost'ora 'new'senseofplace.Politiciansareseentobeunrepresentativeofthesenew consumer'places.'Themoralbasis(andtherighttorule)oftraditionalcultural institutionsinWesternEuropeandtheU.S.isbeingundermined. 5.POLITICALLIFEISNOLONGERROOTEDINACONCEPTIONOFA QUALITATIVELYBETTERLIFE.Statesnolongerleadbypromisinggrandmeta¬ narrativevisionsorbyarticulatingdeliverableutopias.Todayrealpolitikdrives governments,asitalsodoessocialmovements.Newinterestgroupsmaygain poweronanti-modernplatforms-buttheysustainitoninstrumentalgrounds.

SIGNIFICANCEFORTHECONSTRUCTIONOFHISTORY DoesthelossofsupremacyinindustryaffectwiderWesternEuropeanandU.S. confidences?Dore-examinationsofindustrialmethodandstructureoccasion relatedquestioningofestablishedhistoricaltruthsandassumedentelechic supremacies?
Ifeconomictiesandindustrialtiestocherishedhomelandsarenowaxiomatically broken,doesthatnotrenderitharderforindividualstoretaintheideological discourseaboutthepastwhichalsoemanatefromthosehomelands?Isnational disloyaltycontagiousacrossdifferentsubjectsoffoundationalthought? Canstatesaffordtobotherwithheritageanddefinitionsofhistory?Oughtstates allocateasignificantweightofpersonnelandresourcestothepresentationof history?Shouldheritagebelefttoprivateenterpriseandtospecialinterest initiative? Isthehistoryofthepastirrelevantfornewconsumersocieties?Dothemoral battlesforwhichleadersandcitizensfoughtinpastcenturies(i.e.,thestuffof history)inWesternEuropeandtheU.S.stillhavemeaningfortheresident populationsoftoday?Isitworththeefforttoconserveandcelebratetheseproud moralmomentsandcherishedhistoricaltriumphs? Centralizedgovernmentsareperceivedaslogicaldevelopmentsofmodernity. Postmodernmovementsopposecentralizedstatesandresiststatism.They demandminimalist,centralstates.Butthehistoryofthepasttendstobethe historyofcentralizingstates.Shouldpostmodernstatesre-selecttheirheritage themesinordertostayintunewiththepreferencesoftoday’spopulation?Isit necessary?

SOURCE:AdaptedfromAronowitz:1988:46-49.
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compliance through its apparatus of control? Are the approved activities that constitute the subject matter
of that compliance changing? Does state compliance reflect postmodern tendency? Is the sum total of
the state bureaucrat's efforts an attempt, consciously or subconsciously, to produce a Foucauldian society

of normalization? (107).

1.1.6.4 Specialized Space
Foucault recognized that disciplinary power is the exercise of authority stemming from expertise.

He revealed how in government, as in the private sector, certain white collar workers (whom have come

to be known as 'specific intellectuals' (Foucault 1988:107)) exercise authority by expert use of their
definitional powers (Hariman 1989:217). They observe and thereby control the specialized space of

distinct area of activity. Knowledge may be apolitical by definition, but created bodies of knowledge can

be used as an agency of social control (218). Just as professionals such as doctors and lawyers can

discipline populations through their control of specialized space, so government bureaucrats can discipline

populations through their own tightly controlled expertise, leading the population to a distinct/preferred way

of life. Wisdom and foolishness are the property of institutions just as much as they are of individuals

(Wildavsky 1979:402). Is postmodern tendency affecting the wisdoms and the expertise cherished within
the specialized spaces of government (in terms of definitions of culture, of tourism, of heritage, of

whatever?).

1.1.6.5 Co-optation: Yea or Nea?
In the light of the previous four questions, it is important to conclude whether a particular

government has been co-opted by outside private interests any given issue (Lowi 1979; Moe 1980). At

the federal level in the U.S.A., Heclo (1978) has argued that the triangles of power between bureaucrats,

congressional committees and clienteles — which used to dominate policy — are no longer so iron as

they once were. In the past political theories of capture have been somewhat mechanistic, and have not

probably done justice to the complexity of the relationships between government agencies and interest
bodies. But the degree to which the work of government administrators is shaped by the pressures

exerted by a select body of external interests is still of prime concern. In terms of Wilson's (1989:79-83)
codification of agency capture, what is the nature of the political environment that surrounds the

government body in question? Does it yield a client agency, an entrepreneurial agency, an interest-group

agency or a majoritarian agency for the issue under analysis? Is postmodern tendency (oops, are

postmodern tendencies!!) helping to produce broader political beliefs which affect the freedoms in which

government agencies work? Is the agency able to steer with some degree of freedom between multiple

centers of power, or is capture an ongoing or imminent matter of fact?
Taken in toto, the above five questions surround the issue as to whether the new currents of

thought and practice (which appear to have arrived with postmodernity) are helping re-define politics itself
— redefined to account for the new arrangements of power in society that have devolved around
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consciousness and culture. Politics cannot be immune from the re-formulated thought of postmodernity.

Everything is now contestable, or becoming contestable.

1.1.7 Postmodernity and Research
The abandonment of Enlightenment thought that is frequently taken to be postmodernity (or is

often assumed to be occasioned by postmodernity) is also occurring in research itself. Inquiry has had
its modernist coloration: indeed some would claim the technicist quest for universality to have been the
number one criteria for properly-conducted research projects (Leedy 1985:85) during the last two centuries
at least — a distinctly modernist undertaking and massive conformity.

But the achievements of science are a function of the governing paradigms of the time, and

postmodern tendencies are also now revealing themselves in the social sciences, where "the postmodern
moment has arrived" (Van Maanen, Manning and Miller 1990:5). Marcus and Fischer (1986:7) believe
that a reassessment is occurring within the human sciences as it is in law, art, architecture, and literature -

-- fields more commonly associated with postmodernity. As a result of this ‘crisis of representation’ (8),

suppressed forms of legitimation are finding acceptance there. The taste for totalizing frameworks has

diminished, and a period rich in experimentation and conceptual risk-taking has resulted for the social and
cultural sciences (10).

With the relinquishment of the universalist perspective, decent social science no longer has to
be positivist (Kirk and Miller 1986:14). Positivism, and its hidden standards of natural objectivity, is no

longer the grand unquestioned epic of social science. Analytical modernist science is being joined by,

(and in many fields of inquiry, superseded by) science-as-synthesis:

Critics argue that conventional [modernist/positivist] social science dulls the imagination;
locks the observed inside rigid category systems having little or nothing to do with the
culture of the researched, but everything to do with our [presumptive and
methodologically-bound] research culture; promotes an insidious institutionalization of
social boundaries that separate ‘us’ (the observers) from ‘them’ (the observed); and
perhaps most telling, has become rather tedious if not boring, thus losing its power to
convince. (Van Maanen, Manning and Miller 1990:5).

Consequently the broad function of narrative within social science is no longer predominantly
outlawed. New forms of narrative are encouraged, the like of ethnography, polyvocal texts, multigenre
narrativation, and impressionistic tales (5). According to Lyotard, (1984; xxv) "postmodern knowledge is
not simply a tool of authorities; it refines our sensitivity to differences and reinforces our ability to tolerate
the incommensurable." It is a loosening of the hold which had been maintained across designations of

proper science by specific totalizing visions of science. Other fragmented narrative-based scholarly
communities are not now axiomatically condemned (Marcus and Fischer 1986:8). It is a more fluid

approach to knowledge gain (Geertz 1980), where much more borrowing occurs from one discipline to
another.
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This current study of heritage will endeavor to take advantage of this new presence of

postmodern insight in social science in its examination of the manufacture of heritage. The postmodern
condition of Texas (in its production of history) will be investigated via a postmodern construction of
science. This point will, however, be deliberated at greater depth of analysis under 1.3., where the

reflexivity of the study problem (on the content of the inquiry) with the research problem (on the conduct
of the investigation to get at that very content) will be set up.

1.1.8 Postmodernity and the Construction of History: A Summary

Postmodernity has been introduced as a dialectical background for the study and a mix of

postmodern concepts concerning power and culture have been explained. Postmodernity is important
because it appears to be a highly significant mode of consciousness which is shaping the episteme of the

age — a highly important set of potential influences upon individual and institutional action. As a grand
force of late capitalism, its possible gravitational impact on culture is deemed to be imperialistic, and its

diffusive effect is screenless (i.e., in certain senses it is an emergent world culture and its impact is broad
across economic, social, cultural, political and other regimes of power).

In understanding the dialectical character of postmodernity the following caveats were noted.

Postmodernity is:
• a holdall concept — for which there is no firmly accepted academic or theoretical

definition;
• a misunderstood concept — which has not been widely accepted in some social

disciplines or human science fields of inquiry;
• an order-building concept— but one which needs to be understood in terms of the new

social, economic and political arrangements it is helping reconstruct in the late twentieth

century rather than by outlooks on nationalism and legitimacy conventionally applied
to previous and more stable ages;

• a concept grounded in aesthetics and style — but one which has expanded to wider
cultural and philosophical experiences and is now a conceptualization for a whole

historical period not just for certain artistic styles within it.

Given those important caveats of understanding, it may be concluded that most or all of the

following components are usually implicit in the use of the term postmodernity. The postmodern condition
exists where:

(i) there is a shift in sensibilities away from foundational thought;

(ii) discriminations based upon forma! purity are renounced;

(iii) universal perspectives are largely abandoned;

(iv) heterogeneity triumphs over hierarchy;



(v) multiple sources of power rather than singular focii exist;

(vi) everything is contestable, thereby yielding multiple constructions of events and happenings

(though those interpretations substantially interpenetrate);

(vii) Previous signifying chains-of-order breakdown, being replaced by a heightened (or

schizophrenic) bricolage;

(viii) a positive valuation is placed upon transitory, elusive and ephemeral phenomenon;

(ix) human creativity and potentially appears to be significantly challenged;

(x) it is not easy to separate the economic or productive realm from the ideological or cultural realm
for the entity in question.

Given the perspectival nature of the above ten criteria it is perhaps more fitting to regard

postmodernity as a degree of influence an object has when seen from a nominated viewpoint rather than
as an absolute characteristic or palpable constant. It should also be stressed that postmodernity is a

deconstructive (and usually reconstructive) condition, not a nihilistic one. It thus tends to stand not as a

complete break with modernity, but as a modulation of some modernistic influences, a restructuring of
others and with only the abandonment of repressive anathemas identifying any complete break with

modernity. Generally, postmodernity is uneven in its effects.

Regarding the manufacture of history, per se, postmodernity needs to be addressed because
of:

• the fading sense of history associated with its impulses and the apparently increasing
refusal of populations to think historically;

• the dissolution of totalizing and meta-narratives (inclusive of epic historical accounts)

identified with it;
• the rise of pure simulation in representativity where signs and symbols (of history as

for any presented subject) need have no verifiable contact with the world they allegedly

represent;
• the increasing popularity of immediate-experience/raw-reality presentations (of history,

nature or whatever); and,
• the degree to which commercial and productive bodies now influence vernacular texts

on history in terms only of their own interests.

Under instances / representations / characterizations of postmodernity, therefore, there appears

to be an overall loss in or of historical sensibility. Heritage is being representatively redefined by the
collective influences of postmodernity. People may be said to not only no longer live in imagined
communities they now live in imagined worlds. Assessments of historical and cultural identity in the

accelerating non-essentiality of the last quarter of the twentieth century can not afford to treat the
insinuations and ascendancies of postmodernity lightly.
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1.2 THE FOCUS OF THE CATALYST INQUIRY: HERITAGE AND PETTY POWER

1.2.1 Introduction to the Focus

Having provided in the previous section an introduction to postmodernity as background for the
overall research agenda, attention is now turned towards the focus of the investigation — the identification
of power behind the manufacture of the heritage of Texas as displayed in tourism. This section of the
introduction will thereby attempt to outline how, conceivably, the tendencies of postmodernity are

conditioning both the heritage that is ‘served up’ for tourists and the exercise of power that shapes that
service. The focus for the study is, then, the nature of present practice in heritage tourism. It may best
be clarified in the form of two related questions:

(i) what is the nature of the present production of the heritage of Texas (in tourism)? [i.e., does
the heritage that is ‘created through’ and/or ‘approved by’ state government reflect

postmodern tendencies?]

(ii) what is the nature of the present exercise ofpower by state authorities on the heritage of Texas

(in tourism)? [i.e., do the activities and the discourse of the state government reveal

postmodern tendencies?]

In order to explain this focus, some recap comments ought to be provided on firstly the place
of history and heritage under the postmodern condition (1.2.1.1), and, secondly, on the content of history
and heritage under the postmodern condition (1.2.1.2).

1.2.1.1 Postmodernity and the Sense of History
In Jameson’s (1983) view, people in the contemporary age have "begun to live in a perpetual

present and in a perpetual change that obliterates traditions." History is repressed (Said 1985:148) as
the present is continually reinforced and celebrated, and as individuals are overwhelmed by a flood of

signs, symbols, and settings of contemporaneity: "Postmodernity and capitalism join to form an inebriated
state of [transformed] consciousness" (Bolton 1988:90). Indeed, in Jameson’s (1983) view the

disappearance of history is the one central theme of postmodernity: the entire contemporary social system
"has little by little begun to lose its own capacity to retain its own past" (Thackara 1988:12;on Jameson).

Advertising is a chief proponent in this death of history: our consciousness of heritage, like our

consciousness of so much else, is continually modified by the constant barrage of ‘this-world-now’
commercial messages:

Advertising ... forms reality by the way it inserts itself into messages, and into
experience generally. Advertising interrupts, either by intruding upon the message and
breaking it apart or by positioning itself adjacent to the message and competing with
it. This interruption is a fait accomplr. we are forced to take our information and
advertising together. They are interwoven, jumbled up, blurred; each adapting the style
of the other — news reportage, entertainment and commercials threaten to become
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indistinguishable. Faced with this totality of discourse, and recognizing how little control
we have over it, we begin to treat advertising as an unavoidable fact of life — as
nature, as some kind of permanent reality (Bolton 1988:90-91).

If Bolton, Jameson and Said are correct in their judgement, it appears hard for sustained visions of the

past to withstand the immediately of the changeabilities of impression-making today.

1.2.1.2 Postmodernity and the Composition of History
Not only do social theorists claim that the postmodern condition has relegated history as a

subject of consciousness of people today, they also imply that the content of presented history has also
been significantly changed by general postmodern tendencies. Five illustrative implications (or extended

arguments) of this sort are now offered:

(i) The end of certainty? Under Enlightenment it was believed that knowledge on anything can be

gradually built up by careful observation of reality (Lawson 1986:51). It was reasoned that

people could indeed know reality, the one reality. In knowing it, individuals could discover

certainty. In this respect history was an accumulated view of the past, identified as the one

reality (albeit an ongoing one) that had already occurred. Under Enlightenment, people could
be certain about the facts of an historical age they had not themselves experienced. Under

postmodernity, however, such certainties of truth are distrusted. Such singular accounts are

coming to be recognized as ‘stories’ (51), and have to compete with other versions of the same

event. How certain then, is the state about the heritage of Texas it chooses to promote?

(ii) The end of social progress? History, under modernity, was a synthesized progressive vision of
the past as a development space for current society (Connor 1989:232). It is a commonplace
view of postmodern theorists, however, that timeless universal storylines of this sort are

increasingly difficult to represent within the sort-lived electronic imagery of today (Thackara

1988:12). It is so much harder for privileged discourses of progressive history to hold sway

(Ross 1988:87). Baudrillard (1983), for one, maintains that the flow of mass communications
across the world (and the multiplication of different texts and discourses that come with it) render

it difficult for art and design — the starting point for so many postmodern impulses — to deal in

‘meaningful’ or ‘socially progressive’ instruction. The world’s audience has become less believing
and less accepting under the postmodern condition.

The implication of such writers is that other cultural disciplines or fields of study suffer the same

restrictivity on prescriptive communication. Is it so for history? Is there, in fact, growing resistance to

canonical messages and to rubrical storylines in terms of the receptivity of heritage and history? Are
citizens aware of other social worlds, and is the sheer volume of modern commercial and public

propaganda they are subject to clouding over modern channels of communication to such an extent that
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it is difficult to obtain ‘reach’ when the history of a given people is told as a sustained or glorious story

of progressive development? Is historical presentation today, denied entelechic storylines on account of

postmodern preference?

(iii) Decline in significance of sovereign subjects? Under high modernity, authoritative accounts of

things existed and were inclined to be respected. Under postmodernity, however, the tendency
is for legitimacy to be bestowable from several, and often contesting, positions. It is thus less

likely that each of those different sources of ‘certification’ will adopt the same criteria for

determining given issues or debates. When the criteria of assessments change, the subjects

actually considered for assessment tend to change, too. As Foucault regularly proffered,

subjects (ipso facto) have tended to be regarded in all spheres of human concern as objects
rather than as subjects (Rabinow 1984:10) — i.e., as things objectified with a definite place and

phenomenological existence rather than as what they are supposed to be, viz., ‘subjective
constructions.’ Hence, Foucault endeavored to avoid having subjects at all in his work: he did
not want subjects to become sovereign over the actuality he was reporting upon (Foucault

1988:50).

In this respect Foucault’s philosophy therefore mirrors postmodern tendency, where individual

subjects have to compete with an increasing volume of conflicting accounts and counter-messages in

everyday life. If it is harder for fixed subjects to retain sovereignty within discourse generally, is it not —

by extension — also harder in the postmodern age for specific subjects to retain sovereignty in history?

People cannot continually have different standards of receptivity for their diet of history alone, apart from
the standards they utilize for the rest of their lives. After all, history itself is just a notional subject, and
in the Foucauldian sense, when it is ‘found’, it disappears or it disintegrates. History can be represented

by objects, but it cannot be objectified by anything. So the query is — are the subjects and

representations of history much more varied in number, and much less popular in support than was the
case before postmodernity?

(iv) The end of single accounts of the past? According to Ross (1988:xi), one of the profound
lessons of postmodernity has been that entities can no longer be guaranteed previously secure
or longstanding meanings. Meanings can be taken over and recharacterized "for different

purposes, different contexts, and more important, different causes." Under modernity, (though
not necessarily only under modernity), the reins of control in this type of definitional powerplay
were held by dominant societies, colonizers, and victors: "... groups on the social margin ...

preferred ... to struggle for recognition and legitimacy on established ‘metropolitan’ political

ground rather than run the risk of ghettoization by insisting on the ‘authenticity’ of their respective

group identities, ethnic, sexual or otherwise" (xi).
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Now, however, under postmodernity, the politics of appropriation do not run exclusively in the
favor of ‘colonizers.’ Radical pluralism across the world has begot new proud and resurgent identities of

color, gender, class and sexual orientation. The politics of appropriation are much less predictable. Yet
for a given marginalized people — is it only entities, terms and names which are being repossessed or

is the whole of their denied history being retrofitted? Is a competing alternative history ready for airing?

(v) The politics of inclusion: but... inclusion of whom? As is inherent in each of the four previous

points [particularly under (iv)] postmodernity as a social force is prone towards generating relief
from oppression and the gaining of new respect for marginal peoples. A ‘romance of the

marginals’ is characteristic of all periods of postmodern cultural politics (Connor 1989:228). The

politics and power-plays of high modernity were about exclusion-, dominant cultures/elites/lead
institutions had the place and wherewithal to exclude. The politics and reverberations of
advance postmodernity, however, are about inclusion: exotic culture/the

disenfranchised/emergent parties can each haul themselves up to overnight legitimacy on the

special interest sympathies of the age.

Alice Jardine (1985:73) calls this celebration and exploration of the marginal ‘gynesis’, platforming
it on new feminist concepts of social space. No sub-culture or group has on axiomatic route to gynetic

franchise, however, or otherwise the revolutions in legitimacy would be immediate and incessant. Sub¬
cultures and groups [i.e., marginalized others] have to learn how to articulate their cause in order to
decenter the phallocentric biases or other notions that keep them in subjugation (Flax 1987:626,642) —
either in terms of counter-identified terms, or disidentified terms if they operate in a particularly progressive
context. Release from marginality is a potential to be strived for or a goal, to be won not an automatic
and imminent right.

So, at any given time, in any given place, there is not one excluded people seeking respite from

marginalization, there will usually be a plethora of competing claims for social and political recognition.
The critical issue in history is, then (for each region of the world), just who are these internal ‘outsiders’
who seek a ‘re-certification’ of their heritage? Who are the populations subjugated by gender, suppressed

by ethnicity, enslaved by progress, subjected by economics, et cetera? (Uzzell 1989:141). Bondage is
not a one dimensional matter — nor is liberation from it. And ‘the flavor of the month’ for social and

political emancipation in history (as of other spheres) is those whom have previously been made

subservient by gender or by color. Undoubtedly, these priorities of liberation or deliverance will change

during the next century: new manumissions will be recognized in historical accounts as new inequalities
will be realized in everyday life.

Having outlined the specific focus of the study with regard to some of the key problematics of

heritage presentation in tourism, amplification will be given in the rest of this subsection to the
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juxtaposition between heritage and power — from the perspective of state governments under

postmodernity. This will be done via an elaboration:
• of history’s limitless parameters, viz., history as ‘imaginative potential’ rather than

history as ‘standardized storyline’ (1.2.2.);
• of pcwerin its naked but omnipresent postmodern meaning, and particularly with regard

to its interface with knowledge (1.2.3.); and finally,
• of the place of the state (1.2.4.1.) and the role of the state (1.2.4.2.) as a principal

powerbroker in the presentation of heritage tourism.

1.2.2 Postmodernity and Neo-Situational History
So far, in outlining the background of this study, history has been presented in neo-Historicist

form, that is, strongly anti-modern in thrust. This ideology is essentially conservative: it disavows the

ideology and styles of modernity as being inhuman and radical discourse. It champions the return to

former traditions in every possible way (Frampton 1988:62-3).
But there are other strong strains of thought in postmodernity which are not so reactionary and

antiprogressive. Frampton (63) recognizes that moderate thinkers of this different type "welcome the

continuing escalation of modernization as an inevitable ... process" and he terms them neo-Situationists.

They see history, as they would see architecture, art, politics — all human activity — as a "constantly

varying and unstable mosaic" (63). Their concentration is not upon the condemnation of modernity as

a sorry period of misapplied spirit-less expertise (as is the neo-Historicist argument), but upon the latent,

liberating possibilities of the present and, especially, upon the future on history as on all forms of human
concern and engagement:

Of the two groups it may be claimed that the [neo-Situationists are] the more
consistent, for where [neo-Historicists are] culturally and politically retrogressive, they
remain committed to the benefits of universal civilization. [They seek] to combine the
optimization of techno-science with reactionary culture-politics, exploiting the latter to
soften and mask the harsh realities induced by the former. Where the neo-
Conservatives [i.e., neo-Historicists] are schizophrenic and culturally anti-modern, the
neo-Situationists are more strictly post-modern in that through repudiating the utopian
legacy of the Enlightenment (which some of them see as inseparable from political
terror) they proclaim the end of ‘master narratives’, in all fields, including that of science
itself. (63).

In the Frampton assessment, both neo-Historists and neo-Situationists reject Enlightenment

history, but they do so with important differences of orientation. Neo-Historicists administer the rites of

historicism, and in Frampton’s estimation reduce "the cultural present to a perpetual and meaningless

regurgitation of a petrified past" (63). Neo-Situationists, in contrast do not see history as untouchable;

they quarrel with visions of history as a master narrative, itself, and see it, like anything else, as

something there to be unshackled from antiquated worldviews, freed from outdated consciousness.
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The neo-Situational oxygenation of history can clearly be enervating for marginalized or

uncommitted groups in any population: it can also be threatening to established classes. It therefore
warrants further scrutiny for the study of Texas in question. The succeeding paragraphs will amplify neo-

Situationism as an alternative outlook on history (1.2.2.1.) before drawing out some of the significant
issues that such looser accounts of history occasion. Throughout, emphasis will be retained upon the
focus on the interface between heritage and power — the arena of this ongoing research agenda and of
the current study in Texas.

1.2.2.1 The Neo-Situational Impulse in Historical Presentation
Individuals and institutions blessed (or cursed!) with neo-Situational instincts do not see history

as repressed failure under modernity, they see history as enbroadened possibility, through the extricated
exhilarations of late modernity. History is past culture, and to neo-Situationists, advanced modernity and

postmodernity began the emancipation of all forms of culture, history included. Neo-Situationists are

quintessential^ laissez-faire postmodernists in their outlook on culture (Thackera 1988:13) — if, that is,

postmodernists can ever be quintessential in any regard. History, to neo-Situationists in History Unlimited:
it is the past unencumbered by establishment straitjackets. The whole world, all of mankind, is potentially
an imaginary museum for them (Ricoeur 1965:278), as elevated monopolies on history are disregarded.
It is the novel historical texts of emergent forces in culture: the ignoble rather than the celebrated, the

ordinary rather than the famous. It is the plain story of miner’s lives rather than the grand story of the

capitalist mining venture — but, it is that plain story ‘palpitated’. At its extreme, it is any new story

conveyed experimentally — where the panache of the presentation counts towards the message rather
than interferes with it. Wherever it can be, it will be the past enlivened by mosaic and montage,

punctuated heavily by the present. And the presence of the present in the past is not necessarily felt to
be apocryphal. It is not so much known - history - reminded, as surprising - history - revealed. It is not

so much Big Story-Retold as it is Little-Local-New-Story-Unfurled.

1.2.2.2 History Upturned: Issues Under Neo-Situationism
For many in each and every society, neo-Situationism --- with-extra-panache-please! — is

dubious history. The following concerns regularly appear to be raised:

(i) Intemperate eclecticism — with neo-Situationism, historical accounts can fast become
unrestrained. Neo-Historicists would see many neo-Situational texts as the facts of history

plundered. The fear is that unrelated storylines are in danger of being cross-fertilized ad lib, and
that the resulting account is a pot-pourri of cannibalized inventions, selected more for their
sensational effects than for their veracity. It can fast become, under such judgements, arriviste
rather than honest history (Frampton 1988:54).

(ii) Half-teamed history — neo-Situational presentations are otherwise prone to be condemned
because the given historical account produced is deemed to be shallow. As in architecture, the
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‘edifice’ served up is seen to have ‘external finish’ but ‘poor structure’ (54). It is superficial, glib

history which lacks reasonable definition of the age it represents. It is trivialized history where
the boundary between ‘reality’ and ‘fantasy’, and the boundary between ‘the museum’ and ‘the
media’ are needlessly (or rather purposely) blurred (Uzzell 1989:5).

(iii) History as garnish — disfavor also results when, in increasingly prevalent neo-Situational

settings, a particular history is promised, only to be demeaned and used only as cosmetic

flourish, or external finish. History then declines to mere marketable image, and is seen only to

serve the present and not the past (Frampton 1988:54). History can fast become patinated

(York 1988:161), and relegated to use in incommensurable contexts — the use in North America
of appearance of ‘Englishness’ to sell Macintoshes, tea, jam, shoes, Rolls-Royces, interior

design, and shirts (161). Such debasement of history offends some because esteemed events,

periods or characters from the past are commandeered, and the past is demoted to mere

pretence.

(iv) History without respect — Neo-Situational history is, by definition, ‘history-with-little-respect’.

Opposition arises quickly to neo-Situational history when it is seen to be ‘history-with-no-respect.’
Under such criticism, the historians in charge have contravened: they are adjudged to have
invaded a privacy of somekind. In this fashion, a historical text meets disapproval because it has

gone beyond the limits of a felt decency — Royal persons from other nations are depicted

incongruously (161), sacred happenings from other religious are described in insensitive

circumstances, or revered symbols of subcultures are caddishly treated. A cherished past can

be mocked in this fashion consciously or subconsciously.

In the above critique of neo-Situationism, dominant impressions of history appeared to be at

stake. In Foucauldian terms, history was seen by the critical observer to have been objectified in some

unfavorable light by another dominant or a claimant agency (an individual or an institution). The key

notions could be said to be:

• who is the dominator?

• what is their purpose in re-juxtaposing history (assuming they do indeed see their own
efforts as a re-alignment of some sort)?

• was the re-situating action consciously or unconsciously carried out, and were the full

range of its resultant effects fully understood (which is not the same point as the

previous qualifier; that refers to the sought purpose or goal of the perpetrators, this
refers to the level of awareness of consequences comprehended by the perpetrator.

These issues will conceivably be the stuff of this immediate investigation in Texas in the field of
tourism and travel. When history is being re-shaped or re-presented in tourism, does the re-shaping
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agency have cognition of how it actions will be received across the range of the domestic and visiting

population?

1.2.3 The Play of Politics in Heritage Tourism
In the abstract sense this adjuvant study is about the manufacture of heritage tourism in Texas

as ‘public culture’ — or rather as ‘past public culture.’ That preferred inheritance is legitimated in some

way and holds dominance over other visions as to what Texas was, in order (one must presume) to help
those sustaining the legitimated vision to ensure that Texas today remains at or gravitates even further
towards their own ascribed vision of what the Lonestar State was, is, or should be. So, when such visions

define the past of Texas they are also really designating or legitimating the present too. More will be said
on this point in the literature review for the study in section 2. For the moment, it is sufficient to note that

some agencies (individuals and/or institutions) have the power to impose their definition of Texas over

and above other agencies. They have claimed the power, won the power, stolen the power, been

assigned the power, or have otherwise inherited the power to shape what Texas was — and is. They
have acquired the right to authorize how Texas should be recalled and celebrated, and therefore they

significantly help formulate what Texas is.

But what is this power: what are these powers? What did the background section to this study

say about ‘power’? Should 'the-power-to-reshape-history' and ‘the postmodern-power-to-reshape-the-
worldorder1 be linked? Subsections 1.2.3.1. and 1.2.3.2. consider these issues.

1.2.3.1 Postmodern Accounts of Power

The following key characteristics of power in human and cultural affairs were implicit in the

opening discussion of postmodernity:

(i) Postmodernity is itself a disruptive conjunction of forces upon any singular monologue ofpower

(Bolton 1988:94) — it renders each and every presumed ‘final authority’ suspect for most

subjects (Connor 1989:10);

(ii) Postmodernity undermines many previously unexamined rights of inherited power: it is "the
movement away from clearly-defined and universally-acknowledged grounds of legitimation (226) .

Postmodern power is the culmination (or the latest stage?) of the view of Marx on modern power,

whereby "all that is solid melts into air" (quoted in Berman 1988:36), and of Baudrillard whereby

power is now spreading away from conspicuous centers of control (see Connor 1988:226).

(iii) Postmodernity decenters politics and brings about an expansion of the politics of power. This
results in a reduced likelihood that there will be consensus on most matters;

(iv) Postmodern uses of power can, however, still retain dimensions of modernity’s largely technicist
notions of power, and also of the as yet unchallenged bases of expert power which have
survived unquestioned from previous centuries (see Rabinow 1984:4 on Foucault);
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(v) Postmodernity’s sudden "explosion of culture into every aspect of life" (Connor 1988:224), after
centuries of slower adaptation, has loosened the fixity of order and power in Western societies;

the outcome is crises of place, of knowledge and of identify (Thackara 1988:31) and an increase
in power-plays surrounding place knowledge and identity.

If those are the key characteristics of power under the postmodern condition, what does that

mean power must be? The following section will define power, for the purposes of this ongoing,

developing, research agenda.

1.2.3.2 The Emergent Concept of Power
Across the five characteristics of ‘power’ under postmodernity outlined in the immediate

paragraphs, traverse five targental notions of power. They are fundamental ascriptions of power for the

study of human and cultural affairs:

(i) POWER IS CONSTANTLY BEING EXERCISED AND CHALLENGED. In the contemporary age
individuals and institutions in society are in constant conscious or unconscious battles over the
definition of that society. In Foucault’s judgement, people and institutions are perpetually

engaged in the political struggle to interpret or re-orientate their societies (Rabinow 1984:6).
Powers are constantly being engaged; powers are continuously being contested.

(ii) POWER MAY BE FOUND EVERYWHERE. Contemporary world-orders and sensations "cut
across all boundaries of geography and ethnicity, of class and nationality, of religion and

ideology" (Berman 1988:36). Whilst modernity (and now postmodernity) can be seen to have

brought mankind together under cross-tendencies of this sort, the evidential unity is ambivalent -

-- struggles of identification persist, as does the clash of old and new power structures.

Postmodern unity is a unity of disunity (36): power-plays occur everywhere over every aspect

of cultured and human affairs-,

(iii) SOME POWER-PLAYS ARE LARGE: MOST POWER-PLAYS ARE PETTY. Large exhibitions
of the exercise of power can, of course, be substantive in their consequence upon

society/societies; large demonstrations of the use of power are commonplace and can be easy

to spot. But even more pervasive in human and cultural affairs is "the clash of petty

dominations" (6; on Foucault). The day-to-day grind of ongoing perturbations of authority or

rights, and of will are also substantive in their consequence — it is just that many of these
confrontations are so threaded through the fabric of society that they are waged unsuspectingly,
even by those most active in their continuation. The postmodern world is very complex; there
are lots of power-play systems and untold insecurities (Thackara 1988:29).

(iv) POWER QUARRELS RISE AND FALL. The subjects of power battles are not constant. The

call for democracy, constitutes the rhetorical battleground for most postmodern power-plays. But

democracy is called for unevenly. In the judgement of Kass and Catron (1990:182),
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contemporary players in society are much more ready to use power in pursuit of political (legal
or procedural) democracy than for social and economic democracy. The exercise of power has
its customs and addictions, but they are gradually changeable. Societal values can and do alter,
but often imperceptibly.

(v) KNOWLEDGE IS POWER — YET THAT IS OFTEN NOT KNOWN. In Foucault’s judgement,

knowledge ought not be cut off from power, for so many of the contests of right and legitimacy
in human and cultural affairs emanate from variations of social practice which were originally

inspired by around subjective judgements (Rabinow 1984:7; on Foucault). The perspectival root
cause of many power-plays has often been forgotten, and frequently unsuspected.

Hence in the battles and confrontations of human and cultural affairs , power is infused, multi¬
faceted and yet imperfectly understood by so many of its protagonists. What is required is a sterner

investigation of various proponent’s constructions of power and legitimacy. For the current, catalyst

inquiry, the initial need is to determine who struggles against whom in the definition of the heritage of
Texas (viz., the why, when, where, how, whom of power?) and then to identify the existence of the micro¬

power filaments and not just the macro-power networks of that exercise of muscle — and exercise of

perspective.

1.2.4 The State, Heritage and Petty Power
So far, in clarifying the focus of the study, this subsection (1.2) of the study has established that

there can be no single historical truth supported by all the citizens and interests existing within a state,

and that much of the power-play to define that truth and to implement it is perpetual, is petty and is

unsuspected. But these ongoing, quibbling and inexpectant exercises of authority (along with ongoing,

prominent and expectant exercises of authority on the same subject matter) do not just take place in thin
air — they are bounded by institutional arenas and political venues. These studies of the longhaul
research agenda will endeavor to explore that proportion of those quibbling and prominent definitions of
truth that take place under state auspices — though that had more precisely be stated as under, in and
around the designated state agency for tourism, in each case.

1.2.4.1 Techne and Totality Explained
A major premise of this developing research agenda into of the political profile of the state

exercise of petty (and large or noteworthy) power, is that public administrations in Western societies are

currently locked within a technicist episteme which limits the horizon of choice of state action. White and
McSwain (1990:23) consider the technicist eipisteme to be the axiological foundation of advanced
societies: a way of thinking and doing that was largely shaped under high modernity, but which did not

really begin to take its hold until the 1950s. Thus a considerable tension appears to exist, today, between
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a society which is becoming increasingly postmodernist and hyperplural in its social and cultural forms,
but which appears to be regulated by forms of government which are modernist and rather limited in vision
and relatively closed in access.

Some elaboration is called for on this technicist episteme. As Waldo (1984) exposed,

government institutions working under technicist direction tend to work with a naive assertiveness in

implementing value-neutral technical methodologies. World War II had given rise to "a new interest in and

emphasis upon understanding social processes in a rational, objective manner" (McSwain and White

1990:37). Practicality became the order of the day a emphasis in administrative behavior "began to shift

away from social philosophy to social theory, and from wisdom and experience to empirical data" (37).

Metaphysical considerations sank beneath the rise of rational technicism, and government
instrumentalities came to be organized in terms of applied ‘control’. The nature of this control and the
technical consciousness conceivably reached its clearest exposition in Simon’s (1976) text: "Administrative
Behavior." Simon held an ‘engineering’ view of administration, where bureaucrats should be encouraged

and enabled to work with specific technical knowledge on definable issues.
Since World War II, then, governments of the so-called advanced societies have been

demystified and technologicized just as has been society (Waldo 1984). They have been ‘modernized’,
built upon the conventions of scientific rationalism. Fuelled in this way, by the paradigmatic assumptions
of functionalism (Burrell and Morgan 1979), government instrumentalities tended to adopt scientistic
orientations to reality. Research lent towards the quantitative rather than the qualitative, and the

bureaucracy preferred to invest in insight that was explicit, rationally conceived and causally-expressed

(White and McSwain 1990:44):

The functionalists seemed to destroy metaphysics by emphasizing the positive, tangible
aspects of social process and institutional events and by asserting a set of essential,
universal requisites that are so clear and standard that they serve as workable guides
to arranging the affairs of the [given agency or instrumentality] system. Functionalism
accomplished this through the conceptual device of reification, however, and as a
consequence, it was not truly grounded. Rather the functionalists simply treated
individuals as if they possessed a reality independent of social context. It was as if
individuals had a set of self-contained motivations that they sought to express in their
social lives. Similarly, the overall social system was also reified by treating it as if it
possessed a discrete boundary and an independent reality (47; emphasis added).

In this fashion, one can argue that modernist bureaucracies have been inclined to discount the
human spirit, have tended to fail to perceive how society and individuals which they are there to serve

are fixedly interwoven through ‘community,’ and the bureaucrats within them have been closed to many

of the postmodern impulses of hyper-plural existence. The monolithic rise of technicism, in formulating

appropriate rational, scientistic and universal roles for such bureaucrats has nofbeen open to alternative

and/or idiosyncratic visions of the world. Bureaucratic service has become technical and procrustean.

Just as this study has already seen how art has expanded through the impulses of postmodernity into
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almost all spheres of human interest in society, so techne (for other reasons) has expanded into almost

all spheres of government service. Techne renders that service monological, and inspires — in

bureaucrats and administrators — hopes and goals of controllability (Gadamer 1975:313).
Two of the most prominent socio-political analysts who had warned against the spread of the

technicist episteme through decision-making have been Marcuse (1964) and Habermas (1970). Both
warn against societies in which government action and business affairs are diluted to the specification of
means to given ends for a population which does not have the opportunity to shape the truth or goodness
of either those selected means or those adapted ends. Yet, although Marcuse and Habermas attack the

over-deployment of rational models of decision making, they do not regard instrumental action, alone, as
the malefactor (White 1990:144) --- they recognize it, in fact, to be a necessary tool in sound performance.
What Marcuse and Habermas (and also Gadamer) object to is not the grip of instrumental reasoning, per

se, but the absence of interpretive and critical reasoning with it (144). They fear the very narrowness
of practical discourse in governance as they do in society at large.

Foucault's outlook is also germane to the analysis of modernist forms of government action

during the postmodern age — though he (like Marcuse, Habermas and Gadamer) did not specifically write
on matters of government, and he did not claim to be a postmodernist— others have tended to label him
as such. Foucault’s concern was the role of government departments, professional bodies, academic

communities, whatever, as institutions, ipso facto. His orbit was the association, the organization or the
establishment — the way IT thinks and the way IT acts. Foucault’s aim was to cultivate distrust of
institutions on account of the unchallenged powers they are inclined to assume over time. In his analysis
of the art of government Foucault saw individuals’ freedom become subjected to the power of institutions

(Merquior 1988:83-4) as the Enlightenment product of will-to-power (i.e., the desire for individuals

possessing power through their positions within institutions to sustain, to exercise and to increase that

power) overrode the humanitarian considerations that may have lead to the creation of the institution in
the first place (90).

Foucault’s view of power is important for this longhaul research agenda on the manufacture of

heritage. Power is a certain type of relation between individuals where some people can determine the

conduct of others. Power is never exhaustive or coercive: "a man who is chained up and beaten is

subject to force being exerted over him. Not power. But if he can be induced to speak, when his ultimate
recourse could have been to hold his tongue ... then he as been caused to behave in a certain way. His
freedom has been subjected to powef (84; emphasis added). In this manner, Foucault theorized that an
individual could be submitted to government— could succumb to the exercise of power of the institution.

Any anything — history and heritage included — can be submitted to government The art of sound

governance, by extension, could cynically be said to not so much be the provision of effective
humanitarian or social services, but the effective submittance of individuals. ‘Best in contemporary

society’, to Foucault (1978:8-10) now only equalled ‘most economical’, sadly.
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The longer institutions (viz., government agencies) exist, the more versed becomes the exercise

of that relationship of power. Writing principally about Europe, Foucault sees the succumbing of
individuals as the problem of government. Since the sixteenth century, the state had begun itself to grow
as a new political form of power ignoring individuals and looking only for the interests of a totality in the
form of the interests of a class or group amongst the population. The concretizing methods are, to

Foucault (1982:213), the totalization procedures of institutions, the totalizing presence of government.
And history and tourism can themselves be totalized. Perhaps this is or has been the case for Texas.

1.2.4.2 Techne and Totality in Texas

If there is merit in the insights of Gadamer, Marcuse, Habermas and Foucault on statism, the

catalyst study in question inescapably has to deal with the issues of techne and totality. Is the State of
Texas statist in matters of heritage production? But how does or could this focus on the technist episteme

and on ‘submittance’ translate to cultural and historical tourism? The following are conceivably matters
that the current adjuvant study ought to address — though there will not clearly be time to thoroughly
roam across all five of these points:

• the history of State service: how established are the procedures of the State in dealing
with heritage tourism, and therefore how entrenched are the relationships of power?

• the credo of governmentality. can one reasonably conclude that State services in

heritage tourism are conducted in accordance with a ‘best-as-most-economical’
catechism? And, if that, or any other widely supported credo is identified, is it explicit
or implicit?

• State responsiveness: service as one for all or as each for each: is there evidence that

the State of Texas has totalized its services in heritage tourism (thereby standardizing
service to the advantage of select interests and to the exclusion of idiosyncratic

concerns?) Or is, in fact, the State of Texas widely responsive towards particularity?
Does the State appear to 'enforce the policy’ on heritage tourism — one policy — or

does it seem to ‘handle the situation’ --- each situation — on its own merits (Wilson

1989:37)?
• Incentives for State service? Does the State work in heritage tourism in accordance

with ‘naturally occurring’ incentives concerning differentiations and qualities within the
historical and cultural environment of Texas, or are the incentives ‘agency supplied’

(49)? Are the motivations and hence (?) is the purview of State institutionally bound
in this regard?

• Petty-power colorations from other institutions? Is the behavior of
bureaucrats/administrators responsible for heritage/cultural tourism service within the
state determined by the incentives or by the mores controlled by institutions other than
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the State ‘institution’ itself? (60). If other institutions are influential over the exercise of

petty-power and procedural service, are they professional associations? If
bureaucrats/administrators play at God (61) in the planning and/or management of

heritage/tourism, what is ‘the reference group’ (institutional) religion they act out?

One could conclude that the focus of the proposed adjuvant study boils down to a study of

technoscience: is the petty-power which is at play that of techne, and if it is, does it now have a life of its
own? Has the State invested, consciously or sub-consciously, in statist value-neutral technical

methodologies (Waldo 1990:26)? Or is there, indeed, reasonable opportunity for critical and/or

interpretivist rationality to moderate the technical rationalities of State administration? So, the catalyst

study is an investigation of the degree of ‘response’ that exists amongst the ‘control’ activities of the
State/state (White and McSwain 1990:39). The convergent issue, then, is ‘whose truth?’ (and ‘how many

truths?’) will be told. And why.

1.2.5 Summary: A Constant Fight on the Historical Terrain?
The focus of the overall / umbrella agenda and of the immediate / catalyst study has been

presented as the tension that may conceivably exist between the generally liberating urges of the

postmodern condition of human and cultural affairs and the statist/modernist technology and networks of
the government institutions in position. The scene is the administration of the heritage tourism within the
State. On the one hand, for this tension laden drama, the postmodern age is one where essentialist ties
are breaking up — cultural hierarchies are supposed to be collapsing, aesthetic pluralism is supposed to

be flowering, established authenticities are supposed to be losing their cohesive force, and mass

production and new communication channels are supposed to be cultivating ephemerality in the

marketplace. Yet, on the other hand, modernist and technicist rationality is still supposed to be in process
of capturing the institutions of state and national governments and stabilizing them as essentialist. Is this,

then, not a recipe for a crisis-of-representation in human and cultural affairs (Marcus and Fischer 1986:8)
in Texas as elsewhere? Are the arts of life clashing with the science of governance? Can we see

a major contemporary crisis of representativity through the mere history served up for the weekend
titillation of visitors and travellers? Is cultural heritage that significant in its identifications? Is human-

heritage that important in its symbolism?
If the crisis does exist, it is inevitably conflagrating around matters of what Foucault style as

‘received wisdom’ (Merquior 1985:29). Foundationalist wisdoms in human affairs and culture are being

replaced in the so-called advanced societies by what Foucault (see Connor 1989:9) calls a heterotopia
— "the whole centerless universe of the postmodern." Yet state/federal/national governments find it had
to evolve forms of oversight that are other than centrist. Can a centrist government based on

mechanisms of control comfortably administrate cultural policies demanding of freedom and
differentiation? Can it loosen up its system of governance to match the fractionations within society —
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or is petty power, anyway, already exercised through a complex multiplicity of systems (whether it be for
tourism or for whichever subject) rather then through the one system (Thackara 1988:29-31)?

The promise for cultural politics in the postmodern age is re-invigoration (Connor 1989:225) —
a world with no institutional boundaries, high or low (Ross 1988:viii). It is micro-power networks and

relationships rather than macro-power. The reality of State government in the contemporary age,

however, appears to be techne — an order of institutional strength. It is macro-power enacted through

petty-power, constantly articulated, moment to moment (xii). Such is the tension of governance that this
umbrella research agenda and this immediate / adjuvant study conceivably addresses.

1.3 THE PROBLEM AND THE SUB-PROBLEM

The aim of this longhaul agenda as has been stated, is the improvement of understanding about
the production of heritage in tourism. In pursuit of that goal, the start-up / catalyst study pursues two

broadly problems simultaneously:

(i) THE ISSUE: on account of the dearth of research into the politics of tourism — to provide richer

insight into the exercise of State power as the heritage / history of Texas is manufactured; and,

(ii) THE SCIENCE DEPLOYED TO GET AT THE ISSUE: on account of absence ofproven research

methodologies for the research of politics into government roles in cultural tourism — to pilot a
scientific approach capable of digging out that insight.

Both of these tasks are constructive: both of these tasks concern the concept of opaque power.

In this sense, therefore, the study is an analogy for its own problem.

The constructive nature of the twin tasks is straightforward. In terms of the issue, a construction
of the history of Texas is presented to tourists: therefore, what is the State’s role in that construction?
In terms of the science, that history has a symbolic value to visitors to Texas, to Texans, and to State
administrators (amongst others): therefore, what is an effective research approach to construct that

symbolic value for such individuals / institutions (in this case, State administrators?).
The nature of opaque power is somewhat more elusive. Foucault used the term to describe the

product of discourse acting in concert with praxis (for a useful questioning of Foucault’s theory of power
and praxis, see Habermas 1987:283). In broadest regard it refers to the merging of thought and

expression (i.e., discourse) with ongoing everyday practice (i.e., praxis) to produce a structure of power
which is rather obscure. Hence, until it is revealed, much opaque power is unsuspected by those
controlled by it, by those onlooking, and by those wielding it. It is driven by conscious and unconscious
motives. It has elements of both legitimacy and illegitimacy. It produces subjugation. But its main effect
is to normalize. And in that it can be violent; quietly, pervasively, part unwittingly, part wittingly violent.

Therefore, concerning the issue, does the State's exercise ofplace, role and authority constitute
the silent rage of opaque power?
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Therefore, concerning the science, is there a flexible research approach (sufficiently
unencumbered by its own opaque normalizing effects) which can follow rather than predetermine the
different constructions of heritage expected?

In this fashion, the conduct of the adjuvant study mirrors the examined conduct of its target

population of administrators.
In terms of ‘the problem’ of State decision-making the catalyst study will directly seek to question:
• whether the State’s institutional arrangements are ‘closed’ or ‘open’ — i.e., are the

structures of power and working concepts so enmeshed as to encourage or deny a

widely representative vision of Texas.
• whether the State is alert to the postmodern possibilities and ramifications of the history

/ heritage it promotes or not?
• whether State administrators have a refined sensitivity to different concepts of the

Texas past or not — and whether they articulate that sensitivity?
• whether State administrators are agents of normalcy in terms of what they do to get

involved in to shape the heritage on show and what do not get involved in?

The purpose of this section (1.3) of the adjuvant study is, then, to provide a background in
scientific reasoning for the selection of a method that can find appropriate responses for the above

queries.

First, subsection 1.3.1. outlines the broad paradigmatic choices that are nowadays available in
the social sciences. The age is been to be a period of experimentation and risk-taking in human and
cultural research (Marcus and Fischer 1986:10). Significant shifts are taking place in the very concept

of what social science is and can do (Lyne 1985:65). The will-to-truth of established positivist social
science methodologies is increasingly suspect (Habermas 1987:248).

Second, subsection 1.3.2. explains the positivist outlook in social science and succeeding
subsections (1.3.3. - 1.3.5.) proffer a brief introduction to the available alternative approaches to it, viz.,
via the paradigms of postpositivism, critical theory and constructivism.

Third, subsection 1.3.6. compares the four paradigms with respect to their capability to meet ‘the

goodness criteria’ established for this study (i.e., how truthful is the truth they uncover?), and the

following subsection 1.3.7., covers the reasons for both (i) the selection of constructivism as the most

appropriate paradigm of the four, and (ii) the choice of naturalistic inquiry as the particular investigative
method under this constructivist approach.

Fourth, it is then possible to explain the study problem at a greater level of scrutiny in terms of
the adapted naturalistic method. So, 1.3.8. delineates ‘the problem’ and 1.3.9. its dependent sub¬

problems. The last subsection (1.3.10.) offers a recapitulation of some of the leading pointers covered
in order to select an appropriate methodology. Those pointers are discussed with regard to their capacity
to advance human and cultural understanding over and above the single question at hand.
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1.3.1. The Social and Human Sciences: Research Paradigms

1.3.1.1 Paradigms and Discourse Introduced
In the second half of the twentieth century considerable debate has simmered and boiled,

simmered and boiled, as to what is appropriate in the conduct of science. The paradigms of science —

its basic belief systems — have been subject to frequent critical surges as particular aspects of the
conventional approaches to science have been challenged orttologically (i.e., in terms of the nature of

reality), epistemologically (i.e., in terms of the nature of the relationship between the knower and the

known), and methodologically (i.e., in terms of approved ways to conduct investigations) (Guba 1990:18).

In order to explain the reasons for the selection of the paradigm in which this study is conducted, it is

important that these late disjunctions to thought and technique in the research into social and human
affairs are traced. Essentially, in Galtung’s (1990:102) view, there are three perspectives which are taken
account of in social science:

• the empirical— the derivation of knowledge from evidence obtained from observation
or experience; (Hence, loosely, the positivism and post-positivism of this subsection)

• the critical --- where values are explicitly brought in upon the analysis of empirical or
other evidence; (Hence, loosely, the critical theory of this subsection)

• the constructive — where reality is gauged in terms of alternative possibilities and in
terms of the different trajectories of understanding that go with those different visions;

(Hence, loosely, the constructivism of this subsection).

The three basic perspectives upon science constitute a family of outlooks (101). They can be
used to support each other to widen the understanding of a given or non-given subject; yet in reality, that
is rarely so (102). Social scientists tend to think and work either empirically or critically or constructively.
It is a rare investigator who can hold back his or her investigative inclinations or preferences in order to

choose the most appropriate inquiry perspective (paradigm) for each new study. The researcher may
drive the paradigm by manipulating the tools of the method he / she has selected within the paradigm.
But the structured thought-lines of the paradigm drive the researchers while he / she carries out the task,

consistently drawing attention to some events and outcomes and consistently neglecting or downplaying
others.

In recent decades the meaning of accepted scientific enterprise has been increasingly called into

question as these a priori structure of assumption are called for examination — the ‘taken-for-granteds’
of research investigations (Fay 1975:43). The conduct of science is recognized by a growing proportion
of social scientists to be subject to its own regimes of petty power and opaque power. Foucault (1980:93)
sees science as the quest for truth, and he concerns himself with what was and still is the largely

unsuspected structures of power that produce different versions and styles of truth in science. He

appears to be alarmed not so much by the existence of various assumed rules-of-right which inhabit the
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relations of power in science (93) but by the very potency of these respective prefigurations in science,
and perhaps even more so by the almost axiomatic and uninsightful deployment of these rules-of-right.

In Foucault’s view, the combination, the admixture of a practice (viz., praxis) and a manner of

speaking (viz., thought and speaking) comprise a discourse (Harland 1987:103). Discourse is not just

communication, not merely language — it is the whole structure of thought and action that is represented

by a given language. And in social science, certainly in science, Foucault recognizes the existence of

different languages, and therefore the existence of different discourses they represent. When one

examines the paradigms of science one is studying discourse, then, in regard to the way a combination
of thought and action tellingly shape the mobilization of, the direction of or the progress of science. And
in social science, insight into discourse is perhaps even more crucial than to the natural sciences: "social

investigators have never reached the extraordinary degree of basic agreement that characterizes modern
natural science" (Rabinow and Sullivan 1979:2; see also Eisenstadt and Curclaru 1976).

1.3.1.2 Questions of Truth for Conventional Social Science

Under the scrutiny of the paradigmatic assumptions of conventional (empirical) science and in
the inspection of orthodox discourse a number of frequently-occurring dissatisfactions have been raised.
Without necessarily pre-judging their merit, ten of them are now presented:

(i) Failure to yieldpromised results. Social physics had like the natural sciences promised ‘triumphs
of prediction, control and testability’ (Geertz 1983:3), which have palpably not been forthcoming
in so many aspects of social inquiry. Technological insight could not be seen to be able to pry

everything out, as its proponents had claimed.

(ii) An uncovering of important misconceptions. Social science had followed the natural sciences
into believing that the world is a stable place (Manicas 1987:3) which worked to constant

patterns and yielded neat and consistent ‘knowable’ results (41). Social science was now seen

to have translated a number of such misconceptions from the physical science to its own human

and cultural concerns. Nozick (1974:18) has codified this ‘overall design / comprehensive

pattern’ logic as unsatisfactory "invisible hand explanations."

(iii) A tendency to self-confirm. Both Western medicine and Western mental-health have been

condemned by Foucault and others for operating as sciences with self-justificatory reasoning

systems (Harland 1987:104). Not only do they rely on circular truths to an unpalatable degree,
but that truth "depends overwhelmingly on the prestige and authority accorded to the figure of
the doctor in our society" (104). In such instances, explanation is delivered not by science, ipso
facto, but by personality. But such ‘buffery’ is not restricted just to medicine and mental health:
it is believed to be duplicated in similar transformations elsewhere in human thought (105).
Certain languages of social science utilize a vocabulary that claims a privileged attachment to

reality. It uses sentences (in the widest metaphorical use of the term) that are "connected with
other sentences rather than with the world" (Rorty 1979:357-394).
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(iv) Disclosure that opinion is at work. Proponents of orthodox empirical science aim for the value-
free conduct of their investigations: the pervasive intent is to keep one's values, one’s biases and
one’s subjective preferences completely out of the scientific effort (Nachmias and Nachmias

1987:66). But research is now increasingly recognized as not just a scientific activity, but a
social one too: it is not only extremely hard to keep biases at bay, it is also demanding of
considerable skill to even recognize where and when one’s subjective views are at work — their
influence can be sustained but transparent: "The attempt to eradicate biases [and keep out

subjective valuations] is a hopeless and misdirected venture ... . There is no other device for

excluding biases in the social sciences than to face the valuations and to introduce them as

explicitly stated, specific, and sufficiently concertized value premises" (Myrdal 1944:1043).
Science cannot free itself from bias. Durkheim (1976:439) acknowledged that even when
scientists establish the canons by which ‘sound science' is regulated, they are dealing in the

subjective: "... science continues to be dependent upon opinion at the very moment when it
seems to be making its laws."

(v) Over-concern with cause-and-effect. One of the pivotal ‘articles-of-faith’ by which proper

empirical science is carried out is the tenet that cause-and-effect relationships exist amongst

physical and social entities (Sjoberg and Nett 1968:14) and that these relationships can be

systematically discovered and diligently plotted. The merit of the axiomatic quest for cause-and-
effect explanations has increasingly become suspect in social studies, however than cause /
effect rules (Eisner 1990:98). The provision of analogues, instead, is nowadays found to be
much more useful for practitioners, for instance, who need to apply knowledge or undertake
action (Cronbach 1975).

(vi) Broader thought denied. Empirical science was seen to have survived (and still survives in some

spheres) somewhat removed from "the broader currents of modern thought... a snug and insular

enterprise" (Geertz 1983:3). Slowly, social science has taken on board ideas from elsewhere

in the human sciences (in this sense a wider designation than conventional social science,

extending to law, art, architecture, literature, et cetera [Marcus and Fischer 1986:7]). Through
such disparate influences, abstract Parsonian visions of the social system have slipped to

disfavor (10), and the personal and more imaginative ethnographic visions have come to

popularity (21).

(vii) Philosophy side-lined. Nineteenth century empiricism had been, an age of certainty, an age

which encouraged noted scientists (as it did natural scientists) in the production of sweeping

global pronouncements. The goal was, then, the universal validity of research (Marcus and
Fischer 1986:22). The twentieth century has, however, witnessed the penetration of social
science by sharp moral and critical vision. Philosophy was no longer unconcerned in social
science: the weight of Heidegger, Wittgenstein, Gadamer, Foucault, Habermas, Barthes, Kuhn
and others has considerably destabilized the formerly secure technological condition of social
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science (Geertz 1983:4). As a result technological vision faltered along with evolutionary /

entelechic vision: both had sought global relevance, and both had pursued steady progress

towards ‘rational’ values (Marcus and Fischer 1986:23).

(viii) Rejection of different worlds. The systematic philosophy of the Enlightenment (i.e., high

empiricism) had conceptualized objective truth as the common ground for all social science (and
all science). Consequently, social science was believed to be or to have a singular discourse

(Rorty 1979:382-3): there could only be one valid worldview in the human and cultural sciences.
In this line of reasoning, for example, there should only be one sole history of the world.
Foucault’s archaeology of history, however, strongly challenges that Enlightenment convention.
He adjudged that "whereas the orthodox history of human thought is a history of the different

things that can have been seen in the world by human eyes, ‘archaeological’ history is a history
of the different worlds that different human eyes have seen" (Harland 1987:106). But if there can
have been different worlds in the past, then it is not hard to realize that there can also be
different worlds in the present. In the post-empiricist age, accordingly, archaeologies-of-the-
moment exuberate.

(ix) Language ignored. The locus of the ideology which structured social science in the

Enlightenment and under high empiricism lay within the economy. During the twentieth century,

the pungent critique of first Adorno, Marcuse and Horkheimer, and later of Habermas, has shifted
that locus to culture and to language (Ingram 1987:7). Language, as a substantive power on

and within social thought had, in their collective view, been particularly overlooked under

empiricism. Social scientists before Adorno tended to assume that they themselves were in
control of language; after Habermas, only the foolhardy could continue to contend that the

vocabulary and grammar of each and every language necessarily constrained the possibilities
of expression — whether it be via the philology of nations, of institutions, of disciplines or of
whatever. Foucault (1970:297) summarizes succinctly the new regard for hidden forces of

language:

Expressing their thoughts in words of which they are not the masters,
enclosing them in verbal forms whose historical dimensions they are
unaware of, men believe that their speech is their servant and do not
realize that they are submitting themselves to its demands. The
grammatical arrangements of a language are the a priori of what can
be expressed in it.(x): Slight of history. A final aspect of orthodox / enlightenment discourse (in social science) which

has met calumny from post-empiricists is the impoverishment of history, itself, as context for
human and cultural activity. Weber saw the problem as one where "our imagination [for

everything] has been schooled in the world of our own everyday experience [and so all action
and events get determined on those terms]" (see Weber in Manicas 1987:137). In Habermas’s

early estimation (he later retreated towards orthodoxy on account of the pitfalls of historical
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relativism) this weakness in social science was an absence of historically-situated understanding

(Ingram 1987:8-9). Fabian has echoed this by calling for an engagement between investigators
of the past and their historic subjects, just as ethnographers of the present tend to encourage

emic understanding. The implicit shortfall of historical situation is a failure of coevalness,

according to Fabian — where the inquirer does not see the need to position himself / herself in
the same historic time and space (and thus categories of thought) as the people of the

investigated past in question (Marcus and Fischer 1986:97). "Much like Edward Said’s critique
of Orientalist writing (for geographical ethnography), Fabian shows how [historical] ethnography
has tended to devalue its subjects relative to the [contemporary] West... " (97).

Given the weight of these dissatisfactions one could argue that "the very foundations of the social
sciences are rotten" (Bernstein 1976:xi). What purports to be objective scientific insight is indeed a

shrouded ideology — sometimes unconsciously so, sometimes consciously. The empirical conception
of science had proven, to many, to be untenable (Manicas 1987:4). Social science had been seen by

Foucault, to be directed in many senses by the ingrained power of conservative forces (Harland

1987:165), and Habermas had shown that the concepts which marshall contemporary discourse in the
social sciences "possess meanings which had evolved historically and contain their own sedimentation
of past interpretations (Ingram 1987:xiii). When Nietszche warned of "The Will to Power" that would

replace religious belief, and which would be exhibited as the secular ideology of totalitarian ‘gangster’

politicians, had he perhaps also not the dread of gangster researchers in mind (Johnson 1983:48)?
The very idea of social science is now contestable (Manicas 1987:3). The rising skepticism of

the twentieth century has rendered Enlightenment approaches in social science as suspect: "the belief
that increased systematic empirical understanding of how society and politics work would naturally lead
to the intelligent formulation ofpolicies, ameliorate social inequities and injustices, and enable us to solve
the problems of society had become doubtful in many quarters of the human and cultural affairs

(Bernstein 1976:xii; emphasis added). New social science sensibilities began to flower: a restructuring
of human and cultural theory began to emerge. Alternative avenues to knowledge, which had been caste

aside in recent centuries as inapt, misdirected and debilitated now were rediscovered with some fervor.

Critical perspectives took on renewed vitality. And "phenomenology and hermeneutics, which ‘tough-
minded’ empiricists had viewed with suspicion as ‘tender-minded’ woolly foreign intrusions, struck many

young thinkers as providing a more genuine and perspicuous insight into social relations than did the

weary formulas of those who prided themselves on meticulous, rigorous empirical research" (xii).
Hence, in any study which sets out to plumb ‘truth’ it is important that the longstanding discourse

of Enlightenment and empiricism is scaled against the discourse of these new and renewed alternative

approaches to social inquiry. Hence the seriousness of the study of paradigms, and the relevance of
Kuhn (1970) for this dissertation.
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In the four sections that follow immediately, the four leading paradigms of the age will be

inspected in terms of their capacity to see into ‘truth’. Enlightenment empiricism has become positivism(1.3.2), and otherwise Galtung’s three fundamental perspectives in inquiry are (to repeat) postpositivism

(1.3.3) for his ‘updated empiricism,’ critical theory (1.3.4) for his ‘value-stated approaches,’ and
constructivism 91.3.5) for his ‘alternative realities’ accounts.

It is important to point out at the outset, however, that the term paradigm is a rather ambiguous
one— Kuhn is himself supposed to have used it in twenty-two different ways (Mastermen 1970; Bernstein

1976:85-9). The danger exists, then, that the term paradigm can mean all things to all people. Similarly,
in much argumentation, disfavored outlooks are inclined to be totalized --- as Ladd (1982:161) found for
relativism: "all the common definitions of... relativism are framed by opponents of relativism ... they are

absolutist definitions." Too frequently, it seems that it is assumed that "someone who does not hold your
views holds the reciprocal of them, or simply has not got any" (Geertz 1984:264). Debates on discourse

can soon become uninformed in these fashions.

So, in order to frame discussion in the immediate four subsections, Eckberg and Hill’s (1979:932)
delineation of a paradigm will be adapted whereby a paradigm is that form of unified belief shared by a

cohesive community and which (in this context) has relevance:

• for substantive matters of concern;
• within a discipline (i.e., never being as wide as a discipline); and,
• to bring those researchers / practitioners into a sustained coalescence on their

approach to given problem solution (935).

Paradigms belong rather to ages, to discourses and to epistemes rather than to disciplines. Disciplines
are structured and formal ways of understanding truth and the world: paradigms, at root, are specific
social and rhetorical ways of understanding truth and the world.

1.3.2 Positivist Perspectives
The basic premises of conventional positivism and of the three other paradigms are given in

Table 1.3.2./1 with regard to their ontology, their epistemology and their methodology. The table and
much of the insight that follows in subsection 1.3.2 to 1.3.5 is culled from the published record of the 1989
San Francisco Alternative Paradigms Conference, published by Sage Publications under the sponsorship
of Phi Delta Kappa International and The School of Education, Indiana University (Guba 1990).

As Table 1.3.2./1 indicates, the underlying beliefs of positivism are:

■ ONTOLOGY

• a reality does exist ‘out there’;
• it is driven by immutable natural laws;
• the function of science is to find out what that true nature is and how it ‘truly’ works;
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• the overall purpose of science is the prediction and control of natural phenomena (Guba

1990:19).
■ EPISTEMOLOGY

• its epistemology is objectivist;
• it sustains the view that objectivity is an ‘Archimedean point’ which enables the

investigator to uncover the ways of nature without changing them at all (19).
■ METHODOLOGY

• the proper and preferred methodology is empirical experimentalism (19).

The perspective of positivism that only a ‘scientific’ (i.e., objectively rational) approach to social

problems can produce reliable solutions has been increasingly attacked during the second half of the
twentieth century, as has the view that trustworthy solutions can only be obtained via instrumental

questioning (Fay 1975:61). Mechanistic science of this sort is felt to be overly expedient by its critics: "it

necessarily reifies the basic social institutions and customs of the society it is studying" (58). That
reification impoverishes socio-political awareness of the human and cultural subject being studied. It
tends to lead to an artificial reinforcement of the place of those reified institutions and customs in society
therefore sustaining the presence and the force of those entities in society. The world is only seen in
those reified terms: the world becomes those reified, conservative, control-oriented, industrialized

instrumental terms. Hence positivism is not neutral as its Enlightenment adherents claimed; it has an

exceedingly strong ideology which has only been convincingly unmasked in recent decades (64).
The doctrinaire and enduring conservatisms of positivism have been codified by Lincoln and

Guba (1985:24-28). They are presented in Table 1.3.2./2.

1.3.3 Postpositivist Perspectives
In this study the term postpositivism refers to a transformed type of positivism: sometimes the

term is used elsewhere to refer to all of the efforts in science that come after high positivism and that do
not adhere to strict positivist belief. Here, though, the term is used just in reference to the development
of the paradigm, not for the development of all or most inquiry. The platform premises of postpositivism
were provided in Table 1.3.2./1. They embrace these key ideas:
■ ONTOLOGY

• the naive realism of positivism is replaced by a posture of critical realism which does

recognize that a real world exists, which does acknowledge that real natural causes are
at work within that world, but which denies that it is possible for humans to faithfully

perceive that world on account of the frailties of the sensory and intellectual apparatus

(Cook and Campbell 1979:29). Postpositivism retains realism as a pivotal belief, but

concedes that humans can never fully know that ‘truth’ (Guba 1990:20).
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TABLE 1.3.2./1

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY:
A COMPARISON OF THREE LEAD STRUCTURAL

WORLDVIEWS (PARADIGMS)

Paradigm

Issue Post-Positivist Critical Theory Constructivism

Ontology Realist Realist Relativist

Reality exists but can never
be fully apprehended
-- only incompletely
understood
- therefore critical realist

Critical realist (as per
post-positivist).

Realities exist in the form of

multiple mental constructions
-- socially and experientially
based, local and specific,
dependent for their form and
content on the persons who
hold them.

Epistemology Dualist/Objectivist Interactive/Subjectivi st Inte ractive/Subjectivist

Objectivity remains a
regulatory ideal, but can only
be approximated.

Values immediate inquiry
which is participative
and/or reflects the values
of human players.

Inquirer and inquired are
fused into a singular
(monistic) entity. Findings are
the creation of a process of
interaction between the two.

Methodology Interventionist Participative Hermeneutic / Dialectic

Modified experimental /
manipulative methods
emphasizing critical
multiplism. Redresses
imbalances by doing inquiry
in more natural settings.

Dialogic / transformative -
seeking the elimination of
false consciousness and
the facilitation of a
transformed world.

Individual constructions are

elicited and refined

hermeneutically, and are
compared and contrasted
dialectically -- with the aim of
generating one (or a few)
constructions on which there
is general consensus.

SOURCE: Hollinshead 1991 /A; originally adapted from Guba 1990: 20, 23, 25, 27, and 78.
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■ EPISTEMOLOGY

• findings are produced through the interaction of knower and known — it is not possible
for investigators to become affect-less / ahuman beings during the course of the study -

- the frailties and interferences of human communication and insight are admitted;
• but it sustains the view that researchers can strive towards that state of neutrality and

ought to state outright any predispositions or interferences they were aware of (20-21).
■ METHODOLOGY

• postpositivists favor the use of more than one method or more than one approach or

more than one means of studying each distinct variable and each problem, viz.,

triangulation;
• the use of a variety of data collection and analytical techniques (to permit the

weaknesses of the methods to cancel each other out) is also favored; it is an extension
of triangulation and is known as multiple operationism;

• where emphasis is also placed upon exegesis as well as multiple operationism, the

practice of critical multipilism is followed (Cook 1985);
• postpositivists acknowledge the many trade-offs that necessarily exist in the conduct

of science, but recognize the need to reduce some of the excesses of the quest for

objectivity by:
- restoring the claim of ‘relevance’ vis-a-vis 'rigor1;
- not neglecting ‘richness’ in the pursuit of ‘precision’;
- aiming for ‘applicability’ as well as ‘elegance’;
- admitting place for ‘the art of discovery' in addition to the positivist goal of

‘verification’ (Guba 21-23).

Certain caveats ought to be stated about postpositivism: it is a slippery subject.
It is a wide, complex and fast-changing route towards knowledge: there are many different

postpositivist approaches. Since most postpositivists recognize that there can be no absolute justifications
in science, it may be more correct to use Dewey’s old term of ‘warranted assertibility’ rather than ‘truth’
to describe the claims postpositivists who so reject the possibility of absolute authority in science (Phillips

1990:32). Postpositivists do not, however, give up the notion of objectivity, for the effort to try to be

precise and unbiased is "a regulative ideal that underlies all inquiry" (Phillips: in press). As Karl Popper

(1976:95) — sometimes celebrated as the first postpositivist— noted, however, "the objectivity of science
is not [properly] a matter of individual scientists but rather the social result of their mutual [thorough and

ongoing] criticism."
In certain respects some postpositivists hold to views which are the obverse of those of high

positivism. One must resist the temptation, however, to regard either positivism or postpositivism as more
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TABLE 1.3.272

REMONSTRANCE AGAINST POSITIVISM:
CENSURE UPON THE CLAIMS OF REALIST ONTOLOGY

The following challenges to positivism exist:

1. POSITIVISM LEADS TO AN INADEQUATE CONCEPTUALIZATION OF WHAT
SCIENCE IS
— efforts to establish 'verifiability' and 'falsifiability’ as necessary and sufficient conditions for science have failed.

2. POSITIVISM IS UNABLE TO DEAL ADEQUATELY WITH TWO CRUCIAL AND INTERACTING ASPECTS OF
THE THEORY-FACT RELATIONSHIP
— the first is the problem of induction: there are always many conclusions that can reasonably be related to
certain premises. Thus there is always a large number of theories that can fit observations more or less
adequately.
— the second is the theory-ladeness of facts, it is impossible to have facts which are not themselves theory
determined.

3. POSITIVISM IS OVERLY DEPENDENT ON OPERATIONALISM, WHICH HAS ITSELF BEEN INCREASINGLY
JUDGED TO BE INADEQUATE
— operationalism is too shallow, depending as it does almost entirely on sensations for its 'facts' and refusing to
deal with meanings or implications; moreover, operationally defined facts are just as theory-laden as any others.

4. POSITIVISM HAS AT LEAST TWO CONSEQUENCES THAT ARE BOTH REPUGNANT AND UNFOUNDED
— the first is determinism: it is repugnant because of its implications for free will, and unfounded since (according
to Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle) the future state of particles is not predictable and acts of experimentation
will themselves determine the observed state; antiquity about the future is, then, a condition of nature.
— the second is reductionism: it is repugnant because it would make all phenomena including human phenomena
ultimately subject to a single set of laws, and unfounded because recent findings in many fields rule it out.

5. POSITIVISM HAS PRODUCED RESEARCH WITH HUMAN RESPONDENTS THAT IGNORES THEIR

HUMANNESS, A FACT THAT HAS NOT ONLY ETHICAL BUT VALIDITY IMPLICATIONS
— it has emphasized exogenous research - in which all aspects of the research from problem definition through
to use-of-findings have been researcher-determined - to the virtual exclusion of endogenous research - in which
the respondents have equal rights of determination.
— it has emphasized etic research -- carried out with an outside (objective) perspective.
— to the virtual exclusion of enic research - carried out with an inside perspective (subjective).

6. POSITIVISM FALLS SHORT OF BEING ABLE TO DEAL WITH EMERGENT CONCEPTUAL/EMPIRICAL
FORMULATIONS FROM A VARIETY OF FIELDS, INCLUDING
— Godels Incompleteness Theorem: no axiomatic system of mathematics is able to provide information about the
completeness and consistency of that axiomatic system.
— Bells Theorem: no theory compatible with quantum theory can require spatially separated events to be
independent.

7. POSITIVISM RESTS UPON FIVE ASSUMPTIONS THAT ARE INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT TO MAINTAIN
— an ontological assumption of a single, tangible reality that can be broken apart into pieces capable of being
studied independently (where the whole is simply the sum of its parts).
— an epistemological assumption about the separation of the observer from the observed.
— an assumption of the temporal and contextual interdependence of observations (that what is true at one time
and place may also be true at another time and place).
— an assumption of linear causality: there are no effects without causes and no causes without effects.
— An sociological assumption of value freedom: that the soundness of the methodology guarantees that the results
of an inquiry are essentially free from the influence of any value-system/bias.

SOURCE: Adapted from Lincoln and Guba 1985:24-28.
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monolithic or indeed as more homogenous than they actually are (Bernstein 1976:xv). There are

numerous variants of each. Nonetheless, orthodox positivism does differ considerably from postpositivism
— the former is atomistic, the latter is one of the new structural paradigms of postmodernity, though is
unwise to infer that postpositivism is entirely a child of postmodernity. It may be healthier and sufficient
to suggest that postpositivism and postmodernity share many of the same anti-foundational impulses.

But postpositivism does depart from positivism in that it attends to the unavoidable human and
social character of scientific inquiry. Table 1.3.3./1 lists a set of six pointers from Heron (1981) as to why

(in respect of that humanness) the postpositivist paradigm is superior to the positivist paradigm in the
search for ‘truth’ (‘warranted assertibility’). The table emphasizes "the subtle, developing interdependence
between propositional knowledge, practical knowledge and experiential knowledge" (31), viz., not just
science as product (statements of inquiry) but science also as process (research skills and researcher-

respondent intersubjectivities).
In support of Heron’s six lines of argument, Lincoln and Guba (1985:46) note, as an aside, that

the very terms used for ‘people’ in the two paradigms reveals much. They suggest that positivists are

prone to calling humans ‘subjects’ or even ‘objects-of-inquiry’ as if they are inanimate. That corresponds
with the rising preference for ‘respondents’ in postpositivism, a small tribute "to the [inescapably]
interactive character of human inquiry.

1.3.4 Critical Theory Perspectives
Critical theory emerged in Germany in the 1920s (Thompson and Held 1982:2). Critical theory

is that group of ideologically structured analysis which attempt to integrate theory and practice in the

attempt to account for the nature of social theory (Fay 1975:92). It pivots upon the values of its human

architects; neo-Marxism, feminism, participatory inquiry are all examples of it. They each have their own
value-window upon life and science which reveals how life, nature and the world ‘really is’.

In the general sense, a critical science is one which attempts to demystify the ways in which
culture (or the people within a particular society) are manipulated by political and economic processes.

It is a science which exhibits three main features, according to Fay (1975:93-95):
• it accepts the necessity of interpretive understanding n social science:

Whether dealing with contemporary objectivations as historical traditions [the
investigator is an] interpreter [and] cannot abstractly free himself from his hermeneutic
point of departure. He cannot simply jump over the open horizon of his own life activity
and just suspend the context of tradition in which his own subjectivity has been formed
in order to submerge himself in a sub-historical stream of life that allows the
pleasurable identification of everyone with everyone else (Habermas 1968:181);
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TABLE 1.3.371

THE CASE FOR POSTPOSITIVISM OVER POSITIVISM:
HERON’S SIX CARDINAL POINTS IN FAVOR OF POSTPOSITIVISM

AS RESPONSIBLE HUMAN AND SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. THE ARGUMENT FROM THE NATURE OF RESEARCH BEHAVIOR
• Researchers ought not define one model of behavior for themselves and another for their
respondents; the safeguards against this danger are weak-to-non-existent in positivism.

2. THE ARGUMENT FROM INTENTIONALITY
• Researchers should consult with respondents to ensure that their imtentionality and the researcher’s
rendition of it do match; this need is largely unrecognized in positivism, but stressed in many
postpositivist approaches.

3. THE ARGUMENT FROM LANGUAGE
• Language is prone to be regarded as a taken-for-granted under positivism; with postpositivism the
power of language as an archetype for inquiring itself is admitted - [language constitutes a form of
interactive inquiry in its own right.

4. THE ARGUMENT FROM EXTENDED EPISTEMOLOGY
• Positivism has a limited perspective on the theory of knowledge. Advanced postpositivist insight
comprehends that science involves not only propositional knowledge (as per positivism) but also
practical knowledge (e.g., proficiency at research) and experiential knowledge (e.g., sustained
awareness of respondent or subject).

5. THE ARGUMENT FROM AXIOLOGY
• Positivists assume values have no place in properly conducted investigations postpositiviists
recognize, for instance, that 'facts' about people have no secure status as truth until those individuals
assent to (and regard as their own) the norms and values of the researcher. Hence values are
omnipresent, and can be critically influential.

6. THE MORAL AND POLITICAL ARGUMENT
• Orthodox positivism has few, if any, methodological checks to guard against the exploitation of
people in investigations. Postpositivism emphasizes the need to protect people from being managed
or manipulated.

SOURCE: Original source: Heron (1981); adapted from Lincoln and Guba's (1985:30-31) condensed
account of Heron.
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• it is predicated upon the view that a high number of the actions people carry out are

occasioned by social conditions over which they have no control, and that a

considerable amount of what people engage in is not the product of conscious

knowledge or volition. The social order suppresses (or rather compresses) free will.

People are seen to act with a false consensus about ‘reality’; much of their illusion is

historically transmitted;
• it maintains that social practices are infused with social theory of one sort or another

to the degree that what is regarded as truth is to some lesser or greater extent

determined by the way that scientific knowledge relates to individual and institutional

practical action. It sees the real barriers to insight to be distorted communication.

But more of this in Table 1.3.4./1 — first the ground rules of the paradigm need presenting.

Again, Table 1.3.2./1 provides a basic presentation of its ontology, epistemology and methodology.
■ ONTOLOGY

• there is an objective reality, but critical theorists see it as one about which people are

prone to each having a false consciousness;
• the implication of *false consciousness’ is that there is a ‘true consciousness’ towards

which those who are currently guided by wrong, inadequate or improper values can be

re-aligned or re-directed;
• the ontology of critical theory becomes a political act in that it (i) it proceeds from a

value-determination, and (ii) it provides a demonstration as to how ‘oppressed people’

ought act to become free of their subjugation (Guba 1990:24) [ — that is not to say that

positivism, post-positivism and constructivism are not also essentially political: it is just
to say that the political character of critical theory is overt],

■ EPISTEMOLOGY

• the epistemology of critical theory is subjectivist even though its ontology is realist —

the values of the inquirer actually shape theories of knowledge (24).
■ METHODOLOGY

• critical theorists seek the transformation of the world through the transformation of the

understanding and therefore the behavior of individuals (and institutions) —

methodologies are adapted which facilitate this change of consciousness;
• preferred methodologies are dialogic, i.e., discursive approaches designed to uncover

better and better points of view over time;
• under critical theory, the most effective approaches are those which bring about

collective changes of consciousness and concerted transformation of action (24) [ —

manipulative interventionistmethodologies inherently speak against 'true consciousness’
and are not, ideationally, acceptable].
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Consonantly, critical theory is socially constructed analysis, routinely being voiced over human,

social, cultural, political and economic affairs. As Table 1.3.4./1 endeavors to show in terms of its outlook

upon truth, it is partisan inquiry (what science is not?) of an exposed kind. It is the bald and open (rather

than the cloistered and concealed) infusion of tribal views in and through scientific investigation, as the

Table indicates — where the Frankfurt School (of Critical Theory itself), French structuralism and

poststructuralism are established genres. The table does, however, concentrate primarily on the views
of the Frankfurt School (Bernstein 1976:xvii) — especially those of Jurgen Habermas.

As Table 1.3.4./1 attempts to reveal, critical theorists seek to make manifest the involvement of
social and cultural researchers in the uncloaking of truth and in the transportation of the social relations

which the new broadcast of that truth liberalizes. Thus, critical theory is not truth or knowledge alone, it
is knowledge allied to interest (Aronowitz 1988:51). In that fashion it is the critical account of the normally

guarded or the subconscious selectivity of both scientific endeavor and of everyday human action. But,
it is also the explicit selectivity of future science and behavior.

Popkewitz (1990:47-8) considers that critical theory is critical in two senses. Its first criticality
concerns its dependence upon internal questioning its rigorous scrutiny of evidence and line of argument.
Its second criticality concerns its external critique of society, power and class (or other relations). In the
former, perhaps, an intellectual character predominates and in the latter a transformative character

triumphs. The Popkewitz (50-51) review of critical theory mirrors the insight contained in Table 1.3.4./1,

though he proffers six composite rather than twenty distinctive themes (and his review focuses restrictively

upon science in the realm of education). The six Popkewitz characterizations are:

(i) certain historical and institutional conditions and practices reduce science to technical activity.
• scientific method is in danger, in many spheres, of becoming one method; scientific

methods should be fitting (particular to the study being undertaken) rather than

procedural.

(ii) the reasoning of science is always bound in time and space.

• science has traditions of inquiry which have a 'built in' preferences and patterns; thus

science is not universally valid (as positivists and neo-positivists might claim) but it

operates by a logic borne in institutional settings and amongst social interests. The

epistemology of science is social.



TABLE1.3.4./1
CRITICALTHEORYANDTHEPROBLEMOFTRUTH: TRIBALSCIENCEANDTHEANALYSISOFHISTORY

-withanemphasisupontheviewsofJurgenHabermas--
COMMONCHARACTERIZATIONSOFCRITICALSCIENCE CRITICALTHEORYANDSCIENCE

1CONCERNOVERTHEPRESUPPOSITIONSOFSCIENCE.InmanyrespectscriticaltheoristsfollowNietzschewho sawWesternphilosophyandscienceasillusion--unlogicalfromthebeginning(1>1).Positivismisunacceptableto themsinceitmaintainsthattherecannotbeknowledgethattranscendsthemethodologicalknowledgeofempirical science.Orthodox,Cartesianscienceisunacceptablebecausertisdeterminedbytechnicalcognitiveinterests(1>2). Technicalinterestspresupposesitscategories:sothereforedoesempiricalscience(1>3).
2CONCERNOVERTHEDISHONESTYOFSCIENCE.Criticaltheoristschallengeempiricalsciencebecauseittakes forgrantedexplicitpointsofviewonreality'withoutmentioningthem’(2>1).Orthodoxempiricismhasitsimpetusin theidealsofEnlightenment:itshiddenregulativeidealis’progress’{2>2).Habermasandothercriticaltheoristsfollow thephilosopherGadamerforinhisdismissalofthefalseobjectivismoftheempirical-analyticsciences,andforhis condemnationofthetruththeyderiveaspseudo-knowledge(2>3).Nietzscheconsidersorthodoxsciencedishonest, becauseitinvokesnature,yetclaimsmasteryoverit.Itconceptualizesnature,andconsidersnaturetobenothing otherthanitsconceptualizations(2>4).Thetruthsofempirical-analyticscienceareuntrustworthybecausetheyare compulsive(2>5), 3CONCERNOVERHYPERFACTUALMETHODS.Criticaltheoriststendtoobjecttothescientismoforthodox empiricism,i.e.,toconventionalscience'sbeliefinitself,accordingtoHabermas(3>1).Nietzschesawtherulesof logicandcalculationofempirical-analyticscienceasaprioriandasasimplifiedmeansofcontrol(3>2).Thatcontrol becomesendemic,andleadstohyperfactualism-the"beliefthattherealbusinessofscienceisthecollectionofdata andtheadvancingofempiricalgeneralizationsbased[only]onit"(3>3).Criticaltheoristslieuneasilywiththisover¬ emphasisonderiveability(3>4).

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH e.g.,Concernbycriticaltheoriststhatempirical scienceattemptstomeasuretheconceptoftruth acrossallsocieties,ignoringdifferentvaluationsof differentconceptsoftruth. e.g.,Agitationamongstcriticaltheoriststhat empiricalscienceonlyinvestigatestheworlditcan directlyexperience:thereforeevenhistoricaltruthis onlythatwhichispalpable. e.g.,Concernbycriticaltheoriststhatpositivist/ neo-positivistscienceequatesknowledgeonlywith science;thereisnotruth(forpositivistsandneo¬ positivists)beyondthatwhichsciencecandiscover orcorroborate.Thusmythisvoid,tothem.
cn 4^



TABLE1.3.4./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERIZATIONSOFCRITICALSCIENCE

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH

4CONCERNOVERTECHNOCRATICCONSCIOUSNESS,Thedevelopmentoflarge-scaleindustrialandbusiness organizationshaslead,accordingtocriticaltheoriststoare-emphasisofstateroles.Stateactivityfundamentallynow surroundsthestabilizationoftheeconomyonbehalfofthoseorganizations.So,thestateorbitofactivityisreduced andconstrained(4*1).Thestatenowisperceivedasbeingbolsteredbylegitimationsystemswhichcreateforit interventionistrolesdesignedtoprotecttheself-interesteduseofcapitalbythoseorganizationsandtheaccordant massloyaltyoftherestofthesociety(4>2).'Public'opinionbecomesreplacedby'state'opinion--whichisreally 'bourgeoisieopinion’.Thepublicis,itself,deniedexpressionofitsconsciousness.Itisoppressedbythemadness ofthistechnocraticwill(4*3), 5CONCERNOVEREMASCULATIONOFREASON.Habermas,asaleadingcriticaltheorist,fearsthatunder capitalismthebalancebetweenthelifeworldandtherationalizationofsystemhasbeendisturbed(5>1),Themarch ofsocietytowardsscienceandtechnologyunderEnlightenmentcrampsreason(5>2),Thisnarrowingofreasonin currencyistranslatedthroughbureaucraticandtechnologicaladministrationtootherareasofculturalandcommunity affairs.Thusaninstrumentalconceptofreason(ratherthancapitalismitself)assumesculturalhegemonyintheWest (5>3),Thisinstrumentalreasonproducesunfreedomsofmanykinds. CRITICALTHEORYANDHUMANITY
6RiCOQNITIONOFTHESOCIALFORMATIONOFKNOWLEDGE.Criticaltheorists,andmanyotheranti-orpost- positivistsrejectorthodoxempiricismbecause(amongstotherreasons)itfailstorecognizethatknowledgeofsocial entitiesIsasocialvariable(6>1).CriticalTheoristsbelievethatsocialphenomenaare'historicallyconditioned1and 'culturallydetermined’(6>2),inthisfashion'knowledge'of'interest*becomeasingularaspectofself-reflectionInthe formationofunderstanding.Such'knowledge.constitutive/nfereste*determinethecharacterofobjectivity:'meaning' thusequateswith'Interest'(6>3),Overtime,asthevolumeofknowledgeincurrencyexpandsexponentially,scientific* oum-sociaicommunitiesclaimmasteryofvarioustypesoftruth.CriticaltheoryconjoinsKuhnonhisawarenessofthe socialunderpinningsofagivenchangeinknowledge:'thereisnostandardhigherthantherelevantcommunity8(6»4), 7RiCOQNITIONOFCONTESTABLENATUREOFTRUTH,Empirical-analyticscienceisnotnecessarilydenigrated bymanycriticaltheoristsbecauseofItsowndeficiencies,ratheritsclaimtobetheonlyroutstotruthIsabhorred, Habermas,forinstsnes,object*toIt*statusasacanonicalstandard(7*1).Criticaltheoristsartakintosurrealists andanthropologicalethnographers:InClifford'swords(7*2)theyssethsinterpretationofhumanaffairsasacontested nalify,Duringthetwintlithcinturycriticaltheoryha#beenpartofths•m»rg»ne§of"an*wuniverseofdiscourse8 formedaroundtheviewthathumtniareself-interpretingcreatures(7*3).This*nowdiscoursesandsensibilitiesare notlotionr*lat»dth*mi«i¥M,but«■dlff*r*nt/eont*itidvirsion*ofrealitytheyfeedsubsequent‘communicativeaction' (7*4).

e.g.,Undertechnocraticconsciousnessjournalism changesfromanoccupationstimulatedby convictiontoone'motivatedessentiallyby commerce’(4>4).Can,doesorhasthestate’s historicaltruthgonethesamewayinthemedia? e.g.,Aretheconceptsofhistorical'truth'invogue
inthecontemporaryageinstrumental,whereby othernon-instrumentaltruths(viz.,unrelatedto capitalism)havebecome,incontrast,unfree? e.g,,ifknowledgeissocial,andformedby 'knowledgeconstitutiveinterests,'whatis/arethe relevantcommunity/communitiesthatshapethe largerhistoricaltruthsofapiace/state/nation? e.g.,Howmany'truths'arethereforaparticular eventinhistory,andhowaretheydifferent?Which truthhasfedwhichstateagency's'communicative action’?



TABLE1.3.4./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERIZATIONSOFCRITICALSCIENCE

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH

8RECOGNITIONOFSIGNIFICANCEOFSELF-UNDERSTANDINGONKNOWLEDGEFORMATION.Duringthe twentiethcenturycriticaltheoristshavetheorizedagooddealabouttheselt-constitutionofthehumanspecies.Self- generationhasbeenconsideredasproductiveactivity,andself-formationascritical-revolutionaryactivity(8>1),As aresultagivencriticaltheoryonsocialorpoliticalmatters"mustbegroundedintheself-understandingsoftheactors evenasitseekstogetthemtoconceiveofthemselvesandtheirsituationsdifferently"(8>2).Ifagivencriticaltheory
istoendure,itmustpromotecriticalself-reflection:“itcansucceedonlyifindividualsareabletorecognizetheirown livesinthedescriptionsprovidedbythetheory"(8>3).CriticaltheoryisthusamodernmanifestationoftheSocratean idealofself-reflection,i.e.,theconvictionthatadvancedself-dialogiscanfreeindividuals"fromthetyrannyandbondage offalseopinion(doxa)"(8>4).Thisself-criticismdemands,accordingtoHabermas,directself-confrontation.When deficienciesinaparticularcriticaltheoryarerevealed,thetheoristshouldrejecttheno-longer-defensible,preservethe valid,andmovebeyondtheinitialformulationtonewfrontiersofreflection(8>5). 9RECOGNITIONTHATSOCIALTHEORYHASTOBEHISTORICALLYORIENTED.InHabermas’sview,ifsocial theoryistoaccountforthewayinwhichpatternsofinterpretation(ofhistoryoranything)andofrelatedpraxisdevelop andalter,itmustbehistoricallyoriented.Thisisnotaneasyundertaking"forthereisnopointoutsideofhistoryfrom whichtoviewthewhole[ofhistory]"(9>1):presentdayjudgementsalwaysinterfere.Socialscienceisinevitablyabout thepast-howhumanshavethoughtaboutandtranslatedwhathashappened,andhowpastlevelsofunderstanding affectpresentawareness.Criticaltheoristsobject,then,tothelegacyofpositivismwhichtheyseeasrule-oriented andprocedural-therebydesignatingtheworldasasocialandahistorical.Theyseethepostivistslegacyof evolutionismasbeing"firmlyembedded[in]contemporarythought,"somuchsothatevenethnographicanthropologists hadreducedthevisionofthewholeofWesterncivilizationtothecritiqueofcapitalism(9>2).Habermasrecognizes, however,thatcriticaltheoristscanover-compensateagainstthemonopolistictendenciesofpositivism:historicismcan itselfbecomeamonopolisticvision(9>3). 10RECOGNITIONTHATEMANCIPATIONCANONLYBEAFUTURESTATE.Gadamersawthepastasasource ofbothinsightandvaluesthatwouldbecontinuallyreformulatedinevernewscenarios.Habermas,however, emphasizedsubjugationanddistortioninhisaccountsofthepast.CriticaltheoristslargelyfollowHabermasin stressingtheneedtoconstantlystrivetoridthedominationandregressionsofthepast.Theyarenotfiredupby Gadamer'sawefortheresplendentbenefitsoftradition(Uberlegenheit)(10>1),butcallforafutureageofrightand liberality.Ricoeur,though,believesfutureemancipationcanbeaccommodatedwithinexistingculturalacquisitions ifagivenpopulationcandevelop'ethicaldistance'fromtheirpast(10>2).

e.g.,Whichlongstandingaccountsof(i)history havesurvivedwholesaleinagivenplacebecause theyrelatetocurrentlives;(ii)havebeenamended torelatetocurrentlives;and(iii)arenowrejected becausetheydonotappeartorelatetocurrent lives?Towhatdegreearethesecontinuitiesand discontinuitiesself-reflectedcriticaltheoryatwork? e.g.,Isthereevidenceofmonopolisminthe accountsoftheheritageofagivenregion?Ifso,is thatsingularvisionanexampleofevolutionism,of historicismorofsomeotherconsumingtendency? e.g.,Arethedominantaccountsofagiven place/stateGadamian—celebratingthepastas superior?Oraretheyinlinewithcriticaltheory- partofacontinuingpushforfreedomandlatitude?
cn
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TABLE1.3.4./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERIZATIONSOFCRITICALSCIENCE CRITICALTHEORYANDPOWER

11MANIFESTATIONOFSTRUCTURALPOWER.Criticaltheoryisconcernedwiththedecipheringofculturalmeaning
insocieties,butnotonlywiththat.Itisalsoconcernedwiththewaythesemeaningsinterfacewiththepoliticaland economicorder.Criticaltheoryis,then,fundamentallyandnottangentiallyaboutthepowerrelationsthansurround culturalmeaning,orwhichareinfusedbyculturalmeaning.Criticaltheoristsseekthemanifestationofclassdynamics, institutionalrolesandlikepowerplays(11>1).Habermas,forillustration,seesthepowerofsecularization,of bureaucratizationofscientismandofstatismasbeingimmenseforcesactinguponthedestabilizationoftheJudeo- ChristianheritageandupontheliberalideologicaltraditionsoftheWest(11>2).Theyeachdemandthatindividuals leadproductiveandfulfillinglives,andthatmoresinfiltratessocietalinstitutions,particularlyinemergentnationaland territorialstates.There,publicpowerisnotrepresentativeofa’person’inauthority,itisthemonopolisticpowerof’the state’toact.Thatpublicpowerisalmosttangible(11>3). 12MANIFESTATIONOFTHEAPPARATUSOFLEGITIMATION.Inlate-capitalistsocietiescriticaltheoriststheorize andonpowerwithintheeconomicsystemandpowerwithintheadministrativesystemofthestate.Theyalsostudy powerwithinthelegitimationsystemofthestate--anincreasinglysignificantsphereduringthecurrentcentury. Habermasbelievesmodern-statesfaceanongoinglegitimationcrisis:theymustcontinuetogathercapitalyetthey mustalsosustaintheloyaltyofthepopulace.Ontheonehandtheymustprojecttheparticularistcauseofproperty ownersandofadministrative-technicalelites(toensurecapitalaccumulation),butontheothertheymustbringabout thegeneralprosperityofsociety.Soparticularistclassinterestsmustbehiddenifmassloyaltyistobeinspired(12>1). Inthismanner,legitimationarisesfromtheharmonybuiltbetweenthesecounter-obligations.Manygovernmentsare caughtwithoutmuchlatitudetobuildthatharmony(12>2).Baudrillard,however,believesthatnowadays"themasses arewithdrawing'withoutknowingiffromthesocialandpoliticalareasinwhichpowerlegitimatesitself"(12>3).The publicisincreasinglyabsent,inhisview,fromthevenuesofcriticaldebateoverthislegitimacy.

13MANIFESTATIONOFEXPERTPOWER.Thepublicsphereofgovernanceisanimportantareaofcriticaltheory, chieflycoveringthedegreetowhich’thepublic’isabletoplayacriticalroleinandupongovernment.Inthecurrent century,thatroleisweakeningaccordingtomanycriticaltheorists.Anageofnonpublicopinionhasbeenreached (13>1)wherethesecretpoliciesofinterestgroupspredominate.InHabermas’sestimationthisgrowthofnonpublic decision-makinghaspermittedanabridgementoftherationalizationswhichareavailabletogovernmentsandwhich leadsociety(13>2).Thefeltdominanceandlimitationsofscientific-technologicalknowledgehavealreadybeennoted in1and2above.Alliedtoithasbeen(accordingtomuchcriticaltheory)aover-abundanceofexperttheory.The expert’culture’ofscience,ofmoralityandofart-whichactupongovernmentandsociety--arereckonedtohave "becomeisolatedfromdailylife"(13>3).

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH e.g.,Dotheinstrumentalitiesofastateactwitha monopolisticformof’publicpower1toconsolidatea particularvisionofhistory?Doesastate’shistory constituteabourgeoiscelebrationof’productivity’? e.g.,Dodefinitionsofhistoryplayaroleinastates government’squestforlegitimacy?Doesthe projectedhistorybolstertheinheritedrightsof elites,orisitdesignedtoinformthemassesofthe supposedperfectioninwhichthestatewasformed, andallegedlyexists? e.g.,Hasthepublicbeenexcludedfromthe definitionsofhistoryinvogueinagivenplaceor nation?Isthathistoricaltruthconcoctedbyexperts alonewhomayormaynotrepresentparticularview points?



TABLE1.3.4./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERIZATIONSOFCRITICALSCIENCE

14MANIFESTATIONOFFORCESOFCURSORYPRECISION.Empiricistsvaluetheorieswhichareproductive. Mertoninformsthatforatheorytobefruitfulitmustbepreciseanddeterminate(14>1).Empiricistsareinclinedto sophisticateduseofstatisticstoapproachthatprecisionanddeterminacy,tendingtoconsiderthattheonlyvalues involvedarethoseinthenumbersthemselves.Taxonomicandmulti-levelrepresentationsofproblemsaresetupon thepremisethattheelementsbeingstudiedarediscreteandthatthesumoftheneatdivinationsdoadduptoatidy whole.Criticaltheoriststendtoregardthistypeofwell-groomedexplanationofcausationasfragmentary.They suggestthattheinfinitesimalisunnecessarilycelebratedandentitledandthattheentiretyandtheintegralare neglected.Theyseeashallowtreatmentoftheaggregationofhumanandsocialactivity.Therulesofpurposive- rationalactionobjectifytheprocessesofsocietyastheydoofnature(14>2). 15MANIFESTATIONOFIDIOGRAPHICSOCIALEVENTS.Cartesianthoughtispronetodocumentingrealityas unproblematic,anditworksonnomologicalformsofknowledge.Habermasstatesthatthisreductionistapproach cannotsatisfycriticalsocialscience:"[theyare]concernedwithgoingbeyondthis[law-making]goaltodeterminewhen theoreticalstatementsgraspinvariantregularitiesofsocialactionand[whenitisvariantandmustbe]transformed" (15>1).Theessentialproblemintryingtoestablishgenerallawsforthesocialsciencesisthatsocialentitiesare ’historicallyconditioned’and'culturaldetermined’,soonlynarrowandrestrictedgeneralitywillapply(15>2).Hence, analytic-empiricismrunsonnomotheticinsight,whereascriticaltheorygravitatestoidiographicawareness. CRITICALTHEORYANDCOMMUNICATION
16COMPETENCYINCOMMUNICATION.Habermasbelievesindividualsareboundtogetherinagivensocietyby webs-of-communicativeaction.Thesewebsarenotmechanistic/structuralrelationships,butareestablishedwithinthe pertainingculturaltradition(16>1).Peoplearethusentangled(withinthesocietiestowhichtheybelong)bythe historiestheyshare(16>2).Individuals,accordingtoHabermas,neverhavethesecommunicativeactionsunder control:theactionisnotalwaysdeliberateandintentional,butitisalwaysinteractive.Agivenspeechactisnotjust anutterance,italsocompletesanact.Thereisillocutionaryforce(aperformanceaspect)aswellaspropositional content(thefactualsense)(16>3).ItistheviewofHabermasthatmanyofthenewsocialmomentsofthe1980s [women's,gay,black,ecologicalandpeacemovementsforinstance]carryacommunicativeethicamongstthemselves -oneusuallydemandingofamorerationalsociety(16>4).

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH e.g.,Whenattemptsaremadetoinvestigate historicaltruth,havetheresearcherstakenconstant stepstorepresenttheintegrityofthelifewordthey seektoexplore,orhavetheyadoptedmethods basedonanoverselectiverationalization?(14>3). e.g.,Whenanhistoricaltruthisuncovered,to whomdoesitbelong?Howwideisitsparticularly significanceinspaceandtime? e.g.,Isaparticularplace/region/stateintegratedin termsofitssocieties,itslifeworlds,itshistories-or aretheremanydistinctandunrelatedtruths?Is communicationacrossthat/thosesocietiesand truthscomfortablyunified?
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TABLE1.3.4./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERIZATIONSOFCRITICALSCIENCE

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH

17COMPETENCYINLANGUAGE.Theconceptofcommunicativeaction(see16above)isacrucialpartofthe Habermasphilosophicalprofileofsocialandculturalactivity.HeacknowledgestheworkofMarx,Weber,Mead, Parsonsandotherson‘action’[where"efficiencyinco-ordinatrythemeansandendsistheguidingnorm"(17>1)]but believestheirmodelsareover-instrumentalanddonottakedueheedoftheinterpersonalnatureofactionnorits linguisticallymediation.InthecriticaltheoryofHabermas,actionisalwaysinsetwithinaninteractivecontext,andeach individualusesdifferentlanguagesdependingupontheinterpersonalcommunicativesetting.Everyspeechact implicitlycontainsvalidityclaimswhichfollowthelogicofcommunicativeactionmorethantheydothelogicof instrumental/strategicaction(17>2).Thelanguagesinwhichthesevalidityclaimsareexercisedarelearntintrinsically andautonomouslyininstitutionalspheres(17>3).TheobjectoftheHabermasconceptof"universalpragmatics"is thediscoveryoftheuniversalsystemsofrulesbywhichpeopleintuitivelyuselanguage(17>4)andbywhichthey makethosevalidityclaimsof"truth","rightness"or"truthfulness"(17>5).ToHabermastheimportanceoflanguage cannotbestressedenoughinanalyzingindividual,intersubjectiveandinstitutionalbehavior:"whatraisesusoutof natureistheonlythingwhosenaturewecanknow--language"(17>6). 18COMPETENCYINEDUCATION.Criticaltheoristsintendthattheirtheorieswillaffectsocialandpoliticallifethrough theeducativeroleofcriticaltheory.InFay’sestimationtheroleofacriticalscientistisnotsomuchtouncoverquasi- causallawsforpolicyscientistsinorderthatisolatedsocialconditionscanbeexactlymanipulatedtoachieveaset purpose,itisinstead"toenlightenthesocialactorssothat,comingtoseethemselvesandtheirsocialsituationina newway,theythemselvescandecidetoaltertheconditionswhichtheyfindrepressive"(18>1).Hence, consciousness-raisingisaprimarycompetencerequiredofcriticaltheorists.Itinvolvestheencouragementofsocial andpoliticalactorstowardsradicallydifferentwaysofseeingthemselvesandtheirsituation.Itinvolveselucidation ontheparticularmechanismswhichdebilitatethem,butwhichtheyhavebeenignorantandwhichhavetakeneffect independentoftheirvolition.Thiseducativecompetenceisdemandingofinteractiveskills:thecriticaltheoristhasto modulatehis/herexpressionofinsighttoorfortheactorsastheirself-understandingsalter(18>2).Eacheducative actis,then,aspeechsituation:"itisnotsimplyasetofprinciplesbywhichactualsocialarrangementsare... evaluated.Ratherit[istheweightedexpression]oftheidealsoftruth,freedomandjustice...."(18>3). 19COMPETENCYINDIALECTICS.Criticalsocialsciencesaredialectical:knowledgeisattainedinthemvia competencyinabstractanddisputedreasoningaboutthetruthofdoubtfulpropositions.Meaningishuntednotjust throughempiricalperceptionbutimportantlyviathelogicalprocessofdefinition,inclusion,exclusionandimplication (19>1).Muchofthedialecticofcriticaltheoryconstitutesself-interpretation(19>2).Muchcriticalsciencedialectic involvestheclosescrutinyofspeechactsorofaccountsoftruth'togetbeyondthetext(19>3).Thatdialecticanalysis involvesexaminationofthevocabularyofaparticulartexttouncoverthedimensionsofthoughtandpracticewhich areembeddedinthatformofcommunicativeaction(19>4).Thedialecticalapproachisneededbecauseofthe contradictionsthatinevitablyexistinanysocialorder(19>5)

e.g.,Peopleadoptorplayatdifferentrolesin societyasdeterminedbydifferentinstitutionaland intersubjectivesettings.Dopeoplealsoadoptor playwithdifferenthistoricaltruthsassuitedtothe differentsettingsoftheireverydaylives? e.g.,Theeducativefunctionofcriticaltheoryfirst assumespeoplearefrustrateddifferentiallyby socialconditions.Inwhatwayshasaparticular historicaltruththwartedfreedomandjustice? e.g.,Whatdoesthetextorthespeechactsay abouthistory?Whatdoesthetext/speechact(as apieceofcommunicativeaction)sayaboutthe impactofimpliedhistoricaltruthsuponthe originatorandupontargetaudience?
05
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COMMONCHARACTERIZATIONSOFCRITICALSCIENCE

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH

20COMPETENCYINUNITYOFTHEORYANDPRACTICE.Ascharacteristic9(above)revealed,Habermas principallyfollowsthehermeneutictradition,butwarnsagainstuncheckedhistoricism--asortofafalseuniversalism orahiddenpositivism(20>1).Criticaltheoristsofhisilkarenotsimplyinvolvedininterpretation,theyseektounite suchcritiquewithempiricalanalysis(20>2).Competencyincriticalsciencethereforerequiresadialecticalsynthesis ofthenomologicalwiththeinterpretedmeaningofthesymbolic(orcommunicate)active(20>3).Thecausalandthe hermeneuticmustbelinked,althoughtheinquirymustbegroundedinaninterpretativeapproachtopromotethe necessaryself-reflection(20>4).Throughsuchsynthesis,therecanbeapurelyobjectivetheoreticalstandpoint, accordingtoHabermas(20>5).

e.g.,Historicaltruthisnotjustself-sufficient hermeneuticmeaning(20>6).Whatarethesocial, politicalandeconomicconditionsthathave occasionedorareassociatedwiththegiven historicaltruth?Wheredoesthattruthlie?
o
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(iii) the projected dichotomy (of positivism) is misleading and obscures research practices.
• objectivity vis-a-vis subjectivity is the central dualism of conventional research. But

objectivity is not a natural quality, as is claimed under orthodox science, it is not

external to scientific observation, it is not independent of social classification.

Objectivity is dependent, therefore, upon changeable levels of awareness. Since

subjectivity is the mental state of dispositions and sensitivities in which those ‘objects’
of awareness are formed, objectivity is not an opposite quality to subjectivity but is

‘representative subjectivity.’ Both objectivity and subjectivity are perspective!, by this

reckoning.

(iv) the production of knowledge is the production of values.
• values occur at all levels of science; they can not be extirpated, but have had to be

identified and made known. Critical theorists put their emphasis not so much upon

what the values are — they are deemed to be vacuous or meaningless in their own

right — but upon whose values matter in the situation under review. Thus values are

seen to be at work helping to produce some kind of repression, and those who have
an emanicaptory interest in a remodelling of that social order (i.e., those who are

debased or fatigued by the resulting social condition need to examine the juxtaposition
of their own values and practices in helping sustain that subjugation). So, a critical

theory must speak directly to the certain actors which it investigates. There must be
involvement and participation in that pry into values at work: there must be informed
consciousness.

(v) social interests lie behind the claim of disinterestedness in science
• No idea in science or approach in inquiry lacks a social location or a political

consequence. Even when disinterested is claimed, a particular role or social and

political position is being supported. Interests abound in all scientific and social activity.

(vi) science is inevitably about the past.
• Science is inescapably cumulative; knowledge is produced within an age which utilizes

inherited and transformed interpretations of “truth’.

Hence, both Popkewitz explicitly (65) and Table 1.3.4./1 implicitly, speak for humility in science:
the character of knowledge and of agendas of inquiry is delicate and shifting. Truth, according to critical
and tribal vision, is precarious.

In this regard, critical theory has much in common with postmodernity, itself. Both concern the
absence of absolute standards of value by which things can be judged. Under postmodernist analysis
from now onwards (as outlined under 1.1 above), there will be no totalitarian grounds by which assent can

be enforced. Under the Frankfort School of Critical Theory — or rather according to Habermas himself -
-- the weakening of tendency and metanarrative has produced a legitimation crisis in Western society.
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Thus, postmodernists and critical theorists come at the same issue from more or less compatible outlooks.

Indeed Connor (1989:8) considers the acceleration of postmodernity to be a boon to critical theorists,

helping improve and reinforce the intensity of their message. Fraser and Nicholson (1988:83) concur on
this inter-relatedness, and see postmodernity as a political-cultural current equivalent to feminism in the

degree to which it has helped develop the new paradigm of social criticism. Both ‘the-collapse-of-the-

subject’ under postmodernity and ‘the-linguistic-tum’ of critical theory have contributed to the demise in

many quarters of the entrenched monoiogical perspective in science and in socio-political affairs.

1.3.5 Constructivist Perspectives
To a certain extent, postpositivist perspectives are compatible with critical theory perspectives.

Otologically, both are realist. Epistemologically, postpositivist outlooks are objectivist --- and it is possible
to reach an objectivist perspective via critical theory according to Jurgen Habermas. Constructivists,

however, do not find it at all easy to come to agreements with positivism or postpositivism. They see

empirical-analytic premises as being unacceptably blemished, on account of the beliefs that (Guba

1990:25-26):

(i) Facts are mini-theories. To constructivists, reality can not be known; ‘reality’ exists only as a

mental framework for ongoing existence. So facts which are known do not belong to ongoing

existence, they belong to that conceived reality. Accordingly, there can be no facts which are

not known, and no facts which exist on their own independent of perception. Every fact is itself
a theory (Hesse 1980).

(ii) Theories (and therefore facts) can not be known. No theory can ever be absolutely known,
because unequivocal explanation is not possible to achieve. Life / nature / reality is only and

always viewed through the channel of interpretation, and it is not therefore possible for all
individuals to obtain the same account of that reality. This perpetual constraint is known as ‘the

problem of induction.’

(iii) Research is inescapably dyadic. To constructivists, reality is never attainable; every effort of an

investigator to reach objectivity is foiled on account of the interactivity he / she has with the

subject / subjects of the investigation. Findings are not what is out there in ‘ongoing everyday

existence’, but are what is created by the process of looking for those things: findings do not

exist independently — they are ‘created’. Knowledge is thus always constructed— hence
constructivism.

Those caveats proffered, it is now perhaps sensible to list the basic beliefs of the constructivist

paradigm, as originally framed in Table 1.3.2./1:
■ ONTOLOGY

• there are untold possible interpretations of or for any inquiry;
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• truths can not be falsified by 'a foundational truth;’
• so — constructivists are relativists (26).

■ EPISTEMOLOGY

• constructivists hold that there is no Archimedean point under constructivism;
• thus, the theory of the grounds-of-knowledge is subjectivist (or perhaps, again,

relativist);
• consonantly, under constructivism, the difference between ontology and epistemology

collapses (26).
■ METHODOLOGICALLY

• constructivists explore the variety and range of ‘constructions' that exist;
• constructivists endeavor to weight the meanings so uncovered;
• constructivists look for consensus and change amongst those meanings;
• in looking for consensus and change constructivists make considerable use of

hermeneutic and dialectic skills;
• in weighing up extant outlooks / perspectives within a society, constructivists commonly

try, within the costs of time and effort, to obtain mutual / comparative reactions for each
and all of the total range of constructions in currency;

• the end goal is not prediction and control, but it is reconstruction;
• the methodology for this paradigm is crucially dependent upon accurate depiction of the

perceptions encountered — both of the researched and the researching (26-27).

An attempt is now made in Table 1.3.5./1 to register some of the key characteristics of the

constructivist paradigm. The table is a companion figure to the earlier critical theory Table (1.3.4./1), and
it also lists some problematic questions regarding the constructivist approach, alongside the twenty

identified characteristics. The selection of the characteristics themselves owes much to the pioneering
work in interpretive social science of Guba and Lincoln. Characteristics 1 to 5 of Table 1.3.5./1 are re¬

modelled accounts of what were originally published as ‘the Axioms of the Naturalistic Paradigm’ (Lincoln
and Guba 1985:36-38). It needs to be pointed out, however, that in that 1985 text the term ‘naturalistic’
was used at the level of a paradigm — the term constructivist had not then replaced it, nor has it

completely in that respect. In this 1993 dissertation, of course, the term ‘naturalistic’ is used at the

methodological level and not at the paradigmatic level.

Anyhow, the five axioms — they are introduced as characteristics 1 to 5 inclusive (in regard to

the problem of the assessment of truth in social science) with supporting critique from other theoreticians
on hermeneutics, not just Lincoln and Guba.

Characteristics 6 to 19 then present fourteen "logical dependencies" of the five platform axioms
— they were also first listed by Lincoln and Guba (1985:39-43) and they, too, have been re-modelled to

take account of the supportive or corrective observations of other interpretivist thinkers. The last
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(remaining) characteristic, i.e., 20, completes the set in the table by drawing attention to the pubescence
of constructivism as a paradigm.

Overall twenty characteristics of Table 1.3.5./1 maybe regarded as postures by which
constructivism is generally operationalized. Qualitative methods do not have to be used (characteristic

17): but they normally are. Tacit information does not have to be included (characteristic 13): but insight
into meaning tends to be impoverished without it. The constructivist research, design and study focus

(characteristics 9 and 15) do not have to emerge: but those investigations that do not exhibit ongoing re¬

directions and / or re-conceptalitions are inherently suspect as being investigator-driven approaches rather

than, constituting sincerely open inquiries.

Collectively, the twenty characteristics or postures are not just an alternative to logical positivism,

they embody a challenge to its cyberneticism. The characteristics reinforce each other by undermining
some of what hermeneutic theorists believe are the all-too-secure beliefs, or rather the shibboleths of

positive reason, and of Comptean research processes which are exercises of quasi-mechanistic method
rather than truth-seeking explanations (Kuhn 1979:277). The twenty characteristics collectively may be

regarded as an assault upon the taken-for-granted traditional substructures of orthodox, technical science
— or, in other words, vigorous questioning of the aggregationalist, accumulative scheme of knowledge

gain (Lincoln 1990:84).
Just as Cartesian thought tends to surface at each step of analytic-empirical research, so the

local and particularist imperatives of grounded understanding permeate every act of constructivism. For

instance, standard and foundational deductive approaches are not encouraged (e.g., characteristics 12
and 16), no data is supposed to be taken-for-granted without being rigorously cross-checked (e.g.,
characteristics 8 and 14), and lasting etic labelling of phenomenon is discouraged (e.g., characteristics
7 and 17). Each of these three examples (and all of the six selected characteristics) contribute to

constructivists’ claim for the high philosophical ground of theoretical sensitivity — that is, towards strong
and healthful differentiation in ‘human belief and ‘institutional meaning.’

1.3.6 The Research Paradigms: Goodness Criteria and Postmodernity

Having examined the nature of the four leading paradigms in social science and revealed their

respective stances towards reality, it is necessary to relate these paradigmatic perspectives more directly
to the problem at hand for the catalyst investigation — the manufacture of the past during the postmodern

age as evidenced through the way the heritage of Texas is shaped. Indeed one could suggest that the

study faces two inter-related problems — as was stated in the opening paragraphs to 1.3:

(i) the problem involved with understanding truth(s) in texts of state concepts of heritage in currency
— i.e., the problem of the study itself,

(ii) the problem involved with how inquiry can fathom that (or rather, those) truths — i.e., the

problem of science.



TABLE1.3.5./1
CONSTRUCTIVISMANDTHEPROBLEMOFTRUTH: GROUNDEDSCIENCEANDTHEANALYSISOFHISTORY

—withanemphasisupontheviewsofYvonnaLincolnandEgonGuba
COMMONCHARACTERISTICSOFCRITICALSCIENCERELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH FUNDAMENTALPRINCIPLESOFCONSTRUCTIVISM

1SCIENCEASMULTIPLEREALITIES.ConstructivismdoesnotadheretotheCompteanidealsofscience(1>1), butfollowsthecontentionofBergerandLuckmanthatrealityissociallyconstructedandthattheprocessesofthat constructionareimmenselyimportantinunderstanding(1>2).Fundamentallyconstructivismdoesnotdealwitha singular,tangiblerealityorwithimmutablenaturallaws(1>3),butwithidiographicknowledge--orratherthecreation ofidiographicknowledge.Constructivismisthesciencethathasconsolidatedduringthe1980sinanswertothe problemoftruththathadplaguedWeberandDilthey,viz.,"howtorenderaccountsofsubjectivemeaningprovided bythehumanorculturalsciencesobjective"(1>4).ItisaninheritoroftheoutlookofTaylor,RicoeurandGadamer thatculturallifeisembeddedinsocialviewsofrealityandontheresultantpracticalactivitythatismartialledbythose views(1>5).Itisanassertionthatthetheoreticalassessmentofrealityandofsocialexistenceshouldbereproduced asfaithfullyandcloselyaspossibletothevariousapprehensionsofthatrealityandshouldnotbeasingular Procusteanreplacementforthem.Thusconstructivismendeavorstotracetheinwardconceptualrhythmswhichexist withinindividuals,institutionsandsocieties(1>6).Itattemptstomapthemultiplerealitiesthatexist,notdetermine whichofthoseaccountsis'real'or’realistic’(1>7).Inquiringintothesemultipleaccountsmaybeexpectedtobe divergent,sinceeachofthoseinquiriesarelikelytoraisemore(anddifferent!)questionsthanitanswers(1>8) generallyrulingoutrealpossibilitiesofpredictionandcontrol.Yet,theapproachshouldleadtheresearchertowards verstehen(understanding).

e.g.,Howmanydifferenthistoricaltruthsarethere withinasocietyregardingaseteventor happening?Whichofthesemultiplerealitiesis dominant?

2SCIENCEASINTERACTIVESOCIALINQUIRY.Intheiremphasisupontheprocessbywhichknowledgeiscreated constructivistsrejectthepositivistdualityofsubject-object,consideringitismorepertinenttocomprehendthe interactivemonismofresearcherandresearched(2>1).Thepossibilitiesofunderstandingareshapedconsciously andsubconsciouslybythatmutuality--theselectionoftheproblem,thechoiceofdesign,theadaptionof.thesetting andtherecognitionofincidentalcuesareallinfluencedbyresearcheruponresearchedandviceversa.While positivismtendstoconsidertheinquirerandtheobjectoftheinquiryasbeingindependentandprefersstancesof detachmentoftheformertowardsthelatter,constructivismdoesadvancesuchdispassion.Indeedsome constructivistsprivilegetheopposite-thestanceofpassionininquiry(2>2)asanefforttobefullyempatheticand involved,withtheobject.TheconstructivistviewofsocialscienceisinthissenseequivalenttoMcClinctock'svision of'intimatescience’inmedicineandphysiology:theresearchermusthaveafeelingfortheorganismbeingstudied
•^i cn



TABLE1.3.571(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERISTICSOFCRITICALSCIENCE (2>3).Suchoutlookssuggestthatgenuinescientificknowledgeisstifledifthereisnorapportbetweenresearcherand researched.Commitmentisprizedoverdisinterest(2>4). 3SCIENCEASIDIOSYNCRATICINSIGHT.Theinterpretiveapproachthatisconstructivismrendersitanapologetic science,andnotjustadiagnosticone(3>1).Constructivistsjustifyforone(thecaseathand)ratherthangeneralize forall(everypossiblecase).WhileCartesianknowledgepivotsupontheexternalvalidityofitsresults,requiring researcherstosetupmethodswhichcanyieldwidely--applicableresults,constructivismputstheonusofapplicability uponotherresearchers--itstransferabilitycriteriaconstitutestheextenttowhichthecasestudyfacilitatesthedrawing ofinferencesbythe[external]readerwhichmayhaveapplicabilityinhisorherowncontextorsituation(3>2). Constructivistsseekacuteandintegratedinsightoftheindividualcare,notnomothetic’outsight’(3>3).’Outsight’is particularlyhardtocoherentlyofferwhenone’sresearchapproachdecidedlypromotesmultipleresearchinterpretations ofmultipleviewsofactuality. 4SCIENCEASMEANINGS(NOTCAUSES).Cartesianknowledgeseekstheeffects(results)ofrealcauses.In termsofitsclassicalepistemeithuntsforthecontinuumofthings.Itsknowledgeforsimplethingsisthereforea mathesis(arepresentativepartofauniversalorder)andforcomplexthingsitisataxinomia(theorderofthingsina wholeuniverse)(4>1).Butconstructivistsseetheconventionalassumptionsbywhichtheuniverseisorderedby Positivistsasaxiomaticinthemselves(4>2).Theycreatethecausalityandtheobjectivitybywhichtheobjectsbecome ’objects’.Constructivistsrecognizethatwhatmaybetaxonomicallyorsystematicallytakenasgivenissociologically problematical.Onesimplematheticeventmaygiverisetomanymeanings,andmanyinterpretations--themoreso fortaxonomicevents.Thehermeneuticdimensionoughtnotbeignoredintheattributionofcauses,asisalsorealized

incriticaltheory(4>3;4>4).Moreover,constructivistsareinclinedtosupportmutualcausationratherthansingular causation:entitiesactcontinuouslyuponeachother--causedlinkagescannotreadilybedistinguishedfromeffects (4>5). 5SCIENCEASUNAVOIDABLYVALUE-BOUNDRESEARCH.Analytic-empiricalsciencedemandsthatinvestigators standapartfromtheirownvalues--outsideoftimeandcontext,freeofbias.Butconstructivistsconsiderthistobe animpossibility:valuesimpingeateverylevelofscience(5>1).Likecriticaltheoriststheyacknowledgethatthe researcheffortisitselfactofpoliticalwill(5>2);itdoesnothavetobe"openlyideological"tobevaluebound(5>3). Inquiryisdeemedtobevalue-boundbyconstructivistsintheselectionoftheresearchproblem,theadaptionof researchparadigm,thechoiceoftheory,theidentificationmadeduringtheconductofthestudyandthefinalvalue- resonanceofthestudy(reinforcingorcongruent)(5>4).

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH e.g.,Inwhatdetailsdodifferentinterpretationsof historyvary?Whatmeaningsareexplicitorimplicit
inthatdifferentiation? e.g.,Whatcausesdothepopulationunderstudy attributetoagivenevent,andwhatissignificant aboutits/theirattribution?(Not‘Whatarethe causesoftheeventoroftheattribution’). e.g.,Hastheresearcheroutlinedhis/herlevelof awarenessastothevalueswhichdrove(orhelped drive)theselectionoftheresearchproblemon historicaltruth?Doeshe/sheappeartobeblindto anysuchvalues?
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TABLE1.3.5./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERISTICSOFCRITICALSCIENCE CONSTRUCTIVISMANDLOCALMEANING

6RESEARCHINTONATURALSETTINGS.Constructivisttheoryrequiresthatsubjectsarestudiedinnaturalsettings ratherthanlaboratoriesinorderthatawholephenomenaorcompletesceneisassessed.Thisissobecause(i) severalfragmented/separatestudiesdonotadduptowholeperspectives--thesynergyofthetotalityismissed;(ii) thefullcontextisnecessaryinorderthatotherresearcherscanjudgewhetherthattotalitymatchestheirown;(iii)the ’mutualshaping’thatoccursinthefull-contextforce-fieldmaybequitedifferentthanatpartiallevelsoftheforce-field (6>1).ITistheviewofGeertz,moreover,thatmeaninginculturecanonlybereasonablyinterpretedwhenthewhole oftheculturalpictureisassembled-thepeople,thesocialorderandthecosmology(6>2):agiven’text1needstobe examinedasawholebeforethecontributionofthepartscanbeappreciated(6>3)."Meaningis[then]forasubject,
inasituation...therearenotsimpleelementsofmeaning?(6>4). 7RESEARCHFROMGROUNDEDDATA.Thepositivistpreferenceforcontext-freedata(7>1)isnotacceptableto constructivists,whochoosetodeveloptheorieswhichhaveemergedfrom(i.e.,beengroundedin)thedata. Constructivistsmaintainthataprioritheoriescannotmatchthecapacityofgroundedtheoriesforabsorbingthemultiple realitieswhicharepresentandmaintaintheyarespoiltbyapre-definedover-emphasisupondyadicrelationshipsand uponinvestigatorratherthancontextualvalues(7>2).Moreovermutualshapingispresumedtobemorefaithfully responsivetocontextualcomponentsratherthantoinvestigatorinsight(7>3).Groundedtheory,then,isthatwhich

isdiscovered,developedandverifiedsystematicallyfromthephenomenonitrepresents(7>4).Thecorrespondence andcommutualitybetweendatacollected,analysisundertakenandresultanttheoryiscriticalinconstructivism’s specificcontextsofhumanactivity.Groundedtheoryisfelttospeakbetterthanaprioritheorytotheemotional,social andhistoricalcoherencesoflife(7>5)-viz.,tocommunallysustainedconsciousness(7>6). 8RESEARCHVIACONTEXTUALIZATION.Onthecontinuumfromparticulartogeneralizableknowledge, constructivistsprefertheformer(see3above);theypreferidiographicinsight.Idiographicunderstandingispredicated ontheviewthatthereisarichnessofmeaninginthesmallandthesymboliccontextsofallareasofculturaland humanactivity(8>1).Theconstructivistpurposeistodiscoverwhereandinwhichcontextsmeaningchanges.These arethecontinuitiesanddiscontinuitiesofdifferentcontexts(8>2),aspectswhichareelusivewhenonlyreduced relationshipsorlinearcausalityissought.Butitisnotonlythe'verysmallmeanings’thatescapeorthodoxlinear analysis,for’verylarge/commonmeanings’alsofallthroughthenetofmainstream(analytic-empirical)socialscience (8>3).Constructiviststhusprefertoworkwiththeheavilydescribedparticularsofthecaseathand. 9RESEARCHDESIGNS’EMERGE’.Constructivistsrejectaprioriresearchdesigns"becauseitisinconceivablethat enoughcouldbeknownaheadoftimeaboutthemanymultiplerealitiestodevisethedesignadequately"(9>1).If realitiesaresociallyconstructedanattemptshouldreasonablybemadetoexplorealltheprocessesofthat construction.Thefullrangeofinwardconceptualrhythmsineachinter-subjectivecontextcannotbeknownand
RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH e.g.,DoresidentsofTexasupholddifferent historicaltruthsdependinguponthesizeand integrityofsocialsettings? e.g.,Whatarethebestwrittenandverbalreporting methodsthatsuitaninvestigationofthegiven populationinordertouncoveritsconceptualizations ofhistory? e.g.,Dothesymbolswhichrepresentparticular historicaltruthschangeinanyparticularwaysfor anyparticularinter-subjectivesettings? e.g.,Whereisthemostproductiveplacetostartthe investigationintotruth-in-currencyinaset population,bearinginmindthefulldesignwillnot beknownuntilthecompletionofthestudy?
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TABLE1.3.5./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERISTICSOFCRITICALSCIENCE recalledbyresearchersbeforehand,butneedstobecarefullyuncoveredviacontinuousdialecticaltacking(9>2).The existentialperplexitiesandaporiasofcommunitylivingcanrarelybeenknownimmediately(9>3).Moreover,anyaction

iscapableofofferingsymbolicmeaning(9>4),andnoresearchercanknowattheonsetwhichactionshavebeenand areonthebehavioralinventoryofthecommunity--letaloneontheinventoryofeachintersubjectivesetting.When aninvestigatorseeksto‘world-make’forasetpopulation,muchtimeandeffortwillberequiredcomposing, decomposing,weighing,ordering,deletingandsupplementingderivedmeanings(9>5).Allthosetasksareroutinelydemandedoftheinvestigatorbeforehe/sheistoreasonablyclaimthathe/shenowknowsthequestionforwhichthe textistheanswer(9>6). 10RESEARCHIRRESOLUTION.Knowledgeisthecertaintythatentitiesarerealandhavedistinctproperties(10>1). Constructivistssimplydonotoperatewiththedeterminismandcertitudeoflogicalpositivists(10>2)whoassumethat scienceinitsownrightisthecompletegaugeofrealityandtruth(10>3).Likecriticaltheoristsconstructivistsbelieve truthhaslocalandpoliticalexpression(10>4),andisbothproblematicandcontested(10>5).Constructivistsare hesitant,therefore,aboutthebroadapplicationoftheirfindings(10>6).Inconstructivistaccounts,natureismorelikely
tobecontinuousratherthandiscrete,anddialecticlanguageispreferredtouncontestedlanguagesoffact(10>7). CONSTRUCTIVISMANDHUMANMEANING

11INQUIRYVIAHUMANSTORY-TELLING.Manyofthetencharacteristicssofardiscusseddrawconstructivists towardstohermeneutics-thetheoryofinterpretationofmeaning(viatheanalysisofverstehen-there-experiencing orrethinkingofwhataninterviewee/contact/authorhadoriginallyfeltandthought(11>1).Hermeneutictheoryisbuilt around’storytelling’,thewayindividualsself-definethemselvesoragivensetting(11>2)andthewaythoseself¬ definitionsareconstitutedintoconcretevarietiesofculturalmeaningorparticulartexturesofinstitutionalthought(11>3). Clearlythesestorylinesareinterpretationsandaredebatable,justasareallscientificaccounts(evenlogical-positivist interpretations)(11>4).Constructivistsprefertorelyonhermeneuticsbecauseofthedifficultiesinvolvedinotherwise reducingthecomplexworldofsymbolsandsignificationtopredefinedempiricalelementssuchas’priorspeechacts’ or’dyadicrelationships’(11>5)-particularlywhenthoseelementswouldalsohavetoberecodifiedforeach intersubjectivesettingandeachchangeofcontext(11>6).Henceconstructivistselecttousehumans(including themselves)astheprincipaldata-gatheringinstrumentforthesereasonsofadaptability.Otherinstrumentsarenot sufficientlyflexibletocomprehendthecomplexitiesofdifferentialinteraction,andareanintrusiveonmutualshaping(11>7).Inthetrade-offbetweenadaptabilityandperfectibility(11>8)theyhavelittlechoice. 12INQUIRYVIATHEORETICALSAMPLING.Inthesearchfordifferentiationinhumanmeaningconstructivistsare inclinedtoesteemrelevantapproachesaboverigorousapproaches(12>1).Cultureisanensembleoftexts(12>2) andtheconstructivistseekstobuildupanholistaccountofthatpictureembracingthefullmultiplicityofrealities. Theoretical(orpurposive)samplingisbelievedtoservethatsearchfor’relevance’and’holism’betterthanrandomor
RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH e.g.,Istheresearchercompetenttowriteupthe studyofperceptionsofhistoryintermsofdialectical ratherthanpurelyanalyticalreason? e.g.,Hastheresearcherexaminedthefore¬ structuresofhisunderstandingoftheinstitutionor societyhe/sheproposestostudyinordertocritique wherehe/shemayalreadybeanticipatingor presurmisingfindings? e.g.,Throughoutthegivensurvey,hasthe researcherconsideredwhatadditionalsamplesor supplementarycontextsoughttobeexploredwithin thesocietyorinstitution?
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TABLE1.3.5./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERISTICSOFCRITICALSCIENCE representativesampling.It"increasesthescopeorrangeofthedataexposed[and]randomorrepresentativesampling

islikelytosuppressmoredeviantcases"(12>3).Theresearcherthereforehasafulleropportunitytogroundhis/her theorywithrespecttochangedcontexts,valuesandopportunitiesformutualshaping.Hehas,incomparison,a reducedneedtodiscoveruniversalsorthedeeppermanentsocialstructuresthatEnlightenmentresearchers’saw’or continueto‘see’(12>4). 13INQUIRYINCLUSIVEOFTACITTRUTHS.Underthepositivistparadigmepistemologyandontologyarestructured arounddeductiveinferenceand,asgivenundercharacteristic4above,predominantlyutilizecausalexplanations (13>1).Conceivably"theteachingofthat[orthodox]methodisnothingotherthantheteachingofacertainkindof history"(13>2)--"thedream[perhaps]ofWesternmantobefreedfromhis[sic!]passions"(13>3).Entitiesunder studymustbeobservableandmustbemeasurable,accordingtothisconventionallogic(13>4).Anti-positivistthinking objectstothisexclusiveemphasisonthetangible,where"theindicesofaphenomenabecamemoreimportantthan thephenomenon"(13>5).Forthatandotherreasons,constructivistsdonotrelyjustuponpropositionalknowledge (i.e.,thatcommunicableinlanguage,perse)theylegitimizetacit(i.e.,conativeandconstruedunderstanding)(13>6). Theinclusionoftacitknowledgeisamajorpillarofconstructivistthought,accordingtoLincolnandGuba,because(i) manyofthenuancesofmultiplerealitiescanonlybetappedbyit;(ii)somuchoftheinteractionbetweeninquiresand respondent,inquiresandobject,andonrespondentandobjectoccursonthisplane;(iii)felt/intuitiveknowledgereflects manysocialandculturalvalueswhichareexcludedordeniedexpressionwithinanalytic-empiricism(13>7). Constructivistshavenochoicebuttopursuethetacit.
14INQUIRYVIANEGOTIATEDUNRAVELING.Constructivistscienceattemptstounravelthewebsofsignificance peoplehavespunaroundthemselves(14>1).Sincethosewebshaveintricatevariationsdependentupondifferences ofintersubjectivecontextandsituationalsetting,theunravelingofsignificationwithinsocialexistencecanonlybea painstakingmatter.Idealing,everyconstructionoughttobe’negotiated’withandthroughthesocialactorsinvolved

inthatmeaningsituation,andeveryre-constructionoughttobeverified.Constructivismisinherentlyacloudybusiness:researchersareplumbingthemeaningandsharedconceptualizationsbehindtheintentionsactorshavein orderthatthosebehaviorscanbemadeclear(14>2).Each’rule’orconstitutivemeaninguncoveredhastobechecked andcross-checkedwiththosesupposedlyholdingit(14>3)(14>4).
15INQUIRYUPONINDUCTIVEPREMISES.Underconstructivism,entitieshavenoinnerorconstantmeaningindependentofresearcher/respondent/localvaluesystems(15>1).Phenomenadonothaveanabstract’life’oftheir ownwhichcanbesubstantivelypre-supposedinresearchhypotheses.Constructivistsbelievetherearenoleapsin naturefromsolid/discreteentitytosolid/discreteentity:natureandlifeiscontinuousintheformofanendlessbut constantlychangeablemurmur(15>2).Thus,itisnotthepreconceptionsoftheinquirerthatoughttodefinethefinal focusofthestudy,buttheongoingconceptionsofthehumanrespondents:theirmultiplerealitiesmustrulewherever possible(15>3).Justasthedesignofthestudycanonlyemerge(seecharacteristic9)somustthefocus-orthe

RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH e.g.,Whataretheunspokenandunuttered meaningsforapopulationintermsofitsheritage? Whatarethetaken-for-granteasaboutthatpastset
oftruths? e.g.,Therewillalwaysbeaninfinityof intersubjectivesettings-whichofthemreallycount forthegivenstudy?Whichsettingsandcontexts doesthelocalpopulationinsistmustcount?What orwhodoesthelocalpopulationsaythelocal populationis? e.g.,Howdoesthefocusonhistoricaltruthchange astheinvestigationproceeds?Whatmajornew andunexpectedgeographic,atmosphericorsocial contextsisitnecessaryfortheresearchtotap? Whatarethelargenecessaryre-directionsof focus?
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TABLE1.3.5./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERISTICSOFCRITICALSCIENCE pertinentlargerculturalworldforthestudy(15>4).Constructivisttheoriesarenotsingular’variabletheories’butpattern theorieswhichdemandintimatecontextualknowledge.Theythemselvesare’findings’. CONSTRUCTIVISMANDTHESTUDYPROCESS

16INVESTIGATIONBYINDUCTIVEMEANS.Thepreviousfifteencharacteristicshavecollectivelystressedthatit
isextremelydifficulttocomprehendthebroadworldofhumanthoughtsolelyintermsoflinearrelationships(16>1). Theycollectivelyworkonthepremisethatcybemetic/structualistthinkingisaninadequateroute,onitsown,towards theanalysisofmeaningbecause‘structure’isonlythedesignationof‘thevisible’(16>2),andtoomuchofthe complexityofhumansignificationislostwhenresearchersadmitonlypredefinedandreductionistavenuesofanalysis (16>3).Forthesereasonsconstructivistsareuncomfortablewithdeductivedataanalysis.Theypreferinductive methodologieswhich(asthepreviouscharacteristicsalludeto):(i)allowthefactthat--asinthepreferredmodeof Aristotelianinvestigation--theobjectitselfoughttodeterminethemeansofitsownaccess(16>4);(ii)promote plurivocalinterpretationsoftextsandsituations(16>5);(iii)facilitatearicher,fuller,moredetailedarticulationofmutual shaping(16>6). 17INVESTIGATIONVIAQUALITATIVEMETHODS.Constructivistsmorecommonlyelecttousequalitativemethods ratherthanquantitativemethodsbecausethelatter’spowersofconstructionarelimited--tendingtoworkfrombrute dataalone(17>1)andtendingtoworkwithinthesteadfastcategoriessetupbytheinquirerhimself/herself(17>2). Qualitativemethodsarepreferred(thoughnotalways:thereisnothingabsolutelyunacceptableinquantification,ipso facto(17>3))becausemanyqualitativemethodshaveabetterdevelopedcapacitytotaptheunformalizable(17>4),

to graspconceptionswhichareidiosyncraticallyexperience-near(therespondents)(17>5)andtotakeonboard"novel andfreshslantsonthings"(17>6).Constructivistshavemanytypesofqualitativemethodologiesattheirdisposal inclusiveofethnographicphenomenologicalandconversationalapproaches.Qualitativeworkisinclinedtoemphasize thepresentationandinterpretationofdata(findingabestwaytoallowrespondentstospeakforthemselves)overthe cyberneticanalysisofthatdata.Inthissenseinterpretationimpliesastrongefforttofindasatisfactory’translation’ ofthedataforthedifferentinterpretationstudyaudiences,butaminimumof’interference’toorwiththatdata(17>7). 18INVESTIGATIONVIADENSEREPORTAGE.Initsefforttogiveunderstandingtomeaningtheconstructivist paradigmdoesnotconvergeupontheapproximateabstractionofasinglemodelofreality,butcultivatesthe presentationofmultiple,holisticandoftencompetingtextsonreality(18>1).Thatusuallyrendersreducedmodels ofexplanationinferiortothethickandconflictual(ifnecessary)descriptionsofcase-studyreporting.'Thickdescription’
ismoreflexibleatconveyingthenuancesandsublectiesofconflictualbeliefandofellipseansensethanisthethin technical/scientificdescriptionsroutinelydemandedwithinconventionalanalytic-empiricalreporting(18>2;18>3).In producingthickdescription,constructivistscommonlyhavetogothroughseveralre-writesoftheircase-studyreports

toensurethatclearanalysisisprovidedratherthanpurposelessillustration.Thoughthedescriptionisimportant,it
RELEVANCEFORHISTORICALTRUTH e.g.,Whatintangiblesinhistory,mythandlegend haslinearsciencenotattendedto?Dothose elementsoffersignificantnewpossibilitiesofinquiry towardsthemappingofhistoricaltruth? e.g.,Ifthequalitativemethodistomakeuseofa theoreticalsamplingmethod,andifthestudy designcontinuallyevolves,whenisthetheoretical sampling(ofrespondentsonhistory)complete? e.g.,Whatisthecoresettingforthearticulationof historicaltruths?Doprivateviewsofheritage count,ordoonlypublic/community/aggregate?



TABLE1.3.5./1(Continued)
COMMONCHARACTERISTICSOFCRITICALSCIENCE
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It is unwise to introduce the parameters of the first of those problems in the opening section of

the dissertation without reference to the second. Those two matters feed and condition each other.

The first problem involves the production and changes to the production of truth under the

postmodern condition or age. The second problem involves the analysis of that production of truth under

the postmodern age. The postmodern mood does not, one may presume, stop at the doors of science,

itself. Hence, just as the first problem (the problem of the stud^j revolves around matters of essentialism,
so does the second problem (the problem of science). The study problem, ,for the adjuvant inquiry, asks:
‘is the production of historical truth in Texas a matter of modernist practice — where the character of the

production is differentialist — or does the state manufacture / legitimation of historical truth exhibit

postmodern strains — where it is de-differentialist?’ The second problem, then, is a query as to whether
science can properly measure the first problem? The researcher should ask not only general goodness

criteria questions about the respective soundness of the paradigms available — no paradigm can be

supremely sound by all criteria— but he / she should also ask whether the paradigms can soundly handle
the specific issues of the study problem — in this case matters of essentialism and de-essentialism (or

otherwise matters of differentiation and de-differentiation).

So, what has been stated? For the catalyst investigation, the first problem in the study (the study

problem itself) questions whether there is evidence that the historical truth of Texas is defined by state

government agencies with reference to canonical / modernist principles or not. And the second problem

(the problem of science) surrounds the need to select a research paradigm, and then a research

methodology, that is equipped to ask the relevant research questions. The study problem asks: does the
state encourage or deny plural definitions of Texas: i.e., do state administrators promote and project

Texas in accordance with a singular / conformist vision of the state’s past or are different realities
cultivated? Then the researcher asks of science to deliver him / her an approach that can distinguish
whether that promotion is monist / intolerant or plural / tolerant.

If postmodernity and the encouragement of "a profound pluralism" might be the fate of our times
in human, social and political affairs (Clegg 1990:16), then science itself will have a difficult time remaining
modernist and persevering with monisms. Tolerance in cultural and life situations is an uneasy bedfellow

of intolerance in the inquiry utilized to evaluate those cultural and life situations. It would seemingly be

hard to substantively uncover disparate and de-differentiated postmodern practice by using restrictive
theoretical apparatus that is only designed to reflect essentialist and differentiated practice (20).

Having given these opening caveats on postmodernity / modernity, on de-differentiation /

differentiation, and on goodness in science, attention should be more directly focused upon the four

paradigms and goodness. Subsections 1.3.0. to 1.3.5. have already collectively drawn attention to the
fact that perspectives are changing on what sound science is. If one accepts the constructivist line of

argument, science itself can no longer be regarded as a sphere of neutrality and objectivity which can be

harnessed to discover ultimate truth. In the constructivist account, scientific knowledge is not appealed
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to, it is made (Haraway 1988:516). If one accepts the standpoint of critical theory, outlooks on science
are never be complete, they are partial discourses or selective regimes of truth (Rabinow 1984:73).

Given this postempirical oxygenation of views of science it is hard to resist the recognition that
"all scientific activity is guided by some pre-knowledge embedded in our language. [Each paradigm]
makes itself felt not only in the formulation of the aims of science ... but in the communication between

scientists concerning the criteria for a successful testing of hypotheses ... ." (Bleicher 1980:119). Pre¬

understandings comprehensively guide the questions investigators formulate (120-1). Though

many empiricists and positivists condemn the notion (see for instance Betti and Hirsch, as nominated by
Bleicher: 121), a significant number of what formerly were regarded as the objective elements of science
are now regarded as subjective. It is becoming a basic premise of almost all schools of science that "all

ways of seeing are simultaneously ways of not seeing" (Clegg 1990:20).
Scientific and technological modes of reasoning have not been established as the singular

standard of ‘proper research’ (Stanley 1978:12-13). In the social sciences, it is now increasingly

recognized that many domains of inquiry such as religion, politics and ethnics, are not easily suited to

such modernist / linear criteria for knowledge (12-13). Although the notion of paradigms is still an evolving
one and has not been fully upheld (Newton-Smith 1981; Siegel 1987; Phillips in press), social and cultural
scientists are tending to accept the notion that one may use different lenses to look at reality — or rather
one may use avenues of understanding which are mutually exclusive (Skrtic 1990:127). In this sense,

"positivism is based on the technical interest that facilitate control and instrumental action [and]
constructivism is based on a practical interest in understanding the meaning of social action. [Then] critical

theory has an emancipating interest in reducing the distortions that stem from the contradictions between
the first two interests" (Firestone 1990:122; see also Bredo and Feinberg: 1982).

The remainder of subsection 1.3. (i.e., subsections 1.3.6. to 1.3.10. inclusive) — and indeed the
rest of the study — will work on the premise that there are indeed perspectives in science, and the term

paradigm will be retained. This current sub-section (1.3.6.) will consider what is involved in the selection
of goodness criteria to judge which paradigm best fits the problem of science in its effort to serve the

problem of the study — i.e., the catalyst study — against the back-drop of a pluralizing and de¬

differentiating cultural, social and political world.

1.3.6.1 The Inadequacies of Postivism for the Study Problem

Postempiricists such as Toulmin (1972), Feyerabend (1962), Lakatos and Musgrave (1970) and
Harre (1970) have strongly and collectively condemned virtually every premise of orthodox empiricism

(see, particular, in Manicas 1987: 243-265, especially the eleven cardinal and liberalizing events on page

243). Recently, Marshall (1990:189-191) summaries this severe criticism of traditional empirical tenets

by formulating a list which rejects a number of positivist premises. Four of these rebuttals are reproduced
here:
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• 1st assumption (of orthodox empiricism): There is a knowable truth.
Rebuttal: there is not just one pervasive truth; observations are not independent of
observers.

• 2nd assumption: Values can be excised from the research processes.

Rebuttal: all facts and each level of research involves interpretation in which it is frequently

extremely difficult to even be aware of the influence of one’s values; it is impossible to

immunize research from infection by personal values. Zeller (1987:35) lists six axiological

assumptions of constructivism. Her review of the literature indicates that values impregnate

inquiry with respect to:
• the influence of the values of the inquirer;
• the influence of the values of the respondent;
• the influence of the values inherent in the paradigm channelling the investigation;
• the influence of the vales embedded in the substantive theory shaping the study;
• the influence of the values pervasive to the study setting — viz., the culture, the

environment, the socio-politics; and,
• the other catalyzed values generated from the resonation of the above five seed values

with each other.

• 3rd assumption: Good research must empowerpeople by helping them to see the historical

meaning of events ....
Rebuttal: historical truths are just as subjective and relative as current truths.

• 4th assumption: "... good research comes from good method properly applied."
Rebuttal: this premise puts an undue focus on procedures. The evaluation of the
soundness of an investigation demands a large number of judgement calls, not just those

relating to method. Neither the inquirer, nor the processes of inquiry can be absolutely

objective.

Then again, postempiricists reject orthodox empiricism for a number of its componential
deficiencies in addition to the above selection of conceptual inadequacies. Once more, just four of those

proscriptions are now given:
• Censure 1: The shift to subjectivism.

Proscription: the fixed set of foundational criteria by which all inquiry is judged is liable to
be deficient in its capacity to admit the changeable perspectives of individuals in different

intersubjective and contextual settings.
• Censure 2: The shift to emic understanding.

Proscription: empirical science has a systemic bias in favor of etic viewpoints; its research
efforts are driven by early exogamous conceptualizations and not readily take on board
unknown / discoverable endogamous ones.
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• Censure 3: The shift to hermeneutics.

Proscription: empirical science privileges singular / monist versions of truth and can not

readily absorb plural / multiple perspectives.
• Censure 4: The shift to reflexive discourse.

Proscription: empirical science is routinely designed to yield relatively certain, linear solutions
and does not lend itself to the facilitation of alternative / counter-logics of dialogic discourse.

In the words of Marcus and Fischer (1986:43) empirical social science "has not considered

the full [discursive] description of experience as its task, leaving it to art and literature." In
its own certainty it misses out on much of the problematics of each subject’s own

representations of experience. It throws the baby out with the bath water.

The above eight reasons (viz., four rebuttals and four proscriptions) render empiricist paradigms
as poorly equipped approaches to handle the width of different meanings and local historical truths which
are expected to ultimately be uncovered around the study problem. The orientation and language of

empiricism is that of a "rape model" of research — one of force and violence (Reinharz 1978; Easlea

1986): it lacks the qualities of trust, cooperation, passion and co-learning of the "lover models" much of

postempirical research (Reinharz 1978: Savage 1988).

Fay finds positivist social science to be inadequate because it is weighted towards controllability.
Positivist science, to him, is instrumental science, whereby, namely, "to understand an event or state of
affairs is to know another event which will invariably produce or prevent it" (Fay 1975:39-40). Positivist
social scientists therefore are prone to only "constituting the world from the viewpoint of how one can gain
control over it" (40). Positive science is fine for the physical world of production where instrumental
solutions are prized, but in Fay’s estimation positivist social science has to be guarded against in social
science because of the values of technical control and industrialism that it mutually reinforces. In social
life / human affairs ‘means-ends’ analysis is more complex than positivists tend to admit, and positivist

approaches tend to understate the significance of vaiue frameworks which exist in life and impinge upon

it. All told, these then, are serious shortcomings for a study exploring differentiation in values and in

meanings in contextual settings. A study of meaning does not need what Habermas has styled "the
transcendental framework" of purposive-rational action nor does it need to derive "technically exploitable

knowledge" (Habermas in Thompson: 1981:79).

1.3.6.2 Goodness Criteria for the Study

Although the insight within subsection 1.3.6.1. clearly rules out empiricism for the meaning-

explorative and multiple-discourse-analysis envisaged for the study, it needs to be emphasized that, in
the words of Firestone (1990:122), there is no "queen science" amongst the paradigms. The paradigm
is selected for the particular problem at hand, for the scientific task to be done. The adoption of a
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paradigm for each problem encountered should involve a detailed consideration of the complex trade-offs

amongst the triple imperatives to:

• tap existential reality;
• obtain precise analysis and verdict; and,
• generalize to other situations (123).

Simply, in social science, there is no essential set of independent criteria by which the most appropriate

paradigm can be selected (Rorty 1979; Ritzer 1980; Skrtic 1990). Marshall (1990:193), however, has

developed a checklist of twenty goodness criteria which individual researchers could utilize to test the fit
of a qualitative approach to given social / human problems in science. Since, however, the qualitative
/ quantitive decision is a methodological level matter, these goodness criteria cannot reasonably be
deemed to be a prescription for choice at the higher paradigm level.

So far this section (1.3.6) has emphasized negatives — namely the ways in which empiricism
of the positivist and postpositivist paradigms are unsuited for the analysis of the postmodern issues within

this study. In the absence of any clear cut goodness criteria by which an appropriate / best-fit paradigm
can immediately be adapted, it is healthy to give positive reasons why the two remaining paradigms

(critical theory and constructivism) are broadly suitable for the development of the proposed research

agenda in the assessment of how historical truth is manufactured in governmental settings. Table
1.3.6.2./1 provides those assertive reasons, adapted from Marshall (1990:196).

As Table 1.3.6.2./1 suggests, the two postempiricist paradigms have developed usefulness in
research scenarios where there:

• is noted uncertainty on the extent / range of social truth;
• is justification for ‘meanings’ or for ‘actions’ being the necessary and sufficient goals of the

study;
• are likely to be multiple social / political realities; and where there,
• is reduced need for generalization.
The two postempiricist methods could therefore be said to be better apparatus for the

measurement of ‘local’ truth than Cartesian / empirical methods. By local it is not meant (in this context
of scientific knowledge) the mere indexing of "the small, the inconsequential and the trivial as much [as
it refers to discernment about] the close at hand, the available and the particular of the many localities
and arenas within which the action takes place" (Clegg 1990:14). The localism of postempiricism is the
serious and significant counterpoint to the generalism of techno-modernity.

Critical theory and constructivism are both commonly geared to servicing the kind of research

problems indicated in Table 1.3.6.2./1. The following section of this investigation (1.3.7) will examine their

respective candidacy for the particular research issues of this study of heritage production in Texas.
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TABLE 1.3.6.2./1

THE EXPLORATORY FLEXIBILITIES OF POSTPOSITIVIST RESEARCH:
COMPLEX HUMAN/SOCIAL CONTEXTS FOR WHICH CRITICAL THEORY

AND CONSTRUCTIVISM ARE SUITED

1 RESEARCH BEYOND SOCIOCENTRISMS... where investigative methods are needed which explore
beyond the linear order and structural unities of dominant Western ethnocentrisms (Skrtic 1990:126);

2 RESEARCH INTO THE DISCOURSE OF WEAKAND IMPOTENTAS WELL AS THE POTENTAND
INFLUENTIAL ... where inquiry should not be weighted advertently or inadvertently towards the visible,
the available, the articulated, and the powerful but should also reach into the 'voices’ of the relatively
hidden, the closed, the mum and the meager (Johnson 1990:55-57);

3 RESEARCH INTO EMIC, GROUNDED/LOCAL SETTINGS ... where investigative means are required
which are robust in a multiplicity of 'situated' realities, encounter settings and inter-subjective moments -
- particularly where those situations are peripheral, disenfranchised or psychologically ’removed’ (Glaser
and Strauss: 1967);

4 RESEARCH INTO PETTYAND OPAQUE POWER DYNAMICS... where inquiry within social, cultural
and institutional settings promises or exhibits the influence of macro and/or micro power dynamics
inclusive of the inherited discourse of language and text (Greenfield 1985:3);

5 RESEARCH INTO TACIT/IMPLICITUNDERSTANDING... where the intuitive and metaphorical insight
of human researchers is harnessed (Geertz 1983:73-93);

6 RESEARCH INTO MULTIPLE VERITIES ... where an attempt is needed to get beyond a single
dominant world view towards the plurality of alternative social, cultural and lifestyle vocabularies
(Goodman 1978:2-6 and 7-17).

SOURCE: Adapted from Marshall:! 990:196.
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1.3.7 The Selection of the Inquiry Paradigm

Two guiding suppositions lie behind the previous subsection (1.3.6.). The first, is that with regard
to the social science of truth (if not with regard to all social science — if not with regard to all science)
the goal lies in understanding rather than in explanation (Zeller 1987:29). The second follows on from
the first, and is that truth in social science is more reliably conveyed in particular rather than in general

axioms. Stake (1978:6) sums up both of these postulations in his statement that "truth in the field of
human affairs is better approximated by statements that are rich with the sense of human encounter [in

lieu of] propositional and statements of lawful relationships."

1.3.7.1 The Choice of Postempiricist Paradigm
The two aforementioned suppositions will be used to spearhead the selection of a paradigm for

the study at hand. Since positivism and postpositivism have been dismissed as being inadequate, the
choice lies between the paradigms of critical theory and constructivism. Table 1.3.7.1./1 now is an

attempt to compare the approach of critical theory with constructivism in the light of their respective
research orientations towards postmodern society — or perhaps just to ‘society’. The feminist views of
Donna Haraway (1988) have been taken as loosely representative of critical theory, and these of Clifford
Geertz (1983) as broadly illustrative of constructivism.

The reader needs to bare in mind that 1.3.7.1 ./I is a hypothetical or much reduced explanation.

While its purpose is simple enough — to contrast two postempirical research outlooks — the forced nature

of its stylization gives rise to a number of difficulties.

(i) selection of criteria
the symmetry of the table might give rise to false confidence in the degree to which critical theory
and constructivism are equivalent to each other. The table dichotomously provides ten criteria

by which their respective outlooks on truth can be assessed, but being dichotomous it is only

'photographic' in form and does not reflect the quality of treatment to or the depth of significance

held towards each of the ten. It also understates the degree to which the two paradigms are

unalike by de-emphasizing aspects of assessment which are peculiar to each (and do not have

a equivalent / matching counterpart in the other paradigm).

(ii) nominated theorists

the table only provides insight into one theorist per paradigm, yet critical theory and
constructivism are only umbrella terms and both have numerous distinct methodologies and

approaches under them. For instance, embodied objectivism is a distinguishable feature of

Haraway's feminist account and not necessarily of other feminists let alone other critical theorists.

And, likewise, Geertz may dwell upon ideology in his accounts much more decidedly than any

other constructivist.
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(iii) artificiality of context
the tables are suppositions, since neither Haraway nor Geertz have specifically written on truth
in postmodern society, per se. In fact Haraway’s views are transposed from her observations

upon science and technology, and those of Geertz are translated from his essays on interpretive

anthropology. Indeed, although Geertz advises that research attention under his preferred style
of interpretive explanation is placed upon constructions (in the mode of a Burckhardt, a Weber
or a Freud) he does not specifically call himself a constructivist. The term was not, evidently,
in vogue in ethnography in the 1970s and early 1980s.

Those limiting riders stated, the Table does have worth. It confirms that both critical theory and
constructivism are ethnophilosophies (rather than universal rationalities) and that they are webbed
accounts (rather than master explanations). It presents both critical theory and constructivism as

particularist in focus in lieu of being subscriptive to a generalized ‘world system’ view of humanity common
under empiricist outlooks.

It also suggests that either of these postempirical paradigms could be utilized to describe the
character of historical truth and / or to plumb the nature of state administrative performance in postmodern

society. A critical theory investigation, after Haraway, would seek corrective actions by which
disenfranchised people and vulnerable institutions can strategically reposition or re-situate themselves in

society. A constructivist study, after Geertz, would seek rich and deep understanding of a population’s
local settings so that their meaningful signification systems can be ‘known’.

But which paradigm best suits this immediate / adjuvant inquiry’s study problem? How can the

science problem (of 1.3.6.) be solved to the satisfaction of the study problem?
The determination of appropriate paradigm boils down, in fact, to a clarification of the aims of

the study.
If the goal of the study is the unification of research and political action, where the findings are

not just for understanding state administration of historical truth in Texas, but for acting in it then a critical

theory route would be acceptable (Firestone 1990:118). The study would be developed along a four part
schema (Fay 1987):

• a theory of false consciousness would be molded showing how a groups’ limited or

incoherent understandings are erroneous and how that falsity helps shape their victimization;
• a theory of crisis would follow (based upon that false consciousness) indicating the

circumstances under which the moderation of oppressive conditions is possible;
• a theory of education would then be required, detailing the broad process required to bring

about the weakening of the subjugation of the group / groups and the attainment of the new

socio-political / communal conditions; and,
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• a theory of transformative action would finally be established to translate the above broad
educational processes to specific activities that are required to attain the group’s / groups’
manumission.

But this four-part prototype is not complete, for the four theories are predicated on a fifth
theoretical position — an ongoing narrative theory about how the world ought to be once the conditions
of subjugation are vanquished.

That five-part model would then constitute a critical theoretical approach to the study at hand,

combining the inquiry imperative with the political impulse.
If the goal of the study does not overtly involve political prescription, and the investigator simply

seeks to offer an expositive account of a group’s perspectives on the production of historical truth in

Texas, then a constructivist avenue of research would suit. Here the investigation would hunt for the

multiple realities that may exist about Texas’ and about its ‘manufacture.’ The resulting theory would be

built chiefly upon emic insight (stemming from the language of those investigated) and would embrace
the competing and often contesting accounts of different stakeholders. The theory would highlight the

meanings, beliefs, ideology of these stakeholders / groups, and would be supported with a thickly
described context.

So, for critical theory the aim is to marry insight with action where the recourse proposed is
tailored to the interests of nominated political actors / groups. For constructivism, the aim is to provide
the non-specific reader(s) (whomever they may be), or the specific reader(s), of and within stakeholder

groups, with a faithful rendition of the pertinent information so that he / she / they can take their own
informed (but independent and subsequent) decisions.

Since the study is not being targeted as exploratory and is not targeted towards the specific

emancipatory interests of an identified group — and since the investigator has no normative fifth

theoretical position as to how Texas should be shaped and projected at state level (to liberate a

segment(s) of the population) — the catalyst study will be conducted (henceforward) within the
constructivist paradigm.

Under constructivism, the adjuvant study will be perspectival in the sense that the distinction
between understanding and interpretation is collapsed (J.K. Smith 1990:176). In focusing upon the
dominant values that ‘live’ within the state bureaucracy the study will not be trading in mundanities. As

Sapir (1929) noted: "the worlds in which different [groups or] societies live are distinct worlds not merely
the same worldwith different labels attached." People in different jobs, places and situations do not think
alike. Their perspectives differ from those who are geographically near, not just those who are

geographically far. Conceivably different perspectives make up different worlds. Dominant perspectives,
threaded through grand and petty, transparent and opaque forms of power, inevitably privilege some truths
rather than others. Individual and institutional perspectives, when powerfully placed and fed into policy
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and action, directly and indirectly construct the world people inhabit. Those dominant/favored ideologies,

meanings and myths have large consequences which will now be tracked.

1.3.7.2 The Research Implications of the Choice of Constructivism: Naturalist Inquiry as

Constructivist Methodology
In order to tidy-up some of the loose-end reasoning of immediate past subsections, Table

1.3.7.2./1 is an attempt to highlight the key axioms of constructism. They are originally serived from

Lincoln and Guba (1985:37) and are now juxtaposed in comparison with those of (rejected) positivism.

As the table indicates, positivists are inclined to believe there is one reality which is fragmentable into

independent variables which can each be studied independently. Thus they maintain that every action
can be explained as the result of a real cause that preceded it (Lincoln and Guba 1985:37-38).

Constructivists, however, believe that there are multiple realities which are divergently recorded

dependent upon the reactivity between inquirer and inquired after, and between respondent and context

(37-38).

According to Lincoln and Guba, there are many alternative approaches to constructivism. In

1985(7) they listed the following under the paradigmatic term naturalistic inquiry:
• postpositivism;
• ethnography;
• phenomenology
• subjectivity;
• case study research;
• qualitative methods;
• hermeneutics; and,
• humanism.

While the above eight were not defined or clinically distinguished within that 1985 text, they were each

accepted as naturalistic if:

(i) the approach does not involve manipulation by the researcher on the antecedent conditions of
the behavior being studied; and,

(ii) the approach did not impose an a priori classification upon the behavior.

These two criteria were based upon earlier work in psychology byWillems and Raush (1969:46).

Anyhow, postpositivist approaches could be deemed to be naturalistic if they met the two key (Willems
/ Raush modified) criteria.

The handbook that Lincoln and Guba produced is an introductory guide to constructivism, though

they only use the term "construction" in relation to ‘reality’ and to ‘mutual shaping’ and not as the umbrella

term for the paradigm. They retain naturalistic inquiry as their over-arching descriptor for the / their new

paradigm. Their ‘Naturalistic Inquiry’ is the ‘Constructivism’ of this catalyst study — and, likely, for the
case studies of the ongoing research agenda, too. Since that 1985 text is the only known comprehensive
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TABLE 1.3.7.2./1

A COMPARISON OF THE AXIOMS OF CONSTRUCTIVISM
WITH THOSE OF POSITIVISM

Axiom Perspective of
Positivist

Paradigm

Perspective of
Constructivist

Paradigm

Consequential Way-of-Seeing Texan
History Under Constructivism [same
possible outlooks of the paradigm
on heritage]

The nature of

reality
Reality is
single, tangible,
and

fragmentable.

Realities are

multiple,
constructed, and
holistic.

Individuals, groups and institutions in
Texas have different views on what

happened in the past, and assemble
their preferred vision of the past not
only from different views of events but
from different events.

The

relationship of
knower to the
known

Knower and
known are

independent, a
dualism.

Knower and
known are

interactive,
inseparable.

The ideology and beliefs held by
individuals, groups and institutions
affect not only what is remembered,
and what is recalled, about the history
of Texas but also the worth or

significance of those past events.

The possibility
of

generalization

Time- and
context-free

generalizations
(nomothetic
statements) are
possible.

Only time- and
context-bound

working
hypotheses
(idiographic
statements) are
possible.

Individuals, groups and institutions do
not necessarily hold constant and
singular views about what happened
or what was/is important in the
heritage of Texas, but those views and
articulations may change considerably
dependent on the intersubjective and
the broader contextual setting.

The possibility
of causal

linkages

There are real

causes,

temporally
precedent to or
simultaneous
with their
effects.

All entities are in a

state of mutual
simultaneous

shaping, so that it
is impossible to
distinguish causes
from effects.

The individual(s), the contextual
environment (place) and the occasion
(time) resonate reciprocally with each
other in complex ways which are
difficult to disentangle in terms of
dependencies and independencies: the
interactions are variform and

changeable. What may be celebrated
about the Texan is one situation one

day may not be inspirational the next.

The role of
values

Inquiry is value-
free.

Inquiry is value-
bound.

The researchers can not neutralize
his/her own views as to what is

important in the Texan past: they
influence what he/she asks, observes
and interpretates when communicating
with study respondents.

SOURCE: Adapted from original ideas in Lincoln and Guba 1985:37.
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account of constructivism as both paradigm and step-by-step methodology, it will be adapted as tons et

origo for the current study — borrowed and translated for the current setting where necessary, wholly
remodelled where it is seen to be deficient, and replaced with insight from later philosophers of
constructivist social science — such as Strauss and Corbin (1990), Denzin (1989), Johnson (1990), Guba
and Lincoln (1989) themselves and Guba (1990) himself — where new thought has blossomed.

Since the shell ideas of the methodological approach will be heavily transposed from Lincoln and
Guba's pioneering 1985 analysis, though, the current investigation will, to repeat, adopt the term

NATURALISTIC INQUIRY whenever specific aspects of methodology are discussed, leaving use of the
term CONSTRUCTIVISM for the wider / covering issues at the paradigm level.

In subsection 1.3.6., concern was expressed that positivism and neo-positivist approaches would

probably prove inadequate to the task of meaningfully relating to the cardinal sensibilities of

postmodernity. The fit between constructivism and postmodernity is, however, given in Figures 1.3.7.2./I
and 1.3.7.272.

Figure 1.3.7.2./1 shows seven of the basic shifts in scientific belief from the conventional

empiricism of positivism to the subjectivities of constructivism. These seven trends were juxtaposed by

Lincoln and Guba (1985:52) from a larger set in Schwartz and Ogilvy (1979:13). Superimposed on top
of a notional seven-point continuum from an abstract / aggregate positivist position to an abstract /

aggregate constructivist position are the twenty accounts of the cultural logic that have characterized the
onset of postmodernity (and which were first presented in Table 1.1.4./1).

Clearly the positioning of the twenty 'overview accounts' of postmodernity is arbitrarily
undertaken. An attempt was made to allocate each of the twenty postmodern items to the shift in

paradigmatic thought which best reflected it. For the first postmodern account (viz., postmodernity as anti¬

hierarchy) that was a straight-forward enough task — it corresponded with the paradigmatic shift from

‘hierarchy’ to 'anti-hierarchy' and so is positioned at the extreme right of that continuum (nearer heterarchy

than hierarchy). For some of the other accounts the hypothetical positioning is debatable. Conceivably,
account 5 (viz., postmodernity as accelerated style) relates to each of the following five paradigmatic
shifts: to 1 ("simple" to "complex"), to 2 ("hierarchy" to "heterarchy"), to 3 ("mechanical" to "holographic"),
to 4 ("determinate" to "indeterminate") and to 5 ("assembly" to "mophorgenesis"). After much deliberation,
it was decided to position it on continuum 5 (and not 1.2,3, or 4) — again at the constructivism end of the

continuum.

Hence the resultant figure (Figure 1.3.7.272) is a somewhat discretionary set of superimpositions.
It does not reflect the plural perspectives which may be defendable; it does not reflect the dialogic /

problematic nature of the act of placement; and it does not reflect the weight of the association of each
of the twenty accounts of postmodernity with the seven paradigmatic shifts — it only attests to the

direction of change. Yet, given those limitations, the figure does constitute a simple heuristic graphic to

confirm that constructivism does indeed appear to reflect the new impulses of postmodernity in somewhat
richer fashion than does positivism.
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Morphogenesis Newformsofsystemsandorganisms unpredicted(andunpredictable)fromanyof theirpartscanarisespontaneouslyunder conditionsofdiversity,openness,complexity, mutualcausality,andindeterminacy.

7Objective Views

PerspectivalViews Mentalprocessesinstruments,andeven disciplinesarenotneutral.

SOURCE:Thesevenmajorshiftsfrompositivismtoconstructivismas‘found’bySchwartzandOgilvy(1979)andadaptedherefromLincolnandGuba 1985:51to56[seefollowingFigure(1.3.7.2./2)foranexplanationofnumbers1to20. FIGURE1.3.7.2./1(Continued)
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In order to more fully delineate what Lincoln and Guba discern as naturalistic inquiry (under the

panoply of constructivism), Table 1.3.7.2.12 lists a selection of the descriptors they have nominated for
each of the seven basic beliefs of ‘the emergent paradigm' as first given under Figures 1.3.7.2./1 and

1.3.7.2.12. The reader should acknowledge that Table 1.3.7.2.12 is only illustrative: it lists merely twenty-
one descriptors, uniformly allocated across the seven basic beliefs. Lincoln and Guba’s original list (itself

a reduced version of the Schwartz and Ogilvy compilation) contained some sixty-four descriptors with an

allocation ranging from twelve as the highest (for heterarchy to five for the lowest (for holography).
The Schwartz-Ogilvy / Lincoln-Guba descriptors provide a set of methodological guidelines for

the conduct of naturalistic inquiry:
• the descriptors on "complexity" address the reality that complex systems and organisms can

undergo revolutionary-qualitative as well as incremental / evolutionary changes in the

quantitative mode — a critical point in terms of its clear limitations on the possibilities of

prediction;
• the descriptors on "heterarchy" address the reality that human action is orientated more

towards pluralism than to singularity of impulse (a critical point in terms of the uncertainties
of knowing which impulse will be responded to when — dimensionality can rarely if ever be

singular in social / societal affairs;
• the descriptors on "holography" address the reality that in any setting everything is

interconnected within the grounded nature of that full context — the removal of a small
element can change the whole context;

• the descriptors on "indeterminacy" address the reality that in complex systems, future

possibilities can be known, but precise outcomes cannot be predicted — hence, the concept
of predictability is less useful than the concept of probability;

• the descriptors on "mutual causality" address the fact that change occurs more by

adaptation than by conquest or replacement — and that the symbiotic adaptability of entities
in encounters tends to produce unpredictable consequences or results which are somewhat
elusive for empirical-analytic methodologies to trace;

• the descriptors on "morphogenesis" address the reality that fluctuations in systems and
differences in interactions produce new systems and organisms --- a newly perceived order
can arise even from what was formerly perceived as disorder; and,

• the descriptors on "perspective" address the reality that what the observer believes about

a system or about organisms considerably determines what he / she beliefs he / she is

seeing — objectivity is an illusion, and knowledge can only ever be partial.

Individually and collectively the twenty-one descriptors of Table 1.3.7.2./2 (or more properly, the
full herd of Lincoln-Guba descriptors and the wide field of Schwartz-Ogilvy insights) speak volumes to the

perspective nature of truth. Metaphorically, logico-positive inquirers have been prone to viewing humans
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TABLE1.3.7.2.12

SELECTIVEDESCRIPTORSFORTHEBASICBELIEFSOFNATURALISM
-ExamplesoftheStraussandOgilvy(1979)characterizationsoftheemergentparadigm--

BASICBELIEFOFNATURALISM
SAMPLEDESCRIPTOR

1COMPLEXITY

1.1

Allboundariesinactualecosystemsarearbitrary.
1.2

Systemsandorganismscannotbeseparatedfromtheirenvironmentsbecausetheir
1.3

meaningandeventheirexistencedependsupontheirinteractionswithother systemsandorganisms. Systemsandorganismscannotbedecomposed(fragmented)intoindividual elements(parts)becausetheiruniquesystemicandorganicpropertiestranscend theelements(parts).

2HETERARCHY

2.1

Theorderweexperienceisafunctionofanactivityoforderingperformedbythe
2.2

mind;allapparently"real"ordersarealsodeterminedbyamentalorderingactivity.
2.3

‘Hierarchies’aremultipleandoverlapping. Movementamongsystemsororganismsisnotmerecompromiseoraveraging;it maybeunpredictableanddifferentfromtheinterestsortendenciesofthe interactingsystemsororganisms.
3HOLOGRAPHY

3.1

Informationisdistributedthroughoutthesystemratherthanconcentratedatspecific points.

3.2

Ateachpointinformationaboutthewholeiscontainedinthepart.
3.3

Notonlycantheentirerealitybefoundinthepart,butthepartcanbefoundinthe whole.

4INDETERMINACY

4.1

Ambiguityaboutthefutureistheconditionofnature.
4.2

Thereisareciprocalinvolvementbetweentheknowerandtheknown.
4.3

Studyindepthusuallyincreasesuncertainty.



TABLE1.3.7.272(Continued)
BASICBELIEFOFNATURALISM
SAMPLEDESCRIPTOR

5MUTUALCAUSALITY
5.1

Strictdeterministiccausalityisreplacedbyunpredictableinnovationarising morphogeneticallythroughmutuallycausalinteractionsandfluctuations.
5.2

Theuniverseisaninterconnectednetwork,anindivisiblewhole.
5.3

Tounderstandasystemororganismcompletelyrequiresknowledgeofitshistory, whichcannotbeknowncompletelyfromitspresentcondition.
6MORPHOGENES

6.1

Newanddifferentsystemsandorganismsariseoutofoldthroughacomplex processthatamplifiesdeviationthroughreciprocal(mutual)causality(positive feedbackandfeedforward)andthroughinteractionswiththesurrounding environment.
6.2

Fluctuationsinasystemororganismarenotmerelyrandomerrorsordeviations
6.3

fromthesignificantaverage;rather,suchfluctuationscanbethesourceofanew order. Changeisnotonlycontinuousandquantitativebutdiscontinuousandqualitative.
7PERSPECTIVE

7.1

Whereandhowonelooksatsystemsandorganismsaffectswhatwillbeseen,the knower’sperspectiveiscrucialindeterminingwhatisknown.
7.2

Nodescription,model,ortheoryiseverycomplete;whatisrequiredisamultiplicity
ofperspectives,eachofwhichenrichesandcomplementstheothers.

7.3

Knowledgeisprotectednotbyabstractingfromallperspectives(theclaimfor objectivity)butbybalancingmultipleperspectivestoconstrainbias(theclaimfor fairness).

SOURCE:AdaptedfromLincolnandGuba1985:56-62.
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as ‘machines.’ These naturalistic characterizations attempt, instead, to refocus the analysis of ‘humans’

literally towards the unpredictabilities of behavior, association and vision. They acknowledge the endless

and ever-changing mutualities in which cultural and socio-political affairs are conducted, and the fact that
constructions of the truth concerning those affairs are always predisposed and inescapably imperfect.

Later, (in Section 3), a particular approach to naturalistic inquiry will be adopted. The method
selected will be one which has the following rationale: it will:
— attempt to build up a relatively strong description of the contextual settings for human experience

(something which is rarely ever the goal under positivism (Marcus and Fischer 1986:43));
— attempt to map contextualized meaningwithin symbol systems rather than generalized exactitude; and,
— attempt to develop grounded researched instruments which explore the incoherences of social belief
and action, not just the precise and neatly bounded coherencies (185).

1.3.8 The Problem

Having selected the research approach for the blanket research agenda (inclusive of the adjuvant

investigation) study it is now possible to formally state the research problem. This will be done in five

steps:

Step One (viz., 1.3.8.1): Identification of the study questions — for the overall / longhaul investigation;

Step Two (viz., 1.3.8.2): Clarification of the study context (a recap of what already has been presented
about the importance of the question);

Step Three (viz., 1.3.8.3): Clarification of question / context fit;

Step Four (viz., 1.3.8.4): Clarification of question /method fit;

Step Five (viz., 1.3.8.5): Statement of the study problem (which will be followed by 1.3.9 — the sub¬

problems (a statement of the study sub-problems revealing their juxtaposition with the problem itself).

1.3.8.1 Identification of the Study Questions
The purpose of this study is to develop a sustainable research agenda capable of

investigating over time the manufacture of the past in the governance and administration of
national or state tourism. To that end, the catalyst subject for the establishment of the research agenda
is the production of the heritage of Texas. Within that broad subject area the adjuvant study seeks to

explore the way Texas is served up / shaped up as a drawcard for instate and inbound (to-the-state)
visitors. Thus the presented history and the interpreted heritage of Texas is viewed as a ‘truth’ (or sets
of truths) which is broadcast to both manifest and latent visitors. The adjuvant study questions some of
the ways by which that truth is assembled — or put another way — the way that Texas is conceived for
visitors (and travelling state residents) by certain state administrators who have certain (it cannot be ‘all’)

responsibilities for promotion and development of the state’s heritage. In examining the production of
‘Texas’ in this fashion at this explicit level, the catalyst study also questions at implicit levels:
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• the question of dominance — whose ways-of-seeing Texas are dominant, and whose are

excluded?

• the question of public interest — is there a relatively coherent and universal public

conception of the Texas past?
• the question of values — whether or not there is a coherent / universal Texan heritage) in

terms of whether there is evidence that within the manufacture of ‘Historic Texas’ in tourism

certain private values are being made into public values at the significant expensive of other

private values?

Thus, this immediate / adjuvant investigation seeks to examine reality construction in the

administration of state tourism in order to derive a longterm research agenda that can explore the reality

making of history in tourism and travel In Texas and beyond. The aim of the catalyst study is to explore
how "Texas" is manufactured through the articulations (the discourse) and the practices (the praxis) of

those state administrators who are responsible for the selection and promotion of the state’s past.

1.3.8.2 Clarification of the Study Context

Now that the broad questions or the arena of the study has been presented, some recapitulation
is required on the background to the study. It will be provided in three cardinal areas:
1st Grounding Component (viz., 1.3.8.2/i): Historical Truth;
2nd Grounding Component (viz., 1.3.8.2/ii): Postmodernity;
3rd Grounding Component (viz., 1.3.8.2/iii): Power.

Key points from each of these grounding components (or substantive areas) will now be recalled from
the gelling research agenda study so far.

(i) Recap: Historical Truth
Historical truth is about ways-of-seeing in the constructivist sense that a nation, a region, a place
does not have one ‘proven’ or ‘factual’ history it has untold possibilities of ‘truth’. If there are

multiple realities in the present, there are multiple accounts of the past. In an extension of
Althusserian judgement (Harland 1987:101), the concept of historical truth cannot rest on a

matched correspondence of ‘historical ideas’ to ‘actual past events’. There can never be a

standardized, scientific history. History cannot be made universal because its truths are

dependent upon subject-making — and subject making is perspectival. According to Foucault,

subjectification involves the turning of human beings (and things / events associated with them)
into objects by commonplace dividing practices (e.g., ‘lepers are different than others’), by
scientific classification (e.g., through language systems, not through actuality itself) and by

subjectification (e.g., where people transform themselves or others into subjects) (Rabinow

1984:7-11). When subject making has occurred — consciously or subconsciously — it is
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maintained, in Foucault’s view, through the discourse of life, labor and language, where
discourse is not separate from social practice (8-10).

Under this melding of discourse and practice the transmission of a heritage amounts to the
transmission of meaning. Things from the past (inclusive of ‘memories’ and ‘facts’) get passed on to

others down the ages not just because of the material or other ‘comforts’ they provide "but for the
information they convey about the owner and his or her ties to [significant] others" (Csikszentmihalyi and

Rochberg-Halton 1981: 239; emphasis added). Where meanings and ideologies are entrenched, the
historical truth that a given people associate with them also tend to endure. Historical truths which are

supported by a rich depth of meaning can become ‘locked in aspic’, that is almost unchallenged within
the culture or subculture. But historical truths which are supported by the powerful and the privileged also
endure. One could suggest that those who control the artifacts also control the facts. In this way "[world]

history is [but] a strong Western [male] story culture buffs tell each other" (Haraway 1988:577).

(ii) Recap: Postmodemity. The earlier subsections of this study indicated that ways-of-seeing are

changing under postmodemity / post-structuralism / late-capitalism because of the changes in

socio-political and societal legitimacies that have sprung from the de-aestheticization and de¬
differentiation of the last several decades. The collapse of cultural hierarchies and the implosion
of cultural meaning (Ross 1988:x-xi) have, in the West, rendered many of the previously
established social codes as passe. In the new development of ethical awareness that arrived
with postmodernity, there is now an “irreducible diversity of voices and interests" (Connor

1989:244) to heed in terms of articulations of the present and accounts of the past.

Relationships based upon inherited metanarratives are no longer so concrete.

(iii) Recap: Power. Few would ever argue that ways-of-seeing are considerably affected by the
exercise of power within each society. In the past, however, the exercise of power was largely
felt to be formal / known J overt power — power which powerholders could and did display.
Since Foucault, however, power is also much more commonly known to also have informal,

unsuspected and hidden faces — power can also exist in a relationship between people which
neither the power-holder nor the recipient (nor frequently both) knew was being enacted. Thus
there is opaque power as well as transparent power. But power also lies in the longterm gaze

as well as in the immediate act. And power can lie in the everyday minuscule actions under
such gazes as well as in the evoked decision-making incidents of life. Thus, there is petty

power as well as eminent power.

Where opaque power and petty power are embedded within elites or restricted groups in given
states or settings, that society can become in Foucault’s term carceral (Merquior 1985:98). In this fashion,

power is central and well-anchored, but not necessarily fully suspected even by those wielding it. Carceral
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society is ‘disciplined’ society. The prevailing universe is socio-politically conceived and constructed by
those in the van of the advantageously placed ‘disciplines’. The institutions people are ‘in’ affect their view
of the world; and those ‘insiders’ work out the institution’s vision of the world upon ‘outsiders’ wherever

the influence of other institutions is at bay. At state level, state institutions can wield a monopolistic and
/ or statist gaze over the population. The end result can among other things become ‘statist historical

truth’, ‘statist heritage’, and ‘statist tourism’.

1.3.8.3 Clarification of the Fit Between Study Questions and Study Context
For the research agenda both the study question and the study context address matters of

dominance. The study question raises the query as to whether state administrators (in operationalizing
their own bureaucratic-personal way-of-seeing the truth of Texas) subjugate other people. The study

contexts clarify that deliberation by pointing out that what is legitimate historical truth / heritage:
• can conceivably change depending upon how many people / bodies and who support a

particular account of the past;
• is currently conceivably much affected by the anti-foundational and anti-essentialist strains

of the age; and,
• is conceivably being reinforced by a host of unsuspected (as well as suspected) ways by

unknown actors upon unknowing publics.

Hence, behind tourism and behind heritage a statist, disciplining bureaucracy is possibly at work.
Sometimes its ‘gaze’ is possibly engaged forcefully and consciously and is driven. Sometimes its ‘gaze’
is quotidian, and stays focal all night, all week, all year — ceaselessly; it drives itself.

If Foucault is correct, it is unwise to separate knowledge from power (Rabinow 1984:7): they
reinforce each other. Certain historical truths are sustained by opaque, petty and other forms of power
under the state’s gaze (or under other institutional gazes). And those truths are selected because they
reflect on the legitimacy, the nobility and the notability of those who have selected those truths. Thus,
if Foucault’s theorization does apply to 1992 Texas tourism --- and there is, in fact, a statist heritage —

some / few / all of its bureaucrats conceivably play the role of agents of normalcy. For the projected

heritage of Texas, there may be what Foucault styles "an universal reign of the normative" (Merquior

1985:95-6), where the state bureaucrats are both the driven drivers and the driving drivers of that
normalization. If so, they are not just administrators, they have the role (as agents of normalcy) of

administrator-judge — equivalent to the role of other such agents under other gazes (e.g., the doctor-

judge, the educator-judge and the social worker-judge (96)).
But Foucault wrote largely as postmodernity knocked. He has died: it has evidently entered.

Does the Foucault theorization of the power-knowledge nexus still apply (if it ever did?)? A late observer
of postmodernity might suggest that postmodernity has changed the face of legitimation so much in the

last three or more decades that Foucault’s power-knowledge nexus is so much harder to identify or work
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through. Fraser and Nicholson (1988:87) now argue that legitimation is no longer exclusive / centrist
discourse: it has become plural, local and immanent. In this light, the role of bureaucrats is not that of

agents of normalcy, it is of agents of sensitivity. Administrators must learn to be Lyotardian — i.e.,

sensitive to differences and tolerant of incommensurability (Lyotard 1984).

Thus, the study has to feel for the tension between the centrist / disciplining imperatives of a

previous era, and the new more-widely spread powerplays of the postmodern heterotopia. Is the

projected heritage of Texas still constructed by a precious, privileged few, or is Texas now constructed

by multiform sources of significant influence — in a myriad of treatments of de-differentiated designers?
Are the dominant values centrist / statist / elitist or are they populist / schizophrenic / globally-connected?
Is there a power-knowledge nexus behind the projection of heritage in tourism in Texas, or is it more fitting
to say there is an accelerating powers-knowledges hydra in advance of the promotion of the state’s

history-on-show?

1.3.8.4 Clarification of Fit Between Questions and Method

In order to gain understanding, for the catalyst study, about administrators’ ways-of-seeing the
Texas past — and in order to understand which features of the state’s heritage they privilege and which

special interests they relate to in history, culture and related fields — the adjuvant study inevitably
becomes a matter of problem setting rather than problem solving (Wolcott 1990:31). The goal of the

adjuvant study is to produce new and improved understanding of the choices administrators make in terms
of the state’s projection of history in tourism. The critical issue involved (in beginning to comprehend that
choice process) is to know how the administrators’ inherited / current discourse on the state’s past has
interfaced with their inherited / current practices. Together the discourse and the practice form (in
Weber’s terms) the administrator’s action that is being studied (Gubrium 1988:14), though the term the
administrator’s articulation (21) may more directly convey the significance of meaning behind discourse
and practice. That articulation includes official and unofficial discourse and official and unofficial practices
which inevitably cut across each other in a myriad of ways-of-seeing within the state agency (Geertz 1973;

Frost et al., 1985). The study does not just seek at the outset to gain insight into official authoritative texts
or policy documents (i.e., discourse and practices).

The catalyst study therefore seeks to explore how Texas is ‘made’ through the
articulations in talk and in deed of its administrators. The crucial findings therefore surround the way
those administrators construct the reality of the state’s past. Although data is important, they study is less
about the gathering of data than it is about the interpretation of that data. It is more about the structures
of meaning than it is about calculation of behaviors (Gubrium 1988:5). Thus, the study demands a

paradigm which can enter "the world of the [state bureaucrats] as it exists and obtains data without any
deliberate intervention to alter the setting" (Locke, et al., 1987:84).
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In exploring discourse and practice (or "text" or "deed" as preferred) the study question seeks

(at the method level) a mode of inquiry which is sufficiently flexible to address the indeterminacies and
the mutual causalities of real-world contexts. In such complex settings of articulation, the distinction
between cause and effect is meaningless. The research design must search for non-observables as well
as observables — that is, must recognize that covert cognitive and social processes are embedded within
overt administrative / decision-taking activities. Thus, meaning, belief, intentions, common-sense are not

mere subjectives — they become socially shared mental objects (van Dijk 1987:33). The tacit has to
be explored in terms of its mix within the propositional, and the research design can only emerge or unfold
once much is known about both the propositional and the tacit.

Given this fit between the research questions and the research setting, the study demands

‘arthopological / nonprobability’ sampling rather than probability sampling: "Hence, the validity of the

sample depends not so much upon the number of cases as upon the proper specification of the informant
... . Within [an] extensive degree of specification [of age, occupational experience, situational

relationships, configurational relationships, and other variables], each informant is studied as a perfect

example, an organic representation of his [sic!] cultural [and discourse-bound] experience" (Mead

1953:646; emphasis added). More recently, this thinking has been recognized in Cook and Campbell’s

(1979) model of deliberative sampling for heterogeneity, and in Johnson’s (1990:23) views on the selection
of ethnographic informants:

"Whereas in stratified [probability] samples one is attempting to minimize within-strata
variance and maximize between-strata variance in the selection of respondents, among
[ethnographic] informants one is attempting to minimize variation in knowledge or
information for a single informant or cluster of informants while maximizing variation in
knowledge among other individual informants or clusters in which knowledge or
information is homogeneous."

For all of these reasons, the constructivist paradigm has been adopted, and naturalistic
methods will be utilized to gain understanding of the interface between discourse and practice in the
selected state administrative settings.

1.3.8.5 Statement of the Study Problem

Having clarified the broad study questions, and clarified them in terms of the proposed study
context and method, it is necessary to express the study questions in more determinate fashion.

Here, then, is the definitive statement of the study problems. They concerns the possible role
and function of bureaucrats as stewards and shapers of the history and heritage.
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With this purpose in mind, the research agenda has two principal study problems:
• First Study Problem — Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Truth:

The first purpose of the study is to examine the contribution of a range of critical social science
/cultural studies literatures to the invention and interpretation of the past.

This first study problem relates to the catalyst study at to each of the succeeding case studies
of the blanket / longhaul research agenda.

In respect of the first study problem, the investigation will draw cognizance from the literature of
a range of fields of inquiry that offer insight into the way in which public culture is governed, manufactured
and / or transmitted. To this end, the study follows the strong clamor of Towner and Wall (1991:72) for

many more interdisciplinary approaches to the investigation of tourism. Hence, the study will endeavor

to imbricate the outlooks of the following fields on ‘the legitimation of the past:’
• Sociology • Philosophy • Anthropology • Political Science
• Marketing • Communication • History • Tourism

In toto, the eight disciplines have also been selected in response to Morgan’s (1983:368-76) call for
conscious pluralism in research practice where there are ontological uncertainties. To Morgan, singular

perspectives in social science are critically limiting. In this study, then, the intent is to gain insight into
the nature of public culture and universe maintenance by rubbing up or playing off each literature on or

against each other literature to gain — overall — richer, symbiotic insight.
Each of the above disciplines is regarded as having a significant bearing on reality construction

for public culture. These literatures will be examined in terms of both their overt / formulated thematics
on reality making and their ‘unformulated thematics’ (Foucault 1970:xi). It is important to recognize that

disciplines and schools of thoughts in social science routinely make sense of the world in quite different

ways from each other. As such the disciplines themselves can act as much as political entities as

scientific ones (White 1978:239-40 and 253), and the structure and traditions of their outlooks are

always, inevitably loaded in the way communal truths are gauged. Thus, if tourism research is to learn
from each of the other seven literatures (and from other disciplines) it ought to be acknowledged that they

are all not only interpretive but preinterpretive. The vogue meanings and the preinterpretations in

currency are themselves ‘social entities’ (Berger and Luckman 1967:61).
In looking at reality construction, the said disciplines have their own suasory rationales (Lyne

1985:66). They can be viewed as a mix of different metaphors by which the understanding of the way

the past is represented and / or invented. Each discipline — or rather, each metaphor — tends to have
its investigative blindspots in the way the manufacture of public culture is viewed. Since none can ever

offer a perfect or unblighted perspective on truth creation, an attempt will be made in the study to gain

redundancy in analysis— where the strengths of the various metaphors begin to cover the blindspots of
others.
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Each of the eight platform disciplines will be used to raise substantial questions about the role

and function of the projection of the past in a state through tourism. In different ways they are held up

to see heritage / history in tourism management as ‘a communicating environment’ which privileges some
and subjugates others. The examination of the contributions of the eight disciplines is a critical element
of the endeavor to build a longterm, sustainable research agenda on the topic.

• Second Study Problem — Agents of Normalcy in Heritage Construction:
The second purpose of the study will be to examine what state administrators who are

responsible for the projection of the history and heritage of Texas in tourism view as being worthy of

promotion and development from the state’s past.
This second study problem relates specifically to the immediate / adjuvant investigation.
In respect of the second study problem, the inquiry concerns the role and function of bureaucrats

as stewards and shapers of the history and heritage of the Lonestar State. It examines their performance
in the transmittance of meaning about the past of Texas as viewable public culture.

1.3.9 Statement of the Study Sub-Problems

Given the two problems statements — as detailed under subsection 1.3.8.5 — the longhaul

agenda and the catalyst investigation has the following sub-problems (known here as objectives):
• Sub-problem 1 = Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Truth

Objective 1 (for the research agenda);
• Sub-problem 2 = Agents of Normalcy in Heritage Construction

Objectives 2-7 (for the adjuvant study).
These seven objectives are as follows:

• Objective 1:

To identify the contribution of eight critical disciplines to the understanding of universe
maintenance (reality making) in the governance and projection of heritage.
This objective constitutes a multi-disciplinary ortransdisciplinary examination of the manufacture
and promotion of the past.

• Objective 2:

To identify what state heritage administrators consider to be the significant aspects or features
from the Texas past in regard to their worth as promotable or developmentable themes,
drawcards or attractions in tourism?

This objective is concerned with the judgement of historical truth and merit.
• Objective 3:

To determine how state heritage administrators select what is important about the people,

places, events, myths and other facets of Texan history in terms of its relevance to the state’s

image and appeal in tourism?
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This objective embraces the legitimation of celebrated entities.

Objective 4:

To understand with whom state heritage administrators have regularand ongoing dialogue about

the state’s history and heritage in order to support, correct, improve or add to their knowledge
of the projected and projectable Texas past?
This objective covers the diversity of dialogue with political interests and special interests.

Objective 5:

To examine what the discourse that state heritage administrators engage in expresses or signals
about underlying structures and strategies of dominance and subjugation in those administrators’

cognition of the past?
This objective probes the subjugatory consequences of the discourse-and-practice uncovered.

Objective 6:
To gauge what other real or possible effects the discourse that state heritage administrators

engage in has within the state and beyond the state?
This objective seeks to inquire into the related and tangential effects of the discourse / practice.

Objective 7:

To assess the ways in which state heritage administrators change ormodify their dialogue, their
discourse and / or their practice when dealing with different social, cultural, political or other

groups / institutions / settings?
This objective weighs the social and political context of reality making and pursues its

postmodern reflexivity.

1.3.10 Summary: The Advance of Science
A number of important issues on knowledge accumulation in the social sciences stem from the

deliberations of section 1.3:

(i) THE NATURE OF SCIENCE: AN OLD BATTLE RENEWED
The issues concerned in the selection of research paradigms may be late twentieth century in

name, but they have an extremely long past. Logico positivism, for instance, would represent
what von Wright (1971:2) nominates as the Platonic (or Galilean) tradition which is predictive and

endeavors to pursue causal-mechanistic points of view, while constructivism would qualify under
what von Wright would style as the Aristotelian tradition — the effort to understand things

teleologically. This paradigm question is, then, old wine in a new bottle.

(ii) SCIENCE CHANGES

Legitimacies change in all science over the decades, and in social science those upheavals in

permissibilities perhaps are modified at a much faster rate than occurs within the natural
sciences. The rise of critical science and of constructivism is part of an overall shift towards

particularism, away from generalizability. Though such changes can each seem contained
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in effect, their full and extended consequence (and on occasions their aggregate significance)
can be immense. Many, if not all of the contemporary assumptions of postpositivism, for

example, run in reverse direction to the tenets of positivism that were unchallenged in many

quarters of both the natural and social sciences even as last as in the late 1970s. Social science
is thus seen to be undergoing it own ‘crisis-of-representation’ (Marcus and Fischer 1986:8).

(iii) CONVERGENCE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE WITH PHILOSOPHY
In Gidden’s estimation (1981 :vii) the late popularity of the post-empiricist paradigms now testifies
to an end to the old orthodox twinned consensus in social science of functionalism (in

methodology) and positivism (in epistemology). Social science, one could argue, is growing
towards philosophy in its conceptualization. White and McSwain (1990:23) warn, however, that
social science is still captive within the technicist episteme, which, in Heidegger’s noted

judgement, is representative of the imperialism of technology — an imperialism which results in
the alienation of individuals from experience.

(iv) TRUTH IS NOW ‘POLITICAL’

Many social scientists (notably theorists of postmodernity and postindustrialism), nowadays
maintain that social science, like society, is experiencing the steady rejection by individuals of
authoritarian and homogenized forms of experience and of monolithic accounts of ‘truth’.

Increasingly, social science is admitting multiple versions of reality and intangible contributions
to those realities. In science, again as in society, the different schools of truth that exist, are now

giving rise to a ‘general politics of truth’ (Foucault in Rabinow 1984:73). "The present is

[certainly] a time of reassessment of dominant ideas across the human sciences" (Marcus and
Fischer 1986:7).

(v) RHETORIC IN SCIENCE
Rhetoric has played a part in science even since there has been science, but awareness of that
fact has only begun to spread about and across science in the last two decades (Prelli 1989).
Foucault believed that the progressivist rhetoric of orthodox empiricism (in celebration of non-

reversible, accumulative processes) was merely a reflection in science of a broader societal

rationality to that end (Gordon 1980:241). The new rhetoric for naturalistic inquiry is much
removed from that: it leans towards the axiomatic and the holistic instead (Zeller 1987:52-54).

(vi) SYNTHESIZED SCIENCE

Some analysts have called for a blending of positivist thought with post-empiricist thought, and

Campbell, for example, has called for a post-postpositivist science which integrates experimental
evidence with predictive confirmation (cited in Brewer and Collins 1981:15-16). Such a stable

synthesis would, however, in Lincoln and Guba’s (1985:28-33) view, be exceedingly difficult to
attain because of the intensity of the opposing assumptions involved. Thompson, Locander and
Pollio (1989:142) advise that "attempts to ... ‘harden’ interpretive methods with a dose of

positivist procedures often results in failure to reach the aims of either approach."
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(vii) LOOSENING OF BOUNDARIES OF SCIENCE
In Zeller’s view (1987:66) "the old boundaries between fact and fiction, between science and art,

are breaking down." Naturalistic inquiry is able to take advantage of the consequential new
sanctions for deep and enigmatic explication. Emic ethnographic evidence and idiographic

reportage are both increasingly deemed to be warrantable — well beyond their formerly

perceived limited territoriality.

(viii) YOUTH OF NATURALISTIC INQUIRY

Naturalistic inquiry is still, to many social scientists, a new and relatively untried approach. It is
still evolving, having been, (by some accounts) trapped in the inappropriate reporting mode of

positivist preferences (46). Its adherents see much promise for the approach however, for a

number of reasons:

• risen significance of culture: culture has tended to become an increasingly differentiated but
still a problematic subject in social science, enriching the call for further possible insights on

it from naturalistic theorists. At the same time, naturalistic inquiry itself is developing
because of the improved capacity of researchers to shape their own theoretical approaches
on culture by borrowing from the wider range of other methodologists in social science

(Geertz 1980). The very expansion of conceptual structures on culture (D’Andrade

1984:114-116) hastens, through such cross-fertilization, the capability of naturalistic inquiry
to explore material and ideological reality.

• risen significance of history, since the epistemological foundations of empirical rationalist
discourse have begun to be challenged, with some alacricity, in the human sciences, the
new or rediscovered routes to knowledge have tended (following Foucault and Althusser)
to re-appreciate the value of the historical conditions of knowledge (Macdonnell 1986:67).
Indeed Foucault’s belief that ‘the problem of reason is historical and political rather than

ontologicalor juridicaf has found considerable acceptance in the social and human sciences
in the last couple of decades (Rabinow 1984:14). Foucault had uncovered and promoted

the realization that a given community in society (or in science itself) thinks and understands
in a particular way partly because of its antecedent circumstances. Empirical rationalities
are not well equipped to explore the tacit beliefs and meanings of such antecedence for and
within those communities (Hindless 1977): naturalistic inquiries are in contrasts, expressly
formulated to that end.

• risen significance of language: after the revelations of Ricoeur and Habermas language,

itself, is no longer looked on as a passive conduit for science, but as a strong determinator
of reason and therefore of science in its own right (Thompson 1981:3). Language is now

judged not only to be an important dimension of social life but also of science and of

philosophy. Language is not only used to communicate, it can influence and control idea
formation according to Richards (1938:196). Language itself is loaded, having its own active
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effects upon science because of its participatory powers to name, to define, to abstract, and
to symbolize. Thoughts are now known not just to be expressed through the use of

language but also by the limiting and empowering intervention of language. In many

instances the need to explore that intervention is critical: empirical positive methodologies

are prone to neglecting these situating influences of language upon the formation of beliefs.
Forms of naturalistic inquiry, however, are purposive arid deliberative in their questioning
of language, per se.

To semanticists, moreover, meanings are contained not in things (or even in words), but in

people using language differentially in varions intersubjective and contextual settings (Campbell 1982:235).
In that light Gadamer (in Bleicher 1980:136) argues that the world is constituted ‘linguistically’, and the
skills of hermeneutics, rhetoric and of naturalistics inquiry, and like approaches to human understanding,

ought to be in demand to deconstruct that communicative assembly. ‘Our consciousness of the world is
affected by history and fulfilled by language’ (Lloyd 1983:8 — explaining Gadamer’s views on our new

twentieth century understanding of the construction of reality).

1.4 THEORY BUILDING

This longhaul research agenda is experimental in a number of substantial ways:
• it is partly focusing upon the anti-essentialist issues of postmodernity — matters that have

scarcely received any coverage in the tourism literature;
• it acknowledges the effect of that anti-foundational spirit in the selection of its research

paradigm — constructivism; and,
• it adopts at the methodological level, the naturalistic mode of inquiry for which the

investigator has not yet been able to find any previous examples in tourism research.

Given the weight of these three considerations, several points ought to be clarified about

envisaged composition of theory for or from the research agenda.
In the following paragraphs seven important points on theory development are discussed which

have a bearing on grounded theory, and a short implication from each is provided for the agenda in

question. These implications strongly reinforce the logical dependencies of the constructivist paradigm
as given under subsection 1.3.3 and in Table 1.3.5./1.

(i) THE SUBJECT OF TOURISM

The study is about tourism, but not exclusively about tourism. The study is conceived on the

understanding that, as Farrell (1982:xix) recognized, tourism does not exist in a vacuum with its own

distinct theories and intelligences. For fuller meaning of actions in tourism it is necessary to explore

beyond what is commonly accepted as tourism to historicize and situate the tourist’s and the policy¬
maker’s actions. Just as tourism, as a subject, is only a notional group of activities which under
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investigation is so frequently hard to distinguish from general behavior, so tourism theories ultimately wash
into general theories from life and society. One could indeed argue that tourism itself has no intrinsic or

exclusive meaning: the whole of this catalyst study could plausibly be written without ever having to

mention the word. Hence the celebration of myth, legend and place is not only a matter of travel and

tourism, and it would be insular to only look for theoretical significance from narrowly-sanctioned tourism
literature. The study then is necessarily a relatively wider political-ethnology of tourism, utilizing ethnology
in a wide sense. Its public scope is thinking, viz., the rhetorical thinking processes that people /
bureaucrats use in tourism administration, and in socio-political discourse, to define the past of Texas and
therefore also its present.

In taking ‘a panoramic view’ through tourism rather than ‘a single shot’ of tourism, the study can
also avoid what Foucault styled as ‘specific intellectualism’ — a descriptor for sectorial specialists who

speak through the protected authority and sanctity of their position not through "any special claim to

reason" (Rabinow on Foucault 1984:23). Such securely located experts work with a small coterie of
others equally well-placed, and they collectively have the power of life or death over their specialism.

They are inclined not to be universal intellectuals able to speak to ‘eternal knowledges’, but have
irrevocable strongholds on contained and secluded fields of inquiry (Foucault 1980:129). Their theories
are routinely incestuous.

Implication for the research agenda being conceived:
UNIVERSAL INTELLECTUALISM

The case studies of the research agenda will endeavor to overcome the limitations of specific
intellectualism by developing theories reflexive of an ethnology of tourism.

(ii) AN EXAMINATION OF MEANING NOT OF DECISIONS
In exploring explicit and implicit definitions of Texas, the study pursues the idea that the human

action of tourists and administrators can spring from their sense of meaning just as it can from their
rational or other forms of decision-making. In the past tourism research has accentuated the study of the
latter — that is, of instrumental activity and / or choice. This Texas catalyst study is an effort to build

theory also upon tacit and symbolic meaning, however, concerns which have (apart from exploratory work
on image development and image response) has been quite neglected in travel / tourism inquiry.

Theoretically, then, the study targets the hidden forces of allegiance (to Texas) and association (interest
in and awareness of Texas). In theorizing about ‘meaning’, it is part of what Foucault (1970: Ch.x:5)
deemed to be the rescue of the countersciences from their discredited ‘anthropological sleep.’

Implication for the research agenda being conceived:
SCIENCE AND COUNTERSCIENCE

The case studies of the research agenda will endeavor to build theory from meaning as well as
from propositional knowledge, recognizing that theories and facts are not independent.
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(iii) THEORETICAL SATURATION?
Theories are the building-blocks of social science (Taylor and Sen in Lloyd 1983:21) as they are

of natural science: according to some they are all there in science to link life-experience to understanding.
But the longstanding search for ‘real’ knowledge has at times produced an oversupply of theorizing with
an over-reliance upon causal theorizing (John Dunn in Lloyd 1983:21). It is the judgement of Habermas
that social theorists ought not be so demanding of explicit theory. The sought ideological diet can be too
rich when immaculate theoretical design is all that is sought. In lieu of solid theory is all that is sought.
Habermas (1968 and 1973) praises the virtues the plain self-concepts of people — respondents and

researchers alike. His view is that if inquiry is to lead to insight that directly relates to realworld practice,
then it is advantageous for that insight to be borne within and expressed through human agency. It is

then, the verdict of Habermas that theories can artificialize; theories can over-reduce; and that theories

are, by themselves, are always ‘removed’.
Gadamer (in Bleicher 1980:133), on this instance, concurs with Habermas: "it is not so much our

[rational] judgements as it is our prejudices that constitutes our being ... [they] are the biaser of our

openness to the world." One of the critical pitfalls of conventional science is that its theories abstract

reality, and conceal the possibility of questioning these prejudices and biases (135). It looks for regularity
and generality, and it thereby obscures the uniqueness of entities (Gadamer in Rabinow and Sullivan

1979:116) and it is prone to forgetting its own historicity (157).
So the message of Habermas is that orthodox scientific theories are normally fine to a part in

their own right, but theories consistently presented alone can speak to a torpidity of thought, to an

impracticaling of vision, and to a lack of depth in representativity of consciousness. Self-formation and
self-reflection have been under-valued: "it is only in the dialectical work out of these situations that the

participants confront the conflicts and contradictions implicit in their situation, and realize the disparity
between their [own] initial ‘certitude’ and the [other possible] ‘truths’ (Bernstein 1976:204).

Implication for the research agenda being conceived:

PARTICULARISM AND HUMAN AGENCY

The case studies of the research agenda will endeavor to improve understanding through explicit theory¬

building where is attainable but predominantly through situated representation of human agency.

(iv) PROBLEM ELUSIVENESS
It is evident that the warnings by Habermas and others given under (iii) above, do not reach the

ears of a large proportion of social scientists. Grand theories are perpetually sought. But little theories
‘found’ rarely gravitate to grand theories ‘applauded.’ Frequently, the scenario being studies proves to

be so entwined that no acceptable ‘universal theories’ emerge, though they continue to be hunted. But,
as pointed out under (iii), one does not have to have theories. For the study of bureaucracy, Wilson

(1989=sci) doubts, after ‘wrestling with the subject... all these decades’, that there ever will be "anything
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worth calling organization theory1'. The theories that had been spawned over those decades were, in his

estimation, too abstract or too general to be of explanatory worth.
In this light it is interesting to note that Foucault shied away from theory formation, believing that

the constant quest for confirmable theories in the scientific mode-of-the-moment only stifles reason.

Though he intellectualized for so long on history, for instance, he did not pursue a general theory of

history — he preferred to try, instead, to historicize debates and exchanges along the way.

(v) NOT ANALYSIS BUT SYNTHESIS
Under modernity, theory helps: modernity is an analytic world. Under modernity "things",

including human beings are taken apart. The whole modern world takes itself apart — by the

hypothesizing approval of science, which can test and recognize in reality only that which is already

preconceived... ." (Hummel 1990:214). Once the singular bits of a problem or human issue are known,
it is presumed that — through theories — they could be reconstituted and understood as an entirety.

Under postmodernity, however, new forms of science (such as naturalistic inquiry) are emerging,
are being cultivated, and / or are re-emerging which do not seek to cut things / people up in order to

theoretically reassemble them. These new styles of inquiry seek instead to read things or people into the
or those human settings and human contexts in which they act. Thus abstract theory is less useful
here than synthesized interpretation. Science and reason are not rejected, they are incorporated into the
case study or hermeneutic account from the perspective of its human agents rather than left in recondite

juxta position to it (215). "There are always factors that make it useless to try to generalize therefrom"

(Lincoln and Guba 1985:123). It is the uniqueness of each new situation that also warrants interpretation.

(vi) THE QUICKSAND OF POSTMODERNITY
The heterotopia and heteroglossia of postmodernity cause problems for theory formation.

Postmodernity is anti-foundationalist— it undoes the concreteness of meanings. It seeks plural accounts.
Terms are terms in context, not in inherency. Terms are contextual: they refuse distillation to any

absolute meaning (Ross 1988:xi). Orthodox science tries to categorize — it presupposes and it
celebrates" the indispensable core of ... conceptual thought" (Bernstein 1976:119). But under

postmodernity, categories are ephemeral (for the moment, for each gathering), presuppositions are

purposely bypassed and ‘indispensable cores’ are dispensable.

So, theories may exist under postmodernity, but they are prone to being built upon relatively

shifting sands. They are innately problematical.

(vii) THE MULTI-CHANNEL DISURSIVITY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
It is Foucault’s view (see Rabinow 1984:25) that the social sciences differ from the physical

sciences in their disursivity. He explains himself with reference to authorial ‘founders of discursivity’.
Under the physical sciences, the work of leading figures such as Einstein, Clerk, and Maxwell are
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absorbed into and surpassed by the work of those that came after them. This state-of-affairs is not so

characteristic of the social sciences. Once an inconsistency has been found in the work of a Freud or

a Marx, it does not render all of the theories suspect. Later theorists merely take what they want or can

use form them for their own dissuasive purposes — and different social scientists will re-deploy different

concepts and notions. Thus a Freud or a Marx is not suddenly proven 'false' absolutely, for once and for

all; his / her views are instead 'selected-when-pertinent', ‘rejected-when-not-pertinent’. Thus discersivity

is prone to following singular routeways in the physical sciences, whereas under the social sciences there
are inordinate possibilities for disursivity (Foucault 1969:156-7). And tourism studies has so far been

excessively shy of discursivity.

1.5 THE EMERGENT HYPOTHESES

This study has emphasized that, within constructivism, the problem of truth is investigated by

grounded scientific methods. Table 1.3.5./1 revealed that in hermeneutic and interpretive science

research designs are generally not a priori ones but are emergent, since the full range of internal

conceptualizations is not or cannot be known at the outset. The point is succinctly put by Glaser and
Strauss (1967:41):

It must be emphasized that [in grounded theory, the] integration of the theory is best [achieved]
when it emerges, like the concepts. The theory should never just be put together, nor should
a formal [hypothetical] theory model be applied to it until one is sure it will fit and will not force
the data. Possible use of a formal model of integration can be determined only after a
substantive model has sufficiently emerged. The truly emergent, integrating framework, which
encompasses the fullest possible diversity of categories and properties, becomes an open-ended
because, as new categories or properties are generated and related, there seems always to be
a place for them in the scheme.

Several points warrant amplification from the above:

(i) Theory from the data

Under grounded theory, the theory itself is discovered from the data. It should fit the

immediate, local setting. Theories which are ‘theory-driven1 are not considered to be grounded theories

(Johnson 1990:40).

(ii) Conceptualization not verification
Orthodox science has lately been accused of triumphalizing verification and for paying insufficient

attention to the prevenient step of discovering which concepts and hypotheses are appropriate for the

setting being investigated (Glaser and Strauss 1967:1-2) Advocates of grounded science maintain that
exhaustive rounds of deconstruction and conceptualization are obligatory before hypotheses ought to be

considered, Hypotheses follow, then: they do not lead. The early formulation of hypotheses tend to close
off unforseen and unknown avenues of relevant data gathering.
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(iii) Archaeological level of theorization
Grounded theory works upon what Foucault (1973:xiii) termed ‘the archaeological level of

knowledge' rather than the epistemological. Its theory must be logically deduced with regard to contextual

fit, and ought to be suited to its supposed 'local uses.' The adoption of grounded theory "can help to

forestall the opportunistic use of theories that have dubious ft and working capacity" (Glaser and Strauss

1967:4).
The use of a grounded emergent design in the naturalistic inquiry has a number of implications

for this study:
• it necessitates the deployment of purposive sampling (see Table 1.3.5./1) in order to explore (as

necessary):
- extreme cases;

- deviant cases;

- typical cases;
- maximum variant cases;

- critical cases;

- sensitive cases; and,
- politically important cases.

It may also be necessary to undertake convenience sampling should the study exhibit time, money or

logistical difficulties (Lincoln and Gusa 1985:102);

• it requires continuous interaction and continues interpretation on the part of the investigator since the
dialectical - dislogical character of human agency research cannot be reasonably undertaken without it.

Moreover, high levels of respondent collaboration and awareness are difficult to attain without it, and

committed interaction is necessary if the investigator to harness anything approaching his / her complete

range of sense, perceptions, and witness.
• it necessitates that since the forms of the study (again, see Table 1.3.5./1) cascade gradually from the

study, the researcher must maintain a comprehensive audit trail to reveal that 'unfolding'.

• it demands strong patience on the part of the investigator to hold back on hypothesis formulation. At

the outset, the study can normally only be pained in broad outline: fully developed initial designs in

grounded sciences are immediately suspect. The natural indeterminacy of evidence at the outset must
be admitted;

• it demands considerable skill to explain the processes to other researchers foreign to grounded /

naturalistic / hermeneutic inquiry methods. Established specifications for sound research design have,

to-date, developed almost entirely in response to orthodox analytic-empirical science;
• it necessitates either frequent and delicate interaction or frequent and substantive iteration in

accordance with the changing research design. These changes of approval can be exceedingly
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demanding of mental energy (there are no standard procedures to lead the researcher through, time

(how long will how many new purposive sampling exercises take?) and cost (grounded sciences is

notably difficult to budget for).

Though these operational problems are manifold, the naturalistic investigator has little choice.
In the study of situated human agency "there is nothing more tentative, nothing more empirical

(superficially, at least) than the process of establishing an order among things" (Foucault 1970:xix;

emphasis added). The naturalistic researcher has to offer an initial design statement but he / she is
unwise to commence his / her inquiring with a results-delineating set of hypotheses in the fashion of linear
science. Under naturalistic inquiry, nothing ought to be presaged: no relationships between things ought
to be foreclosed.

Figure 1.5.1./1 now explains the emergent nature of naturalistic inquiry, the criticality of the
research iterations and the relatively late chronological occurrence of the unfolded theory (Lincoln and
Gusa 1985:188). The emergent nature of the design for the catalyst study will be taken up again in
Section 3, 4, and 5 hereafter.

1.6 THE DELIMITATIONS

This research agenda being developed is tracing a thin and undeveloped path through a complex
area. It is a virginal study of political decision making at state level in tourism, focussing upon the

understudied subjects of heritage, myth and legend. Furthermore, it introduces new paradigmatic thought
to tourism (i.e., constructive) via previously untried naturalistic inquiry methodologies.

Under that pioneering spirit, the investigation faces several limitations of impact. They tend to

be perspectival difficulties, rather than absolute or categorical shortcomings:

(i) PERFIDITIES OF POLICY ANALYSIS
The investigation looks at policy analysis, an area of investigation for which the technical base

of inquiry is not strong — even something of an art rather than a science (W+ldavsky 1979:15-16).

Bureaucratic decisions are fundamentally political decisions: they are ultimately not knowable.
Bureaucratic decisions are operationally matters of compromise: they are, in the find analysis, not

predictable (121).

(ii) MULTI-LEVEL PARTICULARISM
Sub-sections 1.3.2 to 1.3.5. inclusive have stressed that postempirical modes of investigation like

naturalistic inquiry are grounded perspectives. It needs to be re-emphasized, however, that particularism
is not one — dimensional, but is situationally prescribed on many different levels. Thus the findings that

will emanate from the catalyst study pertain only to the contexts of the study, in the inter-subjective

settings which occurred, and in accordance with the interpretation mustered by the single investigator.
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Put anotherway, it is unwise to generalize the findings about the production of heritage in Texas to further
afield because:

• Heritage / myth / legend may mean more to bureaucrats (or everyone) in Texas than in other states
/ abroad:

• the postmodern influences which appear to be de-establishing meta-narratives in history may be

especially virulent in Texas (or may not even have reached into the big Lonestar State);
• the view of the respondents (sampled) towards heritage may be extremely biased in ways unobserved

by the investigator; and,
• the investigator’s own identification of heritage and cultural tourism may not tap the full range of

heritage developmental and cultural travel in Texas — or may have been misconceived during the study

period by the respondents.
And so on. Naturalistic inquiry if fraught with difficulties of interpersonal communication and of

study repetition. But then so are all research modes. Many of the above problematic dimensions would
exist in most investigative methods, though there may not even be regarded as salient or influential.

(iii) ENIGMATIC, AUTHORIAL INSIGHT
In the absence of previous policy analysis on decision making in tourism, this study is drawn

towards the borrowing of concepts from other researchers and analysts whose observations were not

made on the travel industry or in cultural tourism, per se. That may not please provincial thinkers in
tourism research. Others, whether inside tourism or not, may find the concepts borrowed to be over-

inventive, and difficult to grasp if an immersion in moral philosophy (for Habermas, for instance) or in
seniotics (for Baudrillard) has not been gained.

Foucault’s terms are notedly idiosyncratic: his archaeology has nothing directly to do with what
the profession of archaeologists do and his ‘genealogy’ has nothing to do with human or animal biology.
His use of words "is definitely poles apart from the [normal] cautiousness of analytical philosophy

(Merquior 1985:18). Moreover, the socio-political philosophy of Habermas, Baudrillard and Foucault is
of a discursive sort which orthodox, deliberate researchers in tourism might find obscure. Authorial

analysts are perhaps only accepted by each scientific community if they have journeyed up traditional,
conventional well-trodden paths of research — paths which are known by that particular community.

Foucault is a notable, but engrossing social analyst — a social science quandary. His source

of insight is almost unknowable itself: is it acceptable science? Rabinow (1984:25) notes that "what
Foucault describes are figures who provide a paradigmatic set of terms, images and concepts which

organize thinking and experience about the past, the present and the future of society, doing so in a way

which enigmatically surpasses the specific claims they put forth". Foucault (and to a lesser extent
Harbermas and Baudrillard) may be extremely hard for prudent, suspicious social scientists and deliberate
and unprecipitate tourism investigators to situate (24), but so much instructive and inspissate perception
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is lost if he (they) is (are) shunned. As Giddens (1987:8) said originally of Goffman: ‘the social world
never seems the same after having read [Foucault]."

(iv) THE USE OF POSTMODERNITY — AN ETHEREAL EPISTEME
Cautions conventional researchers may not only want to rebut which they may judge to be the

short-cut, authorial reasoning of the discursivists whose observations are commonplace within this study,
and they may also want to quibble at certain of the insubstantial themes it ranges across. Do conceivably
tenuous epistemes like ‘superstructuralism’, ‘postindustrialism’ and ‘habitus’ have a place in social science,
let alone in tourism research? They each appear to lack a simple, central unity (Harland 1987:184). Do

vaporous immaterialities like de-differentiation, aestheticization, de-auraticization, and deconstruction really

belong in studies of the matter-of-fact travel-trade world of sun, sand and service? Should postmodernity
indeed be admitted as a major organizing premise of the study when, of the so-called postmodern

analysts utilized, Lyotard is "one of the few ... who actually uses the term" (Fraxer and Nicholson

1988:86)? Clearly, all social thinkers will not agree on this point, nor will scrutineers of the tourism

industry. The value of the use of the concept of postmodernity — or rather the concepts of

postmodernities --- lie in their potential for discursivity, not in their substantiality. Yet discourse analysis
is quite rare, as yet, in the literature of tourism.

(v) FINDINGS NOT SOLUTIONS
Another limitation of the study, for some, is that it poses and fabricates a rather wide-ranging

problem, but does not solve it, ipso facto. Linear-mindsets tend to want linear and resolved solutions.

They are drawn towards taken-for-granted facts and prefer expedient results. Dialectics and discursive

critique can be, to them, suffocating. Goodness in ‘accepted’ science is all explanation and clean

enlightenment. They might not accept even the need to have an inferential of investigation like naturalistic

inquiring. They will not enthuse at procedures which can only ever yield ‘findings’ not ‘solutions; (Lincoln
and Guba 1985:357-392) especially when these findings are of a non-accumulative kind (Lincoln 1990:84),
which can never be comprehensively or absolutely ‘right’.

(vi) ONLY SOFT-SCIENCE
A future common criticism of naturalistic inquiry is that it is a form of interpretive ethnography

which misses "the ‘cold’, ‘hard’ issues of power, interest, economics, and historical change [which] are
elided in favor of simply portraying the native point-of-view as richly as possible" (Marcus and Fischer

1986:77). That may prove to be a weakness of the development of the research agenda — but if it is,
it would be through poor execution (in this respect) rather than through any inherent imperfection within
constructivist / naturalistic inquiry. Indeed, what makes interpretative representation challenging is its

capacity to include those ‘cold’ outside forces as an integral part of... the ‘inside’, the cultural {or socio-
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political] unit itself" (77). That is in fact, one of the central questions asked of constructivism — it is in

many senses, its very raison d'etre.

1.7 THE DEFINITIONS DEPLOYED IN THE STUDY

The following are key terms as used within the longhaul / blanket research agenda in general
and the adjuvant / catalyst study in particular:
• CULTURAL WARRANTS

— Cultural warrants are generalizations that are accepted within a culture (Cooper 1989:70).

They constitute those collections of statements that may ordinarily be regarded as the

commonsense of a population on a subject. Cultural warrants derive their persuasive power

either through appeal to reason or to sense. The tacit knowledges held within cultural warrants

may be blatantly contradictory.
Cultural warrants generally reflect the standard values held by or within a population. In the

1960s, Steele and Redding (1962:83-91) composed a list of sixteen standard American values.
The first five of these "cultural warrants" were:

• Puritan and Pioneer Morality
• The Value of the Individual

• Achievement and Success

• Change and Progress
• Ethical Equality and Equal Opportunity

• DISCIPLINAL KNOWLEDGE

— Disciplines occur in Western scholarship through "the disintegration and wizened

specialization" ofWestern understanding (Lindstrom 1990:46). Disciplines — in the widest sense

of the term — are procedures for packaging knowledge: "the discipline is a principle of control
over the production of discourse" (Foucault 1981:61) — consisting of a body of knowledge

content, and a set of procedures for regulating knowledge. Disciplines disqualify for conversation
those who do not adhere to this preferred knowledge content and procedural rules (Bourdieu

1977:665).
• DISCOURSE

— To scholars of rhetoric and of communication, discourse is any verbal or written expression

held or supported by a group / body / community. In the current work it is use to refer to those
central pillars of the structure of knowledge (Foss, Foss, Trapp 1985:195) that are supported by
a given or approved set of discursive practices. Thereby, discourse is that set of 'talk' or social

knowledge — organized to rules of ‘saying’ — which help forms the practices (praxis) which bind

people together within the preferred or unfolding aspects on the world. Thus, discourse tends
to be the talk’ or ‘outlooks’ of contending populations. During the establishment of the overall
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/ longrun research agenda, and the adjuvant / catalyst study, the probity of truth can only be

gauged within a particular discourse.
Discourse is always a situational, a tactical and an ambiguous phenomenon (Spurr 1983:11).
The subjects of discourse are always dialectical and transformative (Comaroff and Comaroff

1992:96-7) — meaning that the boundaries of things in discourse are never fixed.

• DISTORY

— Distory is history after the Disney companies have got to it. It is what Fjellman (1992:59) calls

Disney’s Norman Rockwell view of history, designed to soothe visitors by providing a nostalgic
false history. Distory, when cleverly presented through the technological expertise of ‘Disney

realism’, can become a community of memory — a central part of the U.S. shared experience.
It is simple, surreal, storytelling of the type of history that Disney and its transnational corporate

partners can live with.
• DOCTRINAL KNOWLEDGE

— Like disciplines, (see "disciplinary knowledge") doctrines regulate the social distribution of

knowledge as well as the rights and qualifications of individuals to talk. A doctrine "binds

individuals to certain types of enunciation and forbids them all others; but it [also] uses, in return,

certain types of enunciation to bind individuals amongst themselves, and to differentiate them

by that very fact from all others" (Foucault 1981:64). In Lindstrom’s view (1990:50) doctrinal

knowledge has greater potential than disciplinal knowledge to ground political organizations of

believers (or at least, of consumers of knowledge), who subjectivity come to be defined in terms
of ruling doctrinal truths. To Foucault (1981:64) "the doctrine always stands as the sign,

manifestation, and instrument of a prior adherence to a class, a social status, a race, a

nationality, an interest, a revolt, a resistance, or an acceptance". In Lindstrom’s view, people
who control the production, deployment, and consumption of this kind of knowledge achieve

power within the networks and relationships that doctrinal knowledge helps establish.
• DOXA

— Doxa are things / ideas / events that are held by a given population or cultural order to be
natural (Barnes and Duncan 1992:253). They are assumed not to have been made /
manufactured / occasioned by people (whereas other populations or cultural orders might not

agree with that assessment). Doxa, to Barthes (1977:47) are "the voice of nature at work" —
where the work of the given transformative cultural order goes unquestioned.

• HISTORICIDE

— Historicide is Wallace’s (1985) term for the way that the Disney companies substantively

change or preselect historical storylines, where the past is annihilated in favor of storylines which

advantage the Disney companies, their corporate partners, or otherwise themes / ideas / images

supported by one or other. Historicide constitutes an extreme pastmodernization of history and
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heritage (see pastmodernization [below]). Its use is not now necessarily restricted just to Disney
sites and Disney productions, per se.

• PASTMODERNIZATION

— To pastmodernize is to render eugenic treatment to the past; it is the 'improvement' of history;
it is the re-invention of inheritance or the remaking of traditions in order to benefit a cause, an

idea, or a specific population in the present (and / or future) (Term coined by researcher).

• TEXT

— In semiotics the term text used to be used to describe a particular narrative pattern or plot

(Eco 1979; Barthes 1972; Barthes 1977). Recently, though, the term has expanded considerably

in its use (Geertz 1983) and is now utilized to refer to any interpretable knowledge structure, or

‘site’ of human understanding (Ricoeur 1971; Ricoeur 1981),
To Geertz (1973) the culture of a population is an ensemble of texts which anthropologists /

ethnographers / interpreters have to learn to read. They act like theories / models / paradigms
as mental schema, and people are socialized or submerged into them primarily — at the level
of the overall society — and secondarily — within specific groups, segments or subcultures

(Hirschman and Holbrook 1992:57).

• THICK DESCRIPTION

— According to Denzin (1989:31) thick description "attempts to rescue the meanings and

experiences that have occurred in the field situation [by capturing] the interpretations persons

bring to the events that have been recorded ... . [It] attempts to uncover the means that inform
and structure the subject’s experiences". Thus, thick description has the following features:

• it gives the context of an act;
• it states the intentions and meanings that organize the action;
• it traces the evolution and development of the act;
• it presents the action as a text (see 'text') that can then be interpreted (33).

In contrast, "a thin description simply reports facts, independent of intentions or the

circumstances that surround an action" (33).

The provision of thick description by actual (rather than ideal) exemplars is the fundamental goal
of dialectical investigation and of naturalistic inquiry.

1.8 THE ASSUMPTIONS

This study — to establish the research agenda on truthmaking in the manufacture of the public

past — is being conducted on the premise that the traditional statutory domain of tourism research has

been rather restrictive. It aims to raise a whole set of issues which have not conventionally been part of
the disciplinary focus. The study, consonantly, seeks to change the appreciative framework by which
certain tourism developments and services are assessed — notably giving impetus to political,
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anthropological, and other forms of insight which have not been heavily utilized in past research into the
travel trade or into the business of tourism.

Yet the study is not just a kindling of awareness into policy and into ethnography. It Foucauldian

sparks of various sorts ignite concerns in many other areas of human and cultural investigation. The
overall study probes the foundations of social science that underlie tourism: it pokes into the modern
rationalities that are held in governance and which bring about tourism development of some sorts and
not of others.

Ten assumptions may now be stated which fuel all of this probing and poking.

• Assumption One: Tourism As A Second Story Field
The first assumption behind the development of the research agenda amounts to the conviction

that extant tourism research literature and existing travel trade investigative methodologies are inadequate
and insufficient to gain the insight required to contribute significantly to this research problem on

truthmaking. The use of tourism literature — to inquire into the social construction of things — aione
would be extremely short-sighted: if White’s pointed admonition may be borrowed (as given in Spivak

1987:126) — it would be akin "[to] baring one’s notion of the soundness of a building’s foundations [by

examining only] the structural properties of its second or third story." If the rich veins of meaning of

history are to be meaningfully plumbed, a much broader, wider, deeper disciplinary base must be looked
into. Tourism can rarely ever be anything other than an applied and dependent field of inquiry.

Assumption Two: The Power of Groups
The second assumption constitutes the view that, in investigating the manufacture of cultural

entities, different groups in society hold different views (in this case, for the catalyst study, of the heritage
of Texas) and they have over the years acquired various power and rights to exert those views (in this
instance to shape the image and resource inventory of the state as a historical drawcard in tourism). A
coherent theory, or at least improved insight into the way those groups communicate to, at and upon state

government and otherwise influence the bureaucracy is needed. Some of the groups are noticeably
durable: their influence forces the silent inclusion of some sites and themes and the silent exclusion of

others, as Texas is promoted and projected.

Assumption Three: The Under-Recognized Worth of Interpretation
The third assumption is that much of the insight required (to understand how historical tourism

is served up) is interpretive in nature. This assumption is predicated upon the view that the pursuit of

general laws in tourism research (as for other more established fields) has directly lead to the unfortunate

stripping away of critical context: "To test the generality of our hypotheses, we remove the subjects of our
studies from their natural social settings; their normal roles and social networks are left behind as they
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enter our experimental laboratories, much as we leave our shoes outside on entering a shrine" (Mishler

1979:2).

This third assumption is thus a commentary upon both "the cloudy notion of... unitary reason"

(Merquior 1985:19) and upon "the transcendental Subject" (19). It is an argument for specified conditions

rather than for general laws — an implicit questioning of the merit of the persistent use of the safeguard
statement "all other things being equal" in orthodox / empirical science (Mischler 1979:8). Instead, the

assumption embraces a philosophical anthropology which regards individuals and groups as active and

proficient interpreters of their human and cultural milieu (Overton 1973; Spiro 1951).

Assumption Four: Elaborate Accounts

The fourth assumption amounts to the view that in order to decently supply appropriate insight

(for the adjuvant study) into the political, social and behavioral context that make up the settings in which
influence is channelled concerning the make-up of Texas (as a ‘past’), thick and thorough accounts of the
interactions of those political players and heritage shapers is required. Thus, dense and detailed

descriptions of multiple contexts are called for, reliant upon "participants’ [own] perspectives or

[intersubjective] definitions of the situation" (Mischler 1979:11). The quest is for "the conceptual structures
that inform our subjects’ acts, the ‘said’ of social discourse" (Geertz 1973: 27) on history and heritage,
which are believed to be discernible in texts which speak for both discourse and praxis.

Assumption Five: Reflexivity of Action and Context
The Fifth assumption is built upon the judgement that "action and context are not mutually

independent; they are reflexive, in that meaning and context are produced simultaneously by the actors

[studied] in and through their interaction" (Mischler 1979:15). Thus the aim of the work does not

necessarily have to be relativist, that is an investigation (for the catalyst study) built upon the comparative

study of cultural scenarios (how the ‘past’ is created / projected in Texas vis-a-vis Louisiana or New

Mexico). It is appropriate to study the shaping of the Lonestar State’s past in its own terms

idiographically, i.e., by examining solely the nature of the relationship between culture (in this case the
creation / projection of the Texan heritage) and the processes of communication and influence in Texas
itself. The primary concern is the construction of the communication field bureaucrats in Texas tune into,
and how the different contexts and settings they are open or subject to do shape their administrative

product — the Texan history.

Assumption Six: Identification of Hidden Subjectification
For the sixth assumption, it is necessary to turn again to Foucault, who believed that modern

science and philosophy was over-concerned with the uncovering of "adult autonomous reason" (Merquior

1985:17). In Foucault’s estimation, scientists and philosophers have been (or were in his case)

"interested essentially in the problem of how a scientific object is [/ was] constituted" (17). But Foucault
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wanted to know how such objects themselves became the object of human interest (in life) and of possible

knowledge (in science and philosophy). What Foucault recognized was the importance of identifying
forms of rationality and historical conditions at work — on, in short, how objects became subjects, or

rather Subjects viz., grounded subjects. Thus Foucault’s quest was the revelation of "hidden, unconscious
determinations of thought" (17), particularly by freeing science and philosophy from the transcendence

of "the hated Subject" (17).
So how does Foucault’s interest in the primacy of transparent consciousness translate to this

work? Well, it conceivably does so in the sense that historical people, sites themes themselves can be

viewed as ‘scientific objects’ in the Foucauidian sense, which can attain the status of myths and thereby
act on their own in society as social entities. The resultant (sixth) assumption is, then, that certain
historical objects became unconsciously elevated to the level of lead subjects in the telling of history.
Lead subjects vary in accordance with group identifications. This work, therefore, should be able to

deconstruct something of the hidden and unsuspected nature of that transcendence.

Assumption Seven: History as Socialized Truth

Assumption seven stems from the previous assumption. Implicit in assumption six, is the view
that historical truths are learned through socialization. Hence assumption seven is comprises the view
that the documentation of recorded observations largely (through contextual interviewing) does enable

group, socialized and internalized meanings to be deconstructed, and does enable researchers to spot

political and administrative reciprocities at work in the projection of heritage symbols and in the promotion
of historical images. These reciprocities are assumed to be non-neutral.

Assumption Eight: Substantive Changes to the Appreciation of Historical Truths
The eighth assumption also stems from assumption six, and focuses upon the belief that different

subcultures and segments of the population, both within and beyond Texas (for the adjuvant study),

uphold different versions of the historical truth. It constitutes the view that, in the late decades of the
twentieth century; previously established historical truths are now subject to a rising tide of new

postmodern and destabilizing pressures. It is believed to be important, therefore, to map which of these
esteemed historical truths appear to be enduring ones, and which novel or liberated assessments of

history have taken hold. Similarly, it is useful to monitor whether Thackara (1988:8) is correct in his

assessment, that the onset of the postindustrial age has brought about a diminution of the valve of ‘things’
vis-a-vis ‘ideas’ and ‘cultural production’. The Thackara view and the assumption itself, imply that the
forces of postmodernity are themselves capable of redesigning history.

Assumption Nine: The Context is the Subject

This assumption is the last of the three assumptions that stem from the Foucauidian premise
which undergirds assumption six (i.e., that historical truth is socialized history, but that actors are not
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always aware of the existence or strength of that socialization). Assumption nine comprises the

judgement that historical truth is not only non-neutral but it is contextual — meaning that different truths
are upheld dependent upon the interobjective, spatial and temporal circumstance. Hence, this assumption
dissolves the very distinction between subject and context. Meaning is always ‘within context’ therefore

(Mischler 1979:14), and the task of the constructivist researcher is therefore to identify how any given
historical truth relates to larger settings and encompassing environments. Thus the hunt for pure

variables, viz., "for measures of unitary dimensions that [are} not contaminated by other variables" (3) is

inadequate here; it comprises an insufficient science. Such determinations, made through factor analysis

through scaling techniques or through like reductionist approaches are generally impoverished. To date,

they lack crucial measures of contextual elaboration.

Assumption Ten: Training in Discourse not in Subjects
The final assumption synthesizes all of the other assumptions with reference to praxis. It is a

premise of this study that tourism practitioners (and researchers) and historians are trained in ‘subjects’
rather than in ‘discourse’. If Foucault’s insight is upheld, for the catalyst study, for example, Texas can

not only be seen as a collection of subjects (The Alamo, President Houston, Cherokees, Spanish

Missions, Whatever) it can also be seen as ‘public thought’ (that is, as ‘discourse’). The Texas that is

promoted may be identified, then, as "though as a social practice" (Merquior 1985:18).
The critical question is then whether in fact tourism practioners and heritage administrators can

indeed be schooled to identify ‘public thought’ at work in the selective sacralization of places and in the

competitive eulogy of antecedents. As yet, however, little constructivist ‘training research’ appears to have
been done (Applegate and Sypher 1988:43).

Taken together the above ten assumptions support the umbrella premise that the dominant
conventional analytic-empirical approach to social science is not well equipped to handle the issues of

meaning and situationalism faced by this study. Essentially, the work to establish the research agenda
is an investigation of dominance — viz., the manner in which some definitions of reality (in this case, of
the historic past) hold away over others. According to Habermas, the old and ubiquitous model of

repression and emancipation which Marsc and Freud developed has now been replaced by Foucault’s

pluralism of power / discourse formations (refer to Bernstein 1985:171). Foucault’s work is accordingly
set ‘on a different playing field’ which cannot be so comfortably supported by predetermined theories, by

preconceived categorizations nor by presumed differentiations (171). In this sense, Foucault’s work is

shocking: it disturbs the cosiness of the social thought that has, for so much of the twentieth century,

been built on Cartesian attitudes and on given, internal theoretical dynamics.
The shock of Foucault — in alliance with Lyotard, Feyerabend, Hesse and others — is to point

out the immensity of the blindness that exists in research when researchers only rely upon identified (i.e.,

already known / dominant) modes of thought, categorization and inquiry to study identified (i.e., again

already known / dominant) perspectives on social, human and cultural issues. After the shock of Foucault
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and other French textualities, even more social researchers have increasingly come to recognize the

forced nature and self-referential thinking cycles of logical-positivist thought. To some extent there has
been a revival of the Baconian ‘anything goes that works’ spirit is social science (170). But in other

respects, social science has grown more humble. And the arrogance of identified research methods has
been disturbed by the recognition of Pecheux that social and cultural researchers must take considerable

pains not only to counter-identity, but also to disidentify. And that is where postmodernity conceivably fits
in. Postmodernity can be conceived as the temporal face and the spatial face of Foucault's power /
discourse plurality and of the anti-totalitarian, anti-hierarchical teaching of Pecheux. In this sense,

Foucault, Pecheux and postmodernity all lead towards resistance against domination, to re-experience

(set in natural / grounded / local situations) and to the rise of varied and creative humanity over the mental

and appreciational strictures of modernity. And Lincoln and Guba now, in timely fashion, have begun to

supply improved tools towards the mapping of the heterotopia. Before Foucault, before Feyerabend, and
before Pecheus, so few would have bothered to listen to them.

So these ten assumptions suggest that human and cultural research is always, inescapably a

political act. It either works in support of existing structures of dominance in society and science or it
seeks to redress them. In this sense, ‘there is no interesting epistenological difference between the aims
and procedure of [social] scientists and those of politicians" [170],

And what is the consequence of these ten assumptions, (along with the realization that research
itself is a political act), for this study? It means that the research effort must be broadly conducted.

Human and cultural research that only takes a microscopic look at presurmised issues is heavily
constrained research of and into human experience. A wide look at the rationalities adopted (consciously
or nonconsiously) by the respondents and by the researcher, himself / herself, will be particularly valuable.
The philosophies, the politics and the discourse involved have too readily been ignored in the past. "If,

however the humanities and the social science are to get any serious grip on the world, if they are to

enable their [target practitioners and policy-makers] to use their studies, then it is imperative that there
is a general recasting of the humanities and social sciences [towards dividentified and interdisciplinary

knowledge] "(Spivak 1987:xvii), Much has already been stated in section 1 of this study on; the need,

under postmodernity, for disidentified understanding. Section 2 will subsequently elaborate the need for
and benefits of pan-disciplinary approaches to the human and cultural issues posed by a problem such

as the definition of Texas.

1.9 THE NEED FOR THE STUDY

So far, section 1 has concentrated upon the definition and situation of the problem of the study
itselfand the problem of the science adopted to gain insight into that study problem [refer back to 1.3.6.).

Although some introductory comments were made on the necessity for the study in subsections 1.1 and

1.2 and, in passing elsewhere, the need for the investigation has not been apprehensively gauged. This

is now the function of subsection 1.9 — to clarify the reasons why such an inquiry is timely.
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Consequently:
• Subsection 1.9.1. provides some broad and stereobate needs tor the investigation;
• Section 1.91. amplifies the shortfall of the current understanding of power / discourse in relation to

history;

• Section 1.9.3 explains the Texan heteroglossia, that is offers a critique of the problem of the catalyst

study from a number of lead dominant / subjugated perspectives;
• Section 1.9.4 outlines the criticality of the problem for the field of tourism research;

• And section 1.9.5 attempts to uncover a number of operational perspectives on the state administration
of heritage in tourism.

The same approach will be utilized for each of these five need commentaries:

(i) an introductory NEEDS STATEMENT (1.9.1.1., 1.9.2.1, et seq.) will address the major needs (in each
of the five cases) that the current research literature suggests for the problem;

(ii) a second subsection (1.9.1.2., 1.9.2.2, et seq.) will offer a selection of FINDINGS that have to-date

been uncovered regarding the embedded nature of these needs;

(iii) a third subsection (1.9.1.3., 1.9.2.3., etseq.) will draw brief attention to those TRIED INVESTIGATIVE
APPROACHES that are already known;

(iv) and a final subsection (1.9.1.4, 1.9.2.4, et seq.) will reveal a small range of UNTRIED

INVESTIGATIVE APPROACHES that the current research literature has explicitly called for or otherwise

implicitly beckoned, but which have not as yet been meaningfully explored.

1.9.1 The Need in General: Praxis and Discourse

The following observations (1.9.1.1. to 1.9.1.4.) are offered on the pandemic issues, within the

praxis / discourse duality, which have a bearing on the work’s study and / or science problems.

1.9.1.1 Statement of Needs for Further Research on Discourse / Praxis

Four principal needs have so far been identified which 'need' further analysis (at the general

level):

(i) THE ISSUE OF SOVEREIGNTY
The fundamental issue the study problem addresses is the matter of sovereignty (Foucault

Gordon 1980:95). It concerns the right of the state in a Western society to define that state in its own

interest (consciously or nonconsciously) and the associated legal obligation of the state population to obey

(or rather, to accept) that definition. The issue revolves around questions of totality: to what extent should
a state population have a given heritage? To what extent is postmodernity "a war on totality" for such
a history or for anything, (Lyotard 1984:82) and a movement for ad hoc, contextual, plural and limited

storylines? (Hartsock 1987:190).
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Put another way, the issue of sovereignty is the problem of governmentality. To what extent can
the state be "envisioned as a kind of political power which ignores individuals, looking only at the interests
of the totality, or... of a class or a group among the citizens (Rabinow 1984:14)? To what extent does
the state’s totalization procedures (assuming some are found) give society priority over the individual

(Harland 1987:9)?
* Therefore, the identified need in the catalyst study is to gain insight into where the state’s

powers stop and start regarding definitions of the Texas heritage.

(ii) THE ISSUE OF PRACTICAL DISCOURSE
Forms of cultural imperialism through ethnocentrism and through the power of normalization

persist in Western society. Although it is not everything that gets caught up in the spreading webs of

power of the state, the subjection of individuals and groups has conceivably increased in type and form

(Rabinow — on Foucault — 1984:22). The areas and venues of dominance that exist within society are

manifold, but it is more sensibly viewed as the dominance of the system and not dominance by individuals

according to Gordon (1980:96). Subcultures encounter subcultures, and groups encounter groups

indirectly, "by means other than the shock of [direct] domination and [outright conquest] (Owens 1985:57).
These indirect means comprise of "matters of political, legal, and moral [and other] judgement [and] fall
in the realm of practical discourse" (White 1990:133). Such practical discourse constitutes "discussion,

debate, deliberation and argumentation over what is true or false, good or bad, right or wrong, and what
should be desired" (133). In Foucault’s view, thereby, practical discourse in the Western society is
inclined to be latent and brutal (Gordon 1980:95).

* Therefore, the identified need in the adjuvant study is to discover when and how individuals
and groups within and beyond Texas are subjugated by the everyday practical discourse of the state

bureaucracy in tourism.

(iii) THE ISSUE OF POWER FLOW
In the Foucauldian context of petty and opaque power, the concept of power is, to repeat,

systemic and it refers to the potential of stakeholders to have social or societal influence through the

communication of knowledge or through the exercise of praxis. "Individuals are the vehicles of power,
not its points of application" (98). The essential requirement is then to know whom these ‘vehicles’ or
‘stakeholders’ are, and "what [they] have in mind [on behalf of society] (96).

* Therefore, on the development of this research agenda, the identified need is to map the
distribution of power in the bureaucracy, and to note the critical stakeholders or vehicles who ‘serve up’,
‘deal in’ or ‘deliver’ the discourse.
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(iv) THE ISSUE OF ADMINISTRATORS’ ATTENTIVITY

It was the view of rhetorical theorist Kenneth Burke (1950:39) that "only those voices from without
are effective which can speak in the language of a voice within". Does this apply to state discourse or

heritage? Can the state or anyone in the name of the state ‘push uncomfortable themes, problems and

arguments below the threshold of attention (Habernas in Seidman 1989:276). Is the legitimacy of state

concepts of heritage in tourism troublesome as perceived by state bureaucrats?
* Therefore, the identified need for each of the subsequent studies of the longhaul research

agenda is to discover whether the members of the state bureaucracy who administrate the discourse on

heritage regard any of the aspects of that discourse / praxis as particularly troublesome, unacceptable
or illegitimate.

1.9.1.2 Findings on Discourse / Praxis
The following are some of recent general findings on the exercise of power in governance:

• Power in chain-like — "power must be analyzed as something which circulates, or rather only as

something which functions as a chain. It is never localized here or there, never in anybody’s hands ...

.[It] is employed and exercised through a net-like organization (Foucault in Gordon 1980:98).

• Power has multiple technologies — in the seventeenth and eighteenth century power in Western

governance used to function through signs and levies, but now it circulates through many new

technologies. Power now differentiates through multiple sites of social production and sources of social
service (Foucault in Rabinow 1984:66).
• Power lies in past programs — once enacted via policy, power can "become more and more its own

cause" (Wildavsky 1979:81). Accordingly, "public agencies are ever more involved in making adjustment
to past programs [and therefore policies], creating new ones to overcame difficulties, and responding to

forces originating [elsewhere] in society [as a result of the continued activity of the past program]" (81).

• Truth makes laws and therefore truth makes power — to get into power and to stay in power,

individuals or groups 'must produce truth as [they] must produce wealth' (Foucault-in Gordon 1980:93).
In fact, one "must produce truth in order to produce wealth in the first place" (93/4). It is the dominant

truth that makes the law, produces the discourse, judges the population and remakes power. So many

"claims to ‘authentic’ cultural identity [are highly suspect] nostalgic and / or reactionary" (Mattelart,
Delcourt and Mattelart 1986:6) — but that does not deny them the strength to become the new truth.

• Much power is spread through identification — When an individual or a group identifies, it associates
of affiliates closely with another person, group, symbol or thing (Campbell 1982:136). When persons or

groups identify with each other they comprise shared qualities and characteristics. Power circulates well
between those identifying parties / partners where they can conceive of many truths in common.

• Access to power is well regulated — Dominant authorities regulate entry into leading social strata by

legal, cultural, ritualistic and other means (Turner 1988:20). Through those same mechanisms, access
to power and truth designation is also controlled.
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• Rise of professional power and professional truths — In the U.S.A. (or rather, the West?) bureaucrats
"whose authority rests on the offices they are holding are being eclipsed in power and significance by

[other agency members] whose authority derives from the professional training they receive" (Wilson

1989:ix). Lately, "the specialization made possible by size divorces most professionals from direct contact
with [their] clients" (Wildavsky 1979:76), in the exercise of their power and in the communication of their
discourse.

• Recognition of place of rhetoric in power exchanges and truth communication — In the estimation of
Geertz (1973:207-13) "ideologies transform sentiment into significance and so make it socially available!'

only through the interaction of social forces and rhetoric. For power to 'be effective’ and for discourse to

‘reach’, the power / discourse / must have its skilled rhetoricians. "Rhetoric is an essential component

in [any social change" (Gross 1989:102).

• Awareness of symbolic influences on administrators activities — Researchers of administrative affairs
no longer have to be exclusively dependent upon 'rational man' schemes of instrumental action in order

to construct their theories of practical discourse (White 1990:145), Researchers are not encouraged to

explore "what norms, values or socially shared meanings are important to the administrator and how they
influence his or her actions" (146), whether they be words, images, themes institutions or whatever.
Administrators do not only deal in ‘truth’: they themselves are crucially affected by it. They not only help

regulate the pleasure of the senses and minds of the population, but conceivably have their own

administrative performance enlivened or dulled by such ‘peak experiences".

• Countervailing Inspectives on administrative responsibility — This subsection (1.9.1.2.) has already

emphasized the conflict that may arise between the political and profession bases of administrative

responsibility. A further countervailing influence may be the personal bases for responsibility a bureaucrat

has (Harnan 1990:157). Personal commitments may be regarded by the individual administrators as a

valid and sufficient basis for moral activity, and can affect the keenness which power is wielded and

discourse communicated.

1.9.1.3 Recent Approaches on Discourse / Praxis

Something of a theoretical vacuum appears to exist, following Foucault's death, on the general

relationship between power and discourse in institutional governance and in state administration. In the

late 1980s, having produced a major twenty-chapter study of the U.S. bureaucracy, Wilson's (1989:xi)

principal conclusion is that there is considerate variety in the way bureaucrats work and in the nature of
the inoperatives which they are subject to. "Some bureaucrats are hacks but most are not; ... there is
a lot of self-serving activity in agencies but also a lot that seems genuinely directed towards larger goals;
... some agencies work like Weberian bureaucrats, producing and applying rules, and some do not" (xi).

Wilson's view is not trite, it is based upon the sensible judgement that bureaucracies differ

considerably in the environments they work within, in the type of their administrative portfolio, and in the
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range of constraint which they face. In essence, Wilson suggests there are four types of U.S.
bureaucracies:

productive organizations — in which both outputs and outcomes can be observed;

procedural organizations — in which outputs but not outcomes can be observed;
craft organizations — in which outcomes but not outputs can be observed;

coping organizations — in which neither outputs nor outcomes can observed. (159).

Building his views on Mintzberg’s (1979) work of a decade earlier, Wilson urges caution with the use

of his topology. He notes that many agencies just do not fit within it, and he regains from registering his
views as ‘theory’. But his lypology does emphasize how difficult it can be to derive a singular method of
evaluation to gauge the success of any single agency in terms of its consequences.

Productive organizations, having clear and attainable goals, are more easily evaluated from the
standpoint of economic efficiency and thus the cost of any given constraint is more easily
assessed. Coping and procedural organizations are impossible to evaluate in terms of economic
efficiency and so the cost of a constraint is hard to assess. Craft organizations are a mixed
case; because their outputs are observable, we know if they are attaining their goal, but because
their work is hard to observe we may think mistakenly that we can alter those work procedures
without paying a cost in goal attainment: (332).

So, certainly there appears to be fodder for ‘perspectival analysis’ within each type of classified

bureaucracy. Efficiency and effectiveness criteria will invariably pull against each other, and the

necessarily fragmented nature of agency coverage in spatial and temporal terms will continually prohibit

coherency of service. A crucial difficulty in this respect is that bureaucracies, like societies, are incarnate.
"Because [they] are incarnate ... it is easy to lapse into methodological individualism, in which [the agency

like] society disappears and why individuals exist" (Manicas 1987:273). Analysis tends to yield the

fragmented and unconnected observations of individuals, not the tempered or weighted view of the

bureaucracy itself.

Existing approaches on praxis / discourse, moreover,lean towards work with definitions of

rationality that reflect instrumental reason (Dunn 1981). Available theory states that an administrator’s

thought is ‘rational’ in the sense that it adheres to ‘laws’ of deductive cognition whereby that administrator
calculates the proper measures to take towards a clearly targeted end, and that all that occurs where
there are also ‘rational’ guidelines to help him / her integrate all necessary activity towards that cleanly
identifiable goal (Horkheimer 1974). White (1990:132) muses that such an "image of reason and

rationality seems appropriate for administrators because [appositely] it typifies the act of getting things
done."

In White’s view the, the longstanding image of administrative reason or of praxis / discourse, is
one highly instrumental. Better administrative thought and communicative action is assumed to be better
rational praxis and discourse. The contemporary literature "fails to account for other modes of thought
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and action in identifying and choosing means and ends" (132), and political, legal and moral judgements

in practical discourse are understudied (133). Researchers have been rare who have been able to break

away from the ‘scientific’ assessment of administrative thought and practical action.

1.9.1.4 Underserve, Approaches on Discourse / Praxis
There appears to be clear limits to the value of the rational model as a (or the only) mode of

instrumental reason. But there are alternative investigative bases to determine how the administrator's
means and ends are determined. Much of these latest approaches requires inquiry via critical theory and

by hermeneutics (interpretivism) (White 133). What are some of these crucial underserved approaches?

Firstly, stronger theories are required to explain how agencies relate to their environment. March
and Olson (1975:153) imply that 'actions and events [in the broad environment] ... sometimes have little

to do with what an organization does". Internal decisions seem to be made and procedures adopted by
bureaucracies with little regard to the external ‘world’. Wildavsky (1979:68) maintains that there is

frequently 'deliberate defiance' of outside environmental cues and conditions: "because the environment

in each major policy area is more internal than external [the agency] reacts more to internal needs than
to external events. That is, each sector creates the environment to which, in turn, it best responds."

Secondly, the challenge is to produce theories that relate to the overall system of government,
not to discrete individual agencies. There is no tourism system of government, there is one state system

of government. Just as Ostrom, Bish and Ostrom (1988) concluded in their analysis of local government

in the United States, state government service for any; single area of service is not self-contained: 'the

system of ... governance is not confined to formal units of government. Governance demands high levels
of coproductive efforts across tiers and units of the given system; it necessitates the development of the

craft and act of association. Governance, is in fact, human society at work: "human societies...function

as complexly nested sets of economic and political relationships that cannot in practice be disjointed from

one another, much as biological organisms are composed of completely nested physiological structures
reflected in neutral systems, motor systems and circulatory systems" (213).

Thirdly, much more work needs to be done in output analysis, to find out for said areas of

government responsibility who makes decisions on behalf of the responsible agency and how choices are
made from competing courses of action. How units of government allocate resources or outputs to

different groups is not just a matter of equity 'policy'. The noted Pressman and Wildavsky (1974) study
of the influences on implementation decisions in government decision-taking in Oakland, California needs
to be updated and repeated in many other geographical areas and for many other contexts of

governmental responsibility. Such involved macro-level investigations must also, however, take a

sustained, longitudinal form. The width and breath of operational contexts and influencing networks
cannot be absorbed overnight, for researchers do not only have to comprehend one context / one

network, they have to make an attempt to map the significant networks and contexts for all the significant
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players. They have to almost get to know in each and every circumstance what each player / influence
has spent on a career, or an eternity, learning.

Fourthly, in tracing praxis / discourse, researchers of administrative rationalities (plural!) need
to collectively work up more robust, inquiring and flexible theories on power, and the general mechanisms

through which various sorts of power operate, or are operated. Is power in the given context 'capillary'

in the Foucauldian mould (Gordon 1980:96) or is it 'idiosyncratic'? What are the sources, extremities and
final destinations of that particular piece, exercise or conduit of power? How does the 'experience of

power’ relate to other 'institutional' or 'personal' experiences for the administrators or the other influential

purveyors of praxis / discourse?

Finally, the postmodern tendencies which impinge upon the exercise of practical discourse in
each setting need to be gauged. The difficulty for state governments in this regard is that they are

frequently far from being in control of their own ‘national’ space. Economic realities are more certainly,

perhaps, influenced by national governments — and conceivably by the international market (Stephanson

1988:16). Thus it is important that the seeming effects, or the'cultural imperialisms', of late / international

capitalism are monitored. How do this postmodern imperialisms, if they do exist, affect governance, and
the will of the population to accept governance? But if these are large postmodern effects, they may not

at all stem from extra-territorial conditions. If that is the case, and the effects are not 'international' in

source or impulse, who then are postmodernity's protagonists in the resealing or the reshaping of the

power of ‘the state' — or of states in the U.S. context? Are these protagonists professionals,

management classes, industrial labor or those with local capital (Bagguley, et al., 1990:169)? What

aspects of the bureaucracy praxis or the State discourse has been rendered contestable under

postmodernity, which were not contestable before (Ross 1988:xv)? Which of the metanarratives that

bolster the bureaucracy, or which make the State are now devoid of support? And which metanarratives

appear to be surviving postmodernity to continue to provide comfort to the administration or a dynastic
lifeline to those groups who have inherited the state?

1.9.2 The Need in Particular: Historical Truth

Having explained some of the major needs that are outstanding or seemingly overdue in terms

of general research into praxis / discourse, attention will now be turned towards those specific shortfalls

of understanding of truth in history which have a possible effect on this investigations study and / or
science problems.

1.9.2.1 Statement of Needs for Further Research on Historical Truth

Many problematics surround our knowledge of what history means for given populations. Ten
of these problematics are now introduced on account of their relevance to the ongoing context to define

or to refashion the heritage of a state (State).
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(i) A ‘RENAISSANCE’ FOR HERITAGE, ITSELF?

Although, we are today supposed to be living in an age of historical deafness, certain aspects

of history appear to be undergoing a revivification with regard to popular support in the Western world.
Great Britain has seen new museums appear "at the rate of one a fortnight" (Lumley 1988:1); France has
a major public museum construction policy (1) and — since 1979 — a Commission for Ethnological

Heritage (4); the landscape of the 1980s in the U.S.A. had become ‘creeping heritage’ (Lowenthal

1985:xv). "We moderns [in the West] have so devoted the resources of our science to taxidermy [in the
widest sense of the word] that there is virtually nothing that is not considerably more lively after death than
it was before (Dennis 1974:165).

But is all this in fact symptomatic of a regeneracy of history? Do citizens of postmodernity /

postindustrialism / late capitalism need their past revealed and their inheritances displayed more so than

previous generations? Has history a Larger Place in our minds and in our miscellanies? No thorough,
‘hard’ longitudinal ‘evidence’ is yet known, hereon.

(ii) AN APOSTASY FOR NATIONALISM?
The development of the research agenda on state / national truthmaking must consider questions

of nationalism. Even in Texas — for the adjuvant study — the state is frequently deemed to be a

separate or chosen ‘nation’ (see subsection 1.9.3.7 hereafter).
At various times since the Second World War, currents of thought have surfaced which have

celebrated "the ultimate downfall of nationalism" (Alter 1985:1), as hopes were raised that ‘one world’
would soon grow to be fact. Frequently, since 1945, important questions have been asked as to whether
nationalism was become "devoid of a function in the contemporary world" (3). Certainly, the impulses of

postmodernity have fuelled this critique of nationalism, for postmodernity is ‘anti-tendency’, and
nationalism is one of the strongest ‘tendencies’ one can have or asperse.

But nationalism will not lie quiet. It repeatedly appears to resurrect itself as a generic political
and historical force, and continues "to be an universal historical principle decisively structuring international
relations and the domestic order of states (2). The juxtaposition of nationalism to nations and to the

global throes and throws of postmodernity is an involved and ever-altering dialectic, therefore.
"Nationalism presupposes the image of the nation as a manifest, latent or desired form of collective

identity and relates it to the nation-state as a co-evolving anticipated form of political organization

(Arnason 1990:209). These images change in focus and centrality. Moreover ‘notions’ (and hence the

acceptability of ‘nationalism’) is inescapably a selective and affiliative entity: they are constructive. In the
noted verdict of Marcel Mauss, there can be no objective criteria by which nations, nationhood or

nationalism is ‘approved’ — they are each self-definitional (211).

Perhaps, in the last decades of the twentieth century, however, affiliations to ‘ethnie’ are

superseding these to nationalism. Are nations becoming territorialized — viz., centralized, politicized,
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legally and economically united, civic — but without the assimilative force, the myths, and the symbolic

memory of ‘ethnie’ blocks (Smith 1986:152).
And if nationalism is in decline, relative to ethnie, does nationalism only apply to nations? Or

can it ‘nationalism’ apply to any large centralized and politicized state or State? Can ‘nationalism’ apply
to the Lonestar ‘Nation’?

(iii) THE EROSION OF CERTAINTY IN HISTORY? Many historians and museum officials view
themselves as being uniquely qualified to be just and fair in the assessment and communication of the

past (Kirby 1988:99). They have been, one might suggest, inclined towards surety, proud in their

judgements on yesteryear and assertive in articulating them. "Professional historians [have often seen]
their mission as the stripping away of myth and the exposure of unvarnished truth (Buenger and Calvert
1991 :xi). But the postmodern rejection of universal standards of value and of morality have hit hard at

the infallibilisms of history. Postmodernity has brought an erosion of certainty (Burgin 1986:192-198), an

agonistics of opposition (Connor 1989:243), and an irreducible diversity of voices and interests (244).

Consequently the natural predispositions which enwrap historians (as they naturally do everyone) are a

little more easily spotted (Buenger and Calvert 1991 :xi) from many more perspectives.

But yet, from many other perspectives, historians are still unimpeachably eminent and the history

they partificate upon is given and gospel. Conceivably, perhaps the history metered out in museums

represents, to many individuals, the most unchallengeable source of factuality they receive? "It is still
assumed in some quarters that museums are neutral environments and that museum activities —

collecting, recording, researching and exhibiting — can be carried out without bias" (Kirby 1988:99).

Perhaps, for some historical subjects certain populations only want one given and gospel past?

Perhaps, ironically, the Bigger the story, the Less the number of storylines are acceptable?

(iv) THE DEMISE OF HISTORY?
A few paragraphs ago, the problematic regeneracy of heritage (under (i)) was introduced. It is

now necessary to balance it with something of a corollary — the problematic atavism of history!
One of the fundamental consequences of modernity was the creation of an absolute gulf between

the past and the future (Connor 1989:24). The past had little functional value for modernity. Has, to
some extent, postmodernity accentuated that consequence, that relegation of history?

Jameson, as outlined under 1.2.1.1. above, considers that postmodernity has brought about the
abolition of historicity and of historical depth (see Stephanson 1988:4). He suggests that ‘historical
consciousness’ and ‘the sense of the past’ are becoming lost, so that historical time has become distorted.
Unable to guide and interpret for the present age, history is no longer the object-pole of our being, and

things dissolve; there are less / fewer / no(?) intensified experiences from the past which cognitively inform
the present (4-7). David Donald (1977) had similarly recognized the bleakness of the era brought about
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by the deemed irrelevance of history: to him, people no longer are so keen to learn from the lessons of
the mistakes of previous peoples and times.

Despairingly for history and for historians, people increasingly live for the moment. For Lasch

(1979:30) to live for oneself not for one’s predecessors or for posterity is the prevailing passion in
narcissistic North America.

The key problematic, then, is how long does a given history last? How long will storylines of the

past keep being relevant? In terms of interpretations of history, Woodward (1986) reckons that scholarly

writings on history currently have a shelf-life of about twenty years. But may that same concept be

applied to oral / folk / common history? Does Everyman’s Past have a shelf-life? Do myths have a life-

cycle?

Thus, problematic (i) presents the possible flowering of heritage, and yet proposition (iv) sees

history, itself, conceivably buried.

(v) WHICH ALTERNATIVE HISTORIES?
Under the Foucauldian vision, the genealogist of history does not just examine mainstream or

surface history but channels his prospecting towards ‘the darkground’ where local, marginal, and
alternative histories may lurk. These alternative histories — and in aggregate human society, marginal

storylines will always exist— exist in slumber, variously opposed by the structures and ways-of-living and

ways-of-thinking that surround them (Habermas 1987:280). They are naive truths, lowly positioned on

the knowledge hierarchies beneath mainstream levels of social cognition and accepted science (Foucault

1980:82). They are disqualified truths.

But, for any given state or territory, what are these hidden histories (Lumley 1988:12)? Are they
of women, of the environment, of oral culture (Horne 1986), of Blacks (Wolfe 1987)? The hardest of all
to know of, find or see are those truths disenfranchised by system, denied by structure. The ideology
embedded in process and in form is so difficult to spot (Williamson 1978) since in history as for all truths
it is the fait accompli. For instance

European tourism is so patriarchal that to go on repeating the point would be tedious.
With exceptions such as the Virgin Mary or Joan of Arc, women are simply not there.
They make their appearances as dummies of study peasant women in folk museum
reconstructions of peasant kitchens, or in other useful supporting roles; they may be
seen nude, or partly nude, created as an object for the male gaze (Horne 1984).

So, does male intolerance or ignorance shape the truths in currency for the state or place in

question? How many other gazes and subtle but mighty discriminations are there unsuspectingly molding
the history of localities?
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(vi) WHAT WILL: WHOSE WILL?
If historical truth is not objectified by the unwitting but meticulous attentions of the anonymous

gaze or the unprehensive and constant compositions of the nameless gaze, it may be tainted by will.

History can be transformed by sheer acts of imaginative will (Connor 1989:227). Frequently the will to
rewrite history will be accompanied by military force. As such it can be unarguably spotted as is evidently
the case at the time of writing in Yugoslavia:

By bombing Dubrovnik’s medieval heart, Yugoslavia’s federal generals have
made plain that they are no longer waging war to protect Serbian minorities or to
capture strategic positions but to assert a victory of Serbian culture over Croatian. In
a war designed to rewrite history, churches, palaces and museums are ‘legitimate’
targets, not accidental casualties. The Zagreb national museum believes that 214 out
of 224 registered Croatian monuments have come under fire. Half of these have been
either badly damaged or destroyed... .

The co-ordinated attack on Dubrovnik’s center, where the treasures include
the baroque cathedral housing Titian’s Assumption, the 14th century rector’s palace and
the Sponza palace and clocktower, indicates the target is now Croatia’s cultural
heritage.

The Serbs say Dubrovnik, ‘the pearl of the Adriatic,’ was never Croatian, and
does not belong to an independent Croatia... .

The main point is simply to take Dubrovnik away from the Croats... . (Boyes
1991:12).

At other times, and in other places the imaginative will is much more ethereal, a mysterious

power "starting from despotic centrality [which] becomes by the half-way point a ‘multiplicity of relations’
... and it culminates, at the extreme pole, with resistances ... so small and so tenuous that, literally

speaking, atoms of power and atoms of resistance merge at this microscopic level" (Baudrillard 1987:37).
Baudrillard suggests that local and disenfranchised histories cannot often resist the force of the

imaginative will of mainstream truths. Alternative histories are unable to tactically outflank the dominant
foci of political and cultural power and end up mimicking them. Thus "the spread of power away from

conspicuous centers of control [seemingly to accommodate marginal truths and lifespaces] ... is not

diffusion but a consolidation of control, a spiralling of power into a system that can resist any resistance"

(Connors translation of Baudrillard: Connors 1989:226; emphasis added). Thus, to Baudrillard,

imaginative will is at its strongest in the hollow arenas of regulated simulation where each piece of
historical resistance or cultural contradiction can be predicted, checked and absorbed into the dominant
discourse. These simulated worlds, are ‘metastable’: they can claustralize opposing truths, proselyte

them, and reconstitute alternative history into sublimated and stable truth.

(vii) IS ‘STATE SIGNIFICANCE’ SIGNIFICANT?
Nations and states are artificial human constructions, generally of an ephemeral nature in terms

of the total history of mankind. At any given time during recent centuries (i.e., since there have been
‘nations’ as such) many peoples or large subcultures have been denied nationhood — even through they
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deem themselves to be a distinct nation other than those who have militarily, territorially or administratively

enveloped them. In the present era perhaps the Basques, the Armenians, the Kurds and the Tibetans
"are arbitrarily denied their own states" (Alter 1985:119).

Nations and states are often difficult entities to work within with regard to longitudinal human

history because they do not correspond neatly with the geophysical regions in which society has co¬

existed with nature. There will inevitably be a lack of fit between the way the modern nation or the

emergent state of the day relates to the broad environment and the way nations of old or precursor states

used to consider they ruled or lay across those tracts of land.

Moreover, nations and states have particularist historical predispositions about the evolution of

their present society in relation to that geo-physicality. New Yorkers triumphalize the Labor of the Dutch

Colonists, Californians heavily feature Spanish missionary work (King, Hickman and Berg 1977:101) and
Catholic / Republican people of Ireland define their ‘Green’ ancestors as ‘Irish’ and the ‘Orange’ forefolk
of others as ‘alien / non-Irish’. Such interests can dominate the telling of history to the denial or rejection
of wider and longer storylines. But such particularist truths can become official national or state truths.
‘National merit’ and ‘state significant’ can accrue to select narrative.

One reason why wider and longer themes are excluded is that the majority of historians are

trained to deal with "little questions about particular cases" (101) rather than being schooled to handle

larger questions of cultural change, mass population translocation or heritage diffusion. They are trained
to observe the readily notable in history — the hiccoughs of history, not the mundane health of past
existence. The small and local issues are inadequately screened against the ongoing and broader
universalisms. Local middens, local battlegrounds and local high streets are not just local or state
features of history: they can have a significance at the national, the extra-national and the continental
levels. But which level is truly significant?

(vii) PATRIOTISMS NOW PURCHASABLE?
Problematic (ii) introduced the possible eclipse of many nationalistic tendencies. But has the now

pejorative (in many social groups and subcultures) been replaced to a limited extent by quieter and lower

key patriotisms? Patriotism is the love of one’s homeland (Alter 1985:6) or "the will to maintain and
defend what is one’s own and cherished" (Huizinga 1959:97) — but should the term patriotism now be

applied to all manner of contemporary group feelings? Does patriotism no longer relate to the hearth and
to the homeland, per se, but to the contents of the home and the transient identifications that go with it?
Is patriotism now consumptive (Bourdieu 1979), or rather in this sense of the term, only consumptive?

One is reminded, for instance, of the fact that "from 1970 to 1980 the population of North
American Indians increased from 700,000 to 1.4 million, including the creation of several new tribes"

(Friedman 1990:311). Is that predominantly a genuine revitalization of indigenous cultural pride or is it
testament for the main borrowed and commodified ethnicity? Is patriotism, in many of its forms, now
reduced to being an element in one's narcissism or one’s conspicuous culture-hood?
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(ix) IS HISTORY NOT CONSUMPTIVE BUT CONSUMING?

Myth is generally presented in opposition to history, even though, to the dismay of many poor,

part-time or non-zealous historians that distinction is predominantly an inaccurate one (Woodward / Vidal

1988:56-58). To many diehards, myth is spurious, history is genuine. The former is usually presented
as being subjective and possessive and the latter as objective and neutral.

But it is becoming hard, as our understanding of the production of historical truth enriches, to

separate myth from history. Both myth AND history are subjective, and one could argue that certain

peoples around the world are becoming increasingly possessive about their myth AND their history.

Oppressed peoples are becoming consumed by their myths, engrossed by their histories. Myth and

history are becoming cultural identity where foreign pressures threaten: myth and history have become
a political act where the antifoundationalism and globalization of postmodernity knocks (Asad 1990:239),

hence, possibly, the confrontationist threat to Islam by Salman Rushdie (239-269). Selfhood is suddenly
a desperate matter for populations — and for authors! "The very consumption of modernist [sic!;

postmodernist, perhaps?] literature is suddenly an highly dangerous act (Friedman 1990:312). Where a

desired collective is intimidated externally (or internally), sacred symbols proliferate and meanings throb.

Myth and history have suddenly become certain people's whole being, and their complete meaning.

(x) PRISONERS OF ONE’S PAST?

People in each and every age are prisoners of their past. The views, lifestyles and places of
habitation are molded by their antecedents in an endless multitude of ways. Today, "we are acting parts
in a play that we have never read and never seen, whose plot we don’t know, whose existence we can

glimpse, but whose beginning and end are beyond our present imagination and conception (Laing

1971:87).

People inherit a multiplicity of ethnocentrisms which were borne in earlier attempts to explain the
world. The history of the twentieth century has conceivably been dominated by the entelechic Western
view to provide a single tabula rasa — a Western tabula rasa — for the world (Touraine 1990:139). Yet
so many of the perpetrators of this ethnocentric, entelechic vision are not conscious of the part they are

playing in it, nor necessarily conscious of the damage they are doing to other cultures and to other truths.
Touraine believes that the second half of the twentieth century has gradually brought about the

shattering of the Western modernistic and developmentalist specter, with ‘[other] nationalisms liberating
themselves from the colonial system, each searching for their proper vision of a modernity which is

everywhere different" (139).
But is that so? Is the advance of the Western presence, with the Western present and the

Western past in ruins? Or are occidental ethnocentrisms become almost systemic, universalizing reason,

mobilizing economic and social resources and substantively constraining the future world’s right to know
the non-Occidental past? Is the world’s grand play largely always going to be a North Atlantic drama?
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1.9.2.2 Findings on Historical Truth
The previous subsection (1.9.2.1) presented some of major problematics on truth in history —

that is, of areas in need of considerable further research. This current section now attempts to briefly
draw out some of the findings that investigations into the production of truth have already uncovered.
These findings help contribute to the public knowledge in history — such as myth, legend and sacred

themes — is constructed.

(i) EVERYTHING CAN BE HISTORY
A first important finding in historical research is that whilst almost everything can be history,

historians tend to have strong beliefs about what is proper history. In North America, for instance, the
term ‘historic’ is utilized by some historians and preservationists with reference to structures stemming

from both before and after the European migrations to the Americas (King, Hickman and Berg 1977:10).
Such as problem exists because potentially all things have an historical significance. Sadly — though
some would say thankfully — historians and preservationists make such decisions all of the time without
considered thought. They make axiomatic and immediate assessments about what would qualify for state
National Registers of Monuments / Sites (8), when in fact "all buildings [and structures] are buildings of
historic interest" (Summerson quoted: 95). It is the learnings and preferences of historians and

preservationists — allied to the political process — who decides, after all, what is significant and worthy

of state registration.

(ii) THE PULL OF HISTORY

Everything potentially can be history, as has been just stated, and history can potentially be

everything as was stated under 1.9.2.1. But in many places around the world history cannot be anything -

-- for circumstantial reasons:

A ruin, which appears worthy of restoration to Western eyes may demand investment
of national funds which the local [i.e., the country’s] government feels would be better
spent on programs to improve agriculture or village water supplied. Suakin, a romantic
ruined city on the Sudanese Red Sea coast, might seem to the Americans to be a
splendid candidate for restoration and development into an historic theme park. To the
Sudanese national, however, programs for improving housing for the present population
of this old seaport and for developing local industries must receive a higher priority, and
even if foreign investment funds were available for the construction of an historic
preserve at Suakin, they would not be able to underwrite the improvements in local
infrastructure which are so much more pressing (Newcomb 1979:224).

Thus history has it spell, but history must compete with other lifecourse realities and other political
actualities. The evaluation of historical merit is once more seen to be perspectival.
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(iii) THE PULSES OF HISTORY
Historians reveal that different continental and now global imperatives drive human political and

state activity in different eras. A guiding tenet of nineteenth century realpolitik was the principle of the

nation-state which established itself "with remarkable speed and dynamism" (King, Hickman and Berg

1977:94) over city-state configurations. In twentieth century capital city manoeuvres, the surge for

independence from colonial or imperial overlordship has characterized recent history. But the problem
occurs that when those histories are conveyed, for it is often so hard for historians and site interpreters
to speak beyond current realities. Prussia was a mighty component of Europe, yet scarcely anyone wants
to see Prussia of old today, because there is no everyday Prussian ‘political’ reinforcement today: the

proud Prussia pulse is [momentarily?] dormant. Similarly the vast and steamy mysteries of the Congo
are lost on youngsters today, unless they are advised that the Congo of their history books is the Zaire
and the Brazzaville of their own age. The capricious Congo cadence is, consequently, dormant.

(iv) THE POWER OF LATE COSMOPOLITAN HISTORY
The history twentieth might principally be the story of independence, gained, but that is not the

only vast storyline of these decades. There is now a world culture: ergo, there is now an immediate world

history. That, as Hannerz warns (1990:237) does not mean there is a replication of uniformity across the

globe, it means the world now consists of a knitted diversity of cultures. There is "an increasing
interconnectedness of varied local cultures" (237). Thus, in a new power-block like Europe, the history
of Europe now matters so much than it used to in proportion to the distinct history of the land / throne
/ kingdom of England versus the land / throne / republic of France. Furthermore, in the new cosmopolitan
and metropolitan realities of the melting-pot nations of the twentieth century, the former ‘alien’ history of
enemies is now in part the acknowledged past of mainstreamers. It is now safe, for instance, for the

Hispanic communities of Los Angeles to loudly lobby to develop the historic city Plaza there — Spanish
and Mexican traditions are no longer outlawed truths in ‘the City of Angels’ (Newcomb 1979:223/4).

(v) SOFT NATURE OF MUCH HISTORICAL INSIGHT
The contemporary practice of historians, preservationists and interpreters is frequently criticized

for being incomplete in other ways, too. So often only ‘decent’, ‘acceptable’ or ‘accordant’ history is
served up. Hard, nasty, and unpalatable history is remolded into soft and pleasing storylines.

Bennett (1988:64-70) advises, for instance, that the Beamish Open Air Museum in the North of

England exemplifies the British capacity "to transform industrialism from a set of ruptural events into a

moment in the unfolding of harmonious relations between rulers and ruled."
In a similar vein, Reynolds (1981:2) challenges the conventional ideas about the relatively

harmonious takeover of the Australian, outback from Aboriginal people. Past and recent historical

accounts have been softened by the search for a single mode of black behavior towards the advancing
whites: the diversity, contradiction and competing objectives (and thereby a lack of harmony) has been
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considerably understated. Then, too, the 'Australian' blacks were not necessarily the particularly peaceful
and passive people that orthodox history has drawn them as: Reynolds (123) finds an overwhelming

ubiquity of conflict, banditry and duplicity against the encroaching Europeans as he correctively offers the

harder facts of the frontier’s resistances.

(vi) INSULAR NATURE OF MUCH HISTORICAL INSIGHT
It is the view of King, Hickman and Berg (1977:189-190) that the planning and management of

historical preservation and conservation in the U.S.A. is considerably hampered because of the limited

range of disciplinary backgrounds that exist amongst senior decision makers in heritage interpretation.

Whilst they current regret the absence of effective standards and procedures which could guide such

executives on historical truth and cultural authenticity, their longterm fear is that over-regulation of this sort

may suddenly arise as a worse evil, something which could cement the insular views of the narrow pool

of historians and preservationists on given topics. King, Hickman and Berg believe that if agency policies

are concretized in the twentieth century along the lines of current agency orientations, the field of visitable
and viewable history will become increasingly narrow, self-serving and intellectually sterile (191). The
absence of involvement of anthropologists in historic preservation is deemed to be particularly grave: "it
is easy to envision a future of research ... and preservation only of those properties that represent
dominant Anglo-American conceptions of historicity, propriety, and aesthetics" (191).

(vii) THE TRAINING OF HISTORIANS: IMPACT MAKING

King, Hickman and Berg suppose that where it is prevalent the insular nature of historical insight
in practice within heritage interpretation often stems substantively from the inadequate breadth of training
that historians and preservationists have. They prefer to identify HISTORIC PRESERVATION as a

subfield of CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, and nominate both as divisionary aspects of
SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT. Clearly there is sense in their judgement, though others may quibble
that the relationship between historic preservation and cultural resource management is essentially lead

by 'administrative / developmental’ imperatives, while that between historic preservation and social impact
assessment is fundamentally lead by 'research' imperatives. Nonetheless a slightly revised version of the

King, Hickman and Berg relationship tier is provided in matching Figures 1.9.2.2./1 and 1.9.2.2.12. They
illustrate the view that a host of disciplines contribute to historic preservation along with history itself, but
that cultural resource management is chiefly the more restricted concern of anthropology and archaeology

alongside history. Social Impact Assessment draws heaviest upon, perhaps, anthropology, sociology and

economics, along with history.
The figures illustrate the view that historic preservation tends to concern itself with tangible

aspects of past cultural systems and historical activities. Insight into the interpretation and the projection
of the preserved site need not just relate to the palpable, however. It is the strong view of King, Hickman

and Berg that historians, conservationists, preservationists and interpreters of historic / heritage sites
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THE RESEARCH IMPERATIVE

SOURCE: Adapted from King, Hickman and Berg (1979:9).

FIGURE 1.9.2.2./1 THE RELATIONSHIP OF HISTORIC
PRESENTATION TO LARGER WORLD
ISSUES: THE RESEARCH IMPERATIVE
ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION



THE ADMINISTRATIVE/DEVELOPMENTAL IMPERATIVE

Key: Main disciplines are shown in CAPITALS, contributing ones in lower case.

SOURCE: Adapted from King, Hickman and Berg (1979:9).

FIGURE 1.9.2.2./2 THE RELATIONSHIP OF HISTORIC
PRESENTATION TO LARGER WORLD
ISSUES: THE ADMINISTRATIVE /
DEVELOPMENTAL IMPERATIVE ARISING
FROM HISTORIC PRESERVATION
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should also be widely schooled in the knowledge base of cultural resource management and in the broad
issues and realpolitik of social impact assessment. Otherwise practitioners in history / heritage are merely

being trained in the technical matters and in the site specifics of singular venerated case. They maintain
that historians (plus) are not generally schooled in the wider cultural, societal and political significance of
veneration.

(viii) THE TRAINING OF HISTORIANS: THE MAKING OF MULTIPLE STORYLINES

Too frequently, numerous observers of heritage conservation and interpretation inform us, the

past is pillaged. Too frequently, we are advised that the past is looted not only by fast-buck developers
and urban-industrial magnates, but by — historians and interpreters themselves. Meyer (1973) reminds
that important site after important site have been ruthlessly exploited by narrow-minded, self-interested

public museum officials and private collectors who have carted off treasures, antiquities and artifacts.
Yet it is not just with the removal of the visible and the portable that such historians and

interpreters (of various sorts) have transgressed. They have also erred by not recognizing the biases with
which they have viewed the past. To repeat, "professional [and private / amateur] historians often see

their mission as stripping away myth and exposing unvarnished truth. Yet cultural biases bind historians

just as they do society at large" (Buenger and Calvert 1991:xi).

Buenger and Calvert maintain that scholars are interpreters of history and must not be trained
to just look at the past solely from dominant or favored perspectives, but they ought to be trained to see

how different groups and societies look at the past AND how different generations of previous decades
and centuries have looked at the past. This very question of bias in museums and in presentations of
viewable history is one to which the profession has only recently turned with vigor (Carbo 1988:89). Site

interpreters, collectors and museum directors are only just beginning to collectively recognize and

acknowledge that they are continually disqualifying other / alternative / multiple truths, and that the petty,
the opaque and the ongoing limited width of the interpretations they routinely deal in (though they do not

tend to use or recognize those terms!) may be continuously wrecking havoc amongst the range of strong
and pertinent truths that each and every site or characterization possesses. The field is only just

beginning to recognize that it should be training itself and monitoring itself in the width and quality of its

conveyance of multiple truths about the past. It is just beginning to identify the need for a more

panoramic and constructive constructive future for the past (or rather, pasts) it holds in its tutelage.
The delivery of broader constructions of the past, and the provision of multiple accounts, will not

be an easy matter for either public or private sector historians and interpreters to carry out. As Table

1.9.2.2./1 indicates, heritage experts within the public domain are subject to local political pressures, and
the spent past has no active political constitutency able to lobby for corrective or ameliorative

interpretation. Then heritage enthusiasts in the private sector have in most Western countries, the

constitutional or inherited right to do or say almost what they want with those elements or features of the

past they have been able to own or purchase. Modern urban-industrial / cosmopolitan societies (unlike
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TABLE 1.9.2.271

CONTRASTS BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
INTERESTS IN PLANNING THE PAST:

SHOWING KEY POSITIVITIES AND NEGATIVITIES IN
WESTERN PRACTICE

PUBLIC INTERESTS PRIVATE INTERESTS

POSITIVE ASPECTS

• a continuity factor in the form of the
professional civil servant

• concerned citizens expressing their
proprietary sentiments regarding historical
relics

• equipped with the legal powers to block
destruction or to support preservation

• experts n local history and museum
operations and in playing the role of
enlightened lay people

• dispensers of public monies designated
for preservation support

• users of the preserved past whose
patronage is essential

• a force expressing the interests of the
public at large

• the commercial firms involved in theme-

park uses of the past

• the opponents of special pleading • voters effective in mounting pressure
campaigns in support of preservation
actions or to raise funds

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

• sensitive and susceptible to political
pressures originating from office holders or
from public or private special interest
groups

• special interest pleaders

• insensitive to needs and programs which
are out of the ordinary or which are not
broadly popular with the public at large

• not able to reflect all the public
viewpoints or even a balanced scan of
them

• conservative about break-through
approaches and about complex planning
issues relating to urban or natural
environments

• characterized by group memberships
which are volatile and shifting in numbers,
which in fact makes a continuity of
viewpoint difficult to establish or maintain

SOURCE: Newcomb 1979:228
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many traditional or primal societies) do not have the in-built protection with regard to the past, where

indigenous, communal, or inherited storylines are held under relatively stable and consistent care on

behalf of the society by respected ‘elders'. For the Pueblo people of the Rio Grande, all phenomena —

animate and inanimate, including history — were knowable and controllable within specific myth cycles

(Kupfer 1988:244). The uninitiated young who did not know the approved myths, legends and knowledges
were considered to be "not-yet-fully-human" (244) and were deemed to be 'raw' and 'uncooked'
individuals. Yet, in cosmopolitan, Western society, the raw and the uncooked can actively own or

purchase components of the past and can determinedly lead the interpretation of myth and legend. One
could argue that here, the opportunity for debasement of the past is just so much greater. Modern-day,

contemporary society has none of the close respectful control of indigenous societies. Veneration is for

sale. The not-yet-fully-human can buy their way to the mastership of the past.

1.9.2.3 Recent Approaches on Historical Truth
Michel Foucault (1972:14) considered history to predominantly be "a place of rest, certainty,

reconciliation, a place of tranquilized sleep." His archaeology of knowledge saw history has a place where
the weight of the past and the majority of possible / potential truths were caste off into slumber: only

select realities of the past and re-punctuated versions of yore earned the light of day in succeeding ages.

Recently, approaches have emerged which are designed to help individuals and institutions

identify and 'correct' some of the pitfalls of that very selectiveness. Clearly, many of those responsible

for these varians attempt to 'lubricate', to ‘level out’ or to 'democratize' history will never have read

Foucault (nor should they, necessarily!) and obviously, it will never ever be possible to completely smooth
out history and symmetries the past's past with the or any of the present's past. New discriminations, new

injustices and new reasons to disidentify will emerge as the decades and centuries roll on. Currently the

antidotal and reformatory impulses are to realign towards race, to correct towards color and to genuflect
to gender in the re-telling of the past. Inevitably, new ameliorative and counteractive impulses will emerge
to join them and possibly take over from them as the major corrective and rehabilitative work upon

heritage interpretation and historical truth. What will they be for the twenty-first century? This question

tantalizes for 2092, ... and 2192, ... and beyond.
But what have these mandatory ‘curative’ or 'remedial' approaches been in the present era? Two

examples of the therapeutic treatment of history warrant explanation.

With regard to research, national /state governments are beginning to authorize 'comprehensive'

approaches to the audit of items of viewable history. The California Department of Parks and Recreation
has maintained, since the 1970s an inventory of "visible history" (State of California, Department of Parks

and Recreation 1976). Undoubtedly no such collation can ever be ultimately or absolutely comprehensive
to suit everyone’s standards of thoroughness, but the principle and the endeavor has to be applauded.

Identified history is being rendered a little more ‘open’.
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With regard to operational research, the Republic of Indonesia’s ‘Indonesia in Miniature’ is a

museum-cum-park of 120 hectares (300 acres) conceived to explain the many subcultures and different

ways-of-living that are enwrapped within the modern state. No doubt the function of the truth conveyance
there is not only to inform visitors of the diversity of the archipelago cultures of Indonesia, but to catalyze

patriotic feelings and integrative sentiments on the part of those very different peoples themselves

(Newcomb 1979:51). The discourse of such approaches rarely ever is just externally pitched.

1.9.2.4 Underserved Approaches on Historical Truth
Subsections 1.9.2.1. to 1.9.2.3. suggest that society and its institutions are not yet advanced in

its intent or capacity to self-examine its own concepts and themes of historical truth. The six aspects

below are conceivably some of the more critical approaches to inquiry and practice that nations and states
could encourage should they indeed wish to pursue healthier and better balanced interpretations of the

past.

Firstly, the assumptive base of historic preservation of heritage management can generally be

more rigorously applied. Exhaustive analysis, according to King, Hickman and Berg (1977:220) is required
in terms of:

• what is conserved / preserved / interpreted?
• for whom that care / stewardship / projection is pitched at?
• for which purposes / functions / goals is that effort / endeavor / enterprise conducted?
• around which periods / places / personalities are the historical themes and storylines built?
• who takes charge of the research / monitoring / evaluation of the crucial consistency and continuity

tasks necessitated?

• with whose monies / resources / services are the historical truths constructed?

• which of the interpretations will be singular / paired (alternatives) / multiple?
• how will ongoing audits be structured to check into the continuing rationalities represented by

permanent / limited duration / special exhibits and presentations?
• et cetera.

Secondly, the legitimacy of the actions of state administrators merits fuller and sincere attention

with particular reference to the rights / way / freedoms it has to act on behalf of its population in defining

nationhood, in selecting which traditional commonalities for are right and ripe articulation, and in otherwise

engendering ‘politically correct' national consciousness (Alter 1985:11-18).

Thirdly, approaches into the cultural concepts of value regularly warrant systematic and

refreshing avenues of inquiry. In the field of cultural resource management, conceptualizations of group

perceptions of value still are inclined to be adolescent (King, Hickman and Berg 1977:103). As was noted
in the opening subsections of this work, Appadurai (1986:3) has recognized that places, events and
commodities have social lives. Anthropologists, historians, political economists can gain considerably by
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working together with greater frequency, to uncover the myriad of meanings behind human transactions

and attributions in order to trace the historical circulation of things.

Fourthly, while the separation of rhetoric from reality in the interpretation of history, and in
historical preservation, appears to have been recognized for some time (King, Hickman and Berg

1977:187) the degree and manner by which skilled or petty / opaque rhetoric in historical interpretation

actually creates reality (or rather forges new realities) is imperfectly known and admitted. When the

National Trust (Mulloy 1973) (in the U.S.A., or equivalent bodies elsewhere) talks about ‘the rich ecletic

diversity’ of the peoples of North America, does that have a sizeable effect upon present day integration?
When cotton-belt states talk of 'the old Southern ways of living’, does that have strong resonance on the
unification of contemporary styles of life?

Fifthly, approaches into the historic image of 'other' / 'foreign' / 'overseas' places is so commonly

underserved. Smith (1984) undertook a vast artefactual and literary enquiring into the perceptions

Europeans have and hold of the history of the people of the South Pacific, but comprehensive categorical

analyzes utilizing other statistical, discriminative or comparative techniques appear to be rare. It is

assumed that the Alamo is a world recognized symbol of victory in defeat (King, Hickman and Berg

1977:197). It is assumed that Chief Sitting Bull is a world renowned symbol of vanishing First Americans

(Stedman 1982:173-192). It is assumed that the Rhonda Valley is a world received symbol of urban-
industrialism (Urry 1990:105). Yet, such judgements have rarely been scientifically corroborated. Delving
into 'myth' is just not seen, possibly, as ’decent’ science in enough places.

Finally, the relationship between 'public' and ‘private’ history has rarely been approached in

anything other than impoverished fashion. Can the views of Lasch (1979:31/2) on the rise of narcissism
in contemporary North American society be translated to the use or deployment of history? Is there
examined awareness of the ways in which the past history of individuals is composed for ‘private

performance' or for ‘transcendental self-attention' or for 'conspicuous consumption'? Is there scrutiny of
the ‘indigenous’ ancestry, the ‘German’ heritage and / or the 'African' antecedence — all at which are now

being heavily claimed by various individuals as perhaps an acceptable facet-of-fashion over and above

any real value as a testimony-to-truth? Are there many examples of the study of the capture of public

/ other / any inheritance for private self-projection?

1.9.3 The Need in Particular: Texas

Texas is the screen for this adjuvant study. To-date, in the investigation, it has not been heavily

represented. Observations on the Lonestar State have only been made in passing. In this subsection

(1.9.3), however, the study problem for the catalyst investigation is directly addressed in relation to Texan
issues and Texan perspectives.

Before a number of subtopics (ten — 1.9.3./1 to 1.9.3./10) are specifically encountered, initial
attention is given to the overall cultural heritage of the state.
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1.9.3./0 The Discourse of Texas

Fundamentally the study problem asks whose state Texas is — i.e., whom do state bureaucrats

appear to represent when they make their large AND small (particularly their small and recurrent

administrative decisions). One could argue that the adjuvant study is, therefore, a political-economy of
the truth — but it would be one in the Foucauldian mode, utilizing technical AND critical AND interpretative

understanding to get at the issues. Thus the study problem constitutes a rare inquiry into both procedural
and substantive values (Morgan and Rohr 1986; Morgan 1987) in Texas — the way administrative

process juxtaposes with esteemed display of sentiment.
To that end, the catalyst study begins to ask the following questions of and about Texas:

• To what degree is Texas a distinct entity?
To what degree do Texans think of themselves as different (Meinig 1969:124)? To what extent do
Texans have residual values different from the rest of the region / nation / continent? To what
measure are Texans separate from the larger, enveloping U.S. myth (O'Connor 1986:229)? To what

compass are Texans apart from the even grander, continuing European-Protestant (or just

European) conquest of the New Continent? Or in what fashion may one almost completely identify
Texans not so much as distinct Lonestar citizens, but as SuperAmericans (the chronological

culmination of what North American society has been able to produce) or as SuperEuropeans (who

had to deal with the fiercest(?), the longest(?), the most durable(?) and the most recent(?) of the
‘Western’ frontiers (139)?

• In what fashion is Texas a doctored historical concept?
To what extent has eugeny been and being practiced in Texas where the quality of its population
is not so much improved by the doctoring of genes but by the doctoring of heritage? And if there
has been select breeding of this subtle sort, which strains of humankind have been notionally

reproduced and which have been summarily excised or diminished?
• Is there, in most regards, one Texas or are there many Texases?

Has culture triumphed over nature to produce one Texas in the present, and in the surviving

accounts of the state's past? Or does nature take priority over culture in the shaping of the people

within the state? Is Texas one integrated cultural or geographical morphological region, or is it
several distinct regions (Meinig 1969:121)?

• Does Texas consist of one singular cultural region?
Is there a distinct Texan way-of-living with its own distinguished set of shared assumptions? Is

there, in the Foucauldian sense, a well accepted order-of-things (Merquior 1985:54) in Texas — a

swag of unconscious meanings which are critical between and amongst fellow Texans? Or are there

many distinct cultural regions — as many as nine (Maxwell and Crain 1990:2) (?) — where the
‘internal’ similarities have deeper significance than the 'external' continuities across the whole state?

• Is Texas a totalized state in terms of its cultural history where an entrenched sector / groups have
been impore an hegemony over historical and heritage interpretations? Is there a unified Texan
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myth to which all major legends and storylines adhere? Is what Foucault called "the apparatus of
historical truth" (Rabinow 1984) held in a relatively stable and consistent set of hands? Is the state

the least competitive of states (as is sometimes claimed (Maxwell and Crain 1990:133-136)) in

terms of the degree of control held over history heritage as well as over other more established

issues of state intrigue? Or is the sheer geographical size of the state — and the great variety of

peoples, groups and interests that occasions — producing a legitimacy crisis for those who used to

wield control over the state image and identity?
• Is Texas growing more homogenous or is it becoming more differentiated over time? Do any

significant barriers, beface new immigrants to Texas (there, one must suppose, can never be a

barrier-free social and cultural world for newcomers), brought about through definitions of history and

heritage in currency? Do the ethnocentrisms of myth, legend and fable translate or transfer
themselves to present day groups / populations whom have historically been the butt of such grand
and petty discriminations? Do new immigrants adapt to, and largely adopt, the dominant /

mainstream myths, legends and storylines of Texas?
• Is Texas remaining stable as-it-was during its first cnetury since 1836 (if indeed it was then ‘stable ’),

or is it being substantively decentered (Owens 1985:57)? Is Texas becoming schizophrenic in

terms of its culture or heritage (Stephanson 1988:21) because post-war / sunbelt / cosmopolitan
Texas is more eclectic than the Texas of past patronage? Is there a hierarchy of decision-takers
and identity-shakers on heritage matters in Texas, or is there an (emergent / growing / established)

heteroglossia?
• Has Texas recently, or is Texas suffering from any Foucauldian discontinuities regarding its

identifications (Rabinow 1984:9)? Is the new-present of the Lonestar State out-of-harmony with the

old-past of the state? Texas and America have strong agrarian origins (Tocqueville 1969) — is
Texas ‘still-agrarian’ (Bellah 1985:38) in its ideologies? Do its strongest ethos and institutions still

spring from autonomous, small-scale, face-to-face, rural-community, living (39)?
• Do the traditional images of Texan history and heritage attract and arrest the modern population

within the state(?) beyond the state? Or do the myths / legends / storylines of Texas disturb, annoy
or turn off sectors of the 1990s population? Are the images and identities and the cherished

episodes of Texan history believable in the modern day age / postmodern mood? Or are some of
those tales and triumphs suspect or beyond support?

It is the function of the associated tables (1.9.3.1./I to 1.9.3.10./1 to provide background

intelligence on the above set of questions. Taken in toto, the tables constitute a state-of-the-art inspection
into ‘truth’ formation for the state. The insight has been obtained principally from the Texas Committee

for the Humanities text on Texas Myths (O'Connor 1986) and from the recently released Buenger and
Calvert (1991) account of established and emergent interpretations of the state’s manufacture of past
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history and heritage. This state-of-knowledge insight has been organized into ten subject-areas, arbitrarily

selected from the lead classifications of the O'Connor and the Buenger and Calvert manuscripts. They
are:

1.9.3.1 Myth Introduced

1.9.3.2 Texas Myth in General
1.9.3.3 The Frontier — People and Nature
1.9.3.4 Race and Color

1.9.3.5 Women

1.9.3.6 Individual Freedoms and the Good Life

1.9.3.7 Texas in and as ‘America’ - Statehood

1.9.3.8 Sunbelt Texas and the Future

1.9.3.9 Historians of Texas

1.9.3.10 Political Versions of the Texas Story

No strong attempt is made in the set of ten tables to differentiate absolutely between myth an

history. Both are deemed to be versions of truth about the past. Myth is normally a ‘folkloric’ or 'fabulous'

(in the older / ‘proper’ sense of the term rather than the contemporary / 'vacuous' application of the word)

version of the truth about the past. But, to repeat, myth can become accepted history, and one may

suppose that accepted history can retreat or metamorphose into myth. It all depends who is constructing
the particular ‘history’ at hand.

But what does this set of ten tables reveal? They are each, now, briefly explained. The purpose

here is to be illustrative, not comprehensive.

1.9.3.1 Myth Introduced
There is no single, widely approved definition for myth across all disciplines (Buenger and Calvert

1991 :x), for in various contexts it functions as 'mythology' and / or 'legend' and / or 'archetype' and / or

'imaginative poetry’ and / or 'communal psychic response' and / or 'hero generator' (Cavan 1986:9-15).

Principally, though, mythmaking activity occurs within societies around those customs and institutions
which require justification (Malinowski 1954:144). Myth is therefore a cultural force and an organizing
force in society (Cowan 1986:9) — as is suggested in Table 1.9.3.1./1 — which helps construct and
maintain the moral and social order of the society. Myth tends to emphasize the unusual rather than the

commonplace, and its explanations of phenomenon tend to be in highly exaggerated terms (Myres

1986:133).

Under high positivism, myth tended to be disparaged as being unscientific understanding.

Recently, however, myth has resurfaced in social science on a critical set of cultural, social, political

perspectives on the world — as is indicated in Table 1.9.3.1./1 by the insight already gained into social
coherence and the intelligence sought into shared imagined worlds. In the current work to set up the
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research agenda into history-making via tourism, it is important to learn who is or endeavors to legitimize
which myths (for which purposes) and who is or endeavors to neutralize which myths (for which reasons).

1.9.3.2 Texas Myth in General

Myth is important because it helps dictate both what historians consider are worthy subjects for

investigation and what the public regard as important about the roots, traditions and inheritances of a

place. As Table 1.9.3.2./1 implies, the oral and other myths of Texas (as for other myths in other regions)

may preclude certain citizens within the state from identifying or fully identifying with the state. The
skewed chronologies and reconceived accounts of Texan myth and history, the table suggests, inevitably
will advantage some groups / segments / elites over others within the state population. The nineteen and
twentieth century newness of the myths of Texas clearly diminish, for example, the importance of those

populations which lived in present-day Texas prior to the 1800s.

Yet, as Table 1.9.3.2.h also implies, scholars / interpreters / citizens / tourists / et cetera may

not be able to differentiate many of the myths and truths of Texas from the broader U.S. / Southern /
Western accounts of the past.

1.9.3.3 The Frontier — People and Nature
Table 1.9.3.3./1 discloses the ‘fact’ that in the myths and legends of the state, the tracts of Texas

have, during the last two centuries, so frequently meant or stood for opportunity for the mythmaking group.

In this regard, Texas has been solidly and consistently championed as a removed but expansive frontier
wonderland — a torrid and testing ‘country’, but yet an accommodating one, once mastered. The table
intimates that this white, male, Anglo-American interpretation of Texas has almost become a monomyth

for the state.

1.9.3.4 Race and Color

The implication of Table 1.9.3.4./1 is that in Texas the quality of life and the realms of opportunity
and freedom available to non-Anglo-Americans have tended to dissolve in the face of the weight,

magnitude and repetivity of the white /English-language /Christian master discourse on the past. Blacks,

Hispanics, and ‘Indians’, have particularly been subjugated by the petty and opaque presence of the ruling
Protestant and progressivist reverberations of the predominant Lonestar state truths. The fact that the

first Anglo-Americans were at times quite loyal to Mexico is not heavily celebrated today, for instance.
El Paso — which today is sixty percent Hispanic and forty percent Anglo — is not projected as a heartland

city (Miller 1991:299), but it is a different almost externalized city within the domination conception of the

Lonestar constellation of settlements. And the contribution of blacks and 'Indians' to the projected might
of the state is not eagerly cultivated within the most powerful of the myths. Table 1.9.3.4./1 makes
manifest the fact that the eclectic population of Texas does not have an eclectic mythology about the



TABLE1.9.3.1./1
MYTHINTRODUCED:

THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOMYTHSINGENERAL
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •Mythscancompete(1>1). •Mythscaninterprethistory(1>2). •Mythscanvanquishhistory(1>3). •Mythscanhelpapopulationsettleintoanewterritoryor geophysicalregion. •Mythscannarratethesacredhistoryofapeople(1>4). •Mythscanenableagrouporsocietytoplacethemselveswith

alargerdestinythantheirownmundaneexistence. •Mythicalreasoningcanenableagroupmembertogainawhole belieforanentireworldviewwherepartsareapprehendedwitha graspabletotality(1>5). •Mythscanbindthenaturalandthesupernaturalintoacoherent whole(1>6). •Mythsevolve(1>7).

RelatedQuestions •Whichgroupown,havewhichmyths? •Whichimportances,perspectivesandrationalitiesdomyths revealforthegivenpopulation/groups?/ •Whichotherhistoricaltruthsdothemythsathandundoor threaten? •Whatdotheextortmythssayabouttheoriginoftheregionor
thespecialpropertiesofthearea? •Whatdotheextantmythssayaboutthereligion,thebeliefsor

theveneratedtraditionsofthepeople? •Whichcosmological,creativeorprovenantstorylinesdoesthe particularmythpointto? •Whicharethelarger,comprehensive,unifyingmythsasociety has? •Whichcritical,life-sustainingordangerouseventsand occurrencesisthegivenmythattendingto? •Whichmythshasapopulationrecentlydroppedfromits repertoireandwhichideashavebeenrelegatedfromwhich prevailingmyths?



TABLE1.9.3.1./1(Continued)
FINDINGS A.Myths"serveprincipallytoestablishasociologicalcharacter"(1>8). B.Mythsare"aperennialforcewithinboththehumanpsycheandthesocialorder(1>9). C.Mythpatternsthesocialorderbyauthenticatingexperience(1>10). D.Mythsareoftenmagnifiedfears:anxietiesandirresolutionsareelevatedintomythand(sometimes)therebyconvertedintoaninstitution (1>11).

E.Mythsarepolitical(1>12). RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •Myths,duringtheEnlightenment,werefundamentallyregardedasfalsehoods—"oppositetohistoricalfactandcountertoscientific evidence"(1>13).
•Myths(beingregardedasuntruths)wereregardedasevidencingimmaturerationalities. •Mythsarenowbeingstudiedasanthropomorphicprojectionsoftruthandvalue. RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •Mythstransmitvaluesacrossthegenerations(1>14). •Mythsinstruct,authoritatively(1>15). •Mythsestablishacharterforthepresent(1>16). •Mythsshouldnotbejudgedbystandardsofhistoricity(1>17). •Mythsarenotnecessarily‘false’(1>18).

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •Whichvaluesarecurrentlybeingtransferredacrossto youngstersinovertorsubtlefashion,forthegivenpopulation? •Whicharetheexemplaryheroesofthepopulation,asrevealed
indidacticmyth? •Hasanewmythrecentlyemergedforthegivenpopulationto legitimizetheriseortherightsofitsrulers/leaders/elders? •Wheredomythandhistoryvehementlyclash? •Whoinsists/claims/demandsthatanothergroupsmythsare falseandwhydotheyneedtobeso.
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TABLE1.9.3.2./1
TEXASMYTHINGENERAL:

THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPAST
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •TexansarecompletelydifferentindividualsthanotherNorthAmericans(in myth). •ForcertainepisodesoftheTexanpast,thedistinctionbetween‘myth’and ‘history’hascollapsed—thereisalmostnohistory(fortheAlamo,theborder balladsetcetera)!(2>2). •TexanmythsarefundamentallyEuropean(incivility),Puritan(incommitment), American(inconfidence)andSouthern-African(incourtesy)(2>3). •TheTexanmythsarerecentandcomposite,yetuncommonlyvirulent(2>4). •NorthAmericanmythsfrequentlyarearcadianandsaluteTheEarthlyParadise’, TheNewEden’,TheGoldenAge’(2>5). •NorthAmericanmythsspeaknativelyofthe"authenticAmericanasafigureof heroicinnocenceandvastpotentialities,posedatthestartofanewhistory"(2>6). •NorthAmericanmythscelebratemanifestdestiny. •NorthAmericanmythsaccentuatetheAmerican’sbraveandenriching confrontationwith‘theOther1(2>8). •TheinheritedTexanchoiceofherofavorsthe‘tough’,the‘resourceful’andthe ‘powerful’:itisheavily,heavilymale(2>9). FINDINGS

RelatedSampleQuestions •AreTexansdifferentinmyth,oraretheymerelytransplantedAmericans(U.S. Americans):aretheTexaslegends/storylines/impulsesquiteremovedin type/style/formfromanyoneelse(2>1)? •WherehasmythinTexasobliteratedorcannibalized‘history’(assumingthat ‘history1issomethingseparatefrommyth)? •WhichcommonplaceelementsorfeaturesofTexanmythsescapethissimple taxonomy:WhatotherstrongstrainspersistinTexanlegend? •HavetheTexanmythsincurrencychangedsubstantivelyduringthetwentieth century? •AreTexanmythsfestoonedwiththeromanticpastoralismofArcadianimages? •AreTexanmythsstillloadedwithvisionsofimmenseopportunity? •DoTexanmythsnotcelebratemanifestdestinywithparticularvehemance (2>7)? •DoTexanmythsheavilyemphasizetheTexan'sbraveandenriching confrontationwith‘theOther"? •DothenewTexanmythsofthe1980sand1990salsoreflectastrong,strong viraginousbias?

•TheoralmythsofTexashavesustainedthestate’sidentityandgivenitssocietysharedvaluesandcommongoals(2>10). •ThemythsofTexasareambiguouslylocatedvariouslywithandwithin‘Southern’and‘Western’U.S.history(2>11). •NorthAmericanpeopleare‘twiceborn’.TheircultureisfundamentallyatransplantedonefromEurope,buttheyhavetoalsoreidentifywiththelandsandculturalimprint
oftheNewWorld.Thereisanabsenceofsustained/continuous/rootedNorthAmericancultureinsite(2>12). •TheTexasmythandTexaswrittenhistorieshaveaheavynineteenthcenturyorientation(2>13). •ThehistoryofNorthAmericaisessentiallyaNEWhistoryloadedwithamoralposturetowardsthefuture(2>14).



TABLE1.9.3.2./1(Continued)
FINDINGS •ManyofthepresentdaypublicconceptionsofTexanfolklorestemfrom‘romantic’and‘nationalistic’writers(suchasJ.FrankDobie)whoexpressedaimwastoIMPROVE history(2>15). •MuchTexanhistoryandmythislateandnew:manyofitsprincipalfeatures/buildings/sitestillstand(suchastheAlamo)orarestillavailabletoregeneratethemyth(2>16). RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •Gradualrecognitionhasarisenoftheneedtostudythenatureandfunctionofmythforthestate’sethnicgroups(2>17). •GradualrecognitionhasarisenoftheneedtosubmitthemythsofTexastorigorousongoingexamination(2>18). •Texanmythhasbeguntobeidentifiedintermsof(1)cosmologicalstorylines(of‘Indian’peoples);(ii)herolegends(ofborderbanditsandAlamodefenders,forexample); (iii)folktales(ofcowcampandearlysettlements,forexample);(iv)otherfablesandfictions(2>19). RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •Texashasbeenformedinrecordedtime. •Texashistorianshavehaddifficultyrejectinganddenyingoldtruths(2>21). •TheInstituteofTexanCultureshasrecentlybeguntodrawattentionto imbalancesinthetellingofhistoricaltruthinthestate—particularlywithregard totheshortfalloftreatmentofethnicmenandwomen(2>22). •ThehistoricaldemographyofTexaslargelyexcludestheTejana(Mexican Texan),Indian,blackstorylines(2>23). •DovisitorstoTexas(andinhabitantsofthestate)haveadevelopedsenseof how‘myth’differsfrom‘history’? •Thefollowingsocio-economicstorylinesappeartobeunderservedinthemyths

ofTexas—oilandcotton(incomparisontoranching);—citiesandlargetowns
(incomparisontoruralsettlementsandsmalltowns)(2>25). •Folklifefestivalsandfolkloreeventsarepresentationsofthepast,buttheydo helpconstructthepresent(2>26). •Groupswhichareexcludedfromastate/regional/areamythwillfeelalienated fromthestate’shistoryandfromthestateitself(2>27).

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •Howdoesoralhistory,fictionalliteratureandmyth(i.e.,thestate’ssemi-sacred history)relatetothestate’sofficialhistory(i.e.,theformal-sacredhistory)?(2>20). •Whicholdunderstandingshavebeendiscarded(andwhy?)? •Whichpossible/potential/manifestimbalanceshastheInstituteofTexanCultures ‘uncovered’andwhichhasitplayednoroleinidentifying? •WhichstorylinesofwhichEuropeancountries/Europeanimmigrantsarealso stronglyunderservedinthehistoricaldemographyofTexas? •WhatarethedifferentexpectationsvisitorsfrombeyondTexasbringtothestate beforetheyhavevisitedanypreserved/conserved/interpreted sites/museums/heritagecenters?Howdotheirpriorexperiencesand presuppositionsvary(2>24)? •Whichothersocio-economicstorylinesareunderservedinTexas? •Which'themes’or‘truths’arecelebratedandre-generatedinTexasthrough currentfolklifefestivals? •WhichgroupsorsegmentsoftheTexaspopulationcurrentlyfeelalienatedfrom
thestate’shistoryand/orfromthestate?
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TABLE1.9.3.3./1
THEFRONTIER—

PEOPLEANDNATURE:THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPASTINTEXAS STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •Texashasalwaysbeenorappearedtobe'BigCountry’ —ithasseemedtobe infinite.InmanyvisionsofTexas,NewMexico,ArizonaandtractsofCalifornia havebeenincludedtherein(3>1). •TheTexanfrontierwasmerelythenext/lastadaptationofTheWestBeyondthe Mississippi’sfrontier:alwaysshadowyitcouldbepicturedinalmostanyguise (3>2). •Thefrontierisnotsimplytheborder—itwasadistinctway-of-life(3>3). •AcommoncordofsurvisorshiprunsthroughtheTexanfrontiermythsandtruths (3>4):frontiersurvivorsare‘BigPeople’. •Storylinesabout‘cattle’givetheStateofTexasitsWesterncowboys,anda glamorthattheprosaicsouthdidnothave(3>5). •ForthepastinTexas,studiesoftheimportanceofthefrontier‘easilysurpass’ thoseoftheplantation(3>6). •ThefrontierthesisofFrederickJacksonTurnerinfluencedmanyofthenational historiansofthe1930sandthereafterintheU.S.A.(3>8). •TheTexasRangersplayaquintessentialpartinthestoryoftheTexanfrontier: theydidnotjust‘defeat1theirenemies,theyemasulatedthem(3>9). •TheworldoffrontierexperienceinAustraliaisgendered:thelandandits wildnessisfemale,buttheconquestofitsismale(3>11).Thesamefrontier celebrationofmasculinityholdsfortheNorthAmerican(andTexan?)frontiers. •Thediscourseofthefrontierisnationalistic:ittakesaspecialandrare communityofspirittotriumphoverthehugeinfinityofthefrontier(3>12). •TheTexanfrontier—theTexanwilderness—mustbesurmounted,according
toTexanmyth:thechallengeoughtnotbedisdained(3>13).

RelatedQuestions •Arethe‘BigCountry1themesofTexaspurely‘Anglo’storylinesordidthe Mexican/Spanish/'Indian’/Othermythsdevelop‘big’storiesforwhatisnowTexas? •WhichoftheTexasmythscontaindistinctproperties/featuresoftheAmerican frontier—andwhichdestinctlyTexanelements/characteristicsdotheycontain? •Doesthefrontierhave/offerstilladistinctway-of-life? •Dothe‘myths’and‘truths’createdtoday,withintheTexanheritage,continue
toaccentuatetheskillsofsuvivorshipandthegrand,largerthanlifequalityand quantityofimpliedTexan‘character1? •DotouristsidentifyTexasmorewithWeternorSouthernthemes? •Whataretheproportionalgaps(ifany)inthe‘frontier1Texanhistoryofthe nineteenthcentury—inadditionto‘theantibellumeconomy’andthe‘CivilWah andTheReconstruction’eras(3>7)? •HasthefrontierthesisofF.W.Turnerinfluencedmanyofthestatehistoriansof Texasattheexpenseofothersignificantfrontierstorylines? •ThemythicalqualitiesoftheTexasRangers—inWebb’sandothers’frontier histrieswere‘meetandrighfforthestandardsofpastTexansociety(3>10),but arenot'meetandrightforthestandardsofTexansocietytoday? •InTexanmyth,thelandistamedandcivilizationisintroducedalmost exclusivelythroughmaleprowess? •Withoutthefrontiertherecannotbe‘nationhood’forTexanmythandtruth? •Texanmythandlegendloudlyaacknowledgesthebeautyofthefrontierandthe wildernessonlyafterit("she’')hasbeenconquered(3>14)?



TABLE1.9.3.3./1(Continued)
STATEMENTOFNEEDS FINDINGS •ThefrontierinTexassitsonlytwoorthreegeneratinsbackfromthepresent(3>15). •TheconquestoftheAmericanfrontierlastedsome280yearsandisepical(3>16):theTexanconquestofthefrontierplaysaculminatorypartinthatlongsaga. •StephenF.Austin,andmanyothergreatfiguresinTexanhistoryandpolitics,sawtheTexanfrontierasanaturalandinevitableextensionof‘theAmericanWest’(3>17). •Flourishing‘national’industriestendtobuilduparoundfrontiersagasandstorylines(3>18). RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •Studentsofmyth,legendandhistoryinTexashavebeguntoexplorethefollowingfrontierthemes(amongstothers): -theclashofindigenousandimmigrantcultures; -thesupernatural; -theclashofraceandcolor; -‘anglo’privilege; -‘black’subculture -theconquestofthewilderness; (3>19).

Andof:
-Tejanoperspectives; -Texaswomen; -Modernity (3>20).

RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNTRIED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •InAustralia,theworkingdog,forinstance,—especiallytheBlueHealer—is
ofnotedsignificancetocontemporaryimagesofoutback/frontieridentify(3>21).

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •WhatconstitutestheiconographyoftheTexanfrontierofthepastandofthe present?Hasitchanged?Isitchanged?
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TABLE1.9.3.4/1
RACEANDCOLOR:

THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPASTINTEXAS
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements ••RaceandColor:GeneralIssues •Eachcountryorregionistrappedinminefieldofhistoricalprejudice:ageshave differentstandardsofproprietyintermsofdiscriminatory/non-discriminatory practices(4>1). ••WhiteIssues •TheDarwiniannotionof‘thewhiteman’sburden'helpeddrivetheconquestand developmentofTexas(4>2). ••BlackIssues •‘Juneteenth’isanimportantcelebrationinblackcommunitiesinTexas, commemoratingthearrivalofnewsinthestateofemancipationfromslavery(June 19th1865)(4>3). •AfricanculturesurvivedmuchmorestronglyinAmericaduringslaverythanwas formerlyandgenerallypresumed(4>4). ••HispanicIssues •ManyAnglo-AmericansinTexastakeconfidencefromthefactthatAnglo- AmericansconqueredthetractsofTexas’intenyears—somethingthatthey maintainthatHispanicpeople(inthewidestsenseoftheterm)hadbeenunable

tododuringa300yearperiod(4>5). •Beforethe1950s,TexanhistorianstendedtomentionTejanostangentially— chieflyasbanditswhobattledcattlemen,frontiersmenandTexasRangers(4>6). •InthewritingsoffamousTexanhistorianWalkerPrescottWebb(especially withinTheTexasRangers:ACenturyofFrontierDefence':1935)Mexicans‘lost
ateveryturn’against‘thequiet,deliberate,gentlemen’oftheTexasRangers(4>7). •TheinadequaciesofMexicancharacter(sic!)werelinkedtotheInquisitionand

totheirhighquotientofIndianbloodamongstothersupposedfailings(4>8)—in theleadTexanhistorybooksofthefirsthalfofthetwentiethcentury.
RelatedSampleQuestions •Whichsocial/culturalpracticesofthefirstquarterofthe19thcentury,ofthe secondquarter,ofthethirdquarter,etseq.,wouldnowadaysberegardedas discriminatorybyraceorcolor? •Whathistorical,literary,autobiographicalevidenceistherethatTexaswas graduallysettledprogressivelyintunewithanenvisagedpredestiny? •Whichotherhappenings/sites/personalitiesinTexas(ortheSouth,orthe West?)haveagrowingsignificanceforcelebrationand/orcommemoration amongstblackpeople? •WhichAfricanculturaltraitssurvivedstronglythroughorviaslaveryinTexasto becomeevidentialAfro-Americanismsofthelate-twentiethcentury? •WhatproportionofvisitorscomingtoTexas(forthefirsttime)knowthatTexas wasaseparatenationfortenyears? •InwhatfashionswereTejanospeoplepresentedinmythandliterature(inearly Texanaccounts)inpositive/favorable/self-defininglight? •InthepagesofW.P.Webb,aretheMexicanTejanopeopleeverpresentedin positivist/favorable/self-defininglight? •WhichweretheotherstereotypicalfailingsofMexicanTejanopeopleaccording

tothemainstreamTexantextbooks?



TABLE1.9.3.4./1(Continued)
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •ToJ.FrankDobie—influentialsocialhistorianofTexas—TexanMexicans werequaintandcolorfulpeople,butnotwereneverpaintedflatteringlyso(4>9). •EventhefirstseriousMexican-AmericanaccountofTexasMexicans(4>10)—

amaster’sthesisbyJovitaGonzalezin1930—tendedtoadaptcondescending AngloportrayalsofTejanos(4>11). •ThebehaviorofTejanopeoplewasoftenregardedasirresponsibleby Protestantmigrantsarrivingfromthenorth-east(i.e.,fromtheU.S.A.).The differentpatternsofbehaviorandpreferencesshockedthem(4>13). •Tejanowomenweredeemed,inaccordancewithAngloethnocentrisms,tobe notablypromiscuousanduncontrolled(4>14). •ThehistoryofTexasparallelsreal-lifeinmanyinstances—particularly regardingTexasRangerhood.TheRangersplayedtheirpart(asisnow recognized)inthebrutalizationoftheTejano/Mexicanpopulations;then, mainstreamhistoryitselfbrutalizedthosesamepeople(4>15). •ThedegreetowhichAnglo-AmericancultureinTexashas borrowed/copied/adoptedTejano/Mexican/Hispanicfeatureshasbeenstrongly underestimatedinmainstreamTexanmythandhistory(4>17). •HeroandvillainreverserolesinMexican-vs.-NorthAmerican/Texanhistories —asevidencedfromstudiesofTejano-Mexicanhistorysince1950(4>19).
•Inpost-1950Tejano-Mexicanaccountsofhistory,andinmuchremodelledAnglo history,theMexicanisnolonger‘apassivepeon’(4>21). ••NativeNorthAmerican/’lndian’Issues: •Anglo-AmericansinTexashavelongmisunderstoodtheeconomicandethical systemsof‘Indian’people(4>22). •JustasAnglo-Americanswerepuzzledbyandmisconstrued‘Indian’ perspectivesuponmaterialpossessions,soNativeNorthAmericansinandaround Texaswereconfusedbytheimmigrants’viewsofownership(4>23). •Respectivereligiousandmoralitiestendedtobegrosslymis-identified(4>24).

RelatedSampleQuestions •Arethereanyinstances/exampleswithJ.F.Dobie’sworksofMexican/Tejano peopleoccupyingcenterstageforanysustainedepisodeorstoryline(innon¬ patronizingfashion)? •WhywereMexican-Americanhistoriesofthe1930s,1940sandearly1950’s NOTrevisionist(4>12)? •Whichaspects,ifany,offamily/communelivingwithinTejano/Mexican/Hispanic communitiestendednottobeacknowledgedorseeminglyappreciatedbyAnglo observers/writers/historians? •Haveanyethnocentrismsregardingtheextendedfamilylifeof Tejano/Mexican/Hispaniccommunitiessurvivedcontinuouslyfromtheeighteenth
tothelastdecadesofthetwentiethcentury? •WhichcorrectiveTejano/MexicanaccountsofTexasRangerhoodhaveemerged

inrecentdecades(4>16)? •Whicharethemany,manyfeaturesofcowmanship—i.e.,ofthefamous cowboycultureofTexas—wereoriginallyTejano/Mexican/Hispanicfrontiervalues (4>18)? •RecentTejano-MexicanhistoryhasproventheTexasRangerstohavebeenthe hatednemesisofborderHispanics(4>20):whatothermajor‘reorientations’have emerged? •Inwhichfashionsdopost1950historicalaccountsinTexas(viz,Tejano- MexicanaccountsandAnglo-Americanaccounts)nolongerpresentTejanosas ‘passivefolks’? •InwhichmajorwayshavethemythsandhistoriesofAnglo-AmericanTexas misinterpreted‘Indian’culture/society/lifeworlds? •Whatotheraspectsoflivingappeartohavebeenrespectivelymisconstruedin
lifeandinmyth/historybyNativeNorthAmericanandimmigrants/Euro-Americans inTexas? •Which‘Indian’religiousandmoralmattersarecommonlymis-identifiedbyfirst¬ timevisitorstoTexastoday?



TABLE1.9.3.4./1(Continued)
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •Anglo-AmericanhistoryandmythtendtorecordthatNativeNorthAmericans

didnotwagetheirbattlesby‘civilized’rules(4>25). ••IssuesaboutOtherPeoplesofTexas: •ManyTexanshavenocluesastowheretheirforefamiliescamefrom(4>26).
RelatedSampleQuestions •HavecontemporaryAnglo-Americanperspectiveson‘Indian’fightingstrategies (andupontheculturallogicbehindthem)changedfrompreviouslycommonplace conceptions? •WhatproportionofTexaninhabitantsnominatethehistorythatisimportantto themasbeingexclusively‘NorthAmerican’byorigin?

FINDINGS ••RaceandColor:GeneralIssues: •Mostsocietiesviewtheirownculturesasthepivot-pointofhistoricalimportance(4>27):andsoitwaswiththerelationshipsbetweenNorthEuropean‘Texas'andSpanish Texas’.Nineteenthcenturyethnocentrismswereparticularlyvirulent. •TheNorthernEuropeans,whowerepredominantamongsttheearlysettlersandpioneersinTexas,inheritedthemilitanttraditionalismofEuropeanreformersnotablywith regardtothereligiousrupturewithRome,thesecularizationoflife,thecreationofgreat‘national’powerandtheabsolutismofthestate(4>28). •ThepioneeringpushtowardsTexaswaspartofthetriumphof‘Englishmodernity’ —theexpansionofNordicEuropeanprotestantismandthecreationofanAnglo-American worldenthronedonthedeterminedconquestofmateriality(4>29). •GiventhewidespreadsuccessesofNordicprotestantism,theresultwasanarrogantsuperioritycomplexforNorthAmericansoverHispanics/Mexicans,andaninferiority complexamongsttheMexicansagainsttheconfident/progressivismsofNorthEuropeansecularization(4>30). •ProtestantTexanstendedtoconsiderthemselves—overtime—asabreedapart,aspecialselectpopulationadvancingtheclaimsofindependence,theNorthAmerican dreamandmateriality(4>31). •Yet,‘Texas’hasalwayshadamixedpopulation(4>32)beingmoreheterogenousthananyotherstateoftheUnionexceptCaliforniaandNewYork(4>33). •Today,theInstituteofTexanCulturesdealswiththirtyethnicdistinctgroups—eachwiththeirownmythsandhistoricaltruths(4>34). •Texasis,nowadays,increasinglyculturallyplural—anditisbecomingmuchhardertosustainsingularcoherentmythsandoneconsistent/integratedhistoryacrossthe state’spopulation(4>35). •‘Mythic’Texasnowmirrors‘Real’Texas—itisablendofWest,East,SouthwestandUrbanTexas(4>36). •‘Legendary’Texasnowparallels‘Actual’Texas—itisamixofAnglo-European,Indian,black,Mexicanandotherelements(4>37). •Theethnic-culturalcompositionofTexasstill,however,hasstronggeographicalinfluences(4>38). ••WhiteIssues: •The‘white’/EuropeanimperativeforTexansprincipallystemmedfromtheTheGoodBook’:viz.,‘tohavedominion’and'tofilltheearthandsubdueit’(4>39). •ThebiblicalinjunctionforTexans,forAnglo-Texans,andforTexanswastosubjugateallofGod’screaturesinclusiveofthe‘Indian’andthe‘Mexican’species(4>40). •StephenF.Austinprovedtobeaparticularlyimportantandinfluentialimpresario—outtoconquerthelandandthoseuponit.HefelthewasleadingAnglo-Texans, spirituallyandasofright,toanewcivilization,toapromisedCanaan(4>41).



TABLE1.9.3.4./1(Continued)
FINDINGS •ThecreationofAnglo-TexasrepresentedOldTestamentimperatives:itwastheconstructionofanew‘Jerusalem’(4>42). •TheexistenceoftheSpanish/CatholiccultureinTexaspermittedAnglo-Texans/Texanstodefinethemselvesbycontrast(4>43). •YettheAnglo-Texanmythembracesalove-haterelationshipwiththeSpanishpeoples(4>44). •Anglo-TexansthemselvesextendedtheSouthern‘gentlemanlytraditions’inaWestern/democraticcodechieflyevidencedthroughthecowboytraditionsandimage(4>45). •Thiscowboy/action-man/gentlemanmythhasbeenkeptpowerfullyaliveinfilmandfiction—notablybythegenerationsofTexanhistoriansfromHendersonK.Yoakum

toWalterPrescottWebb(4>46). •ThecowboycultureofTexaswasmale-driven;menidealizedwomenbutwerealienatedfromthem(4>47). •TheTypicalTexan/WildCowhandhadcrystallizedintohisstereotypicalchivalrous/mercilessfrontiersman’sattributerbythe1860s(4>48). •Infolkliterature,theTypicalTexanbecametheDavidCrockettofthealmanacs,thePecosBilloftheWest(4>49). •Bythesecond-halfofthetwentiethcentury,theDavidCrockett/WildCowhandtypehasbecomeamoney-making‘baron’ —fromcattle,fromcotton,fromoil,fromwherever: PecosBillbecomesJ.R.Ewing(4>50). •Gradually,theoilmen(thebusiness-oilmen)ofTexasconsiderthemselvestobetheinheritorsofthe‘biggerthanlife’/'toughastheycome’Texanspirit(4>51). ••BlackIssues: •ManyWhite/EuropeanTexanshaveheldacontinualfearofblacks,aswasrecognizedinsucheventsastheColoradoCountyslaverebellion,theGainesvillehangings, andtheexpulsionofblacksfromComancheCounty—andashasbeeninstitutionalizedin‘thewhiteprimary'votewhichexcludedblacksfromvoting(4>52). •Blackrepresentationsandidentitiesaremore'Southern'than‘Western’(4>53). •TheonlyblackstoapproachmythicstatusarethelikesofSamPickens—theblackcowboy/rodeostar—andWilliamGoyers—themulattorevolutionary(4>54). •DuringthenineteenthcenturythechurchbecamethecenterofcommunitylifeforAfrican-AmericansinTexas,particularlyforruralblacks(4>55),andespeciallyafter emancipation(4>56)tobecomeahaveninageneralworldofhostility(4>57). •Manywhite/EuropeanTexansfeltblack/Afro-Americansreadilywishedtoemulatethelifestyleandachievementsofthesocalled‘lead’,whitesociety(4>58). •InTexas,asaroundtheU.S.A.anationalmythofsamenessemerged:blackidentityandculturalperspectiveswerelargelydeniedinthelegendandtruthsincirculation
inthenineteenthandearlytwentiethcentury(4>59). ••HispanicIssues: •Thehistoriographyofthe1930sand1940s—ahealthyperiodofoutputinhistoricalwritingsinTexas—tendstocementestablishednineteenthcenturyperspectiveson Texanhistory(4>60). •RevisionistTejano/Mexican/Hispanichistoriansfacedimmensedifficultiesin‘correcting’theestablishedAnglo-Texanmythsaboutthe‘Spanish’presence/involvementin Texanhistory—theyfacedtheinstitutionalwealthoftheAnglocommunityandtheyfacedthestate-sanctioned,Alamo-fuelled‘truths’(4>61). •Beforethe1950sthelargelyuncomplimentaryAngloviewoftheTejanoswasnotchallenged.Revisionsfirstappearedintheearly1950s(4>62).BeforethenAnglo- AmericanconsciousnesswasinclinedtopresentTejanosas‘theMexicanproblem’(4>63). •Thoughcorrectivestudiesappeared(forTejanos/Hispanicmatters)theassumptionremainedinthehistoriesandtruthsofTexas-throughthe1950sandearly1960s—that

theTejanoshadjustnothadaheritageorbackgroundthatmeritedproperandprofessionalanalysis(4>64). •EvenFehrenbach’scelebrated1980volumeonTexanhistorywasnotablyshortonitscoverageofSpanish(andIndian)Texas(4>65). •Duringthelatetwentiethcentury,Tejano/Hispanichistorianshavecontinuedtofeeltheabsenceofnineteenthcentury‘Spanish'historians:theyhaveno-one(onwhichto basetheiraccounts)whohaddescribedMexicansorTexas-MexicansasACTORSinthedueprocessofhistory(4>66).



TABLE1.9.3.4./1(Continued)
FINDINGS •TheleadingTejanohistorianoftheearlytwentiethcentury—Castaneda—had,moreover,beenprimarilyinterestedintheSpanishcolonialera,notMexicansasminorities

inTexas(4>67). •UntiltheriseofHenryCisneros,mayorofSanAntonio,therehadnotbeen‘anelderstatesman'ofsubstantivepresenceonthebroadstatewidestage—inTexas--to giverepresentativeleadershipinpoliticalandcivicactivitytoHispaniccausesandtoTejanotruths(4>68). •Recently,CrisphasarguedagainsttheforceofDeLeonsviewsonwhatracialattitudestoHispanics;CrispmaintainsthatDeLeonoveremphasizedthefixityofthewhite perspective,andmaintainswhiteoutlookson‘Hispanics’tobeconstantlyinflux(4>69). ••NativeNorthAmerican/'lndian’Issues: •ThebelievabilityofNativeNorthAmerican‘truths’inTexasishamperedbythefactthatneitherofthesurvivingnativepeoples—theAlabama-CoushaltaandtheTijua-
-areindigenoustoTexas:theymovedhereduringthelatehistoricalpast(viz.,duringthewhiteoccupancy)(4>70). •ThecoherencyofNativeNorthAmerican‘truths’inTexasisdisturbedbythefactthatthe‘Indian’culturallandscapewasmanyhued—differentinlanguage,dialect, cosmology,economics,socialform,politicalconnectionsandinexperienceofwhitemateriality(4>71). •TheveryexistenceofthestrengthofthestereotypeaboutNativeNorthAmericanhomogeneityonlywidenedfurtherthechasmofunderstandingbetweenAnglo-Americans andIndians(4>72). RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED ••BlackIssues: •ExtensiveanalysisofthehistoryofblacksinTexashasonlyoccurredinrecentyears—alateturnto‘objectivity’(orrathermultisocality)inunderstandingracerelations (4>73). •Theweightofinputbyblackscholars,accordingtoBarr,hadandhasremainedlowowingtotheirheavyteachingloads,andtotheproblemstheyfacedgainingaccess

to researchmaterials(4>74). •Studiesofblackfamilyhistoriesisgrowingbuthasbeennotablyretarded(4>75). •CountystudiesinTexashavebeenpronetotheexclusionofreferencestoblacksortothepresentationonlyofwhiteperspectives(4>76). ••HispanicIssues: •Castaneda’saccountsofthepastare‘historywithamission’ —viz.,theyhaveanimmenseRomanCatholicslant(4>77). •Thelate1960sand1970ssawalargeincreaseincoverageoftheTejanopast—viz.,theriseofChicanohistory(4>78). •TheemergentcadreofChicannoistswasaidedbyafewAnglo-Americaninvestigators(4>79). •Emphasisinthesenew‘truths’ofTexasturnstothevictimizationoftheMexicansofTexas(4>80). •Morefrequently,theTejanoshavenowadayscometobeportrayedasvictimsofoppression(4>81). •Shockleys1970stext,‘ChicanoRevoltinaTexasTown’,wasanimportantsignifierofthedegreetowhichHispanicswerenowmorepositivelybeingpresentedakinto theirownimageasabiculturalpeople(4>82). •Weddle,anon-academichistorian,hadalsobecomeacceptedasaninformedauthorityonSpanishcolonialTexas(4>83). •RecenttrendsinTejanohistoriographyhaveincludedarangeofrefreshingsubjectssuchas‘socialdifferentiation’and‘ideologicalcleavages’withinHispaniccommunities (4>84).



TABLE1.9.3.4./1(Continued)
FINDINGS •ButthepowerofestablishedTexanheroescontinuedtosuffocate:latelyKilgore’s‘HowDidDavyDie?’textconstitutesadispassionateattempttoreviewthemajorhero constructingmyth—theAlamo.Ithas'rankledthosewhoplacedTexaschauvinismabovehistoricalveracity"(4>85). •TheAlamohascontinuedtoattractgreatattention—frompopularwritersandrecognizedhistoriansalike:itremainsthelaunch-padfortheprojectionofmythandideological storylinesinandofTexas(4>86).Evenrevisionistsgiveitapivotalplaceintheircorrectiveaccountsoftruth(4>87). •Otherimportantre-writes,fromtheHispanicviewpoint,includeBarr'sstudyofthe1835stormingofBexar(4>88).HemaintainstheTexanstriumphedbecauseofadvantages

ofpositionandarms,notonaccountofsuperiorvalor. ••NativeNorthAmerican/Indian’Issues: •In1961,W.W.NewcombproducedarathercomprehensiveaccountoftheNativeNorthAmericansofTexaswhichpainstakinglydescribedthelifestylesandlifeworld differencesbetweenthesocietiesoftheWesternGulfArea(e.g.,theCoahuiltecans),thenomadicsocietiesofthePlains(e.g.,theTonkawas),andthegardeningsocieties offertileareasofthestate(e.g.,theCaddoConfederacies)(4>89). •The1961text(reprintedfrequentlyduringthe1980s)hasnotbeensurpassedbyanylaterresearchcollation.Itsauthorityremainsunchallenged,yetitistwenty-fiveyears out-of-dateintermsofinvestigationinsightandcriticalunderstanding(4>90). RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems ••RaceandColor:GeneralIssues: •Scholarsrarelyconductresearchoutsideofa(normallytheirown)cultural context.Thehistoriansresearchinginthe1930s,1940s(andfrequentlythereafter, too)wereinclinedtoconducttheirinquiriesintothestate'spastinalignmentwith heavilypreconditionedperspectives(4>91). •Muchofthepre-1950smainstreamAnglo-Americanaccountsofthehistoryof Texaswere,bythestandardsofthe1990s,racist(4>92).WalterPrescottWebb andlikeAnglo-Americanhistoriansarenowregardedbysomeashavinglivedin anageofinstitutionizedJimCrowism,andwerepronetoregardingpeopleofcolor asinferior(4>93). •Termsdifferconsiderablyacrosscultures.Itisnotalwayseasytosimply translatehistoricalconceptslike‘liberalism’tostraighttranslatableequivalentsin othercultures/languages(4>94).

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •Howwouldamultiple-perspectiveinterpretivestudyofaTexas period/event/themeinhistorybesetuptoensurethatthestudyproblemwasnot anabsolutegiven,andthatalternativeorpluralperspectivesofitwouldbe forthcoming? •WhatwerethecommonplacegroundedpredispositionsoftheAnglo-American historiansofthe1930s/1940s/1950s,andhowhavethoseorientationsinfluenced presentdaypopularandacademicversionsofTexasmythandhistory? •Whichconceptsappeartobemostcommonlymisconstrued/misrepresented
/misappliedinaccountsofagivenalternativeculture?



TABLE1.9.3.4./1(Continued)
RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems ••WhiteIssues: •OrtegayMedinabelievesthemisunderstandingsandmutualresentmentsthat haveexisted(andstillexist?)betweentheAnglo-Saxon(BritishandU.S.)and Hispanic(SpanishandIbero-American)worldsactuallythwartsopendialogue betweenAnglo-AmericanandHispanic-Americas(4>95). •MuchoftheAnglo-AmericanaccountsofthepastofTexashavebeen dismissedas‘sloppy’where‘homage’hasbeenundulymixedwith‘history’(4>96). •TheformerdoyenoftheAnglo-Americanwriters,W.P.Webb,hasbeen condemnedforbeingnotsomuch‘anhistorianofthefrontier’butas'asymbolic frontiersman’(4>98). ••BlackIssues: •QuestionablegeneralizationsaboutAfro-Americansstillexistinthelead-selling historytextsforTexas—alongwiththerelentionofdatedstereotypesabout blacksandtheomissionofnewandrecentlyresearchedthemes(4>99). •TheblackhistoryofTexasneeds"aninfusionofsoul"(4>101). ••HispanicIssues: •TheSpanishperiodofTexanhistory(1519-1821)lastedmuchlongerthanthe Anglo-AmericanruleoverTexashaslasted.Muchdocumentationofrelevancefor thislongperiodisbelievedtoremainrelativelyuntappedinMexicoandSpain (4>102). •Texas’hasbeenheldunder37Spanishgovernors,15Mexicangovernors,5 presidentsoftherepublicofTexas,and47stategovernors(4>103).

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •[Itmayhoweverbepossibletoresearchintoalternativeworldsviacriticaltheory andconstructivistsformsofinvestigation—neitherofwhichOrtegayMedina appearstohaveconsidered].Aretherewidespreadstrongand/ornegativeand/or stereotypicalfeelingsamongsttheHispanicpeopleofTexastowardsthe mainstreamAnglo-AmericancultureofTexas?Aretherewidespreadstrongand/or negative,and/orstereotypicalfeelingsamongsttheAnglo-Americanpeopleof TexastowardstheHispaniccultureofTexas? •W.P.Webbissupposedtohavebeenunable"tothinkbadlyoftheTexas Rangers"(4>97):whichotherWebbiancharacterizationsofAnglo-Texans continuallyerredtowardsthepositive? •HasWebb'ssupposed‘symbolicfrontiersmanship’indeedpassedintothe common‘truths’andtheimaginedrealitiesoflatetwentiethcenturyTexans? •Whichanti-blackstereotypesandquestionablestatementsshouldbeomitted duringadisidentifiedre-writeorstraightforwardrevisionofthefollowingprominent textsonTexanhistory: -Richardson,WallaceandAnderson(1988) -AndersonandWorster(1986) -Fehrenbach(1980)?(4>100). •HowoughttheblackhistoryofTexasbedecentlyandappropriatelybe disidentified(toattainabeneficialmeasureof‘soul’)? •WhatnewinsightcanbethrownontherelationshipstheSpanishpioneersand rulersheldwiththeindigenousIndianpopulationsofTexasinthesixteenth, seventeenthandeighteenthcenturies? •Whichunder-recognizedlandmarksinTexassurviveastributetothecareand controlofthe37Spanishgovernorsandthe15Mexicangovernors?



TABLE1.9.3.4./1(Continued)
RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •Castaneda’svolumesrecordevidenceofeventsinthehistoryofTexaswhich arenowhereelserecorded.Theywarrantmuchfullerandcloserscrutiny(4>104). HopefullyChipman’sprojected1992publicationonthehistoryofSpanishTexas willpreparethewayformorerigorousassaultsontheCastanedavolumes (4>105). •InrevisionsofTexanhistoryitwouldbeeasytolabelallTejanosasvictimsof Anglo-Americanoppression.Somediscernmentisneeded,however,to differentiatewhichTejanossufferedfromwhichsubjugations(4>106). •TheheterogenousnatureofTejanoexperiencehasbeenunderestimatedinthe tellingofthe‘truths’ofTexas(4>107). •TheTejanoexperienceisfurtherdiversifiedregionally(4>108). •HistoryhasbeennotablyslowinTexasinutilizingtheoriesand conceptualizationsfromotherfields(4>109). •AccordingtoDeLe6n,thereis"aplethoraoftopics[concerningtheTexas Mexicans]thatbegfornotice"(4>110).Theyinclude:

-Hispaniclifeinurbancenters; -TheroleofTejanoelites; -ThepoliticsoftheTejanamasses; -InsightfromTejanabiographies; -Hispanic/Tejanowomen; -RelationsbetweenwhitesandTejanobytimebyplacebyothervariables; -RelationsbetweenTejanosandotherimmigrantsbytimebyplacebyother variables.

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •WheredoesCastaneda'saccountsstronglyconflictwithotherconstructionsof SpanishTexas? •WhichTejanosindividuals/groups/segmentsofthepopulationweresubjugated
bywhatlaborexploitation,lynchings,communityostracism,orotherlargeorpetty dominations? •WhichTejanoindividuals/groups/segmentsresistedAnglo-American modernizationwhen,andwhichTejanosadoptedbiculturallifeworldsunderthe Anglo-Americanhegemony? •Whichdistinctideologicaldifferencesmayconstructivelybeappliedwhereand whenforTejanosinthehistoryofTexas? •HowmayotherdisciplinesbeemployedtorecreateHispaniclifeworlds,orto situateTejanoperspectivesindifferentdecadesoramongstdifferentgenerations? •Howcanthetraditionalhistoricalinterpretationsof‘truth’besupplementedwith,

orrevisedthrough,theuseofunderservicedanthropological/ethnographic/other bodiesofknowledge?

••NativeNorthAmerican/Indian’Issues: •LittlehassurfacedastothewaysandfashionsinwhichNativeNorthAmericansabsorbedorotherwisereactedtoSpanishculture(4>111).
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TABLE1.9.3.571

WOMEN:THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPASTINTEXAS
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •Womenhavelargelybeenignoredinthetellingofthepast truthsofTexas:theyhavenotmadeit,substantively,totheindex ofthehistorybooksofthestate(5>1). •ArevisedversionoftheHandbookofTexas(formerlywrittenby W.P.Webb,H.B.Carroll,andE.S.Branda(5>2))isduetobe publishedduringthe1990s—withasignificantincreasein women’shistory(5>3). •The‘goodol*girl’syndromeofTexasfrontiermythandhistory annoysmodernwomen(5>4). •InrecentyearstherewritingofTexashistoryhasbanished someoldstereotypesaboutwomenintheTexanpast,onlyto replacethemwithnewstereotypes(5>5). FINDINGS •MyressuggeststhatrepresentationsofwomeninthehistoryofTexasconformtoRiley’sbroaderWestern/frontierstereotypesof:(i) ‘CalamityJanes’;(ii)sexobjects;(iii)thefrontiersuffragist;(iv)thesaintinasunbonnet(5>6).Stoeltje(5>7),andMyresherself(5>8), presentalternativeyetsimilartypologies. •Acommonwomen’smythis‘thehard-times’storylinewhichfeedsoffselectivemercy,andaninterestinpresentingtheunusualatthe expenseofthecommonplace(5>9). •Infrontier/ruralTexasinthenineteenthcentury,womenwereidealized—arelativelycommontraitforthecentury.Thoughidealized, womenweresupposedtoacknowledgemalesuperiorityandmaleprerogatives(5>10). •ThestereotypesandmythsaboutwomeninruralAmericaareextremelypowerfulframesofreferencewhichlimitandconstrainhistorical insight(5>11).

RelatedQuestions #Whichthemesinvolvingwomenandwomanhoodhavebeen particularlyunder-recognizedbymalehistoriansandbymalemyth makers? •Arethereanysignificantdifferencesbetweenwomen’struthsas men’struthsinthetellingofthepastofTexas? •Whichrareand/orcommonplaceaspectsoffemalesocietyat
thefrontierhavebeenoverlookedinthetellingoftheTexanpast? •Whichsurvivingandemergentstereotypesparticularlyoffend

thesensibilitiesofwomeninTexas?



TABLE1.9.3.5./1(Continued)
RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •Animportanteventforresearchintowomen’s‘truths’camein1981withtheTexasWomen:ACelebrationofHistory’exhibit.Ithasdone muchtostimulatewiderawarenessofwomen’shistory,especiallythroughtheassociatedTexasWomen’sHistoryMonth.’Theexhibitis nowhousedatTexasWomen’sUniversity(5>12). •ElsewhereinthesouthoftheU.S.,thethesishasbeenexploredthat‘modernization’hasbeenthemajorforceinthenineteenthcentury advanceandadaptationofwomen’scultureandlifestyles(5>13).IthasnotbeenutilizedinTexas(5>14). RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •Thebodyweightofwomen’shistoryinTexasisfrontierhistory (5>15). •Westernwomen’shistory,whereitdoesexist,reasonably accommodatestheperspectivesofAnglo,Hispanicand‘Indian’ women,butdoesnotreadilyaccommodatethoseofblackwomen (5>16). •ThefamilyexperienceofadaptationtoTexashasbeenpoorly told(5>17).

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •Havesouthernandimmigrantthemesandissuesbeen understatedinthetellingofwomen’struthsaboutorfromthe Texanpast? •Whichblackwomen’sthemesandissueshavebeen understatedinthetellingoftheWestern‘truths’aboutorfromthe Texanpast? •Canthe‘familyexperienceofadaptation’beutilizedasastrong themeofthesettlementofTexas?
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TABLE1.9.3.6./1
INDIVIDUALFREEDOMSANDTHEGOODLIFE:

THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPASTINTEXAS
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •ThemythsaboutfamilylifeinTexasareunbalanced,andomitorde-emphasize manyimportantfeatures,notably:(i)oilandcottonfadeincamparisontoranching;

(ii)citiesandtownsarediminishedinimportance;and(iii)theblack,Tejano, ‘Indian’,‘otherEuropean’backgroundsoffamiliesaredeaccentuated(6>1). •ThetraditionalAnglomythsustainsitselfstillinTexas,runningthroughthe cowboy,thecattlebaron,theRanger,thewildcattertotheTexasdeveloper.The mythcelebrates‘individualism’,‘courage’,‘risk-taking’,and‘optimism’forinstance (6>2). •TheemergentmythsofTexascontinuetocultivate‘ruggedness’and ‘eccentricity1amongsttheoilmenandamongstothermodern-dayoccupationsthey champion(6>3). •FolkloreandlegendfocusesitsattentioninTexasuponindividuals(6>4)— evenmoresothanforotherWesternstates/regions/places(6>4). •TherearefewmythsaboutthefamilyinTexanloreandhistorybecausemyth demandsunusual/extraordinary/challengingcircumstancenottheusuality/straight- forwardness/domesticityofthefamilyhearth(6>5). •FamilymythsflounderedparticularlyinthefrontierregionsofWestTexasand EastTexas(6>6). •FolkloreandmythinTexasparticularlycelebratesthelivesofordinarypeople (6>7). •MythandlegendinTexaschampionlabor/toilworkinexcessofthatprizedand praisedinmostotherregionsoftheworld(6>9). •TheAlamo,itself,hasbeenincorporatedintothemythsandloreofTexasas
'asymbolofindividualisticfreedom'(6>11). •TheAlamo,itself,hasbeenbuiltintothemythsandloreofTexasasamagical locusofpower(6>12). •‘The-moment-Travis-drew-the-line’hasbeenbuiltintothemythsandloreof Texasthesuprememomentofheroiclegend(6>13).

RelatedQuestions •Whichoccupational,culturalandpoint-of-origintensionsareunderstatedinthe tellingofTexanhistories? •Whataretheotherfeatures,ifany,ofthetraditionalAnglomythinTexas? •WhatotherqualitiesandoccupationsdotheemergentmythsofTexas champion? •Havethecharacterizationsof‘esteemed’individualitychangedoverthedecades
inTexas? •Whatothercomponentsdomythsnecessarilyemphasizeingeneral,andin Texasinparticular? •Inwhatwaysdid‘family’and‘individuality’mythseachrespectivelyvaryacross

thedifferentregionsofTexas? •DothetraditionalfolktalesandmythsofTexaslack‘thedynastyimage’ altogether—asclaimedbyEnstam(6>8)? •IsitreasonabletoconcludethatthemarriageofProtestantismandcapitalism gaverise,orsubstantivelyempowered,toanyotherelementsofTexanmyths(— assumingitdidgiverisetothatof‘work’(6>10))? •WhatelsedoestheAlamoconsistentlysymbolisminTexanfolktraditions? •Whichothersites/places/buildingsareconsistentlydeemedtobe magical/inspirational/powerfulinTexanlore? •DoesTexasmyth/lore/legendhaveanyotherprofoundmomentscentraltoits adulationofindividuality?



TABLE1.9.3.6./1(Continued)
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •MuchofthehistoryofTexasispredicatedontheviewthatthestatehad‘a goldenage’inthenineteenthcentury(6>14).Dobie,Haley,LeaandWebbareall pronetocelebratingtheopenrangeerawhentherawenergiesoftheSpanish werecombinedwiththenewzealoftheAnglo-Americanstoyieldthevast cattlemen’ssociety(6>15). •Inthetwentiethcentury,notablyinthe1950s,DavyCrocketthasperhapsbeen

therepresentativefigureofthegoldenageandtheruggedindividualityofTexas society(6>16). •InpresentdayTexas,particularlyinurbanTexasthepursuitofmoney ‘permeatestheair"(6>17). •TherichinTexashavenowabsorbedandadoptedtheranchingmythologyof yore(6>18). •TexansnowadaysseethemselvesasaspecialbreedofAmerican—andseek
toconspicuouslydisplaythatthroughtheindependentownershipofvastmaterial possessions(6>19). •InTexas,powerstrugglesaresupposedtooccurinthebusinessworldandnot

inlocalpolitics.ThosewhotriumphinbusinessinTexasareaxiomaticallygiven greatlatitudeinotherareasoflife(6>20). •PoliticsinTexanmythologyisaresplendentspectatorsport,butnotnecessarily
anactivitywhichmixeswellwiththerawfrontierspiritandthelandclaiming, progressivist‘Lonestar’mentality(6>21).Governmentisnotsupposedtobethe sceneofdecision-takingandconflict,butofimplementationandlike-minded interest(6>22). •Non-TexansassumeTexastobevenal(6>23).

RelatedQuestions •WhatevidencedoDobie,Haley,Lea,Webbandothersreveal,toindicatethat
thenineteenthcenturywassospecialforTexas? •WhatdoesDavyCrockettsymbolizetofirst-timevisitorstoTexas? •WhatevidenceisthereinTexasthatthepursuitofmoney‘permeatestheair’ morepungentlythanforotherstates? •Whatarethedominant‘Texan’statussymbols(i.e.,thosewhichideologically speakforTexas)inthecontemporaryage? •HowdocontemporaryTexanscomparetootherstatesintermsoftheownership

ofland,materialpossessions,vehicles,boats,etcetera? •Howimportantis‘citypolitics’/'localpolitics’inTexasvis-a-visotherstatesofthe U.S.A.? •HowmanyoftheTribalHeroes'ofTexasareprincipallypoliticians?Howdoes thatcomparewithotherstates? •Howdofirst-timevisitorstotheU.S.A.rateTexans(incomparisontothe inhabitantsofotherstates)intermsofvenality?

FINDINGS •TheinitialcultureandeconomywhichdevelopedinAnglo-AmericanTexas(inthe1840s,1850s,1860sand1870s)identifiedstronglywiththeDeepSouth.Themajority oftheplantersandplainfolk’whosettledantebellumTexasweresoutherners.Theybroughtinapredominantlyagriculturaleconomyakintothatoftheestablishedsouthern states(6>24). •TheplantersextendedtheOldSouthtoitsnaturallimitsinEastTexas:itcouldnotsolidifyintherawterrainandtherawsocietyofthecowcampterritoriesofWestTexas (6>25).



TABLE1.9.3.6./1(Continued)
FINDINGS •Whiletheeasternone-thirdofTexassustainsthetraditionalisticcultureoftheplantationsocietyoftheDeepSouth(6>26),therestofthestate(especiallyCentraland WestTexas)wassettledbyfolkfromtheupperSouthandfurtherafieldandresonateswiththeindividualisticculturewhichhadoriginatedintheMiddleAtlanticstatesof

theU.S.A.(6>27). •Theindividualisticcultureblursthedistinctionbetweeneconomicandpoliticallife.WhereitisdominantinTexas,‘cowboyentrepreneurs’mixpoliticsandbusinessvisibly. Corruptioninpoliticsisinclinedtobeseenasrepresentationofthedefectiveworld—asisscarcelydifferentfrombusinessdealings.Communityprotestagainstimprobity
isminimal,andtendstoevaporatequickly(6>28). •Overtime,theinhabitantsofTexaswonandfurtheredarobustindependence;theydevelopedspecialcharacteristicsonaccountofthepurging,butrewarding,experiences

ofroutinelifeonthefrontier(6>29). •Inthemiddleofthenineteenthcentury,theinhabitantsofthestatedevelopedavirilepatriotismfromthesuretythattheywereagenerationwhoweredecidedlyandactively makinghistory(6>30).Thesepioneersandsettlerswerefiercelyindependentandresentfulofgovernmentinterference. •Inthetwentiethcentury,thisintenseindependenceisconceivablyechoedbytheurbanTexansantithesistostrongplanningandtotheregimentationofzoning: entrepreneurialfreedomsmustbecultivated(6>31). •Justasthe‘AmericanDream’wildfrontierofnineteenthcenturyTexaswasubiquitouslyprivatized(once‘captured’),sothelarge‘unlimitedopportunity’Americancitiesof latetwentiethcenturyTexasarepervasivelyprivatized—stronglysplitalonglinesofrace,classandage(6>32). •Attimesduringthetwentiethcentury,intellectualsandotherelementsofTexansocietyhavechampioned'theWest1attheexclusianofthechastised‘South’.Duringthe depression,theWestwasmoreeasilyabletorepresent‘hopeandopportunity’thanthecontainedSouth(6>33).Significantly,Webb,Haley,Holdenandothersconspired
intheirvariousproductionsofmythtomodelafunctionalpastforthestatearoundthevigorousbutinvigoratingtamingofthefrontier(6>34). •TheprovincialismsofTexasappeartobewellknownbeyondTexas;newcomersoftenappeartoimmediatelydemonstrateextremelystrong‘Texan’inclinationsand‘Lonestar’ perspectivesonlifewhentheymovetoliveinTexas(6>35). RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •Cuthbertson(6>36)hasrecentlysynthesizedthemeaningofmythinTexasintermsoffourkeypoliticalfunctions.TheyarereproducedinTable1.9.3.6/2.Cuthbertson’s worksuggeststhatsincethelasttwodecadesofthenineteenthcentury,themythsofTexashaveplacedagrowingemphasisuponwealthasasourceofpoliticalpower(6>37). ThemythsofTexas,bythisreckoning,haveemphasizedthepoliticalacceptabilityofwealthinTexasanditsreadytranslationintopower. •OtherrecentCuthbertsonworkhasanalyzedthewaythemythormoreproperlytheideaoffreedomhasevolvedinTexas(6>38)—orratherinTexanpolitics.The developmentofthelegendoffreedominthestateisnowgiveninTable1.9.3.6/3,anditrevealshowthemeaningoffreedomhasshiftedinsmalldegreesoverthedecades (6>39).Texasbecameanotedsymbolofhumanfreedomaroundtheworld—anareawhichbeckonedpromiseandescapetoemigrantswhowishtoremovethemselves fromthedifficultiesoftheOldWorldortheconstraintsoftheirownoldworld.Today,conceivably,Texasremains"apowerfullyliberatingmythforthousandsofillegalaliens (6>40).



TABLE1.9.3.6./1(Continued)
RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVICED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •Marcushasrecentlycommencedanagendaofstudyontheestablishmentand maintenanceofbusinessdynastiesinTexas—concentratinguponthemiddle classlineagesofGalveston(6>41).Heisattemptingtoremodelacommon frameworkfromethnographicanalysisinanuntriedmetropolitansetting.Marcus holdstheviewthat,inTexas,thereisinthetwentiethcenturyacontinuing ideologyoffamilycapitalism(morecommonlycharacteristicofthenineteenth century),butthatwhile’theaccumulationofunlimitedpersonalwealthis unambiguouslyadmired...itsperpetuationisnot"(6>42). •Marcushasbeguntolookatthewaysinwhichdynasticcustomshavebeen inventedandreinventedovervariousgenerationaladaptations(6>43).Heis currentlydevelopingconceptsofdynasticcaretakingbywhichlineagesencourage thecultivationofqualitiesorpropertiesof"therightstuff" —embodied traits/activities/consumptions(6>44). •LeadingculturalfiguresinTexas—likesymphonyconductors/bigcity preachers/museumcurators—arenotasprominentingeneralsocietyinTexas astheywouldbeelsewhereintheU.S.,notablyintheNorthEast(6>45). •ThepersistentpoliticalclimateinTexasemphasizesrespecttowardsand deferencetoindividualswhohavetriumphedeconomically.Eventhe‘havenots' arepronetoidentifyingwiththewell-off‘haves'(6>46). •Today,Texanshaveanextremelyromanticoverattachmenttotheoilandtothe lumberindustriesintermsofthoseindustries’actualeconomicmeritinthestate’s pastandinthepresent--thatis,out-of-proportiontothatofthesulphurindustry, thenaturalgasindustry,andtootherindustries(6>47). •TheTexaseconomyhasgenerallybeenmorediverseinitsproductiveand manufacturingbasethanthatofothersouthernstates(6>48),butthatrealityisnot clearlyapparenttonon-Texans.Aone-industrymythsurvives,forTexas. •InthetoldhistoryofTexas,manufacturinghasalsobeenneglected(6>49). •ThehistoryoftheeconomyandcontributiontoTexasoftheDallas-FortWorth regionhasnotbeenstudiedwithrigor,comparedtoothercities/towns/regionsof Texas(6>50). •DallasistheleastTexanplaceinTexas(6>51).

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •HowimportantarethedynasticlineagesofTexastoTexanhistoryandtothe developmentofthestate?Howimportantaretherealdynasties,andhow importantarethefictional/mythicdynasties(6>42)? •[Butsuchcaretakingisnotjustthestewardshipofentitiesimportanttolineages,
italsoembracesentitiesimportanttoTexas—wherethoselineagesare positionallyandpoliticallysecurewithinthestate].Have‘therightstuffs’of lineagestransleltedto‘therightstuffs’ofTexas?Howaredynasticauthorities over‘therightstuffsustainedinTexasoutsideofthelineageoforigin? •Doleadingculturalfiguresplayaprominentroleintheshapingofmyth/history

inTexas? •Dotheperspectives/support/enthusiasmsofTexansdifferfromvariousgroups
ofnon-Texansvis-a-visthenominationofadmirable/laudable/celebratable Texans? •Doesconsiderablymoremyth/historicallegendemanatefromtheoilandlumber industriesthanfromotherindustriesinTexas? •Whatisthecurrentconceptionofnon-Texansintermsofthewidthofitspast andpresenteconomicbase?Whatdofirst-timevisitorsexpecttoseeintheTexan environmentintermsofindustrial/productive/economicactivity? •Ismanufacturingalsoproportionatelyunder-representedinthederivationofthe mythsandthe‘truths’ofTexas? •Isthecontributionoftheconurbation(andnowmetroplex)ofDallas-FortWorth

tothepastandpresent‘myths’and‘truths’ofTexasconsiderablylowerin proportiontoothercities/towns/regionsofTexas? •Donon-TexansindeedconsiderDallastobetheleastTexanplaceofthemajor citiesofTexas?
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TABLE 1.9.3.672

FUNCTIONS OF POLITICAL MYTH IN TEXAS

Function Description

Legitimizing Texas was initially a "state of nature." It became a "state of mind."
Noble Savages had to be Christianized and the land conquered, for the
Devil had slipped into Paradise. Legitimacy was found in the idea of
Anglo-Saxon superiority, Manifest Destiny, the liberal ideas of the
Mexican Constitution of 1824, and the need to destroy tyrants to protect
natural rights.

Legalizing Legal myths are reflected in the various constitutions of the state. Law
and order is symbolized by the Texas Rangers, "the gentlemen in the
white hats," who appear as "los Rinches" in the Mexican-American
mythology.

Reinforcing Education uses certain heroic models of virtue and patriotism to
reinforce cultural values. A synthesis of models taken from classical
history, the frontier, and the American Revolution support the tradition of
individualistic freedom and the government itself.

Justifying Myths also support the social and economic establishment of the state,
the economic power-holders based on oil, cattle, banking, and cotton.

SOURCE: Cuthbertson 1986:178
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TABLE 1.9.3.673

THE EVOLUTION OF THE IDEA OF FREEDOM IN TEXAS

Historical Period Concept of Freedom

Frontier

(1820S-36)
The frontier is prepolitical. Texas is a gateway to freedom
that allows an escape from the past. Freedom is really limited
to Anglos. In fact, Indian "freedom" is a threat. Settlers
discover the TANSTAFT principle, or "There ain’t no such
thing as a free lunch in Texas." Freedom is viewed as
freedom from hardships.

Republic
(1836-45)

Freedom begins to be translated into political terms of
constitutional and human rights, freedom from Mexican
oppression, freedom to expand territorially and to take control
of the community’s own affairs. The struggle for freedom
reenacts that of the American Revolution, with the themes of
the "pursuit of happiness" and government by consent of the
governed.

War between the
States and
Reconstruction

(1861-76)

Freedom from the Union ironically means support of the
institution of slavery as the war inverts and confuses
fundamental values. The countermyth urges Texas to free
itself from the Confederates. The Reconstruction period
marks Texas’ effort to free itself from carpetbaggers and the
like. The cowboy enters with the "freedom of the range."

Democratic
dominance:
"The old politics"
(1870s-1970s)

There are several themes, which occasionally contradict.
There is freedom from economic oppression in the form of
the corporations and freedom from economic inequality.
There is freedom from the national government, bureaucracy,
regulation, and interference with the individual.

Two-party system:
"The new politics"
(1980S-2050)

Freedom includes more meaningful political choices,
removal of obstacles to political participation, and the
broadening of the base of the electorate, so that Texas by the
year 2050 stresses increasingly not only the toleration of
eccentricity, which has always characterized its political
culture, but toleration of diversity. Space and technology open
up new frontiers for maximizing freedom and the democratic
process. There is a continuing split between the liberal
concept of freedom as moral permissiveness and the
conservative concept of freedom as moral responsibility.

SOURCE: Cuthbertson 1986:181



TABLE1.9.3.7./1
TEXASINANDAS‘AMERICA’ —STATEHOOD:

THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPASTINTEXAS
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •AlltheimportantaspectsofTexanhistoryoccurredin/on/withinNorth America(7>1). •ThedominantviewpointinTexanhistoryisthatTexaswasnotsettledbut conquered(7>2). •AcommonfeatureofTexashistoryisthatthefirstTexanswere‘achosenrace’ (7>3). •AtthecenterofTexasaretheTexasRangers:aselectgroupwhocould“ride

likeaMexican,tracklikeaComanche,shootlikeaKentuckian,andfightlikethe devil"(7>4).Andboasting,bragging,rodamontadeisasignificantpartofa Ranger’sarmory. •TexansaremoreAmericanthanotherAmericans(7>6),particularlyintheir conquestofspaceanddistance.MillerbelievesTexansnowpromoteTexasnot justasthearchetypeoftheSunbeltbutoftheU.S.A.(7>7).TheDallasCowboys aresignificantlyandacceptablyprojectedas‘America’sFootballTeam’(7>8). •The‘SagaTexana’closelymirrorsthelargerandlonger‘SagaAmericana’ (7>9). •The‘SagaTexana'isstillavisionofinfinitepossibility(7>10). •AlthoughTexaswasonlyaseparatecountryforabriefandtroubledtime,the nationalismoftheagelingeredlongaftertheannexationintheU.S.A.(7>11). FINDINGS

RelatedSampleQuestions •DoanysignificantTexanmythsor‘truths’emanatefrombeyond/outsideNorth America?AretheTexanstoriesonly‘American’ones? •Inwhatwaysdothemythsand‘truthsofTexasreinforcetheperspectivethat Texaswasinfactconqueredandnotjustsettled? •Dothenew/emergent/evolvingmythsand‘truths’ofTexasbolstertheview thatthefirstTexansand/orallTexansindeedwere/are‘achosenrace’? •Isboastfulness/bragging/rodamontadeasignificantfeatureofTexanmyth andlegend?Isbombastandoutrighttrickeryparticularlylaudedinthemythsof Texas(7>5). •InwhatconsistentwaysdoesthemythicaldiscourseofTexasstiffentheview thatTexansarethebiggestof‘BigCountry’individuals[ifindeedthathardening ofimagedoesoccur]? •Inwhat,consistentways,ifany,doesthe‘SagaTexana’departfromthe‘Saga Americana’? •Aretheemergent/evolvingmythsand‘truths’ofnewimmigrantstoTexas inclinedtohaveavisionofinfinitepossibility,today? •Inwhatwaysdothemythsand‘truths’ofTexasstillcultivateaseparatism—
a‘Texan’nationalism?

•ThevicissitudesoffrontierlivingseparatedTexansfromotherpeoples,asdidthesorrycircumstanceofalargeproportionofearlyTexans.ManyTexanswere‘expatriates,fleeingfromthelaw,fromcreditorsorfromfailedfamilysituations.Theycelebratedthevastnessandthefreedomsofthefrontier,despitethenewvicissitudestheyfaced (7>12).Yet,storylinesabout‘flight1and‘escapism’havetendedtobeunderplayedandunderstatedinthemythsandthe‘truths’ofTexas.



TABLE1.9.3.7./1(Continued)
RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •NackmanhastheorizedthatprideinseparatistnationhoodinTexassurviveddespitetheyoungRepublicsdifficultiesindefence,diplomacy,warandfinance(7>13).TheRepubliccultivateditsnationalismviaastrongsetofidentifyingsymbols—theLonestarflag,abattlegroundofmightydeeds,thesacredAlamo‘tomb’.TheyhelpsustainTexasasacountrywithinacountry(7>14). RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNTRIED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •Inlaterages,observersbecameconditionedtoseeingthepastinthelightof whatsubsequentlyDIDhappen.Butactorsandparticipantsinhistorydidnot know,inTexasinthe1830sforinstance,thatTexaswouldbesolidlyenwrapped withinthe‘empire’oftheU.S.A.tothenorth,ratherthanthe‘empire’of Spain/Mexicotothesouth.NordidtheyknowwheretheTexanboundarieswould stopandstart—assuming,forpresentpurposes,thattheyarenow‘completelydefined’.Inthe1850sgroupsofTexans,forexample,agitatedforthereopening oftheAfricanslave-trade(7>15),andsomeTexansupheldtheidealsofTexas’ beingpartofaKnightsoftheGoldenCircleslaveholdingempirepivotingon Havana,Cuba(7>16).Thestudyofsuchconstructionsisnotmerelyhypothetical: suchviews/hopes/expectancies(however‘false’theymaynowbe‘known’tobe) guidedbehaviorandactivity—assimilar‘false’notions/desires/anticipations AREguidingbehaviorandactivitytoday.

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •WhatarethemajorexpectanciesandanticipationsoftheinhabitantsofTexas thatwereproventobeimpossibletoattainbythelatercourseofhistory?Which powerfulTexanaspirationsandprospectshavebeenforgottenoroverlookedas thepasthastakenadifferentpath?
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state's creation, nor a decently multicultural stable of truths about the state's subsequent development
over the changing decades.

1.9.3.5 Women

The evidence on the manufacture of legend and of heritage in Texas — as accounted for in

Table 1.9.3.5./1, teaches that the male grip on past truth is so fixed that it suffocates. As a group or as

individuals, the women who have lived for, lived in, fought for and fought in Texas, and the women who

have ‘conquered’, 'cultivated' and 'cared for' Texas have yet to be mainstreamed with the state's history.
The table implies that by the fresher social standards and ‘politically correct' dues of the present day, the

bulk of the legends and truths of Texas are somewhat anachronistic.

1.9.3.6 Individual Freedoms and the Good Life

Some of the common qualities that are triumphalized amongst the leading myths of Texas are

those of self-independence, pluck, penetrability, and sanguinity. As Table 1.9.3.6./1 displays, the truths
of the Texan past reveal that, in Texas, a grand and profitable existence is available amongst immense

acres and vast resources to those who are particularly rugged and hardworking — assuming of course
that one gender, race, color, religious disposition or other unfortunate traits did not interfere to reduce
such promisory possibilities.

Accompanying Table 1.9.3.6./1 are 1,9.3.6./2 and 1.9.3.673. These latter two tables were drawn

up by Gilbert Cuthbertson, and they explain how myth is a metaphor for certain approved rational appeals
— or put another way, how myths and historical legend can constitute a model storyline which leads the

myth-holder to an approved truth and onto an appropriate future (Cuthbertson 1986:174). Table 1.9.3.672
identifies the way certain myths in Texas can legitimize, legalize and reinforce particular ways-of-living

(e.g., the creed of individuality) and justifies select economic or social activities over and above others.

But the routes to freedom and to the good life are not absolute. The prescribed path to liberty

and to bliss change in Texas, as elsewhere. Table 1.9.3.673 is Cuthbertson’s assessment of how some

of the Tejan / Texian conceptualizations of liberality and right have ripened into the known Texan ideas
of freedom which are expected by many to lead Texans into the first half of the twenty-first century.

1.9.3.7 Texas in and as ‘America’ — Statehood

The next table (1.9.3.7./1) summarizes the largely Manichean view of the past that has

characterized much of the history and truths of the Texan past. The main myths of Texas celebrate

Texans, themselves, as a chosen 'race'. A 'Saga Texana' is outlined as generally a notably pungent

visualization of the wider and older 'Saga Americana'. The table identifies the incipient nationalism within

the Texan spirit which has survived long after the 1830 / 40s decade of separate identity as a distinct

Republic. The evidence within the table alludes to the fact that in historical accounts Texas was and is



TABLE1.9.3.8./1
SUNBELTTEXASANDTHEFUTURE:

THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPAST
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •AlthougheightypercentofTexansnowresideinurbanareas(8>1),peoplein

allwalksoflifestill,conspicuously,act‘country—drivingpickuptrucks,usingrural syntax,andevokingsimple/uncomplicatedoutlooksonlife’(8>2). •Inthelatetwentiethcenturythestoriesofpioneerexperiencesalong,for instance,theChisholmTrailmayappeartohavelittledirectrelevanceforthe citizensofmodernurban‘expressway’Texas(8>3).Thestate’spopulationhas beensuburbanized(8>4),andDallas,forexample,mayseemtobean incongruousurbansprawlsetonthefeaturelessprairie(8>5).Yet,theaggregate mythandliteraturemadeavailabletoTexansisweightedheavilytowardsthesmall townandtheural(8>6). •[Otherviewsconflictwiththetwoabovestatements],MyresbelievesTexans arefinallybecominglesssingular,lessidentifiablyTexan(8>9)---viz,Texans greatest‘worry’(8>10)isthattheyarelosingthecohesionthatbondedthem together,andwhichtoldTexanswhomtheywereandwhomtheyare(8>11). •Texansarebecoming'homogenized'[i.e.,Americanized](8>12),andthetheme
oftheageistheabsorptionofTexasintothecultureandsocietyoftherestofthe U.S.A.(8>13). •TheruralmythofTexasisnottransportabletothecity(8>14).Texancitieslike HoustonandDallasarebecominglikeMinneapolisandKansasCity—‘Anywhere, U.S.A.,cities'(8>15). •Inrecentdecades'sunbeltglitz'hasbeensprinkledonthehistoryofTexas obscuringframeworksforunderstandingthepast(8>16).TheSunbeltexperience ofmodern-dayTexashascasteashadowretroactivelyoverthestate.TheTexan pastisnowpresentedinthecontextofawiderSunbeltregion(8>17). •Meinig,however,callsmuchoftheSunbeltregion,'ImperialTexas’ —running eastthroughLouisiana,norththroughOklahomaandtheRockiesandwestthrough NewMexico(8>18).MillerconsidersthatTexasgatheredadisproportionatepart

ofthewealth,prosperityandstatusoftheSunbeltboom(8>19).
RelatedQuestions •WhatarethemajorsymbolsofcountrylifeinusebytheurbanpeopleofTexas today? •Whatevidenceistherethatthereisaflight-from-modernity’withinthemyths and‘truths'ofTexasbeingproducedinthepopularhistorybooksofTexastoday (8>7)?Whatevidenceistherethatpreindustrial/ranch-based/ruraltopics(or similar)aretheidealorworthytopicsforpopularhistoriansinTexastoday?(8>8). •AmongstthoseTexanswhodoconsiderthattheyarelosingtheirdistinctiveness

asapeople—whatchanges/happenings/developmentsareconsideredtohave broughtoutthisdiminutionofsingularity? •WhatevidenceistherethatTexansareincreasinglyadoptinggeneralized 'American'mythsandtruths’attheexpenseofTexanmythsand'truths’,perse? •IstherestrongevidencethatthedistinctiveAnglo-Texanmythsand‘truths'of TexasarebeingsignificantlyretainedorsubstantivelycultivatedinHoustonand/or Dallas?• •IstheresignificantevidencethatthehistoryormythofTexashasbeen revampedinrecentyearstoreflectSunbeltstorylinesandexperiencesatthe expenseofestablishedAnglo-Texanstorylines? •IsthereevidencethattherelativelylatesuburbanizationofTexas(8>20)isa reflectionofthelategrowthintheadaptionof'Sunbelt'values(asdistinctfrom traditionalAnglo-Texan/ruralvalues)inTexancities—attheexpenseofthose earliervalues?



TABLE1.9.3.8./1(Continued)
FINDINGS •ThegrandandrelativelyspeedyadaptationofTexasfromaruralandagrarianstateinthelatenineteenthcenturytoonewhichisintensivelyurban—with80.5%urban, wellabovethenationalaverage—hasnotbeenfullymappedbyhistorians(8>21). •ThreedecadesagoTexashadnoneofthetenlargestcitiesintheU.S.A.;todayithasthreeofthem(8>22).ThecitiesofTexasareexpandingmassively,andinseemingly oddgeophysicalenvironments(8>23).Thestate'smetropolitanpopulationjumped8.8millionfrom1940to1980(8>24). •TheTexaspopulationsnolongerliveinsettlementswhosesittingisshapedbyriversorothernaturalfeatures.Theautomobileisshapingthespatialdesignandlayout

ofHoustonandSanAntonio,forinstance,muchmorestronglythatithasdoneforBoston,NewYorkandothercitiesoftheeast(8>25). •Withthegradualbuildupoftheirpopulationandtheslowincreaseintheirdensity,thefutureofSunbeltTexancitiesnowtendstomirrorthoseoftheurbaneastoftheU.S.A. (8>26).Therecentrapidpopulationgrowth(especiallyofthecities)isexpectedtobemaintained—increasingby107%from1980to2025.Duringthistime,theHispanic quotientofthepopulationwillrisefrom21%to35%(8>27). RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •Duringthetwentiethcentury,scholarsaroundtheworldhavebeguntoseegreatsimilaritieswithinthemythsofvariousplaces.Diversecultureshaveastonishinglysimilar themes—theworldhasa‘monomyth’,almost.Beneaththesurfacetrappingsofaregion'smyths,remainsimilarlegendsandtruths'tootherplaces(8>28). •Implicitintheaboveviewis,perhaps,theviewthatmythsaremuchmorereadableacrossculturesthanwasoriginallythought—andalsowillbecomemorereadableas
theworldbecomesincreasinglyglobalized. •Yet,manyofthestrongerthemeswithinthemythsandtruths'ofTexas"rubsomemodernsensibilitiesraw"(8>29)—particularly(i)the'chosenpeople’selfassuredness

ofTexans;(ii)themalepungencyofthestorylines;and(iii)thecelebrationofself-relianceasvirtue(atthedemiseofweak/disabled/unluckyindividuals). RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •HistoriansofTexasfrequentlyignorethedevelopmentofthestateinthe twentiethcentury,becauseitsevolutionconflictswithearlierlegends(8>30). RecentTexaspolitics,forinstance,isanalmostuntouchedsubject(8>31). •Theeconomichistoryofthestatehasnotbeenthoroughlycovered,particularly thatofthetwentiethcentury.Historiansgenerallyproduceabouttwicethematerial fortheseventy-fiveyearsofthenineteenthcenturythanforthenineofthe twentieth(8>32).Thefaceandsocio-economiccontoursofTexasaltered considerablywiththecomingoftherailways(8>33),butfewhistorianshave concernedthemselveswiththewiderimpactoftherailroadsonsociety(8>34).
RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •Whatarethetotallynew/refreshingmyths,truths'andlegendsofTexasinthe twentiethcentury—whichhavenoprecursorinthenineteenth? •Whyhavecertainindustries/economicactivities(suchastheoilindustry) generatedahostofmythsandlegendswhileothers(suchastherailways)have not?



TABLE1.9.3.8./1(Continued)
RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •The'ManifestDestiny’mythsofTexasofthenineteenthcenturymaystillsurvive

inthestateinthetwentiethcenturyindisguisedform(8>35).Therearethosewho maintainthatthe‘SilicanValley’ofTexas(thethreehundredmilecorridorfrom DallastoAustintoSanAntonio)isrightlythehubforfutureimentionsand manufacture(8>36).And,similarly,N.A.S.A.wasdestinedforTexas,andthe SupercolliderhadtocometoTexas. •Establishedsymbolsfrequentlybecomedistortedthroughuseoveranextended periodoftime.Theoriginalcontextandnatureofmythmaybeforgottenor commonlymisinterpreted.Afinalvictoryofmodernityoccursoversociocultural inheritancewhenestablishedthemesorbehaviorsarestrippedfromtheiroriginal contextsandredeployedasmodernplaythings(8>37).IsthishappeninginTexas withtheworkoftheInstituteofTexanCulturesandthestate’snumerousfolklife festivals? •O'Connor’seditedtextonTexasmythsiscomposedinparttobegintoanswer
thequestionwhethermyths‘ofviolentconquest'caneveraccommodatethemyths ‘ofthevanquished'(8>38).TheongoingchallengeforthepeopleofTexasis whetherasharedculturecanbeforgedbythemfromthemultiple,sometimes conflictinghistoriesandtraditions(8>39). •Inthetwenty-firstcenturytherewillinevitablybeacalltore-writethehistoryof Texasinordertoreportonsomeofthelost/forgotten/unsavorymomentsofthe Texanpast;(i)thefactthatTexaswasIndiancountry;(ii)thefactthattheMexican empirewasdecadent;(iii)thefactthatTexaswasseizedbytheTeutonicpeoples (8>40. •Or—perhapshistorianshavealreadyunderestimatedthedegreetowhich alien/oppositional/marginalelementshavealreadybeeninfusedintotheleading mythsandtruths'ofTexas(8>42)?

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •Isthereatwentiethcenturytranslationof'ManifestDestiny’activeinTexasas
asocio-economic/political/culturalforce? •Whichcustomarypractices/behaviors/activitiesinTexasappeartohavelost theireverydayoriginalauthenticityor‘normalcy’inrecentdecadestobereplaced byenactedorartificializedversionsofthemselves? •Isthereevidencethatthepatroiochalmythsandtruths’ofAnglo-American Texashavebeenre-casteinrecentdecades? •Isthereevidencethatthis"pablumofanewfolkconsciousness"(8>41)is emergingthroughofficial/interpretingagencies(responsiblefortheprojectionof history)inthestate? •Aretheresignificantinstancesofalien/oppositional/marginaltruths'being incorporatedintothelegendsofTexas—butwhichhaveonlycome-to-lightwithin thelastdecade?
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TABLE1.9.3.9./1 HISTORIANSOFTEXAS:
THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPAST

STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •TheofficialhistoryofTexasmaybecharacterizedas"theuniqueexperienceof Anglo-SaxonmaleswrestingthewildernessfromsavageIndiansandvenal Mexicans"(9>1).TheuniversitiesresearchingTexanhistorywereverymuch Anglomalepreserves,andtheirinterestsabsorbedthefictionandfolkloreofthe frontier(9>2). •TheUniversityofTexas[U.T.]ruledoverthepreparationofprofessional historiansconcernedinthehistoryofTexas.ThefirstgenerationofU.T.historians adheredcloselytoF.J.Turner’s(9>3)treatiseonU.S.historyandfaithfullyapplied
ittoTexanevents(9>4). •Texashistoryhasstayedverymuchwithin‘theheroicmold'andhasnotbeen subjecttotherevisionismthathasbeengraduallyadoptedduringthecourseofthe twentiethcenturyinsomanyotherareasofU.S.history(9>5). •Themostvirulenttheme,perhaps,ofthe1991BuengerandCalvertsynthesis

ofinterpretationsofTexashistoryis(theauthorsthemselvesdeclare)the ethnocentric/highlysegmentedapproachesoftheselectgroupofhistoriansof Texas(9>6). •Beforethe1950s,thehistoriansofTexaswereinclinedtosee,withinthestate,
astrongculturalandethnichomogeneitythatjustdidnotexist(9>8);duringthe 1940s,especiallyminoritieswerelargelyignoredinthetellingofthepastofTexas (9>9).Atthestartofthecentury,G.P.Garrisonhadbelievedthat‘scientific history'wouldindeedsupporttheviewthattheTexancharacterwassuperior— somethingprogressivelyproducedthroughthesocialdarwinismofhistory’sown course(9>11). •ThewritingofsomuchTexanhistoryhasbeenfiliopietistic(9>12)notablyin publicschooltextswhichhavepresentedthelinearhistoryofApeople— patriarchal,fullofsacredmomentsandmatchingepicheroes(9>13).Onlybythe

1960swasthehistoryofTexasnolongerthecelebrationofprogressbyapeople withasupposedhomogenousvaluesystem:"themeltingpot[then]turnedintoa saladbowl"(9>14).

RelatedSampleQuestions •HowdidtheresearchandteachingsystemsoftheuniversitiesteachingTexan historyreinforcetheAnglo-Americanmyths? •HowhavelaterhistoriansofTexasdepartedfromthethemesandideasofF.J. Turner? •WhyweretherevisionistimpulsesofthecenturyriotstronginTexas? •WhydothehistoriansofTexaswritewithsuchapparentlypronounceddigress
ofemotionandpride(9>7)? •WhywerethehistoriansofTexas‘timid'intheircoverageofculturaltopics (9>10)? •IsthereevidenceinTexastodaytostronglysuggestthattheculturalpluralism

oftherewrittenhistoriesofthe1960sand1970shasgonetoofar(9>15)?



TABLE1.9.3.9./1(Continued)
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •J.F.Dobie,thefamouspublicfolkloristandsocialhistorian,believedthatfolklore couldbe‘improved’viathewritingofit(9>16).ButBaumanregardsDobie'swork asa‘regionalliterature'ratherthanas‘folklore',ipsofacto(9>17).Toomany historiansinTexashaverenderedtheirhistory‘lovable’and/or‘palatable’(9>18). FINDINGS

RelatedSampleQuestions •Havethemorepluralandneutralimprintsofthe1960sand1970sreplacedprior practicesinthetellingofTexanhistoriesorhavetheymerelyoverlaidthem (9>19)?Isthemoderntellingofhistorythenineteenthcenturystill,therefore inescapably‘heroic’and‘atypical1(9>20)?

•Stagnerconcludesthatuniversalitiesfromthepreviouscenturystilldominateourunderstandingofpasttruths,today,becausetheprevailingnineteenthmindsetshavebeen wellchannelledintothetwentieth.HisanalysisdrawshimtotheviewthatWebbandDobiehavebeentheprincipalconduitsforthoseperspectives(9>21).Theproblemwith Webb,inthesimilarsummaryassessmentofBuengerandCalvert(9>22)isthathisownstudentsandappreciatorsturnedhiminto"acombinationsaintandhistoryby encouragingtheirowngraduatestudentstofocusupon[his]lifeandlabor....Challengingthegiantsofthepatswouldhaverequiredthekillingoffoftheirsurrogateparents." ThesametwocontemporaryhistoriansdonotevenregardDobietobeanhistorian—theydoacknowledgethathewasaprimeshaperofintellectuallifeinTexas(9>23). •Suchplatformsettinghistorianshavenotonlybeenaconduitfornineteenthcenturyviewsonhistory,theyhaveinstrongand/orsubtlewaysopinionedonalloflifeabout them.InthejudgementofBuengerandCalvert,forinstance,RamsdeH’sworkhadnotjustsouthern‘moorings’,butleantdecidedlytowardstheregnantwhitesouthernoutlook onrace(9>22),andPhillips’ paternalisticviewsoverslavery,amongstotherthings,sustainedafiftyyeargripontheleadwritingsonTexantruth(9>25). •TheoverallassessmentofBuengerandCalvert,inthecurrentyearofwriting[1991](9>26)isthatthewritingofTexanhistoryhasbeenspoiledthroughinbreeding(9>27). Thestatehasasinglefamily-treerunningbacktoGarrison,Ramsdell,Barker,WebbandDobie.ThegoverningruleoftheUniversityofTexas—andits"westernoutpost"
atTexasTech(9>28)hasyieldedastiflingabundanceofincestuousinterpretation. •ThestudyofthepastofTexashasnotattractedanyregularflowsoffreshanalyticalinsight:ithad(has?)becomeanunsophisticatedarenaofAmericanhistory(9>29). Theintroductionofnewhistoricalmethodologieshaslagged(9>30).Ithasundulyrelied,orperhapslearnttorelyon,thewrittenrecordsofwhatwerechieflywhitemaleelites (9>31). RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •Inrecentdecades(sincethe1950s)therehasbeenageneralmovementintheinterpretationofthehistoryofTex^sawayfromconsensushistory:Anglo-Americanmale historyisincreasinglyfelttohavelivedbeyonditsmonopolisticshelf-life(9>32).Theolder,previouslyentrenchedexplanationsfortheadvanceoftheTexanwayoflifehave morefrequentlyfailedtosuffice.Subjugated,disenfranchisedandlocalhistorieshaveincreasinglybeenseentosurfacefromthebodyweightoforthodoxtruths(9>33). Researchershavelearnttolookbeyondthenarrowprovincialismsofold. •Duringthe1960s'newsocialhistoryemergedvalidatingthestudyofordinarymenandwomen(9>34).ItsripplesreachedTexastograduallyredefinenumeroustruths (9>35).'Newsocialhistory’is,ofcourse,notonerefreshingperspective,butthecritique,analysisandinspectionofthepastfromawidediversityofnewangles—principally fromrelativelyunheardethnic,subculturalandpoliticalstandpoints(9>36). •'Newsocialhistory’isstillverynew.IntheviewofBuengerandCalvert,itunfortunatelytendsto(i)ignorethepoliticalboundariesandtherealitiesofthedifferentand differingregionsitspeaksabout;(ii)gravitatetowardspiecemealaccountsofhistory—renderinglongitudinalandlatitudinalsynthesisdifficult;and(iii)bewithoutcoalescive structureormagneticstorylines,therebyreducingitsbroaderappealamongstthepublic(9>37).



TABLE1.9.3.9./1(Continued)
RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •Butnewsocialhistorycontinuestocatalyzehistory,itselfoxygenatedbynewmodes andbyBritishsocialtheoristssuchasHobsbawmandThompson(9>38). RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSCORED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •BuengerandCalverttheorizethatTexansarepeoplewhodonotknow themselvesortheirpastverywell,andarepeoplewhoforwhomtheworldhasan over-homogenizedview(9>39).MuchoftheprideTexanshaveintheirown (concocted)consubstantialitycontinuestoeludethoroughresearch.Important questionsintotheunityandequanimityofthestatehavejustnotbeenasked—

toanunparalleddegree(9>40). •Oldresearchapproachesstillcontaintheoutlooksinvogue:stillyielddebilitating history(9>41).Anexcessiveromanticismstillconstrainsanddelimitswhatthe historiansofTexasareencouragedtoattendto(9>42).Inrhetoricalterms,Texas
isstillverymuchonegrandenthymeme(9>43)perhaps,anassumedconstruction inwhichhistoriansandthegeneralpublicjointlyparticipatetobuildasingle readily-communicatedvisionofprideandsupercapacity. •Ofparticularconcernisthedearthofdifferentapproachesintothestudyof twentiethcenturyhistory---thesubjectwarrants"workonalltopics"(9>44), especiallythosemidandlatecenturydevelopmentsandretrogressionsthatfollow thedepression(9>45). •Texaslackssynthesisinitshistoricalanalysis(9>46).Inart,theDallasNine areanotedfusionofHispanic/Indian/OldSouth/Midwesternplainscraftand intellectualactivity(9>47).Inart,forcomparison,theDallasNineescapefrom undifferentiatedcultureandmonotonyofexpression.TheirTexanartis‘eclectic’ and’molten’ratherthan‘provincial’andfixated’(9>48).Thereisnoequivalent DallasNineconglomerateapproach(es)toTexanhistory.

ofenquiryfromnon-Americans,notablythatbytheNewMarxistintellectualsofFrance RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •Whichnewmethodsofinvestigationhavenotyetbeendeployedinhistoryto enquireintothesupposedTexanhomoousiaandintothestate’smythof synonymity? •IsTexasstillpredominantlyoneenthymeme—andifso,howshouldthe principalcomponentsofthatsharedrhetoricalconstructionbeexplored? •Whichnew'power'and‘political-economy’ approachesareparticularlywanting
toaugmentexistinganalysisoftwentiethcenturyTexas?Howhasandisthestate changing? •HowcanthehistoriansofTexas,likethoseforSouthernhistory(9>49), encourageinterdisciplinaryapproachestothestate'shistory,i.e.,towardsthe demiseofshallownativisminTexanmythand‘truth’?Whichheterotopiac postmodernaccountsofthestate'spossiblepostmodernityareripefor deployment?
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TABLE1.9.3.10./1
POLITICALVERSIONSOFTHETEXASSTORY:

THESTATEOFRESEARCHINTOTHETRUTHABOUTTHEPAST
STATEMENTOFNEEDS TheStatements •MaxwellandCrainconsiderTexastobeaplaceofimmensediversity,with hardlyanyothersingle-functioning-societyanywhereintheworldabletomatchit fordissimilarityofpopulation(10>1).Theyacknowledgethatthevastgeophysical extentofthestategivesitamultiformityofinterests/peoples/groupswellbeyond thatofmostotherstates(10>2). •Yetspecialinterestgroups,likethebureaucracy,arenotclearlydefinedsingle entities.Andspecialinterestgroupsoftencannotbesimplydistinguishedfromthe bureaucracy.Revolvingdoorsexist;irontianglealliancesflourish;andpetty mutualinfluenceofallsortsoccurs(10>3). •TheStateofTexashasapoortrackrecordingovernmentinpromotingwomen andminoritiesintopositionsofpowerwithinthebureaucracywheretheycan influencedealingswithspeicalinterestgroups(10>4).Thefollowingscenarios appliedin1990:(i)ofthe28statwwideelectiveoffices,eachoneisheldbyawhite maleexceptforthetreasurer(AnnRichards[subsequentlyelectedGovernorofthe State])andasupremecourtpost(RaulGonzalez);(ii)thestateagencyworkforce (excludingcollegesanduniversities)is58.2%male,18.2%Hispanicand11.3% black.Yetofthoseearning$43,000ormore,80.4%aremale,6%areHispanic and4%areblack;(iii)Eachagencyofthestatebureaucracyhasasignificant majorityofmalesinadministrativepositions—eventheHumanServices Department[H.S.D.].TheH.S.D.has78.1%womenamongstitsemployees,but only34.4%ofitsadminstratorsarewomen(10>5). FINDINGS

RelatedSampleQuestions •Butwhichofthesenewinterestgroupsareexpandingorconsolidatingwith substantialforceandconvictionunderpostmodernityorunderthepostindustrial age?Whichnew/emergent/adoptingspecialinterestgroupsareincreasingtheir pressureupondefinitionsofhistoricaltruthinTexas? •Whichspecialinterestgroupsareinbedwithwhichelementsofthe bureaucracy?Whichspecialinterestlobby/meddle/consortwiththebureaucracy overhistoricalorheritageauthenticitiesinTexas? •Whatproportionofwomenandminoritiesareinseniorpositionsofinfluence over(a)history/heritagematters;(b)tourism/traveldevelopmentintheTexas bureaucracy?Whatproportionofother'significant'(in‘size’/'volubility’/'recognition') areinseniorpositionsofinfluenceover(a)and(b)aboveinthestate administration?

•TheodoreLovi's‘interest-groupliberalism’critiqueupholdsthejudgementthatinU.S.society,thecomntemporaryprominenceoftheroleofinterestsgroupsandthe associatedreadinessofgovernmentagenciestorespondtothemhasgivenrisetoadivisivesocietyandtoasomewhatenfeebledbureaucracy,andtoasituationwhere electedpoliticalaredeniedthechancetooffersustainedleadershipingovernment(10>6).LowiwritesmainlyabouttheFederallevel.AnalystswhoopposeLowi'sviews maintainthatwell-organizedgroupswillalwaysbeabletofindwaystoexerttheirinfluencewithintheU.S.systemofgovernance.
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TABLE1.9.3.10./1(Continued)
FINDINGS •InTexas,MaxwellandCrainbelievethatLowi'stheorydoesnotconvincinglyapply.Inthestatethedistinctivelackofpartysystem(inTexasitself)leadstowhatis fundamentallya'no-partysystem'forthemakingofpublicpolicy(10>7).Anorganizationalvacuumhasresulted,intowhichstronginterestgroupshavepowerfullystepped. •InTexas,mostethnicorganizationshavebeenfragmentaryandnotverylarge.Inmanyareastheyexistforonlyashortwhilebeforebeingreplacedafteravoidorlull

byalikebodytargettingasimilarsectorofthepopulation(10>8). •inTexas,twooftheyoungerMexican-Americanassociations,forinstance,havebeguntoachievenotability:viz.,theProgressiveVotersLeagueandtheMexican-American LegalDefenceandEducationFund.MuchMexican-Americanenergyhasbeenrecentlyexpendedatthedirectpoliticalratherthanatthespecialinterestcommunity-group levelviatheadvancementofadisstinctpoliticalparty,LaRazaUnida(10>9).Thepartyhasprincipallybeenactivatedby'Chicanos' —youngerMexican-Americans. •InTexasitappearsthattheinterestsgroupsarecurrentlyleastabletocompeteincommunityandstatepoliticsarethestate'sblacksandHispanics:"Atthebottomofthe statusladder,theyaregivenlittleattentionbymostpublicofficials(exceptforthefewwhoseconstituenciesconsistprimarilyoftheseminorities).Pastlegalrestrictionsand continuingeconomicandsocialconsiderationshaveadeprivedthemembersofthesegroupsofextensivepoliticalexperience,oflarge-scalefinancialresourcesforpolitical action,andofareservoistskilledpoliticalleaders"(10>10). RESEARCHAPPROACHESTRIED •ObservationoftheworkofstatebureaucratsinTexas(intermsof(i)theirprofessionaltraining;(ii)theinformationsourcestheyutilize;and(iii)thediscretiontheydeploy) suggeststhatstateadministratorsareextensivelyengagedintheplayofpoliticsaredothemselvestakeuproleswhichheavilyswayresultantpolicy(10>11).InTexasitseems thatitisnotreadilypossibletoseparatetheformationofpublicpolicyfrompolitics:thegivenbureaucracy’sactivitiesaresoregularlypoliticalthemselves. RESEARCHAPPROACHESUNDERSERVED StatementofGeneralizedStudyProblems •AsignificantcharacteristicaboutthestatebureaucracyinTexasisthatnosingle officialappearstobeinchargeofapparatusofgovernment."Asinmanyother states,theadministrationoflawsinTexasisfragmentedintoseveralelectiveand numerousappointedpositins.Althoughtheprincipleofhierarchyexistswithin eachdepartment,theformalorganizationoftheTexasbureaucracyfollowsthe basicadministrativeprincipleofhierarchyonlyuptoapoint....Thereisnosingle officialintheTexasgovernmentwhobearstheultimateresponsiblityforthe actionsoftheTexasbureaucracy"(t0>12).

RelatedGeneralizedStudyProblemQuestions •So—isthereinfactanyoneresponsibleintheStateofTexasfor(i)the coordinationoftheplanningandtheimplementationofstate(agency)servicesin tourism?;(ii)themonitoringandevaluationoftourismdevelopmentsand promotionswhichfocusonhistory/heritage(?);(iii)themonitoringandevolutionof developmentsandpromotionsinhistory/heritagewhichhaveasignificancefor tourism(?)
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still very much a country within a country — and that to be non-Texan within these borders (according
to the weight of the aggregate truths) was certainly something inauspicious, there.

1.9.3.8 Sunbelt Texas and the Future

In the succeeding Table 1.9.3.8./1, the continuing predominance of the inherited vision (in history
and myth) of Texas as an 'all cowboys and glorious revolution’ is identified. Yet contemporary Texas is
found to be an intensively urban state, increasingly inhabited by immigrants to the state from elsewhere

in the U.S.A. and from abroad. The table strongly questions the fit of frontier monomyth with sunbelt,
multicultural Texas — but it also recognizes that there are some substantial similarities of emotive

rationalization between the Texan frontier expressionism of the nineteenth and the Texan sunbelt

expression of recent decades: both are vigorously proclaim the ready opportunism of the imagined past

and present of Texas.

1.9.3.9 Historians of Texas

The penultimate table of the set draws attention to the fact that the very historians of prominence
in Texas have been, themselves, immense barriers to the measured analysis of and scholarly investigation

into the state's past. Table 1.9.3.9./1 alludes to the realization that the evidentially shallow nativism of

the self-belief so many of the inhabitants of Texas has been well matched by the evidentially shallow
nativism of the truths codified by so many of the historians of Texas. The table infers that in Texas, the

refreshing but scant insights of 'new social history’ and of other novel approaches has generally not been

able to replace the heavily biased and jingoistic interpretations of Garrison, Ramsdell, Webb, Dobie and
like ‘respected historians’. Just as historical eras overlay each other in Texas, so are historical accounts
built up layer on top of layer. The present may be a template on the past, but in this fashion it the written

past of Texas is also a template for the written present of Texas. Old proud provincialism and established

uncatholicities are drawn into present-day consciousness through this capillary characteristic of Texan

historical interpretation.

1.9.3.10 Political Versions of the Texas Story

The final table, of the ten, signifies that (like all other places) Texas is an arena in which different

people try and construct a past which bestows political or other advantages on themselves: individuals

and groups participate in a game to manufacture a 'usable past’. Clearly those who feel they are held

prisoner by a past which debilitates are prone to revising or re-emphasizing those truths. But the game

is never played anywhere upon a level playing-field. As Table 1.9.3.10./1 imparts for history itself — and
as Maxwell and Crain (1990:149) convincingly suppose elsewhere for public policy in general:

Whether the great inequalities in impact of various parts of the Texas population can
be reconciled with democracy depends on what one means by democracy. If
democracy implies only equality of legal status (the right to organize), then democracy
is substantially in existence already in Texas. If it implies equality of opportunity to
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influence the public policies that affect one’s [and others] lives, then it is debatable
whether democracy exists in Texas today. If it implies equality of benefits from the
operation of those [practices] and policies, then such equality is obviously not to be
found [in Texas],

Taken in toto, the ten tables 1.9.3.1 ./I to 1.9.3.10./1 (plus borrowed supplementary tables

1,9.3.6./2 and 1,9.3.6./3) collectively argue that the past of Texas suffers a dual provincialism to a quite
unusual degree. The largely patriarchal and Protestant patriotisms are reflected back by an astonishingly

insular and somewhat intolerant brotherhood of historians. The truth about Texas has and is considerably
brutalized by a state (or rather a genuinely Lonestar ‘nationalistic') chauvinism, and hardened in the past

(but still also in the present) by the very prodigality and the very profligacy of anecdotal historical

accountancy.

Given that judgement on the double-force of nativism in Texas, the principal research needs on

and about the truth are now summarized in Table 1.9.3.11 ,/1. The table calls for an investigation into the

progress of revisionist interpretations and projections of history and heritage in Texas in relation to the

entrenched triumphalization of individualistic culture and of the ‘epic’ moments of the Anglo-American

nineteenth century,

1.9.4 The Need In Particular — Tourism

The next two sections (i.e., this one 1.9.4. on the outstanding tourism issues and 1.9.5 on the
role of the state bureaucracy in administrating heritage) are essentially short riders for section 1.9.3.

the critical need within this study in terms of the understanding of tourism is to determine how

the administration of tourism in modern-day (or postmodern?) Texas juxtaposes with the conveyance of
historical truth in Texas. Does it further glorify the extreme characterizations of the Texan past as

constructed in myth and legend, or does it somehow compensate for them?

Little work appears to have been carried out to gauge the effect of tourism as a magnifier or

moderator of tendency in historical presentation. A superficial assessment would suggest that tourism
would inherently lean towards the role of magnification of bias in established storylines. Tourists, one may

reasonably presume, inherently travel to witness the different, the unusual and the spectacular — at least
with respect to what is commonly viewable in their own localities. Therefore, tourists do seek out the epic,
the grand and the notorious rather than the ordinary, the tame and the run-of-the-mill.

Though travel and individualized tourism has existed for centuries, mass tourism is arguably only

a twentieth century phenomenon. It amounts to the quest for new cultural, geographic, historical and
other experiences. In Jameson's (1991:32) view, new cultural and other experiences are increasingly

euphoric — and by implication, tourists, as the seekers of those intensities, are players, participants and

patrons of euphoria. Thereby, it may be reasonable to expect tourism to cumulatively accentuate the

euphoric properties of a given history as it should for a given geography or a given nature.



TABLE1.9.3.11./1

THEPRINCIPALCHARACTERIZATIONOFHISTORICALTRUTHINTEXAS:
SHOWINGSOMEOUTSTANDINGRESEARCHNEEDSIDENTIFIEDINTHELITERATURE

AreaofDiscourse
PrincipalFindingfromtheLiterature
PrincipleResearchNeedsinTexasonthe ManufactureofHistoricalTruth

1MythandHistory
Mythandhistoryareexceedinglydifficultto differentiate^)

•Whoconstructsthemythsandwhoconstructs
thehistories?

2TexasMythin General

TexanhistoryisfundamentallyEuropean, Puritan,AmericanandSouthernAfrarian myth(?)

•Whichcurrentgroups/segment(s)oftheTexas populationarealienatedfromthestate’spast?

3TheFrontier-People andNature

Texanmythandhistoryareinescapably frontierstorylines:therefore,Texasisvigorous nationalistic^)

•DocontemporaryinterpretationsofTexan historystilltriumphilizesurvivorship?

4RaceandColor
TheDarwiniannotionof‘the-white-mans- burden’hasdrivenaccountsoftheconquest ofthedevelopmentofTexas(?)
•Dostatesponsoredtourismventuresand promotionsinTexasstillheavilypromote ManifestDestinythemes—directlyorindirectly?

5Women

Womenhavebeenstereotypedoutofthe limelightofTexasmythandhistory(?)
•Areanysubstantivesites/events/themesof Texanhistorynowadaysmainstreamingwomen?

6IndividualFreedoms andtheGoodlife

TheTexanpastislargelyamixof traditionalisticcultureintheEast,and individualisticcultureintheCenterand West(?)

•Thegreat,greatmajorityof magical/powerful/inspirationalsitesandplaces projectedinthestateofTexascontinuetobe Anglo-Americanones?

7Texasinandas ‘America’ — Statehood

ThemythsandhistoryofTexas predominantlyaddressthedevelopmentofa chosen‘race’(?)

•Thegreat,greatmajorityofthemesprojected abouttheTexanpastspeaktotheconquestof thelandandterritoryofwhatisnowTexas?



TABLE1.9.3.11./1(Continued)
AreaofDiscourse
PrincipalFinding

PrincipalResearchNeeds

8SunbeltTexasand theFuture

Themythsandhistoriesofcontemporary Texasarepredominantlyruralmythssetina cosmopolitan/urbanstate(?)

•TheprojectionoftheTexanpastcontinuesto heavilystressitsnineteenthcenturydecades?

9HistoriansofTexas
TheymythsandhistoriesofTexashave predominantlybeenlinear,epicand ‘improved’(?)

•RevisionistversionsofTexanmythandhistory continuetoflounder?

10PoliticalVersionsof theTexasStory

ThemythsandhistoriesofTexashavelargely beenonehugeenthymemeinsaluteofthe populationsmythicalsynonymity?
•HeterotopiacaccountsofTexanmythand historydonotthriveinTexas?

SOURCE:Theaboveperspectiveshavebeenculledfromseveraltexts,chieflyO’Connor(1986)andBuengerandCalvert(1991).
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It is not, presumably, to be expected that tourism can (like current historians in the Lonestar

State) — if one may borrow an image from Buenger and Calvert (1991 :xxiv) — "step out of the shadow
of past interpretations of Texas." The modern-day tourism industry is, in Austin, San Antonio and afield,

perhaps even more dependent upon Garrison, Ramsdell, Webb, Dobie and all to a point of concentration
well beyond that by which modern-day historians are beholden to the past stalwarts of their own discipline.

If the past professional Texan scribes and storytellers did not know the Texan past very well, that

weakness and discrepancy is more likely to be spotted by other present-day professional scribes and

storytellers than it is by the relatively trusting and uninquiring promoters and developers of the tourism

industry. Historians nominally study history, evaluate myth and reinterpret the past. Tourism practitioners
and researcher nominally accept history as given, borrow myth and ride-on-the-bandwagon of other

people's homework on the past. Tourism practitions are inclined to be dependent, secondary players in

the purveyance of stories and the projection of sites.

If, therefore, the historians and mythmakers of yesteryear in Texas have largely succeeded in

pulling a set of woolly truths over the eyes of the historians and myth-conveyors of today (as was

frequently inferred in tables 1.9.3.1./1 to 1.9.3.10./1) then one may not reasonably expect the purblind

practitioners of the travel-trade and the wheelers-and-dealers of the tourism industry to see clearly through
that woven wool. The literature indicates that the petty practices and the opaque discourse of pre-1950s
historians of Texas have quietly and steadily lulled post-1950s historians of Texas into extreme positions
of shallow nativism. In contrast, tourism practitioners and administrators (the subjects of this study) may
be expected to draw much more swiftly, and unsuspectingly directly, from that insular provincialism. The

need in tourism, then, is to gauge the irresistibility of the enthymeme of Garrison / Ramsdell / Webb /
Dobie / and Company (viz., the Saga Texacana) to the state decision-makers in tourism. Can the
bureaucrats of Austin recognize, resist, or even revise the pungent and established state past they have

been handed?

1.9.5 The Need In Particular — State Administration of Heritage in Tourism
Here, it is now conceivably only necessary, now, to pull together the ideas already presented.

The parameters of the outstanding research needs on the performance of the bureaucracy in the

management and oversight have been copiously intimated in scattered fashion during subsectins 1.9.1.

to 1.9.4. already.

What needs to be clarified here is that, the catalyst study — like the overall / longhaul research

agenda:

(i) is about sovereignty

Many observers of the last decades of the twentieth century believe (in the words of the British /

European statesman, Roy Jenkins (1991:49) that "sovereignty is [becoming] an almost total illusion
in the modem world". Do the administrators of heritage in tourism in Texas feel any rippled effects

of this supposed ubiquitous ill-wind or global tide? Is Anglo-American Texas sovereign with them,
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or has / is that formerly supreme image been whittled away by other socio-cultural or socio-political

preferences — or otherwise by competing ‘illusions'?

(ii) is about dominance

Are the state administrators of heritage in tourism, through the monitoring of their large and petty

jurisdictions and through the exercise of their transparent and opaque powers enabling any special
interests in and of the past to dominate any other special interests of the past? Or are they, given

their own understanding of the contemporary pressures of pluralism under postmodernity /

postindustrialism, consciously seeking to advance some groups and sectors and / or subjugate
others?

(iii) is about operational knowledges
Do the bureaucrats of Texas appear to be responding to any known concepts of phronensis (i.e.,

ethical knowledge — Ross 1988:36) as they conduct their work, or do they appear to support the
tenets of any 'specific science', any distinct episteme?

The existing literature on the administration of heritage in tourism has so far been found to be rather

silent on such matters. The past, the present and the future are very much in peril in terms of our

appreciation to the tourism and travel research community. The surviving needs may be starkly stated:

it is time there was some informed intelligence upon these matters of heritage manufacture.

1.10 THE ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY

1.10.1 The Study as a Grounded Investigation Itself

Wildavsky (1979:385-6) maintains that too much ‘stake claiming’ occurs in the study of fields
such as government administration and policy analysis. Too frequently, n his view, researchers think only
in terms of disciplinary domains and the broader paddocks of thought such as theology, geometry and
natural history have been fragmented into an infinitude of smaller disciplinary fiefdoms (386) the like
of ‘econometrics', social psychology, political economy, et cetera. The tendency is for each fiefdom seeks
to secure a promised land of professionalism for itself: the independence of the domain is especially

prized, and boundary conflicts proliferate. A gross danger lurks, whereby contested professionalism can

/ does appear to drive enquiry rather than the quest for understanding steers it.

Fay parallels Wildavsky in recognizing the necessary supremacy of the imperative search for
human understanding over the exercise and development of singular domain theory. In the social /
cultural / human sciences he advocates that human meaning is obtained in a deeper and fuller diagnostic
sense when it is "set inside the broader framework of political philosophy" (Fay 1975:69; emphasis

added). And Manicas echoes both Fay and Wildavsky, by stressing the criticality of contextualization.
When an historical investigation is mounted, there are considerable gains in insight to be won when the
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assumptions and categories of historical analysis are reconnected to what is generally regarded as the

separate histories of ‘philosophy’, ‘science’, ‘political thought' and such (Manicas 1987:4).

Thus, the development of the research agenda on truthmaking in heritage tourism will take heed
of the stern warnings of Wildavsky, Fay and Manicas against the anti-contextualization of so much human
/ social / cultural inquiry. It will seek to ground itself widely in the politics of human decision-making, and
in the philosophies of the interpretation of meaning. In looking at Texas in the adjuvant inquiry, it should

be noted that Davis has, in the current year of writing bemoaned the absence of cross, inter and mixed

disciplinary studies of the state. He pointedly advises that a vacuum of conjoint approaches exists: there

appears to be an absence of skilled “’professionals’ brave and flexible enough to bridge several fields

(Davis 1991:19). The contextualization and the grounding of each study is all the poorer, in his
estimation.

Accordingly, this study will attempt the brave and the flexible. It will seek to imbricate the

perspectives held at different human / social / cultural standpoints on the taking on administrative

decisions regarding history and heritage. In aiming to imbricate it will endeavor to arrange the

perspectives of relevant / contributory / neighboring disciplines so as to overlap the subject. It will not
seek the precision of singular disciplinary vision or even of a singular theoretical outlook: too much false
consciousness and misguided simplicity lurks within such efforts to be directly and exactly focussed on

such a complex macro-level issue. Too much tends to be presumed: too much is prone to be overlooked.
Far too many studies are unnecessarily streamlined, aiming for the plain merit of zero redundancy, which
others now see to be a highly dubious and target and form of cognizance (Landau 1986:471). If this work
is genuinely to be constructive, is sincerely going to deploy naturalistic methodologies, and is faithfully

going to explore meaning it must seek contextualization itself — it must seek the positivities of

duplication, overlap and redundancy not the preinterpretations of zero redundancy. The precision

implicit in zero redundancy in social research speaks too readily to precluded thinking, to false
consciousness and to prejudged standards of perfection. Duplication of approach in human / cultural

inquiry speaks, instead, to a reinforcement of findings — the findings revealed are more readily amplified
in their wider context of meaning. In regard to reliability in research, one could claim (as Landau

(1991:475) does for reliability in administrative practice) that "it requires only arithmetic increases in

redundancy to yield geometric increases in reliability."

Consequently neither the research agenda nor the catalyst study of Texas have been designed
to be a separatist inquiry, supreme on an isolated and precise theoretical foundation. It seeks a

duplication of overlap of perspective. Its guiding principle is that of imbrication — it searches for the
benefits deriving from what Landau calls "interwoven and competing redundancies" (479). The resultant

grounding of the insight into meaning should be more richly contextualized. The whole multi-disciplinary
or rather transdisciplinary imbrication, according to the principle, should be more reliable than any of its

component perspectives. The study therefore hunts for competing intelligence on the meaning of truth
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in heritage and in administration — not for a single predestined and exact theorization upon the subject.
This imbricative study is no exercise, then, in theoretical brinkmanship where "when one bulb blows,

everything goes" (481): it aims to accommodate a range of different and contributory perspectives on the

social / human / cultural construction of meaning. That implicit redundancy inevitably generates a wider

range of opportunities for understanding in the establishment of the proposed research agenda on the

subject (i.e., it embraces alternative routes of insight) and provides a greater potentiality for creative

implementation based on the hypotheses that emerge in any single study (i.e., the resultant responses
can more flexibly be drawn from a wider pool of competing / complementary insights).

Clearly, abstract rationality locked within a principle (viz., the principle of imbrication) does not

transfer axiomatically to concrete research practice. The obvious problem is that, ultimately, every distinct

disciplinary perspective could or ought to be harnessed to improve the studies redundancy. Considerable
attention must therefore be put towards the selection of what Fay (1975:68) has called the politically and

socially (perhaps the word ‘conceptually’ is better) relevant dimensions of the inquiry. Since social science
is blocked off into domains, the line has to be drawn somewhere as to which disciplinary fiefdoms hold
the most pertinence to the problem at hand. The work, consonantly, cannot be entirely free of

presupposition: no study can — or otherwise it would never take place. Some problem HAS to be

assumed. Some perspectives on it HAVE to be taken. One cannot investigate history and heritage from
nowhere — from a void in disciplinary formation or a vacuum in theoretical construction.

It is necessary, then, to select the most apt disciplines which appear to be able to best contribute
to the context-improving redundancy. In making that selection one is drawn towards the conclusion that
each different discipline constitutes a single or several rhetorics of inquiry (Lyne 1985:66). The academic
rhetoric is the disciplinary glue that binds together different intellectual interests within a single domain or

subdomain of discourse (67). But in the imbricated investigation, one is not looking for disciplinary glue,
one is looking for redundancy glue. In this instance, one is looking to see how competing and disciplinary
discourse can be drawn together to offer enriched understanding on the set problem. To that end, one
is not necessarily looking for uniform and exact argumentation, but for emergent and enriched

argumentation.

To recap upon a point made in subsection 1.3, this constructivist investigation is not dependent

upon a reductionist ideal: it does not seek generalizable context-free categories of understanding. It

seeks, in the adjuvant study, a mixed disciplinary configuration on the bureaucratic problems being

analyzed in Texas. It endeavors to build conjoint insight into the study of the meaning of truth from the

differing available discourse of the times. And this is where the work leans heavily on Foucault — the

complex adisciplinarian and elusive intellectual of our era (Merquior 1985:13).
The development of the research agenda on truthmaking will be undertaken with a considerable

regard for Foucault’s insight on truth / power / insight, recognizing that — as state beforehand — the

problem of reason (or in this case the question of understanding) is not so much juridical or ontological
it is historical and political. The current subsection (1.10.1) has so far rested on the assumption that
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different academic or research domains have historically built up different rhetorics (otherwise known as

distinct discourse) and then politically go to warwith them, often unknowingly. But what Foucault reminds,
is that it appears to be the same in the conduct of all other social / human / cultural affairs. Reason and

understanding have strong and frequently unsuspected historical and political profiles (9). Foucault
instruct that within institutions discourse and praxis are peculiarly and architecturally inter-connected

(Habermas 1987:242). Just as social science is built up on domains of subject-centered reason, so

administrative and management practice elsewhere is formulated around transformed or glorified subjects,
which within that institutional purview become monological. Foucault teaches the subject-centered reason

inevitably forces a merger between discourse and practice within institutions. Meaning becomes inflexibly
locked within the subject-centered reasoning that each institution cultivates. It is necessary not just to
examine the surface context of that merger of discourse and praxis, but its buried context — its historical
and political foundations (248).

Thus, under the Foucauldian perspective, state administrators are not just neutral decision-takers

acting upon each separate heritage project and each distinct tourism scheme — they are conceivably also
stewards of monological thinking (Kass and Catron 1990:65). They work within a context of administrative

legitimacy — a context which inescapably holds to certain subject-centered reason rather than to others.
In this catalyst study within Texas, the subject-centered reason revolves around concepts of TRUTH —

or rather around historically and politically determined versions of truth.

Accordingly, tourism decisions become a weapon of legitimacy. The decisions taken reinforce
or disturb inherited concepts of the past, and reinforce or disturb the rights of certain individuals and

groups to speak for the heritage of Texas over the claims of others. Tourism thus becomes a powerful
element of social control. The rational activities of bureaucrats in tourism management, heritage care and

history promotion, privilege some and subjugate others — just as Foucault disclosed potential within the

powerplays of medicine and elsewhere (see Foucault in Rabinow 1984:282).
The field of tourism therefore should not neglect to study its rhizomata — those subterranean

stems of subject-centered reason which suspectingly and unsuspectingly give off all manner of roots (for
‘roots’ read legitimacies) and shoots (for shoots read subjugations). The remaining paragraphs of 1.10

signify how the current investigation proposes to begin to do just that.

1.10.2 The Subsequent Sections
Section 2 of the study looks at the rhizomata of truth from the perspective eight different

disciplines inclusive of tourism. It constitutes a literature review of the sociological, philosophical,

anthropological, political science, marketing, history, and communications domain accounts of truth, in
addition to that discourse with tourism and travel research. The aggregate review is an attempt to
uncover what is deemed to be true or false within each of the eight discourse. It constitutes an attempt

to find out what is institutionally fixed and architecturally embodied in the modes of analysis which have
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been favored within each of the eight disciplines. It is an endeavor to determine whether there are indeed

any major or easily observable subject-centered rationalities which facilitate or obscure the social / human
/ cultural understanding of meaning in history. It is an attempt to ascertain which pertinent will-to-truths

within various socio-political discourse can be harnessed to improve the framing of research questions
in the subsequent sections 3, 4, and 5 — and in the broader development of a research agenda on the

manufacture of heritage in travel and tourism.
The next part of the study, viz., section 3, takes up the methodological questions that were first

turned over in subsections 1.3 to 1.6 inclusive. The naturalistic inquiry is conceptualized as one which

is targeted upon the capillary activities and consequences of the petty and opaque workings of
bureaucrats. The naturalistic methodology is explained by which the study seeks to construct the ongoing,
the political, and the administrative capillary relations of administrators in heritage tourism. Thus the
section explains why it is thought that the particular naturalistic study design proposed for the adjuvant

study is an appropriate structural scheme for the identified administrative operational setting in Texas.
It is reinforced that the naturalistic methodology adopted and adapted is being shaped to (i) identify
different / parallel / competing historical truths as recognized by administrative decision-takers; and (ii) to

identify asymmetries in the coercive influences that those administrators consciously or unconsciously deal
in.

The following section (4) then outlines the research procedures that are to be utilized —

structured, of course, around the heavy reliance upon the human as the research instrument and around

the necessary evolution of the research agenda’s and the catalyst study’s focus. The implementation of
the adjuvant investigation then unfolds in its directed effort to decipher and construct the large and the
subtle ethnocentrisms and the large and the subtle political and operational biases by which those
administrators carry out their duties in their respective partly-prescribed and partly-interpreted visions as

to what the state of Texas should be served with in terms of the promotion and development of its

heritage.
Section 5 then processes the naturalistic data obtained and probes for ‘findings’ from them rather

than drawing out definitive ‘results’ (as already explained in subsection 1.3.3.). The need to gain
trustworthiness for these findings is emphasized with regard to the credibility, the dependability, and the

confirmability, of the naturalistic methodology utilized. Before the findings are summarized, the form of
the emergent / post hoc hypotheses is clarified, and a number of propositions or truthmaking in heritage
tourism are drawn up.

The penultimate part of the investigation, section 6, is an attempt to complete the interpretation

of discourse and praxis at work by providing a number of examples which illustrate key findings of the

adjuvant study. The aim here is not to offer a complete account of power at play in the shaping of truth
in the administration of heritage in Texas, but to offer some strong examples of actual truthmaking. The
aim in providing these examples is to contextualize, that is to relocate the found phenomenon back into

the working roles and daily administrative routines of the individuals studies — or in Denzin’s (1989:128)
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terms, back into their daily / working "lives". These examples are illustrative vignettes of interpretation-

built-upon-description. They are selected to illuminate the meanings and conceptual structures that

comprise the administrator’s own experience (Geertz 1973:27) in developing and projecting the past of
Texas. Those examples seek to avoid the problems of the presentation of ‘results’ or ‘findings’ as a gloss

(via a thin description, or account) and they each seek elaboration of the context, the interaction, and the

history of that administrators activity (as represented by the illustrative episode of discourse or praxis
selected (Denzin 1989:112). They are each interpretations, and not ideal evocations.

For the final section (7), it should be remembered that the catalyst study is not a single enquiry
into tourism or into heritage per se, it has a study problem and a research problem that warrant finalized
comment, and it reaches many many areas of contributory and competing discourse. If the description
of Richard Schweder 91984:30-1) can be borrowed, the investigation comprises not so much a singularly
sustained figure but "a polyphonic figure": it is a study with several agendas. It is now the job of this final
section to tie them up — or rather down! By way of review, tourism is not seen as an independent event.
In the adjuvant study, it is seen as a significant part of the social / human / cultural life of Texas that has

prodigious resonance on the profiles of power, dominance and subjugation with the state. An effort is
therefore made to re-weave those webs of significance through the earlier eight disciplinary domains.
That done, the implications of the catalyst study are then examined in the setting of Texas and in the

context of history and heritage in terms of the pressures of postmodernity that the study was originally
introduced through, and in terms of the future truths that future present-ages and present-populations are
destined to construct around the pasts they choose to manufacture and / or accidentally privilege.

The last four sections of the work distinguish recommendations for the research agenda (A) from
recommendations made for the catalyst study itself / alone (M). For instance, sections 3, 4, and 5 each
have short re-cap statements to clarify what is being suggested for the blanket / longhaul agenda, and
what is being proposed exclusively with regard to the immediate / adjuvant inquiry in Texas.
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2. REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

2.0 INTRODUCTION: THE LITERATURE ON THE DISCOURSE OF POWER AND HISTORICAL

TRUTH

The literature review which follows is premised on the view of the ‘Annales’ school of history in

France, which emphasizes the need to integrate the conclusions and approaches of numerous ‘other’

disciplines into any investigations of human behavior and society (Towner and Wall 1991:72). It is based

upon the judgement of Braudel that to understand history, for instance, one should inquire into the

relationship between the broader-scale continuities of the gradually evolving environment in which man

lives and the more immediate technological, societal and human imperatives of existence — and also with
the everyday modes of behavior of the individual. In Braudel’s (1958) terms, these are the longue-duree,
the conjunctures and the evenements respectively.

This literature review recognizes, therefore, the criticality of the need to integrate different

disciplinary perspectives on human and cultural understanding. It is supported by the view that there is
no single correct view of any issue or matter under investigation, but there are many possible correct

views, each possessing its own rules of determination. In its adoption of a Foucauldian perspective on

understanding, the literature review is an interdisciplinary or rather transdisciplinary one, built upon the
view that (particularly in the last century) there has been a surfeit of narrow conceptual overdetermination

of history and of the social sciences (White 1978:256; on Foucault). Yet the literature review is but a
mirror on actuality, for all disciplines change slowly (and in some respects, at pace) borrowing and being

nudged by neighboring disci;lines (Marcus and Fischer 1986:17). No discipline has only one single,

resolute, internal dynamic — however secure and established and self-productive any particular field of

inquiry may appear to be to certain ‘insiders’ at any point in time, or even through the course of any
lifetime.

If the study problem of this investigation is about the nature of administrative activity — and the

mastery of some truths over others, the research problem is about the nature of scientific explanation —

and the mastery of various different scientific schools of thought over the lived and inherited world. Both
the study problem and the research problem are therefore about empowerment (in each instance, ‘which

truths get ennobled?’), and both are about dominance (‘whose past, present, and future triumphs and
whose is subjugated?’ — whether it be in administrative purview for the study problem or in scientific

understanding of the research problem). The two mirror each other closely. Examination of ‘dominance’
within the study problem throws light upon the capacity of the research techniques to map dominant

truths; examination of the ‘dominant’ rhetoric of certain scientific approaches draws attention to the

rhetorics that may similarly be at work in administration, in society, everywhere. The study problem and
the research problem thus entwine. And so this literature review is not restrictively in search of study

problem insight, or about research problem representation — it is necessarily about both.
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Cassirer has celebrated the strength and benefactions of scientific scrutiny: "there is no second

power in our modern world which may be compared with scientific thought" (Cassirer in White 1978:29).
But the value of Foucault is that he, perhaps more than any other philosopher (?), warns that science has

(within it) its negative forces as well as its positive ones. To Cassirer, science is the summit and

consummation of human activities: its triumphs dazzle (30). To Foucault, science is but another scene

of human intrigue and of false consciousness: its conduct is ordinary. What counts in Foucault’s
estimation is who is able to legitimize what in science, as in any or all fields of human endeavor. There
are always legitimate grounds for differences of opinion, but certain kinds of knowledge have mastery over
others at different times. Different kinds of knowledge compete to determine what constitutes the facts.

The literature review that follows is an attempt to throw light on how different metaphors have
been used to organize our ways of interpreting the past — and through representations of it, the present

and the future. Different disciplines have favored the use of different metaphors. Each metaphor, or
rather each organizing perspective has not only its Cassirerean strengths but its Foucauldian frailties.
Each metaphor — each discipline — tends to have investigative blindspots. That is unavoidable. And
that is why those outlooks are metaphors and disciplines are not perfect perspectives. For example, the
lead metaphors in anthropology tend towards "/^effectiveness in dealing with issues of historical context
and political economy" (Marcus and Fischer 1986:34). One therefore can gain by trying to gain

redundancy in analysis — as was stressed at the end of section 1 — where the strengths of various

metaphors (read different disciplines) begin to cover over the blindspots of others.
But such imbrication can only ever be skeletal. Just as there are always more ‘facts’ available

than can ever be recorded in any socio-cultural study, so there are always more imperfect or inadequate

perspectives than can ever be found. The current study can only imbricate, thereby, in terms of the
illumination afforded by certain priority metaphors — by, that is, the accumulated wisdom of certain lead
and inherited disciplines. And in carrying out that imbrication, the metaphors of inquiry will overlap and
a considerable amount of repetitivity is inevitable.

The literature review has a role to play, then, in showing how the truth that is seen and

recognized is governed by that metaphors that are used to hunt it down. What becomes important, then,
is not so much the depth of any single perspective or truth — i.e., the skilled use of any single metaphor
overburdened with data (in White’s (1978:47) poignant phrase) — but the richness of interpretation and

understanding of truth from a mix of contributing perspectives.
In this manner, the literature review is concerned with Foucault’s problem of knowledge — i.e.,

‘What is knowledge?’ and ‘What is truth?’ (Foucault, in Gordon 1980:66). It concerns itself with the way

different disciplines attempt to appreciate how things really are, and how that appreciation is hindered just
as much as is it furthered by the organizing capacity of the discipline (White 1978:233). Hence the
literature review is postulated on Foucault’s (1970) supposition that institutions, disciplines and scientific
communities colonize ‘the order of things’ through the violent acts they render to reality through their
linguistic practices and through their epistemological convictions (White — on Foucault — 1978:239-40).
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It is important, then, that the literature addresses the ideological commitments of the disciplines

that contribute to and impair our understanding of historical truth. Disciplines do not just have favored

metaphors, they have preferred notions of ‘science’, of ‘objectivity’ and of ‘explanation’. Such are the

ideological commitments of the discipline. And after Foucault’s inspection of the powerplay within

medicine, mental health and other areas, we now tend to recognize disciplines to be as much political
entities as they are scientific. Ultimately, what one should seek, if one is a Foucauldian purist, is "[the]

apprehension of the world as it might have existed before human consciousness appeared in it" (253),

before metaphors began to enrich but limit our grasp of the world, and before disciplines began to

empower but delimit our understanding of it. But can one ever obtain a pre-political truth — that is, one
can never secure a reality unsullied by ‘commitments’?

In heeding the call of Towner and Wall for a more commonplace adoption of interdisciplinary

perspectives in tourism — a calling for ‘multidisciplinarity’ echoed in the introduction to that special issue
of the Annals of Tourism Research (Graburn and Jafari 1991:71) — and in respect of Foucault’s

cognizance into the deep structures of human and agency consciousness (White 1978:230) — this
literature review attempts to uncover what critical disciplines say about the study’s central axes of
historical truth, of the vision and power of the state and of the appeal of heritage in tourism and in life.
The literature review is a recountal of the conventional typologies of disciplines to those axes — a brief

transcription of the inner dynamics of the thought processes by which those disciplines have customarily
been given to represent truth, power and heritage.

To some, the Foucauldian unmasking and dismemberment of various disciplinary approaches
to knowledge leads not only to the demystification of thought and practice, but eventually to the death of

things (233). They fear, perhaps, a total loss of meaning — a complete absence of structure to

understanding. But the dismemberment of disciplines can in fact be a creative process. The disordering
of representation can throw much insight on "the true nature of the relationship between ‘words and

things’" (233) — in this case between our accumulated rationalizations of history and of the past as it
occurred. Just because each and every discipline is seen to be dubious and political, does not mean that

things in and of the past cannot be properly studied. By White’s (233) judgement on Foucault,
disremembrance is really a tribute to the temporality of all things. The past is prisoner to each present,

and disciplines are its custodial guards.
In reviewing the literature of various disciplines upon historical truth, primacy will be given to the

discourse of the selected disciplines. And in this sense, Foucauldian discourse is not merely that which
is represented or communicated, it is also that which is practiced (Merquior 1985:76). Thus the review
of the diverse literatures on power and historical truth amount to each disciplines capacity to make sense

of the world (in this case of the past and of the administration of the past) and to act upon that sense.

The discourse introduced has been selected because of the insight it gives upon the discipline’s will-to-
know. It is, consonantly, not only interpretive it is pre interpretive (White 1978:4). By this it is meant
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that it is selected not merely for what it says about WHAT the discipline comprehends but HOW and WHY

that sort of comprehension came about.
In focusing upon the discourse of disciplines the literature review is necessarily metaphysical.

It looks into the problematical domains of the experience of the selected disciplines, for that is where the

interpretive strength or rather tendencies of the discipline’s current metaphors is conceivable most

pungent. Consequently, the discourse presented may be regarded as antithetical, having more to say

about the relationships between ’old’ and ‘new’ meanings within the discipline that between those

meanings and the facts or events they purport to represent. But then, all interpretation has been deemed
to be antithetical in this regard (Bloom 1975:76).

The forthcoming literature review, to sum up, principally accounts for what Foucault (1970:xi)

styled as ‘the unformulated thematics' — i.e., the unconscious levels of knowledge. While the study

problem probes the unformulated thematics of the contemporary projection about the Texan past, the
research problem peers into the unformulated thematics of various social sciences. And this immersion

in discourse will attempt to present what Marcus and Fischer (1986:85) designate as the hard / cold

knowledge of political science and marketing with the warm / soft knowledge of cultural and human
studies. That is a rare but necessary endeavor if the study is to approach a satisfactorily grounding in
our state-of-the-art understanding of power and historical truth. Grounded in this interdisciplinary or rather

transdisciplinary fashion, the literature review has an important part to play in the defamiliarization of the

past with respect to both the ‘hard’ practicalities of power and action in society and the ‘soft’ nurturing
realities of cultural identification. Given that, one may be able to justify that in this scarce instance, an

attempt is being taken to free interpretation from its usual subservience to explanation.

2.0.1 The Transdisciplinary Literature on Power and Truth: The Imbricated Approach to the

Review

The literature review considers key perspectives on power and historical truths within the

following disciplines:
2.1 Sociology
2.2 Philosophy
2.3 Anthropology
2.4 Political Science
2.5 Marketing
2.6 Communications
2.7 History
2.8 Tourism.

The first four disciplines (Sociology, Philosophy, Anthropology, and Political Science) are

arbitrarily deemed to be the major ground-floor disciplines that insight into the way truth can be gauged
in the social sciences. For these four disciplines, the perspectives encountered on power and truth will

be critiqued under the following ten headings:
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1 A General Introduction To The Discipline’s Contemporary Outlooks
[Identified as "Introduction": 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.3.1, and 2.4.1]

Disciplines have their own soft logics — their own suasory rationales (Lyne 1985:66). This

opening subsection will introduce that suasion for each case — to the argumentative tendencies peculiar
to each discipline. It will attempt to briefly explain how the rhetoric of the discipline’s favored or topical

approaches to research constitutes a disciplinary technology (Rabinow 1984:17) and how it exerts control

upon the individual investigators enclosed within that conceptual ‘space’. Recall, from section 1, that
Foucault found the problem of reason to be not juridical or ontological but historical and political — even

for disciplines (14).

2 A Specific Introduction To The Discipline’s Contemporary Outlook Upon Power and Historical
Truth

[Identified as ‘Outlook on Power and Truth’: 2.1.2, 2.2.2, 2.3.2, and 2.4.2]

An attempt is taken to introduce some of the disciplines critical ‘anticipations’ towards power and
truth in terms of each field-of-study’s Cassirerean discrimination, or as others would have it, its

Foucauldian deceptions. Hence this subsection highlights certain of the key insights gained into ‘truth’
and certain of ‘the disciplinary violence’ (Habermas 1987:245) that has been done to ‘truth’.
3 Acknowledgement Of Similar Investigations Upon Power and Truth

[Identified as ‘Similar Investigations’: 2.1.3, 2.2.3, 2.3.3, and 2.4.3]
Comment here will be offered on the insight available from known significant studies within the

discipline that have yielded parallel findings on either ‘the discourse of power’ or ‘the power of discourse’ -
- each of which could have a bearing upon this study’s research problem as well as upon its study

problem.

4 Acknowledgement Of Related Inquiries Into The State Administration Of Heritage
[identified as ‘related inquiries’: 2.4.1.4, 2.2.4, 2.3.4, and 2.4.4]
Until recently, culture — a slippery ‘global’ concept — tended to be systematically elided from

many studies of the political economy (Marcus and Fischer 1986:85). The 1980s, however, witnessed
an upsurge of disciplinary and interdisciplinary interest in ‘it’ (Featherstone 1990:2), and the designing

powers of states to promote similarity and uniformity over cultural patterns has begun to be traced with
some frequency (Bauman 1990:158). This subsection explores, in that light, the insight gained within the
said disciplines into the incessant nativism of states who in various ways project "an incessant

propaganda of shared attitudes" (154).
5 Acknowledgement Of Principal Related Researchers Into Discursivity

[Identified as ‘Related Researchers’: 2.1.5, 2.2.5, 2.3.5, and 2.4.5]

To repeat, this study as a whole looks at discursivity — viz., the way in the catalyst study
discourse reinforces practice and the way practices bolster discourse in the administrative projection of
dominant imagined visions of Texas. The master theories on discursivity have arguably been Weber,
Kuhn and Foucault (Rabinow 1984:26), but it is Foucault who has done most to highlight discourse
formation at work, and the fashion in which the endless variety of strategies of ‘domination’ and

‘subjugation’ can intersect (Habermas 1987:127). This subsection therefore explores (within each of the
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eight disciplines) the contribution of other theorists where they have been significant to our understanding
of the cross-fertilization of discourse and proxis. Where none or few have been found to have a

substantive voice on the matter, the contribution of Foucault — the adisciplinarian, himself — is

commented upon vis-a-vis that field-of-inquiry.
6 Appreciation Of Related Perspectives From The Specific Discipline On The Dominance /

Subjugation Issues
[Identified as ‘Related Perspectives’: 2.1.6, 2.2.6, 2.3.6, and 2.4.6]
If Lecourt (1975:189) is correct, knowledge exists in "great layers obedient to specific structural

laws." Epistemes and disciplines have their own foundational and theoretical ideologies which prevent

them from closely examining and / or borrowing from, respectively, other epistemes or parallel disciplines.
In this way useful perspectives in cousin or neighboring or even unrelated fields can lie out of commission.
It is now realized, for instance, that ‘semiology’ (an organizing perspective on ‘signs’) was proposed by
Ferdinard de Saussure — often credited as the founder of modern linguistics — in the opening years of
this century: it remained a sleeping idea under the 1960s when anthropologists and literary critics

"impressed by the success of linguistics, sought to profit from its methodological insights and found

themselves developing the semiological science that Saussure had postulated" (Culler 1983:70).
This subsection will therefore take heed of the Saussurean lesson and will chase perspectives

from the other disciplines which may enrich understanding of the value plural issues being probed in

Texas, within the adjuvant investigation.
7 Appreciation Of Related Concepts From The Specific Discipline On The Dominance /

Subjugation Issues
[Identified as ‘Related Concepts’: 2.1.7, 2.2.7, 2.3.7, and 2.4.7]
In this subsection, potentially useful concepts (as distinguished from the perspectives of ‘6’

above) will be presented where they have been found in the articulations of the other disciplines. The

concept is said to be ‘in fashion’ when there is no fundamental, real, ideological or moral reason for it.
If the concept is otherwise, that is --- structurally embedded within the essential thinking of the discipline,
it may therefore be regarded as ‘part of that field’s discourse’ rather than being ‘in fashion’ (Dario Fo, in
Ross 1988:viii).
8 Appreciation Of Related Means / Methods / Modes Of Data Analysis From The Specific

Discipline On The Dominance / Subjugation Issues
[Identified as ‘Related Data Analysis’: 2.1.8, 2.2.8, 2.3.8, and 2.4.8]
In this subsection, the particular disciplines will be interrogated in terms of the way they use /

‘play with' / argue with data in order to pursue their sought approaches to truth. This involves an

‘underground’ look at those methods, because so many researchers within each discipline simply do not

know in fact they argue (Lyne 1985:66) — and most (conceivably) do not overtly reveal it.
9 Cross-Evaluation With Themes and Ideas On Postmodernity

[Identified as ‘Cross-Evaluation with Postmodernity’: 2.1.9, 2.2.9, 2.3.9, and 2.4.9]

Postmodernity is almost a rich culture in its own right — as was explained in section 1.1. It is

‘diversity,’ it is ‘variety’, it is a ‘richness of popular and local discourses / codes / practices’ (Featherstone
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1990:2). And, true to that concept, there are postmodern ways of looking at postmodernity. Many of
these outlooks will reinforce each other as they examine the encroaching twentieth century culture of

postmodernity, just as, for instance, the various Euro-American discourses of the nineteenth century —

'the colonialist', 'the racist' and ‘the sexist', for example — stiffened in similar hues the aggregate regard

for 'encroaching' Native American culture (Carr 1984:46). This subsection, then, not only attempts to

locate further significant cognizance on postmodernity, but it also takes up this matter of 'discourse

reinforcement.'

10 Summary: The Imbricated Synthesis On Power and Truth
(identified as Summary’: 2.1.10, 2.2.10, 2.3.10, and 2.4.10]

The final subsection for each discipline summarizes the key theoretical and methodological

insight that stem from that field’s fixed or preferred modes of inquiry. Hence through 'tacking' through
these main points of synthesis in 2.1.10, 2.2.10., et seq. a richer and more fully integrated outlook on

dominance and subjugation in heritage construction may be obtained. The end result is a much improved
set of perspectives on the administrative context in which historical truth is created and / or projected; and
that is (if the concept of the ‘unsociological’ contribution of Foucault to 'the social’ — as nominated by
Habermas (1987:242) — may be borrowed) an 'unadministrative’ look at that administrative milieu.

Following the review of the literature of the four major, ground-floor disciplines by these ten

perspectives, the other four (more applied) disciplines will be examined in terms of their contributions to

power and truth, against a shorter set of perspectives. That reduced list will be explained at the start of
subsection 2.5.

Before these first four of the selected disciplines are examined through the above schema, two

caveats are necessary. The first (2.0.2) is a rubric on postmodernity, to draw attention to some important

points about the manner in which disciplines can and do look at such an octopoidal entity. The second

(2.0.3) is a similar rubric on meaning, to recapture some of the critical interdisciplinary nuances of

'meaning' for the constructivist methodologies which follow in sections 3, 4 and 5.

2.0.2 Related Disciplinary Understanding: The Discourses on Postmodernity
All expressions of the image or content of a mass phenomenon or a majority culture necessarily

becomes a 'reduction' or a 'shrinking' of entities (Nettleford 1986:9-10). Thus complicated social
behaviors and / or involved cultural relationships tend to become translated as broad narratives — often

broad uni-directional or uni-interpreted narratives. It is Foucault who warns screenlessly (i.e., ubiquitously)

against the imperialism of such contained or diluted accounts. Researchers must learn to recognize the

ways in which they slenderize the dialectic and problematic nature of things — or at least the way they
are drawn into slenderizing the condition of things by the academic and disciplinary pressures of

explanation. It is more rewarding both intrinsically and extrinsically to give a bold 'solution' for things than
to remain in awe and uncertainty about that subject’s 'possibilities’. The former appears masterful: the
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latter appears vacant. Supporters of given disciplines have a wanton desire to know something ---

preferably from the perspective of their host field's established ordering of the world.
And so, (in the catalyst study) again, to postmodernity — or rather to the confrontation-cum-

confluence of "the narratives of Texas" with the "narratives of postmodernity." Reduced accounts of this

convergence would conceivably have the culture and storylines of the state weighed down by the

dominant certitudes of Eurocentric modernity and Protestant and other enlightenments, i.e., a state waiting

to be liberated by the impulses of postmodernity swirling around it. In this manner the inherited vision of

the nineteenth century socio-political majority (with its strong unified memories) gradually washes out as
the disparate and memoryless global culture of postmodernity (Smith 1990:179) streams in. The

established majority of the purveyors of historical ‘Texan’ truth of the nineteenth century becomes the

globalized ‘marginal majority’ (Wallerstein 1990:41) of the twenty-first.
Table 2.0.2./1 lists twenty of the major current conceptualizations about the loss of authority of

Western nations and states over matters of cultural control and representativity. These conceptualizations

are 'reduced', and they are 'interdisciplinary': their theoretical force is felt, moreover, in each of the eight

disciplines subsequently covered in this section (2).

The processes of postmodernity to which the table refers, are part of the slow establishment of
a global ecumene — a worldwide "region of persistent culture interaction and exchange" (Kopytoff

1987:10; Hannerz 1989). The term globalization is preferred to that of internationalization since these

processes that have accompanied postmodernity — in some senses preceding it, and in others being
coterminous with it — are relatively (but importantly) free of any literal inter nation-state exchanges

(Robertson 1990:15-30). These processes of globalization have accelerated considerably since the

1880s.

The implications of the socio-political changes occasioned through globalization and / or

postmodernization — as evidenced in Table 2.0.2./1 — are highly germane for this endeavor to establish

a research agenda on truthmaking in heritage tourism. They suggest that the cultural imperialisms of the
1990s (and for the foreseeable future?) are no longer ‘national’ or ‘statist’ in the West. Yet, in subsection
1.9.3. of this work it was recorded that the surviving ‘historical truths' of Texas are, in fact, heavily
‘national’ and ‘statist’. That appears to put the state administrators of the heritage of Texas in a rather

invidious position. Unless Texas is immune to these Western-led imperatives of globalization and

postmodernity, they are conceivably peddling something of an outdated storyline. They are possibly

peddling a heavy dose of state triumphalism when in other socio-political respects, such 'national

reminiscences’ and 'statist ideologies’ are no longer in unqualified favor. Does it therefore mean that the

heritage industry and the tourism industry has special license to peddle spent ideologies — in Texas(7),
or elsewhere too? The following subsections (2.1 to 2.8) will endeavor to unleash interdisciplinary or

multidisciplinary insight on that postmodern penumbra.
In order to study the effect of large, worldwide systemic forces like globalization and

postmodernity upon governance and upon cultural production, some researchers have called for a new
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TABLE 2.0.2./1

THE DISCOURSE ON POSTMODERNITY’S LOSS OF PLACE AND PAST

THE MAJOR BUT REDUCED THEORIES OF GLOBALIZATION UPON
POSTMODERNITY’S INFLUENCE UPON THE STATE AND UPON

GEO-HISTORICAL TRUTH

m A chronological account of how the instrumental role of nation states in cultural production is, in many
senses, becoming obsolete as the cosmopolitan patchwork of resurgent ethnic and technological - led
global/communications forms of culture lose their spatial and temporal bearings.

• The world has been dominated since the mid-eighteenth century by unitary nation states — viz., national societies
consisting of a culturally-homogenized, administered citizenry (1>1; 1>2);

• In such nation-states, assimilation was tantamount to a ‘declaration of war’ on foreign substances and qualities:
the practice of assimilation was an implicit confirmation of the social hierarchy (2> 1);
• These modern states were able to undermine the integrity and strength of resistance of contesting social institutions

as a collectively maintained, communal way of life was defined and enforced (3>1);
• The nationalization of the state — i.e., the estatization of the nation admixed the issue of political loyalty with that

of cultural conformity (4>1);
• With the onset of postmodernity, states have slowly begun to become denationalized — where the state is gradually

distinguished from the nation (5>1);
• A ‘resurgence of ethnicity* is encouraged through (or at least coincides with) the postmodernization of Western

societies and as membership of the state’s body politic separates from ethnic membership (6>1);
• States are forced to become more tolerant towards ethnic diversity, and the age of state-driven ‘cultural crusades’

slowly evaporates (7>1);
• Culture begins to lose its instrumental role "in servicing the systemic reproduction and [in] underwriting the social

integration", and it becomes part of private spheres of interest and engagement (8>1);
• Ethnicity becomes one of the tribal-poles' around which individual identities form and are projected' in the

diminished presence of the weakening centrifugal forces of the state (9>1);
• Ethnic differences begin — in many but not all places — to generate reduced levels of antagonism and inter¬

community conflict as many — but not all — heterophobia begin to wilt (10>1);
• Ethnicity becomes a basic if informal organizing principle of Western society — particularly in the U.S.A. — but

not the only such to be, or the overriding allegiance (11 > 1);
• With the rise of vast telecommunications systems and the mass media, continental and global aspects of culture

begin to take seed, growing over many local/ethnic/communal cultures (12>1);
• Yet — these same communications networks also makes possible a denser interaction between the members of

such local/ethnic/communal cultures, which inspires a resurgence of many ethnic ‘nationalisms’ (13>1);
• The rising global and continental cultures of the communications/media systems face technical problems: their

technical solutions yield a relatively calculated and artificial culture (14>1);
• Global/continental culture rapidly becomes a largely ‘constructed’/’imagined’ culture — heavily expressive and

heavily symbolic (15> 1);
• The new ethnic and the new global/communications cultural models of postmodernity — unlike the models of

modernity are not grounded in the realities of the nation state (16>1):
• In the present age, as postmodern impulses conceivably accelerate, it becomes important to regard national

societies as only one reference point for the way individuals conceptualize themselves (17> 1);
• The imperialisms of the present age are increasingly non-national, as ‘nations’ and ‘nationalism’ — both of which

had been highly functional in a world of competing industrial states — become less necessary in the service
society of an interdependent/postmodern world established upon technical knowledge (18>1);

• While the resurgent ethnic culture still retains some strong ties to local/sacred territories, the emergent
global/communications culture is not linked to particular places (19>1);

• With ethnic cultures spreading through migration, and with global/communications culture technologically diffusing
across continents, the emergent postmodern cultural models of today are fast becoming cut off from ’true’
concepts of the past (20>1).

SOURCE: Mainly derived from 'Theory, Culture and Society’ articles reprinted in Featherstone:1990.
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discipline for ‘matters universal’ (Bergeson 1980). Other investigators in the humanities have raised

objection to this stated necessity: Robertson (1990:19) believes that the synthesized recomposition of

existing social theory "in its broadest sense" is preferable to the development of a new field of inquiry.
This viewpoint is supported by Giddens and Turner (1987:1) who call for the cultivation of collective

outlooks for such universal programs of research --- outlooks which they argue should reach across a

broad range of the social and cultural sciences, but which have ‘concern-for-world-flows-and-global-

change’ as the central hermeneutic arising from them.
Whether or not a new world-as-a-whole discipline is ultimately created, inquiry into the orbicular

social and communal developments that act substantively upon governments and upon cultural institutions

will continue to be a slippery matter. As stated in section 1, "what is striking [about postmodernity] is

precisely the degree of consensus in postmodernist discourse that there is no longer any consensus

[about what definitely, postmodernity is]" (Connor 1989:10). Postmodern theory is an host of
incommensurabilities: postmodern practice is a welter of paradox (Montag 1988:91-2). Postmodernity

itself, ipso facto, is better understood not so much as a totalizing force acting within society, but as a

discursive function by which other ideas / developments / conceptualizations may be gauged (Connor

1989:10). Hence the supreme value of being able to cross-test the worth and fit of eight contemporary

disciplinary perspectives on postmodernity in this section (2.1 to 2.8).
To Connor (1988:10) the valuable question is not what postmodernity is, but what it achieves.

To Fish (1980:3) the proper query is not what postmodernity means but what it does. Both Connor and
Fish question the subject contextually. Postmodernity is well enwrapped in the somewhat obscure
distinctions between the global and the local. As Robertson (1990:19) has succinctly pointed out such
social and cultural contours are very complex, even to the degree that it is now reasonable to speak of
"the global institutionalization of the lifeworld and the localization of globality."

Since postmodernity is so tentacular and thereby so unavoidably problematic, it has to be defined
in context with considerable care. Today, "each individual is a member of many groups, and indeed of

groups of very different kinds — groups classified by gender, by race, by language, by class, by

nationality, etc." (Wallerstein 1990:31). In this way so many individuals engage in so many ‘cultures’,
each of which are affected quite differentially by the imprint of postmodernity.

Although the tendencies of postmodernity, are pronounced, they are rarely conclusive (Bauman

1990:167). The conditions under which postmodernity survives or thrives are highly involved conjunctures

(Ross 1988:x). There can not realistically be a single social theory of postmodernity— nor should there
be for any human theme and / or cultural force. The imbricated commentary on postmodernity’s

consequences (or rather, the consequence of postmodernities) for state power and for historical

representation is merely a common sense step — an episodic analysis of the grand, contemporary, epic¬

diluting epic.
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2.0.3 Related Disciplinary Understanding: Meaning in Discourse

Having provided the first caveat on the interdisciplinary literature on power and truth — a caveat

on the discourse of postmodernity — this second (companion) subsection is a similar rubric on meaning.

It is an attempt to show the relationship between particular meanings and particular discourse.
Table 2.0.3./1 has been conceived to draw attention to recent Foucauldian developments in the

understanding of the ‘meaning’ of things as they are in currency within discourses. It registers these

crucial precepts which are variously held by theoreticians of discourse:
• Meanings are not homogenous: both the words used and the meanings of words change from

one discipline to another, from one discourse to another [ — from point 1 of Table 2.0.3./1],
• in general, a discourse is that set of meanings (or social knowledges) that is current or

convenient to a particular group or community; in particular, academic or disciplinary discourse
is that social knowledge which prevails within distinct paradigms or within distinct fields of

inquiry [ — point 2 of Table 2.0.3./1];
• Discourses conceivably play a significant part in holding social groups / communities

together [ — point 3];
• Just as people ‘make’ discourse, so discourse ‘makes’ people [ — point 4];
• Discourses are structured by 'rules' which compose the practices by which the world is

surveyed and represented; those very representations help maintain the societies and / or

groups who have developed them [ — point 5];
• Objects do not have meaning in nature or in language: that meaning is created for them in

discourse [ — point 6];
• Classes in power use discourse (and related practice) to subjugate other classes (while

those classes simultaneously attempt to exert ‘power’ over them) and to ‘individualize’ people

[ — point 7];
• Meanings within discourse evolve not so much in their own right, but by contending against

other representations of objects proffered by competing discourses [ — point 8];
• In the last two decades, a number of large and interfeeding resistances to globalizing

discourses have emerged [ — point 9];
• Currently, threatened pre-modern traditions are (on all continents) being speedily recomposed

within the new discourses-of-resistance against the encroaching universalisms of the

cosmpolois [ — point 10].

Overall, Table 2.0.3./1 suggests that meanings are not nowadays regarded as the relatively

unchanging and homogenous representations of entities regardless of discipline, regardless of field of



TABLE2.0.3./1
ANEXPLANATIONOFMEANINGINDISCOURSE

ThistablepresentsthecontemporaryFoucauldlanviewthatmeaningsarebaseduponapurelogicofIdeasandproffers theemergingviewthatmeaningsaresocialandpoliticalasmuchasidealistic.
1THEMULTIPLICITYOFDISCOURSESocialtheoristsusedtobelievethatlanguageswerehomogenous(i.e.,thatpeoplespeakingagivenlanguageallspokethesame language—intermsofacommoncodeofmeaningsandutterances(1>1).Recentworkondiscourse,however,rejectstheviewthatasingleorgeneralsystemlies behindalldscourse(1>2).Discoursedifferwithintheinstitutionsandthroughthepracticesthatformthem,anddiscoursealsochangecontextuallyintermsofwhois communicatingandwhomisbeingaddressed.Thereisnobasicaccordorindvisibilityindscourse."Theinstitutionswhichpromptpeopletospeak[includingthe disciplines]...storeanddistributethethingswhicharesaid’(1>3).Themeaningsheldandtheconceptionsofindividuals—andtherebythediscourseofindividuals-

--are,underthemulticulturalityandpolyethnicityofsocietiestoday,"rendered[even]morecomplexbygender,ethnicandracialconsiderations"(1>4).
2ALLMEANINGSARESOCIALCommunitiesandgroupscanbeconstitutedintermsoftheirmeaningstheyadoptandtherhetorictheyuse(2>1):"villagesewingcircles, urbancarouses,workers’lunchtime[gatherings],etc.,willallhavetheirowntype.Eachsituation,fixedandsustainedbysocialcustom,commandsaparticularkindof organizationofaudience"(2>2).Differencesindiscoursearenotjustthoseofclass,theyarenowbroadlyfelttobedifferencesoftheknowledges’heldbyparticular groups/bodies/orders-of-people.Groupsofvarioussortsuseorchangeorinventtheirdiscourse"togainpoweroversituations"(2>3).Thisappearstobesofaracademic knowledgesasforanyother:theyaresodaIrepresentationsofrealityasmuchastheyareprivilegedoranalyticrepresentations(2>4).Evenindisciplinesthatclaim richargumentativerigor,"thepowerofacademicargumentsmayliemoreinkeepingcertaindiscursivepracticesalivethaninforcingaconfrontationwithreality(2>5). Everypieceofcommunication—inclusiveofeveryacademicpieceofcommunication—presupposesasocialsignificationsystem(2>6).

3DISCOURSEISSOCIALPRODUCTIONDiscourseissociallyconstitutedthroughthoseinstitutionalpracticesandthesetechniquesofgroups/organizations/agencies wheremeaningsarecultivated(3>1).Discourseis,therefore,involvedinthesocialproductionofmeaning(3>2),andconstitutetherepertoiresofconventional understandingandexpressionheldbythosegroups/organizations/agencies.Somenowarguethatitisthediscourseitselfwhichholdssocialprocessestogether(3>3): "thesocializingpowerofacademicdiscoursecanactasacentripetalforce...pullingparticipantsintoself-isolatingvocabularies(3>4).Yet,whoholdsaparticular discoursecanbeamostdifficultmattertoresolve.
4THROUGHDISCOURSE,PEOPLEARE‘MADE’INTOSUBJECTSInFoucault’sviewpeoplearemadebytheirculture—particularlybytheknowledgeswhichcompose theiradoptedorforceddiscourse(4>1).PGcheuxechoesthisbyproposingthatthisverymanufactureofpeopleisongoingandoccursineven‘concrete’and‘everyday’ situations(4>2).Andyetitispeoplewhomakethoseverydiscoursethatmakepeople.Althusser’sthesisisthat"itisman[sic!]whomakeshistory"(4>3).Byextension,

itisthereforepeoplewhomakethestorylinesandtheground-rulesbywhichpeoplelive:itispeoplewhomanufacturesocialinequalitieswhetheritbesustainedbythe discourseoftheirhistoriesorbythediscourseoftheirothereconomicorculturaldealings.
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5DISCOURSEHASRULESDiscoursehastheirowninternalaxiomsandregulations(5>1),justasatalargerscaleepistemesareformedbydefinite‘intestinal’rules. Itisthese‘rules’whichstructurethesystemofthediscourseandoftheepisteme(5>2).Suchrules—andhence,suchdiscourse—emergehistorically.Theyconstitute thehiddenmechanismsthroughwhichagrouporsocietypassesonitsknowledgesandatthesametimehelpspreserveitself,concealedbehindthatrepresentation oftheworld(5>3).ToFoucaultsuchrulescomposethe‘practices’ofthediscourse(5>4).Thesepracticesare‘thecodesofknowledge’orratherthegazeofthe profession/discipline/society(5>5).Individualsarenotsomuchamputatedbytherulesofeachdiscourse(i.e.,ofeachsocialorder)astheyarefabricatedwithinit.Such

isthedisciplinarypowerthatemanatesfromeachdiscourse(5>6).
6MEANINGSRESIDEINSOCIALANDINSTITUTIONALPRACTICEContemporarytheoristsofdiscoursetendtowardstheviewthatthemeaningofthingsdonotexist naturally:thereisnonaturalorderofdefinablethings(6>1)andnoneutraltruthtobediscoveredaboutthings—nomatterhowprecisethelineofargumentorhowacute theresearchapproach(6>2).Scienceisitselfonlyanefforttodesignatethereal(6>3).Meaningthen,accordingtocurrentthoughtondiscourse,doesnotlieinnature, nordoesitlieinlanguage,ipsofacto:theycanonlybefound"intheconcreteformsofdifferingsocialandinstitutionalpractice"(6>4).Eachdiscoursedevelopscertain conceptsaboutrealityattheexpenseofothersandcreatescertainobjectsasentitieswithintheworld(6>5).

7DISCOURSEGENERALLYREPRESENTSEFFORTSATCONTROLNOTPROBITIONToFoucault,thepowerthatliesbehinddiscourseandpracticeisexercisedmore frequentlyintermsofcontrolthanprohibition(7>1).Accordinglythatpowerisapowerofrelationsanditisgenerally‘productive’(7>2).Thedisciplineofdiscourseand thedisciplineofpracticeconstitutethemeansbywhichthepowerofdominantclassesareexercised—andwhenthatclassoperatesthroughgovernment,‘the governmentofindividualization’results(7>3).Suchsubjugationisoftenearnedoutthroughsubtle,calculatedtechnologiesofsubjection(7>4),andthroughit,the governmentconstructstheindividualsitprefers(7>5).Anyonecanbeso‘disciplined’bygovernment,thoughitoughttobeclarifiedthatFoucaultdidprobablynotmean thatthesubjugationwasalwaysoneway—oneclasssubjugatinganother(7>6).
8DISCOURSEGENERALLYEXISTSANTAGONISTICALLYINRELATIONTOOTHERSToPScheux,discourseisfrequentlysetupincounteractiverelationstothe ideologiespresentwithinotherdiscourse(8>1).Insuchinstances,thediscourseissignificantforitspoliticaldimensionality,Thisamountstotheexteriorvalueofthe meaningsofwordsandphrases—andhas"nothingatalltodowithpurelylinguisticproperties"(8>2).PScheuxmaintainsthatdiscourseisconstructedovertimethrough strugglesagainstcontraryideologies:hencemeaningsexistantagonistically(8>3).

9IDEOLOGIESWITHINDISCOURSESTENDTOFORMINOPPOSITIONTODOMINANTORDERS-OF-THINGSAlthusserbelievedthatideologieshavepredominantly tendedtoforminresistancetorulingideologies(9>1).Theveryconstructionofculturehas,historically,alwaysbeenakeyideologicalbattlegroundforopposinginterests (9>2).Duringthe1970sFoucaulthadbeguntonoticeastrongconnectionbetweenpracticesincurrencyinWesternsocietyandanemergentsetofresistanceswhich haddevelopedamongstwomen/gays/thepsychiatrized'prisonersandthelike(9>3).Theseevolvingorre-shapeddiscourseschallengedtheongoingindividualization ofthepopulationtheywerepartof:thenewdiscourseassertedtherighttobedifferent(9>4).Insimilarvein,anumberofnon-Westemfundamentalismshavedeveloped refortifieddiscoursetochallengethereligious‘Westoxication’ofallpeoplearoundtheglobe(9>5).SuchdiscoursesandpracticesresisttheestablishmentoftheWest astheuniversal/defaultpointofreferencefortheworld(9>6).
10DISCOURSESTENDTOBE‘POLITICAL’Nodiscourseisneutral;allareideologicallypositioned(10>1).Inthelastdecadesofthetwentiethcentury,theethniccores ofnations—asidentifiedinpre-modemtraditions/memories/myths/values/symbolsareprovingmostresilienttotheimposingdiscourseandpracticeofglobalizationand cosmopolitanism(10>2).Localismthrivesinnewsensesasterritoriallyanchoredandboundedculturesresistuniversalindividuation.Thesenew,burgeoningdiscourse nowamountto‘acultureshockpreventionindustry’(10>3),asthemarginalizedhavetorapidlylearnhowtocounteractadvancingcosmopolitansubjection.
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inquiry. The table teaches that researchers must be vigilant in their examination of critical terms across

disciplines. The literature warns that no single epistemological logic governs the construction of

meanings: no uniform ontological rationality guides the use of meanings. Meanings are social entities
within the communication repertoires of fields-of-study / disciplines / paradigms rather than being

‘universal,’ ‘perfect’ or ‘truthful’ designations of reality.

That stated, however, it should also be realized that any sustained attempt to isolate meanings
within disciplines, and thereby to slice knowledge up into "neat, isolated fields is simply not realistic"

(Albert 1987:82). There is bound to be much repetition in the pages that follow — and Foucault is one

theorist, at least, whose views are peripatetic, and cannot be confined to any single field of inquiry.

Redundancy of perspective is therefore to be expected, and ought — in most if not all instances — to be

applauded.

2.1 THE SOCIOLOGY LITERATURE: THE DISCOURSE ON POWER AND TRUTH

2.1.1 Introduction

The sociology literature is fundamentally of interest for this study with regard to its insight into
the way people — not so much individually or in isolation, but collectively and corporately — interact with
their social worlds. The relationship of interest here is that of humans as producers and the social world

as product. But this or these relationships as recognized in the sociology literature is / are for from being
direct and straightforward whereby the producer always shapes the product. The relationship is a

continuing dialectical process (Berger and Luckman 1967:61).

Sociological theory today generally maintains that members of societies live by the ideas of
that society. It is the relationship between these ideas and their sustaining social processes that tends
to be dialectical:

Man [sic!] is biologically predestined to construct and to inhabit a world with others.
This world becomes for him the dominant and definitive reality. Its limits are set by
nature, but once constructed, this world acts back upon nature. In the dialectic
between nature and the socially constructed world the human organism itself is
transformed. In this same dialectic man produces reality and therefore produces
himself (183).

The dialetic character of humans and their society has, then, chiefly been recognized in terms

of ‘humans and nature’ and ‘humans and society’. Firstly, the dialectic between people and nature unfolds
in the specific socio-historical circumstances people are born into. Life expectancy, for instance, varies
with social location. Societies can maim and kill, having institutionally programmed powers over life and
death.

Secondly, the dialectic between people and society is revealed in the way societies create the
ideas — the subjective realities — people live by. Identity is sustained by social relations: formed by
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social processes it continues to be moderated and re-caste by social forces during the lifetime of
individuals.

Sociologists therefore explore, amongst other things, the fashions in which societies establish

sets of meanings through which people relate themselves to the world about them and to the communities

and cultural groups that have evolved within it. They focus upon the participation of individuals within

those communities. When different groups want different things and are unable to compromise, impasse

or attrition characterizes the relationships within society. A 'politics of consensus' is replaced by 'a politics
of stymie' within the said society (Bell 1976:148).

Sociologists therefore study the ‘games' played between living and communicating people.

Focusing upon the aggregate or community level, they study the social functioning of communal

organizations and the aggregate impulses rather than the idiosyncratic behaviors of individuals. And in

investigating this social functioning, sociologists map the sociology of knowledge within those given

societies, viz., the way reality is differentially conceived across groups and the way some things rather

than others are assumed to be 'knowledge'.
In exploring social knowledges, sociologists plumb the consciousness of people-in-groups.

Theoretically, this amounts to the way the institutional order of given societies is objectified. Or, put

another way, sociologists study reification — "the apprehension of human phenomena as if they were

things" (Berger and Luckman 1967:89). Ironically, then, the real relationship between people and the
world becomes reversed in much of the theory of sociology: "Man [sic!] the producer of a world, is

apprehended as its product" (89). People — the constructivists — are assumed to be constructions of
a thinking and an active order.

2.1.2 Outlook on Power and Truth

Sociological theories are normally drawn to the view that individuals are not born as members
of given societies, but are born with a predisposition towards sociality. The individual can only become
a member of this or any given society, once he has internalized its values (Berger and Luckman

1967:129) and accepted the power of its institutions and his / her own responsibilities in supporting them.
The process of becoming is rarely a straightforward, axiomatic or comfortable one. To borrow

from Rousseau, each society is held together by coercion — by the army, the militia and the police, or
via a moral order based upon rules of common law and upon the necessity of individuals to respect one

another (Rousseau in Bell 1976:154).
Some social theorists would claim that the celebration of history is fully part of those coercive

processes. Marx believed that humans largely make their own preferred history within the limitations of
inherited ‘historical possibilities' (164). History has its part to play, thereby, in the preservation of privilege.
Indeed the whole of human culture (not just history) has been designated as the creation of people — "a

constructed world to maintain continuity' (170).
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Each society thus has both rituals of inclusion and incorporation, and ceremonies of

relinquishment. They are contained within a symbolic universe for the particular society. This symbolic

universe constitutes a collective memory (Halbwachs 1950; Halbwachs 1952), which houses all of the
revered events in an integrated storyline. That collective memory socializes other individuals, and ties

contemporary people with their predecessors and their successors in a relatively cohesive unity — a self-

maintaining storyline (Berger and Luckman 1967:105).
Yet the inheritance of the past are rarely passively accepted heritages from the past (Sapir

1924:417). Those visions of the past are buffeted, collide and occlude with other different visions, and
the emergent account still demands the creative participation of the society’s current community of
individuals in order to further it (418).

Today, sociologists report that the transference of integrated cultures and composite histories

from one generation to another appears to be becoming an increasingly delicate matter. Nowadays in

the Western world, cultures tend to be less reflexive of the prevailing society alone: "the system of social
relations is [becoming] so complex and differentiated, and experiences are so specialized, complicated
or incomprehensible, that it is difficult to find common symbols to relate one experience to another" (Bell

1976:95).
Bell (119) espouses the view that today, Western societies endure a problem of coherency, a

relative absence of coherence of ‘sustenance’ and ‘experience’, not just of ‘social form’. In his estimation,

the United States has always lacked the unifying ground of a geographical and spiritual center — and

though he writes ostensibly of artists and literary figures, his judgement is clearly intended to cover society
in its entirety. Societies are becoming bewildered by the sheer diversity of cultural domains they contain

(102).
Bell sees this bewilderment as both a crisis of belief and a loss of civitas — i.e., "that

spontaneous willingness to obey the law, to respect the rights of others, to forgo the temptations of private
enrichment at the expense of the public weal" (245). In his estimation, culture in post-industrial society
is less related to the past than previous cultures used to be. Personal feelings and individual experiences
are becoming the main arbiter of what is appropriate in society as "[the] novelty of sensation becomes
the main engine of change" (132). Culture is becoming self-authored, as former and established
authorities are less able to dictate or lead what is ‘authentic’ for that given society. New sensibilities tend
towards the immediate and the idiosyncratic where ‘the great chain of continuity’ is no longer so relevant

(132).
And yet, despite the rising singularity of experience, societies in the West still tinker with their

own past truths. Sociologists still report that a ‘sense of history’ is still important in nation-building.
Modern nation-states engage in "an incessant propaganda of shared attitudes" (Bauman 1990:154), as

they attempt to celebrate and further particular revisions of ethnic, religious, linguistic and cultural

homogeneity. Since patriots have to be made (Shafer 1955:121), the power-brokerage of and about
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history has a pivotal role in social engineering. As Rousseau (1953:176-7) advised the King of Poland,

patriots must not only be encouraged out of inclination and passion, but they must be created out of

necessity.
The shaping of the truth about the past by elites and dominant forces in society is recognized

by contemporary sociologists to be a war against ambivalence. Dominant forces in cities / states / nations
find less trouble when ‘neutral’ individuals arid ‘strangers’ are assimilated. And that assimilation is no self-
administered change: it stands for ‘conversion’ — citizens are ‘made alike’ (Bauman 1990:156).

Contemporary state power has accordingly meant the weakening of many forms of communal self¬

management as states have deliberately engaged in the management of social processes, inclusive of
the selective refurbishment of history. States and elites have endeavored "to create artificially what nature
could not be expected to provide" (157). Such is the modern designing power of contemporary states —

a quite new sort of power of an untrammelled initiative, breadth and latitude (Bauman 1987). Such,

according to the sociology literature, is the elitist and statist endeavor to validate one motif of history at
the expense of all of the others and thereby one habit of living in lieu of ‘foreign’ behaviors and ‘strange’

pursuits. Assimilated histories overtly confirm the social hierarchy (Bauman 1990:158).

2.1.3 Similar Investigations
In reviewing the sociology literature for similar investigations upon power and truth, sociologists

are predominantly drawn to investigating the way contemporary social change is altering the balance of
forces in society. In Western society in particular, a shift is taking place amongst those who are able to

exert the power to articulate truth about culture and heritage.

After Foucault, there is an inclination in sociology to see "power" on a wider horizon — less

commonly as only a negative functional arm of repression which imposes, and more often as a productive

webbing of competitive and / or complementary networks or sources of power which contest in their

attempt to enable individuals and institutions. Clearly, however, such terms as ‘negative’ and ‘enabling’
are loaded valuations, and the sociological insight rendered is subject to the critical theoretical stance of
the investigator and research audience.

Foucault’s lesson for sociologists is an important one: power is a matter of relations not merely
a matter of instrumentality. Potentially those relations can be relations-of-war or relations-of-peace

(Foucault, in Morris and Patton 1979:39) — dependent upon the interpreting standpoint of the observer.
What Foucault instructs is that even the peaceful cooperation of groups and institutions over cultural and

heritage matters can be interpreted as a form of war, and that the agencies of the State exist latently for

groups and populations within given societies as one alternative mode amongst many by which that ‘war’
or that ‘peace’ may be waged. After Foucault, then, sociologists are learning that individuals and groups

can remake themselves, but can only do so within the confines of the limits of the relations of power
that have inherited or established. In that light, sociologists are finding it to be crucially important to
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measure the limits of those relations for dominant and subordinate groups n society. They now seek to

plot the rise and fall of the cultural war effort or the cultural peace effort as different members of that

society and of the research community would judge it.

Sociologists of the second half of the twentieth century have been operating under the rise of

adversary culture (Bell 1976:40) where the mix of different traditions and inheritances gaining legitimacy
in society has widened significantly. The dominant bourgeois worldview which, based on rationalistic
matter-of-fact programatics, had a hold over the cultural, religious and educational order of Western states
— not just over the techno-economic system — has slowly begun to wane (53). Anti-bourgeois elements

within Western societies have struggled during the twentieth century to attain autonomy from totalized
social structures, and since the 1960s, the antinomian and anti-institutional coloration of these resistances

has deepened considerably. The inherited nineteenth century social structure has been the target of the

onslaught of different cultural forces and sub-cultural impulses from both within and beyond each given

society. Different / alternative / oppositional cultures — often originally practiced by a marginal, an

extreme or an elusive cenacle within states — have gradually become cogent and well-founded at greater

levels of permissibility, re-appreciated by larger numbers and / or copied by new zealots (54).

Sociologists generally recognize that the 1960s were highly important for this cultivation and,

flowering of attritional sensibilities. The decade proved to have a noisy, anti-cognitive and anti-intellectual
mood which sapped the pragmatisms of the inherited bourgeois predominancies which had flowed from
the nineteenth century. In the social order, the politics of groups fused with the art of groups as the war
over cultural representation came less to be about precious content or proper interpretation, and more

commonly about preferred form and interesting style.
These changes to cultural representative accelerated in the U.S.A., which unlike Europe, did

not have the continuing persistence of I’ancien regime directing cultural form and caretaking historical
truth: "once modernism broke down, the absence of traditional forms of culture in the United States

opened up a field for a whole new cultural production across the board" (Jamieson, in Stephanson

1988:8). Thus, in the Lonestar State for instance, contemporary sociologists would be highly interested
to explore whether the prevailing nineteenth century Anglo, Protestant and other leanings (which have
been seen to characterize the molding of Texan truths — as summarized in subsection 1.9) are plausible
evidence for the survival of Europe's I’ancien regime into the late twentieth century.

In looking at the social forms of power that underpin versions of truth in currency, Barthes has

closely studied myth. By his account, myths are those storylines which have lost their historical quality -

-- they are emptied of history (Barthes 1972:142). Predominantly, in his view, myths belong to bourgeois

society and constitute a form of depoliticized speech. And pointedly, in that sense, the word political has
a fuller meaning that its normal usage: it describes or relates to "the whole of human relations in their real,

social structure, in their power of making the world' (143; emphasis added).
To Barthes, the function of myth is to talk about precious things and events in a purified, innocent

way — to give them "a natural and an eternal justification ... a clarity which is not that of an exploration
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but that of a statement-of-fact" (143). So, myths act efficiently: they abolish the involved nature of human

activities, replacing them with the simple essences of being. Myths are thereby anti-dialectic, to Barthes.
The permit social populations to celebrate definite things, not necessarily to acMhem out (144). And

myths do not necessarily have to have a relationship with ‘truth’, but they do need to have one with ‘use’.

In the estimation of Barthes, myths belong statistically and politically ‘on the right’. To him myths
are essential and expansive and can take hold of almost anything, "all aspects of law, of morality, of

aesthetics, of diplomacy, of household equipment, of literature, [and] of entertainment" (148). Thus the
function of bourgeois myth is theoretical, and it is plenary: to externalize selected norms within and across

the society.
And where, otherwise, myths ‘on the left’ exist, they are necessarily inessential. They rarely

stretch into the wide arenas of human relationships, and rarely take hold of objects. They focus upon the

political notions held by social groups. And the myths of the left cannot fabulize to the fullness of society,
because they are always defined by or in relation to the precious space and goals of particular groups
within society --- normally to the oppressed, be they the proletarian or the colonialized (148). Such leftist

storylines tend to be ‘real’ and ‘truthful’, and consonantly in Barthes judgement, they make poor or only

transient myth.
But myth is not the be-all and end-all of the articulation of social truths by oppressed populations.

Other sociologists and social theorists have investigated the re-emergence of ethnic communities and

subdued cultures around the world (Richmond 1984). The U.S.A. has been the principal stage for this

sociological inquiry, with its examples of ‘melting pot’ assimilation. The twentieth century has seen the
institutions of the U.S.A. attempt in practice to uphold the rhetoric of certain prominent national and civil

rights leaders by attempting to integrate through diversity: "Ethnicity has become one of the basic, if
informal, organizing principles of American society" (Smith 1990:173), so long as it did not represent itself
as a challenge to the overriding allegiance to ‘the official nationalism’ of the flag, the Revolutionary myths
and the Constitution (173).

Pace, the new prominence of ethnicity within nations has been conjoined at international levels

by the rise of transnational cultures. In researching the power behind these new global truths, sociologists
have found — as stated in subsection 2.0.2. — that this supposedly emergent-global-culture is tied neither
to place or period. Smith (177) sees it as being widely diffused in space, "cut off from any past ...

calculated and artificial": indeed, he judges it to be quite different from all inherited conceptualizations of
culture and social truth handed down from previous centuries.

Prominent attention amongst sociologists today, then, is placed under the way contemporary
cultures are ‘constructed. The quest within the discipline is to determine which social groups are able
to claim mastery over both nature and history in the new fabrications of culture and truth. Accordingly,

state-of-the-art attention in the field is turning to the deconstruction of these emergent ethnic and global
cultures. Nowadays sociologists explore whether the truths are ‘real’ or ‘invented’ traditions, and to what
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degree the symbolization of those cultures have had a longstanding, a staggered or a sudden-and-

imaginative life.

2.1.4 Related Inquiries
In investigating the way states have administered heritage, sociologists have been attracted to

the special problems of legitimation that governments face as they are faced with having to deal with the

increasing autonomy of a rising number of subuniverses (i.e., different subcultural groups and different

ethnic populations) under their charge (Berger and Luckman 1967:87). States not only have to confront

the issue of how to keep-out-the-outsiders, they have to keep-the-insiders-in (87).
The consequence of this sociological and socio-political work is that the notion of the state is

changing. Particularly in the works of Foucault, sociologists are recognizing that the state’s discipline
does not "derive its effectiveness from the power of the state" on the contrary, the state, in a large
measure depends for its effective domination on the eistence of discipline" (Foucault, in Morris and Patton

1979:125). The discipline to which Foucault refers is the capillary nature of power which bourgeois

society "has made its own [and which is diffused and finely distributed through the social field" (131).

Through its capillary nature and its changed used within society, power may no longer, by the
mid and late twentieth century, be cleanly identified with individuals who wield it nowadays it amounts
to an apparatus over which no-one is proprietary. But it is "exercised continuously and anonymously

through the minutiae of bodily activities, spatial dispositions [and other required administrative functions]"

(131). And this explanation of the petty and opaque activity of the state in power tallies with Barthes
outlook on the mythologies of the state in power. When Foucault uncovers "the hidden hand" of the state

and its nameless capillary actors, he is accounting, to a large part, for the mystifications which Barthes

(1972:9) alluded to and by which petit-bourgeois culture, petit-bourgeois history and petit-bourgeois truths
have been or are transformed into an universal heritage for all of the state’s population.

Following Foucault and Barthes, succeeding sociologists have explored the estatization of the
state — the way governments have nationalized selective myth, heritage and truth and have "blended the
issue of political loyalty and trustworthiness" (Bauman 1990:161). Estatization is synonymous with cultural

conformity — as was acknowledged under 2.1.3.

Estatization — the issues that surround the nationalization of the state — is a hugely important
area of conceptualization for this study of power behind the construction of heritage. States were never

originally unified as citizens of later given ages like to proudly or even nostalgically infer. States are

political, territorial and administrative impositions which over time have come to be cemented over a given

geographic area and across the people within it. In recent decades, sociologists have come to understand
that past social science has largely endorsed a substantive ‘Myth of Cultural Integration’ (Archer

1990:117). Researchers and laypersons alike have assumed that because states are states and societies
are societies, they are and HAVE BEEN (for a long time) integrated. But, lately, with the undoing of the
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‘Myth of Cultural Integration’, important work has been conducted into the degree to which different
cultural groups and subcultures actually maintain themselves in some considerable vibrancy within
dominant states and overarching societies. Sociologists have traced how cultural contradictions and

irregularities within and between belief systems make just as important a contribution to social change
as anything neat and regular going on in the structural domain (Archer 1988).

In order to maintain their hold on power, on authority and over the future, states (or dominant

groups running states) have to deal with these suspected and unsuspected cultural contradictions. They
learn to estatize. The persistent task is "to deal with the problem of strangers, not [the problem of]

enemies" (Bauman 1990:153; original emphasis). States and societies are not like tribes: so commonly,
nation states and provinces extend rule over a particular territory before they can claim they loyalty of the

populations therein (153). Territorial states and provinces have to enforce the friendship of subject

populations wherever it has not arisen in its own right: nation states and commonwealths "must artificially

rectify the failures of nature (to create by design what nature fault to achieve by default)" (153).
Mandants and dominions have, one could argue, necessarily to collectivize ‘friendship’ amongst

their non-tribal citizenry through studied effort and concentrated force. Those who dominate the state

have, necessarily, to successfully imagine an appropriate community, and to successfully transfer the idea
of that chosen community to the people they have under their care (Anderson 1983). Accord — wherever

it is not already tribal, inherited and complete — has to be conscripted and exhorted. If the internal

citizenry are not yet ‘friends’, they have to be made into ‘friends’: only friends are trustable natives for the
within states (Bauman 1990:153).

In this fashion, according to Bauman, estatization is mobilized: "nationalism seeks the state ...

and the state spawns nationalism" (153). Other loyalties and other feelings within the citizenry have to
be minimized or removed (Schafer 1955:119) as the given state continues the promotion of its preferred
account of nativism and its ongoing process of nativization. The indoctrination of the population is

ceaseless — the reindoctrination of ‘old loyal’ friends and the new-indoctrination of ‘emergent strangers’.
And if Foucault is correct, the agitprops for the state are of both formal and knowing sorts (the official

propagandists) and informal and unknowing sorts (the capillary administrators of preferred style and close

detail). In these obvious and these inexpectant fashions, the current sociological literature suggests that

dominant groups and individuals within states attempt to render the state society friction-less — to force

ethnic, religious, linguistic and cultural homogeneity.
The construction of an approved history is felt to be a vital part of estatization. Renegade

memories, obstinate storylines have to be undermined or quietly muffled in favor of the concordant history
and of the affinitous heritage. Univocity about the past is a critical task. The existence of strangers with
their own persevering truths about yesteryear, and / or this year, weakens the social and administrative
intactness of the territorial state (Alter 1989). The inheritances of troublesome strangers have to be
assailed as similarities — both real and imagined — are carefully tilled and forcefully trained all across
the state’s territory.
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Contemporary sociologists are active, then, in their study of the way modern states and

dominions attempt to stifle the coherence of resistant subcultures and truths about heritage. Sociologists

explore the ways in which manifestly competitive or potentially competitive institutions and beliefs are

harried by the state as it slowly mobilizes towards the goal of absolute sovereignty. Yet that does not

mean that states and mandants tend to be triumphant in this ongoing projectionism. Smith (1990:174)
— to repeat — maintains that the era of the nation-state is now over. He sees the world as one led by
economic giants and superpower nations, no longer by medium or small-scale dominions. ‘State’ culture
is losing out to ‘continental’ or ‘global’ culture (175). Just as states have to learn how to estaticize and

engineer a ‘national’ self-sameness, the varied populations of nations are finding increasing levels of
cultural harmony and increasing opportunities for rewarding participation in ‘the other’, or rather in ‘each-
other’s-other!’ And novel forms of differing and changeable social practices (which owe little sustained
association with stable territories) now erupt or breakout. Just as Western states are learning how to

channel and regulate many of the loyalties of the strangers in their midst, their own populations of
‘inherited friends’ and ‘captured strangers’ are being enticed by an ever-altering round of non-statist
cultural forces and forms.

The contemporary period is a dialectic age — an age of seeming, considerable contradictions.
It is now incumbent upon sociologists and social theorists to work out in which cultural forms states are

gaining in their efforts towards cultural imperialism — and in which the populations of states are being
more thoroughly attracted by global appeals and flows. It may be that, for a given state, it is only

possible for it to remain substantively nationalist through the management of its heritage. Its
culture is fast becoming global and universal except for its history and its heritage tourism. Is this so for
Texas? Is this so for Texas?

Modern states — if they wish to instill ‘national feeling’ — have to be vigilant regarding the range

of cultures being expressed because modern societies are becoming increasingly pluralistic: "they have
a shared core universe, taken for granted as such, [but they also have] different partial universes

coexisting in a state of mutual accommodation" (Berger and Luckman 1967:125). That pluralism is

inherently subversive: it does not lie comfortably in those states whose leaders and elites have operated,

or seek to operate, within monopolistic situations which "presuppose a high degree of social-structural

stability, and [which] are themselves structurally stabilizing" (122). The degree to which a subsociety can
maintain itself within plural, modern society appears to depend upon ‘the structural configurations’ within
that society (126), the strength of traditional definition of reality (122), and the complexity of the distribution
of truths within that society (166) — amongst other factors. The "unsuccessful socialization [of strangers
/ outsiders / newcomers] may [also] be the result of different significant others mediating different objective
realities to the individual" (167).

But where states, or state power-brokers, want to try to regulate a matter or to impose a certain
set of truths, administrative agencies are established. As Berger and Luckman point out, "institutions ..
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imply historicity and control" in their very being (54). The objectivity of the institutional world as "an

humanly produced, constructed objectivity" (60). Just as language forces their users into their patterns
of structuring thought, so institutions force their users into dealing with the world in terms of the patterns
of their objectifications. And so, by focusing upon objectification, sociologists bring scholarly attention
back to the constant reification of the world. State administrative institutions can reify heritage, as they
can latently reify anything.

2.1.5 Related Researchers

The current study of the construction of heritage and its discursive problematics, draws upon a

considerable body of sociological literature. Many of the leading social scientists who offer apposite

insight into power / truth / knowledge have already been referred to. In this subsection, brief comment
will be given on an illustrative set of those leading sociological researchers. It should be recognized at

the outset, however, that not all of these researchers would necessarily claim to be, primarily, sociologists.
Foucault maintains that he belonged to no discipline — in the then existing use of that term. And

Hobsbawm, for instance, is usually identified as an economist: his name will, moreover, also crop up

under the examination of the history literature (2.7.) hereafter.

Nonetheless, The Truth About Texas ... . harnesses insight from:
• Durkheim— it is Durkheim who explored the manner in which societies celebrated themselves

and who explored the vivacity with which a group or population of people with shared purposes

and common values effervesced, i.e., articulated their own communal sense of spirit (Turner

1982:16);
• Weber — it is Weber who theorized that no society had ever existed without some religious

conception of the world. Where religion, ipso facto, had diminished during the century, Weber

suggests that cults appear. Cults generally claim esoteric knowledge; they celebrate communal
rites and gregarious truths. To Weber, cults emphasized magic (rather than the theology of

religion), and they fed on ritual and myth. Where "religion [had found / finds] its central

anchorage — revelation — undermined by rationalism, and [where] the central core of its beliefs

‘demythologize’ into history", societies then become secularized. Perhaps then, there the fierce
celebration of Texas is cultish: perhaps it is substantively a modern replacement secular unity?

• Foucault — it is Foucault who has drawn attention to the fact, sociologically speaking, that so
much of the force behind institutional power in society is social. In the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries power has been exercised through the imposition on broader society of the habits of
definite groups. Foucault’s work parallels Durkheim in an important respect: where Durkheim
had talk of anomie and the level of determination that ‘the system’ of society imposed on the

individual, Foucault theorizes about the mechanisms of compulsive disciplining which exist within

society (Morris and Patton 1979:66). Foucault would follow Durkheim in stating that"society, as
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the subject matter of sociology, is the system of discipliningf (66; emphases added). To
Durkheim and Foucault, sociological insight demands that investigators examine the internal

strategies which are endemic to the exercise of power within any social system.

Foucault’s contribution to sociological insight into the discursivity of the
administration of heritage revolves around the prescriptive use of power. To him,
dominant elements in society use their power(s) to specify norms and articulate them

through normalizing discourse and normalizing practice over and upon subject

populations. Foucault saw how power and truth are tied together where that power is

social and that truth is social knowledge:
No power is formed without a system of communication, registration,
accumulation and displacement which is in itself a form of power and
which is tied in its existence and functioning to other forms of power.
No power on the other hand, is exercised without the extraction,
appropriation, distribution or retention of a knowledge. At this level,
there is not knowledge on one side and society on the other, or
science and the State, but fundamental forms of ‘power-knowledge’
(Foucault in Kremer-Marietti 1974:201-205).

To Foucault, then, power is not independent of society: the body, the person, all individuals
are caught inside a network of power-relations — "a single process of ‘epistemologico-juridical’
formation" (Foucault 1977/B:23). What Foucault claims to uncover is the theoretically
autonomous realm of technologies-of-power (Morris and Patton 1979:123) — the way a given

disciplinary power emerges within and is distributed across a particular disciplinary space

(Foucault 1977/B:145). The selection and projection of history can be such a disciplining space

for the state and people of Texas.

Berger and Luckman — it is Berger and Luckman who strongly encouraged ‘sociologists-of-

knowledge’ to concern themselves with the social construction of reality. They followed both
the social-philosopher, Alfred Schutz (1962:149) (who had judged knowledge to be socially

distributed) and Durkheim (1950:14), who had advised sociologists to "consider social facts as

things." Over time, Berger and Luckman (1967:20) came to see consciousness as being both
social — i.e., after Schutz — and alive (or at least ‘international’, in the sense of being directed

towards objects — i.e., after Durkheim. They stressed that consciousness of and about the
world is multiple, changing both amongst different people and for a given person in different
contexts and settings (21). They acknowledged that such relationships were critically inter-

subjective (23) and that it was an extremely difficult task to map the interactive nature of a given
individual’s relations with others and thereby the multiple realities he or she participated in.

Perhaps more than any other researchers; Berger and Luckman showed how the sociology of

knowledge ought to permeate all fields of social, cultural and human activity. Their ideas are

pivotal for the research agenda on truthmaking, being developed.
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• Anderson — it is Anderson who illuminated the manner in which central government agencies,

education authorities, the media and special interest groups have fabricated or elaborated

imagined communities which inculcate a strong sense of belonging for or within a state

(Hamnett, McDowell and Sarre 1989:17), and which somehow represent what Sapir (1 924:405)

had interpreted as the synonymous culture of the place — the distinct 'spirit' or 'genius’ of a

people. Clearly Anderson's work parallels that of Hobsbawm and Ranger (1983) who have
endeavored to show how the 'modern' traditions of given ages have been so frequently invented
in the service of diverse purposes — notably in the "attempt to establish the continuity of a group
with a suitable awe-laden historical past (13-14).

2.1.6 Related Perspectives
The following five perspectives from the sociology literature, amongst others, the pertinent to

studies of dominance and subjugation:
• Contemporary Society as Disjuncture

In Bell's (1976:36) view, "historically, most cultures and social structures have exhibited unity,"

whereas today there is "radical disjunction” between the social structure (the techno-economic order) and
the culture of societies. Bell maintains that this disjuncture creates a pervasive set of tensions in society

(85) between the efficiency and functional rationality of the techno-economic order and the essential

prodigality and promiscuity of culture. The 'rational cosmology' which has shaped Western thought from
the fifteenth century onwards is, in Bell's view, fast being overturned, and the very coherence of Western

society is disintegrating (119). If Bell’s fears are justified, is this rendering it more and more difficult for
states to purvey unified storylines concerning 'privileged', ‘sanctified,’ or functional versions of the past?

Where the techno-economic order closely mirrors the order of cultural production, it is a simpler task for
dominant classes to subjugate others by the transmittance of a singular or consistent mix of truths. The

sociology literature suggests that the larger the number of different 'orders' in society, and the wider the

gulfs between them, the greater will be both the level of socio-political disjuncture within that society and

the competitivity of different truths about the past and the present.
• Contemporary Society as Unbridgled Hedonism

Bell (65) is adamant that the cultural transformations and tensions which characterize modern

society are due to the rise of mass consumption — a process which, in America, defines what were
'luxuries’ as ‘necessities’, and which constitutes a materialist hedonism. The result is the wearing down

of ‘Americanism’ — "a poor recipe for national unity and [common] purpose" and a weak affirmation of

the past (281). The contemporary search is for 'the new’ as an enlargement of horizon, and for a

heightening of experiences of all sorts (118). Feelings are increasingly venerated vis-a-vis judgements
— something which has given rise in California, in particular, to the "godless; gregarious pursuit of

pleasure" (Time 1969:60). The available varieties of culture are, to Bell, bewildering — and the sheer mix
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of ‘cultural demesnes1denies Americans (particularly) the chance to respond to a consistent center. They

have a reducing opportunity to focus upon a geographical or spiritual postulate — a cultural core which

can provide authority and reinforcement (102). It all would seem to suggest, by Bell’s assessment, that

grand unifying cultural storylines are becoming dated and less able to insigorate in the U.S.A.

Populations, therefore, are increasingly likely to be subjugated by their own desire for new, sensory-

loaded, titillating experiences rather than by experiences which emanate from a discipline metered out by

‘past others’,
• Contemporary Society as Placeless Place

An increasing proportion of the people of the West are not perpetually anchored by religious or

other ‘territorial’ roots to particular home-places (Bell 1976:119). Specific time and specific space no

longer constitute umbilical coordinates for them — a condition which Bell (116) calls "the loss of psychic

distance." Jameson agrees to some extent with Bell, and considers that, in the cities of the modern age,

there has been a dissolution of spatial and temporal orientation just as there has been a dissolution in the

value of physical things. The result is that the new urban zones of Western cities offer the inhabitant or
the visitor very little spatial or temporal perspective (Jameson in Stephanson 1988:7). Travellers and
citizens today are losing their capability to cognitively position themselves within space and time within
different given places. The decentered nature of global, multinational culture offers a reduced number

of different physical lineaments and authentic historical features by which the particular character of a

place and of its past can be ‘read’ (7). Each urban place is becoming a simulacrum of somewhere else

(8), albeit of everywhere else. By extension, one may presume that the inheritors of past truths at given

place are less able to dominant culture and social life by reinforcing their favored truths in the design and
the atmosphere of these places today. Placeless places tend to have fewer 'cues' which relate to

idiosyncratic pasts. People are less likely to subjugate or 'encourage', therefore, towards behaving in
distinctive / local ways, or to appreciate styles of living peculiar to given distinguishable residentiary
situations.

• Contemporary Society as Indiscriminate Living
Susan Sontag has viewed the mode of contemporary Western society as being anti-cognitive

and anti-intellectual — an age in which given content, given styles, and given interpretations are being

heavily attacked. She believes that the 1960s cultivated 'cooler' sensibilities — that is, types and levels

of appreciation which could not be negated and which were not strongly based on disseminations between

things (Sontag quoted in Bell:122). The movements which have typified mass society since the 1960s

are fueled by an invigorated hunger for experience as a wider panorama upon the world (in regard to its

geography, its current affairs, and its cultures) has come within the scope of all kinds of people. This

quest for the relatively 'instructured', 'informal', and 'cool' participation in the new has been led in many

respects by the arts. Appreciation of the arts has become ‘a voyage of discovery’ in new art forms in
which a much greater proportion of the population participate: and art forms crossover, art styles mingle
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syncretically to Bell (100). Individuals are not so concerned to legitimate their lifestyle by traditional
discriminations within the arts or within life: they become indiscriminate in regard to longstanding
standards of value, though ironically they do increasingly seek to differentiate themselves from others by

the degree to which they can exhibit their indulgence in the syncretic and the new. People are

indiscriminate in terms of longstanding dominances, but are still disciplined by the desire or need to set

themselves apart, or above their neighbors — even if the pursuits they indulge in or are subjugated by

are, perhaps, rather less enduring.
■ Contemporary Society as Sanctified Delusion

The final perspective from the sociology literature concerns the function of myth in society

particularly with regard to what Barthes (1972) calls the ‘mythologies' of life. To Barthes myths are

delusions acted out in society — delusions that can be exposed (Culler 1983:33). Myths are the second-

order meaning that things or events can have — meanings legitimated by social usage. Thus "wine, for

example, is not one drink among others in France, but a ‘totem-drink’, corresponding to the milk of the

Dutch cow or the tea ceremoniously taken by the British Royal Family;" (Barthes quoted and interpreted

by Culler;34). To French people "wine gives thus a foundation for a collective morality," (Barthes 1972:59)
and "to believe in wine is a coercive, collective act... a ritual of social integration (78-9; emphasis added).
Barthes suggests that by developing such mythologies, societies seek to explain nature — even to

dominate nature. He maintains that by formulating mythologies of such scale, cultures "seek to make their
own norms seem facts of nature" (Culler 1983:34). A product such a wine becomes "an ornament in the

... ceremonials of French daily life" (Barthes 1972:60), while Bachelard has viewed water and milk as,

sociologically, ‘the neutral: the anti-wine' (60).
In Barthes view, just as French people conventionalize ‘wine’, so do wrestlers — to take another

famous one of his mythological explanations, — conventionalize their sport. In wrestling, for instance,

fairness itself becomes the genre, the theater. The appearance of fairness is conventionalized: "in actual
fact a fair fight is nothing but an exaggerated polite one — the contestants confront each other with zeal,
not rage ... ." (Barthes 1972:22).

To Barthes mythologies transcribe reality. In his estimation this is particularly so with

photography. The art, or rather the practice of photography began when photographs of ‘the notable'
were taken: the resultant effect is that nowadays, whatever is photographed is made notable" (Barthes

1981:34). Perhaps in one sense, then, the mythologies of photography shatters delusions rather than

support them. It is "a promiscuous way of seeing which cannot be limited to an elite, as art [can]: (Urry

1990:139). To Sontag (1979:131) photography embodies a "zeal for debunking the high culture of the

past ... its conscientious courting of vulgarity ... its skill in reconciling avant-garde ambitious with the
rewards of commercialism ... its transformation of art into cultural document [all democratize human

experience].

The predominant focus of sociologists on mythologies, however, is the way they are used to

render "Nature and History confused at every turn in accounts of contemporary life" (Barthes 1983:33).
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When ‘Nature’ and ‘History’ are subdued by mythology, it is relatively easier for their replacement natural

‘what-goes-without-saying’ social stereotypes and ideological impositions to be prescribed. And since the

act of mythologization necessarily demands ‘generations’ of times, only stable and mainstream acts,

behaviors, things and events can be so mandated.

2.1.7 Related Concepts
In the sociology literature, the following concepts are conceivably predominant in their use in the

generation of theories on dominance and subjugation — they are commented upon here because of their
relevance to the petty thralidoms and opaque enslavements being investigated in the current study:
• Culture

The conceptualization of culture, as used in sociology, is one of those concepts which borrows

heavily from other disciplines (Shweder and Le Vine 1984:7). In sociology as in anthropology, culture is

generally regarded as a system of inherited symbols, conceptions and meanings in which a given society

perpetuates its knowledges and attitudes (Geertz 1973:89). It is the dynamic component of each
‘civilization’ which develops and perpetuates that society’s worldviews and practices (Bell 1976:33), and
it is the continual process by which that society (or a group, or a person) continually sustains coherent

identity 936). Over recent years, an important change has come about with regard to the way social
theorists see ‘culture’, as has been acknowledged by D’Andrade (in Shweder): "when I was a graduate

student, one imagined people in a culture; ten years later, culture was all in their heads". Thus, what
counts in sociology and in related social sciences of late, is not what culture is as a separate entity, per
se, but how it is constructed in the imagination of individuals, groups, and societies.
• Power

This investigation is not molded around any general sociological theory of power, but around
Foucault’s specific concept. Power is a central theme of Foucault’s work-after 1970 or thereabouts —

(Morris and Patton 1979:7) and it is a pillar, dialectic concept of this adjuvant study of the manufacture
of Texas. Table 2.1.7./1 details the hypotheses that Foucault felt ought to be fundamental to analyses
of power.

As the table shows, in Foucault’s judgement the power of normalization unavoidably exists

within every agency / institution / social body, and it interfeeds with the power that inherently exists within
other types of human relationships. But, to Foucault, the force of power is not monolithic, single and /
or unidirectional — it is multiple, variable in form, and can be a power of resistance as well as a power

of dominion. It never "totally on one side" of an operational relationship (60). According to Foucault,



TABLE2.1.7./1
FOUCAULT’SCONCEPTOFPOWER:

POWERASANUNAVOIDABLEFORMOFDOMINATION
Foucault’sBroadHypothesis •Poweriscoextensivewiththesocialbody; •Powerisintermingledwithothertypesofrelations; •Therelationsofpowertakemultipleratherthansingularor uniqueformsofinterdictionandpunishment;

•Therelationsofpoweraredispersedandheteromorphous, beingtransformedbyinertiaandbyvariousdistractionsand resistances;
•Powerisavailabletobeusedintheserviceofadominant economicorotherinterestasapotentialresourceratherthan asanaxiomaticconcomitantofitsactivities;

•Theexerciseofpoweralwaysyieldsorisinvolvedwith resistances;

Amplification —whileeachsocialagencyorinstitutionnecessarilygivesriseto formsofpower,therearenotnecessarilyanybasicfreedomsfor individualswithinorunderthatsocialbody. —powerconditionsthe‘production,’‘kinship,’‘family,’‘sexual,’ and‘other,’structureswithinthegivensocietyorsocialbody,and theyinturnconditionbothpowerandeachother. —thelogiqueoftheserelationsandstrugglesisbestexamined
viastep-by-stephistoricalreflection. —routinely,thereisnoneat,binaryorderwhereoneside dominatesadominated,butthereisamultiformproductionof relations. —andpowerisalsoavailableforusebyotherpartieswhomay

besubjugatedinotherrespects. —powerdoesnothavetocomefromanywhere—itexistsboth
intherelationsofagenciesandinstitutionsandtheenactmentof strategies.

SOURCE;AdaptedfromMorrisandPatton1979:55-7.
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power does not just exist for use by people as a possession, it itself ‘acts’ (59). And it acts chiefly through

its symbiotic association with knowledge (62-3). Because of this tendency of power to act reciprocally
with knowledge, institutions overtime are prone to the development it, capillary apparatus through which:

• power acts;
• knowledge is conveyed;
• disciplining (both ‘up’ and ‘down’) occurs; and,
• habits are formed.

Habits are those prescribed activities / behaviors understandings to which people subject themselves
within the institutional setting of that power-knowledge reciprocity. Moreover, since the eighteenth century,
Foucault considers that neither ‘power’ nor ‘knowledge’ have tended to be free-floating within these
institutional contexts — they are ‘manufactured’ within the apparatus or rather the relationships of

normalization.

Before the eighteenth century, in Foucault’s judgement, the Western world “had a society in
which power took the visible form of hierarchy and sovereignty" (65). Such power used to be readily

distinguished through the process of its legitimation: most institutional power was demarcated through

ceremony, and was highly discernible and highly apparent. But during the nineteenth century, especially,
institutional power also began to be claimed by non-sovereign groups and also began to act much more

frequently through the knowledges possessed within such non-regnant and non-hierarchical populations.
Power did not necessarily have to originate alongside or within authenticated knowledges (64). Power
could now be imposed by a much wider range of definite groups, could impose itself through a much
wider range of definite groups, and could be imposed to normalizing within the knowledges of a much
wider range of groups.

In the current study of Texas, then, the oeuvre of Foucault may be followed to explore whether
there is evidence that power works by itself. In this respect one would also be following Nietzsche, who

suggests that power is fundamentally a matter of the relations of force and not merely the sustained

conduct of economic relations (129). Neither Foucault nor Nietzsche claimed to have established a or

any coherent theory of power, but they do claim to have advanced a suitable grid by which certain

power and / or certain historical events and practices can be closely scrutinized (129). Through the use

of that ‘grid’, researchers should be more discriminately able to explore the two-way capillary nature of

power — i.e., the way its enactment reaches into and from given populations rather than being merely
seen above or alongside them. After Foucault, as Table 2.1.7./1 implies, sociologists have less
confidence in attributing as a phenomenon held by individuals who exercise it exclusively by right of birth
or indeed who use it exclusively by dint of any right. After Foucault’s grid, "power becomes a machine
which belongs to no-one" (131). Its subtle forms of opaque ‘life’ and its petty ‘disbursal’ are now identified
in and across an ever-widening range of social and cultural contexts. The exercise of institutional power
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is now more frequently seen to be something of deeper consequence than the ostentatious display or one¬

way expenditure of power.
If Foucault’s historical style of sociological analysis is acceptable on this matter, then it is

imperative that researchers of the administrative dealings and doings of institutions look for the ways in

which it is "exercised continuously and anonymously through the minutiae of bodily activities, spatial

positions or lines of visibility" (131) — and also for the ways it exercises itself. Investigators are thereby

looking into the disciplinary drive that may exist within administrative bodies (Merquior 1985:92), where

(for instance, in the administration of heritage tourism) the citizens of Texas, tourists to Texas, and state

administrators themselves are the docile bodies (93) of the Nietzschean / Foucauldian grid.
• Reification

The concept of reification has already been introduced earlier in this section. Just a little more,

for clarity, ought to be stated here on the subject. Reification, as was noted, is the ideation of human and
social entities as if they had a living existence — that is, the conceptualization of the outcomes of human

thought and endeavor as if those brainchildren / concoctions / creations actually had a life of their own.
As Berger and Luckman (1967:90) point out, much reification lies conveniently "in the consciousness of

the man in the street" — in the necessary superficialities and inescapable sort-cut understandings of our

respective perspectives.

But reification is also commonplace within the rationalities and scientific constructions of theorists.
And reification there is inevitably more dangerous, notably when the possibility exists of a limited number
of intellectuals or a select net of "universal experts holding an effective monopoly over all ultimate
definitions of reality" (121) which may exist in a given society or in the world concerning the said subject.

Debates on the nature of reification demand high levels of discernment for "as soon as an

objective social world is established, the possibility of reification is never far away" (89). Indeed the

bodyweight of Durkheimian sociology has even been dismissed as composing a reified view of social
events (Monnerot 1946; Cuvillier 1948). To Berger and Luckman (201) the line between objectification
and reification is a fine but an important one. Durkheim (and latterly, also the constructivists of the 1990s)

may objectify social facts as things provided that it is still recognized that they are still the outcome of
human construction (201). If that recognition is absent, reification stands to thrive, instead, and human

agency stands to be critically undervalued or ignored. So, careful sociologists would urge that, in the

study of Texas, vigilance is taken to discern which groups objectify which subjects within the Texan past,

and whether those subjects for each of the stated groups are regarded as taken-for-granted truths, devoid
of human agency. To what extent, then, does the state of Texas purvey an objectified Lonestar past, and
to what extent is it a reified one? Do different groups / communities in Texas understand that many of
their most beloved truths are merely ‘social products’: they have no objective reality beyond human

procuration?
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This matter will be aired again in the review of the history literature (2.7) and the review of the
tourism literature (2.8) where the contemporary development of heritage sites ad nauseam is seen to be
the objectified manufacture of public culture — particularly in the work of Horne (1984).
• Subjects

This fourth concept, that of the subject, follows on from the three other sociological concepts

given, and for it, the discussion returns to Foucault. To recall; concept one was "culture", two was

"power", and three was "reification". What Foucault states (in his genealogical look at sociological

processes) is that in each culture, power acts with knowledge to reify certain subjects — often

beyond the consciousness of the holders or users or channels of that power-knowledge. But to

understand the treatment of such subjects, and to trace their origins in and through the past, one has to

drop each ‘subject’ itself: "one has to disperse with the constituent subject, to get rid of the subject itself,
that is to say, to attain an analysis which can account for the constitution of the subject within the

historical texture" (Morris and Patton 1979:135). What Foucault is stating is that, to understand a subject,

investigators need to withhold from accepting the taken-for-granted ‘nature’ or ‘existence’ of the subject
and to ascertain wherever possible how some things / some understandings / some assumptions came

to be fabricated as that distinct subject. Every subject, one could summize for Foucault, should be taken
in with a pinch of salt.

By extension, under the Foucauldian delineation of subjects, history "is a process without a

subject, or rather it may be described from the standpoint of number of subjects" (124). Each and every

subject, to Foucault, is but the articulation or the representation of power itself (124). Those with

power have prospects to be satisfied, outlooks to ‘impose’ on the world: "the final trait of effective history
is the affirmation of knowledge as perspective" (Foucault in Bouchard 1978:158). So, in the catalyst

study, for Texas: what subject (?) — whose perspective? How has power acted on the history of the state

to create which pedigree subjects?

2.1.8 Related Data Analysis
In this subsection the aim is to discern from the literature of sociology what may be learnt from

related approaches / avenues / aspects of data analysis for the current study. Hence, in Table 2.1.871,
a number of areas where sociologists currently prospect, or where one could reasonably expect

sociologists to prospect are given.
The table strongly suggests that sociologists increasingly seek to explore the complexities of

temporary / situational / intersubjective forms of social meaning and not just the longer more certain and
stable characteristics of the structure of given societies. It suggests that in the West the social unit of

analysis in sociology is no longer predominantly the group — viz., the guild / the tribe / the city — but is
the individual person and how he or she participates almost autonomously with an intricate and variable
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TABLE 2.1.8./1

SELECTED AREAS OF DATA ANALYSIS FROM THE SOCIOLOGY
LITERATURE WHICH HAVE A BEARING ON MATTERS OF DOMINANCE

AND SUBJUGATION IN CULTURE AND HERITAGE

BROAD AREA OF
CONTEMPORARY
INVESTIGATION

DATA QUEST

• Research into the Persistent
Elements and Shaping Forces
of Society

• In the realm of values, what are the legitimating
elements within the society; in culture, what are
the repositories of expressive symbolism; in
social structure, how is the distribution of
persons and resources carried out to meet
social needs (1 >1)?

• Research into the Sources of
Instability in Society

• What, if any, are the multi-racial or the multi-
tribal or other multi-group sources of ongoing
conflict within or across the given society (2>1)?

• Research into the Breakup of
Consensus

• What other overt and visible or hidden and
invisible factors contribute to the fragmentation
of previous or existing consensus within society
(3>1)?

• Research into
Institutionalization

• What are the processes of institutionalization
which apply to each area of collective conduct?
What are the processes of habitation that exist
within society (4>1)? What are the alternative
symbolic universes within a given society (4>2)?

• Research into Language • How does the language of a given group or
society force patterns of behavior upon the
activities of people? How does the language
used to describe events and activities typify,
anomymize, or reduce experience (5>1)? What
is the effect of the function and role of language
as a depository of ‘collective sedimentation’
about that society (5>2)?

• Research into the
Intersubjectivities of Social
Thought and Action

• What is the profile of a given social thought?
Social thoughts do not so much exist — they are
‘held’ between certain people in certain contexts.
Social thoughts do not ‘become’ they are
revealed (6>1). What are the important surface
myths/images/delusions which apply to
contextual spaces in society vis-a-vis the
broader and deeper structures (6>2)?
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TABLE 2.1.8./1 (Continued)

KEY

1>1 Bell 1976:191-2

2>1 Bell 1976:181

3>1 Bell 1976:182

4>1 Berger and Luckman 1967:63
4>2 Berger and Luckman 1967:107

5>1 Berger and Luckman 1967:38-39
5>2 Berger and Luckman 1967:69

6>1 Jameson in Stephanson 1988:14
6>2 Culler (on Barthes) 1983:38
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web of associations, i.e., social guilds / tribes / city-groups within the given society (Bell 1976:16) — or

even beyond given societies.

2.1.9 Cross-Evaluation with Postmodemity

Since the work of, firstly, Schutz and, secondly, Berger and Luckman, sociologists have tended
to accept the view that knowledge is socially distributed across society: "the important principle ... is that

the relationship between knowledge and its social base is a dialectical one, that is knowledge is a social

product and knowledge is a factor in social change" (Berger and Luckman 1967:87). Hence, as national
and societal universes and subuniverses become increasingly accessible to ‘externals', each universe and

subuniverse faces issues of legitimation: "the outsiders have to be kept out... the insiders have to be kept

in [and] ... an entire legitimating machinery is at work" (87-88). The machinery legitimates the correctness
of individual’s subjective identity in each society.

Sociologists nowadays are drawn to the recognition that all social reality is unsteady, all societies
are "constructions in the face of chaos" (103), being assailed by outsider-individuals and external-
constructions of reality, and thereby by alternative symbolic universes. Thus, societies are drawn towards
nihiiation — viz., the endeavor to account for wrongful or nonconformist definitions of reality via the

concepts of the orthodox central universe. Thus sociologists seek to understand the social organization

within those universes (i.e., within those societies) that "permits the definers to do their defining" (116).
This universe-sustaining authorization has occasioned the deployment of full-time personal on the work

of national ‘legitimation’ — and conflict frequently occurs between different pools of experts on what in

fact ought to be ‘legitimate’ for the state in question. Hence, "there will always be a social-structural base
for competition between rival definitions of reality.

In many instances — in many states — certain universal experts will hold an effective monopoly

over the essential definitions of reality that exist. Monopolistic outcomes like this are more likely to

prosper, according to Berger and Luckman, where there is a high degree of social-structural stability. In

such situations "traditional definitions of reality inhibit social change" (122).

But the pluralism of modern urban-industrial society poses a threat to the maintenance of

monopolism. Though Berger and Luckman did not use the term ‘postmodernity’, they did acknowledge
the onset of the new conditions of high differentiation and of rapid social change which were beginning

to characterize Western urban society in the 1960s — and which may be taken to be representative of

the rising postmodemity mood. This accelerating pluralism, according to Berger and Luckman,

"encourages both skepticism and innovation and is thus inherently subversive of the taken-for-granted

reality of the traditional status quo" (125). Hence, Berger and Luckman were fully alert to the kind of

assault upon objectified definitions of reality that the postmodernity of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s could

subsequently be said to have occasioned. The emergent modern society of the West — which would

nowadays more commonly be styled the postmodern society — was then nominated as a pluralistic one,
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that is, one with "a shared core universe, taken for granted as such, and different partial universes

coexisting in a state of mutual accommodation" (125).
In this manner, the sociological insight of Berger and Luckman recognizes that the institutions

and the symbolic universes of modern society (read postmodern society) are validated by ‘living
individuals’ who have solid social roles and concrete social positions. The relationship between the

notions they deal in and the surrounding societal processes (in which they participate) are

characteristically dialectical ones. The definitions of reality that these ‘living individuals’ are charged to

produce have a self-fulfilling potency: yet postmodernity is rendering the internalization of that prescribed

reality as an increasingly difficult and suspect matter.

The sociology literature tends to view postmodernity as a new mood which has flowered, to begin
to bring about the death of restrictive bourgeois world-views and its ‘modern’ knowledges. Thus

postmodernity is an adventure of consciousness beyond rationalistic, techno-economic perspectives. It

comprises an instinctivity where "impulse and pleasure are real and life-affirming; all else is neuroses and
death" (Bell 1976:51). As presented in the sociology literature postmodernity is acting out rather than the

continuance of received social distinction. It is the triumph of cultural antinomianism and of anti¬
institutionalism. It is in aggregate the rise of cultural sensibility against the durable social structure.

It is the view of Barthes (1972:159) that people are excessively concerned about reality, in

defining the world in which they live and ought to live — and in nominating the upholding preferred

mythologies. Yet perhaps the sociology literature suggests that postmodernity is helping liberate
individuals from obliged moral and cultural life: "the postmodern temper demands that what was previously

played out in fantasy and imagination must be acted out in life as well" (Bel! 1976:53-54). Society is still
seen in the literature as ‘a web of consciousness’, ‘a form of imagination’, or ‘a social construction’, but

these very webs in which people live are becoming much more varied in temper and style — and much
more idiosyncratic (Berger and Luckman 1967:22).

The changing demographic and political map of the world’s Western states has enabled new

cultural and affinitous groups to mobilize real social power to erect and support a wider variety of universal
and subuniversal constructions. There exists within the given Western society a multitude of moods, a
multitude of loyalties and thereby a multiplicity of social opportunities — and hence, a multiplicity of social

problems. In postmodern society, individuals have an "extraordinary freedom to ransack the world
storehouse [of cultural affiliations] and to engorge any and every style" (Bell 1976:13). Indeed Bell
considers that the axial freedom of modern culture is this capacity of the individual to expressively
"remake the ‘self’ in order to achieve self-realization and self-fulfillment" (13).

Put another way, people today in Western society have an unparalleled opportunity to invent,

change or wallow in chosen myths. And importantly, under postmodernity people "do not have a

relationship based on truth but on use" (Barthes 1972:144). Heritage is not so much inherited and

sustained as invented and enacted. Thus myths do have their histories and their geographies — but they

really ripen as and when they spread. In the judgement of Barthes (149) they ripen under postmodernity
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— though he himself did not necessarily admit that term — through use rather than pedigree. History can

readily evaporate from the myths people prefer to use (151): "people can enjoy [the beauty of the myth]
without wondering where it comes from". Under postmodernity, then — if Barthes may be taken as being

comprehensively representative of sociological insight — people "constantly drift between the object and

demystification". The powers of social inventiveness and of cultural construction are in many respects

it seems outweighing the power of the whole, original truths (159).

2.1.10 Summary
Subsection 2.1 (2.1.1. to 2.1.9.) has attempted to explain the investigative routes by which

sociologists investigate the existence of social truths in culture. The following are some of the crucial

insights into the inquiry biases of the literature examined:
1 Knowledge As Social Currency

There appears to be considerable interest amongst sociologists in the way knowledge itself
defines reality. Different truths — i.e., different versions of ‘knowledge’ — are patterned across a society
and across societies. These truths often not only define what is authentic, appropriate and permissible

within the society, but they structure the very way the world’s past and present (and future) are perceived.
2 The World As A Constructed Order

In sociology, researchers frequently work with the Durkheimian notion that the humanity of people
is inextricably connected to their sociality. In Berger and Luckman’s (1967:51) memorable phrase, "homo

sapiens is always, and in the same measure homo sociusPeople acting, thinking, believing together
form / shape / construct the human environment in which they live. This perspective requires that

sociologists trace what people in given societies reify in the world about them, and how that reification
is authorized and how adherence to it is monitored.

3 Society As Coherency
Particular societies are thought to exist in the sociological sense where there is coherency of

thought and action amongst an universe or a subuniverse as distinct from other universes or

subuniverses. Sociological universes need not necessarily correspond with political, administrative or

jurisdictional universes. The problem for sociologists, today, is that the accelerated pace of change in the

social and techno-economic order is weakening the coherency of social and human universes and

subuniverses. The system of social relations in which people live is becoming so much more complex
and differentiated, “the experiences [people adopt and support] are so specialized, complicated or

incomprehensible, that it is difficult to find common symbols to relate one experience to another" (Bell

1976:95).
4 Existence As Dialectical Life

Sociologists explore the subjective realities in which the lives of people are contained: therefore,

they are drawn towards analysis of the identities people adopt or adapt to. Identities are created by social

processes, but they are rarely absolute, concrete or unchangeable. Identities stand in a dialectical
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relationship with society: "once crystallized [they are] maintained, modified, or even reshaped by social
relations" (Berger and Luckman 1967:173). The work of sociologists in exploring these very elaborate
dialectical processes is extremely difficult. They are particularly hamstrung by the weaknesses of

language which tends to be insufficiently rich or differentiated to describe or explain the multiple and

contradictory relationships in which identities are continuously suspended. Sociologists find existence and

identity to be increasingly fluid and intersubjective rather than monolithic and constant.

5 Existence As Power-Defined

Current sociological thought has been much influenced by Nietzsche, who recognized that the
means by which human culture is developed and encouraged within its citizenry is not just a matter of

ideology and consciousness, it is also a much more clearcut and threatening matter of ‘blood and cruelty’:
Man [sic!] could never do without blood, torture and sacrifices when
he felt the need to create a memory for himself... the severity of the
penal code [for instance] provides an especially significant measure
of the degree of effort needed to overcome forgetfulness and to
impose a few primitive demands of social existence as present
realities upon these slaves of momentary affects and desires
(Nietzsche 1969:61).

Foucault follows Nietzsche’s insight, and sees that people, their identities and their loyalties are

caught in a network of power relations. When he speaks of the way the body is so captured, he is talking

metonymically for the person and also metonymically for persons and for institutions:
... the body is ... directly involved in a political field; power relations have an immediate
hold upon it, they invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to
perform ceremonials, to emit signs (Foucault 1977/B: 25).

Thus to Nietzsche, and to Foucault, and to many subsequent sociologists, the body (or rather ‘people’,
‘identities’ and ‘loyalties’) are held within certain social systems of punishment which regulate living.

Such sociologists have learnt that social life thus has a largely unsuspected political technology to it.

Reality is antagonistically networked and aggressively socialized.
6 Reality As Episode

The work of sociologists during the twentieth century has variously found, revealed and / or re¬

emphasized that the symbolic universes that people live within stand as an attempt to order the world —

the present world and the past world — into a cohesive unity that is respected by all of its members.
Socialized individuals today are bound in with their predecessors and their successors in ‘a meaningful

totality’. But sociological investigations reveal that a given society’s institutional order is continually
disturbed by the existence of other realities that are empty and senseless as viewed in its own terms.
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What Berger and Luckman (1967:104) have highlighted is the very incompleteness of all such world
constructions:

Human existence is, ab initio, an ongoing externalization. As man [sic, again!]
externalizes himself, he constructs the world into which he externalizes himself. In the
process of externalization, he projects his own meanings into reality. Symbolic
universes [then tend to] proclaim that all reality is humanly meaningful [in their own
terms] ... .

But as sociologists point out, other universes reify different things, respect different beliefs and revere

different pasts. The social life of each universe is therefore desultory and perilous when seen from the

confrontations it axiomatically engages in to combat or overcome competing externalizations. Under

postmodernity, human and cultural universes have become increasingly destablized as various old and
new externalizations have projected their reach further, faster and more fervidly. The social order of the

West has been found by sociologists to be precarious — a short or long episode in the order of life in the

particular locality. It is increasingly hard to distinguish the sacred from the profane in Western societies.
7 Power As De-Sovereigned Discipline

Following Foucault, sociologists are mapping new forms of disciplining power over human and
cultural affairs in society. Until the eighteenth century, almost all disciplining power was demarcated —

it emanated from a sovereign and a ceremonial base. But so much of the disciplining power within social
and cultural universes is nowadays concealed. The normalizing forces exist in discourse and praxis: their

normalizing force is heavily redolent rather than heavily ritualized.
8 The Past As Lost

Under postmodernity the past is, according to much sociological insight, becoming eclipsed as

individuals in Western societies are slowly failing to respect past principles of experience and judgement.
The rational cosmology which has lead Western thought for the last five or more centuries is being
overturned (Bell 1976:118-119) as old religious anchorages and cultural moorings are upheld with

diminishing vigor. When the past is not reaffirmed, it is increasingly hard for established national unity
to be maintained. Sociologists warn that the old obligations that people respected towards each other,
towards ‘their1 heritage and towards ‘their’ future are then put in question. The loss of a past means that
the loss of a polity is also more likely. Hence, sociologists are keen to explore who wishes to affirm which

past, and which pasts are passe.

9 Culture As Spurious Expression

Many sociologists explore the interdependence between economic-political spheres and the
socio-cultural order. Clearly, dominant powers administratively or commercially can reap vast and
immediate effects from the visible culture (i.e., their visible culture) that is expressed in newly won

geographical or territorial domains — their economic-political imperatives can strongly penetrate cultural
forms. But imposed cultures are never passively accepted (Sapir 1924:417). Their expressions are often

dubiously virile; their spreads are often spurious. Previous local traditions and past flavorings can remain
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quietly underground in a quiet-life form, to strongly and healthy reappear later from their subjugated

darkground as still vibrant possibilities or as re-kindled projections. Sociologists are revealing that the

socio-cultural order can also survive quite independent of economic-political spheres of interest. A

Cultural form expressed at any given time or place by an individual, may not be the cultural form that is
revered by that person, or the cultural form he or she would prefer to express.

10 Life and Culture as a Game

Sociologists recognize that each and every society concocts a mix of meanings through which
its population(s) orientate themselves to the world around them. In pre-industrial societies, those

meanings were principally established with respect to the inherited physical and geographic environment:
life was primarily a game waged against nature (Bell 1976:147). But sociologists now tend to recognize
that modernity has technicized and rationalized the world to considerable extent. The world is increasingly
a manufactured artifactwhere life is mechanically paced, and where time is mechanically spaced. Under

industrial-urban societies, life has also become a game against fabricated nature (147). Group life now

has to resist not just the elements and the natural environment but also resist intensely artificial
environments. Group consciousness may therefore battle predominantly against imagined order and less

frequently against elemented constraints. The postmodern temper of an human collective or group may

only have to significantly measure itself against socially constructed consciousness.

2.2 THE PHILOSOPHY LITERATURE: THE DISCOURSE ON POWER AND TRUTH

2.2.1 Introduction

Philosophy, as reviewed for this study, is somewhat akin to sociology in that it explores the way
in which social forces restrain individuals. Whereas sociology concerns the way individuals within a given

society are disciplined by cultural entities and institutional forces, philosophy concerns the way they are

controlled by thought processes. Sociology explores the power of organizations and rites in

channelling individual (or rather group) behavior. Philosophy — in the Foucauldian sense examined here
— commonly explores the power of ideological productions, viz., the ideology of education, the ideology
of democracy, the ideology of governance (Foucault in Gordon 1980:102). Sociology inquires into the
work of the apparatus of control that exist in society: philosophy plumbs the reasonings which lead to the
erection of those apparatures.

Questions of truth are certainly central to philosophy. One could argue that for much of
humankind until the eighteenth century or thereabouts, matters of truth were matters of belief. And

one could propose that questions of belief were questions of knowing. But during the eighteenth century,

in particular, spheres of knowing became distinct from spheres of belief (Habermas 1987:19). Science,

morality and art, for instance, grew apart as distinct realms of human consciousness evolved — each of
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which held their own regimes of truth, justice and validity. Philosophy peeks into those different realms,

and it fathoms the new, differentiated truths that emerge in various fields of endeavor.

In delving into different truths, philosophy as a discipline takes nothing for granted, weighing up

with the maximum precision available what individuals and bodies believe to be ‘reality1 and ‘knowledge1

(Berger and Luckman 1967:2). At a basic level, the thoughtlines and knowledge-lines that philosophy sifts

through are cultural codes: they order human experience. At an aggregate level these thoughtlines

constitute grand but largely unconscious and anonymous forms of understanding — the epistemes of

section 1, the a priori discourse of society or of global gatherings.
In prying into cultural codes and into epistemes, philosophy examines the regimes of truth that

collectives assume to be true. Under Nietzsche's conceptualization, that constitutes an examination of

reason from outside of the horizon of that reason (Habermas 1987:96). Under Foucauldian

conceptualization, it is — to repeat an well-tilled premise of this work — philosophy as recognized within

the capillary connections of discourse to practice (242). That comprises the main perspective on

philosophy that this inquiry seeks to harness — a Nietzschean account as punctuated by Foucault and
others.

This arena of philosophy in view is not philosophy with a capital 'P' — Foundational Philosophy
— it is philosophy grounded within political and social practice (Fraser and Nicholson 1988:85). It is a

Kantian conceptualization of philosophy — that is, philosophy embodied in knowledge and social behavior

(Kritzman’s editorial note in Foucault 1988:86). It is not distinct or pristine philosophy, but it is philosophy

weaved into ‘the present' (86). The crucial interest is perhaps not so much in philosophy as philosophy,

but as philosophy as anthropology — i.e., of the anthropology of conceptual systems (McCarthy

1978:164), otherwise identified as Foucault’s buried foundations of meaning inside discourse and praxis

(Habermas 1987:248). It is philosophy as biopolitics: the identification of bounded understanding and

ideology within human agency / agencies (271).

2.2.2 Outlook on Power and Truth

In seeking to investigate power and truth, philosophers fundamentally consider the rationality of

human actions — viz., respectively, the rationality which explains who uses what power for which

purposes, and the rationality which undergirds truth-directedness. Essentially, the issues behind these

two rationalities are the same, and concern the desiderata an individual (or group) considers in order to

determine either the how or the when of the use of power to handle a practical problem of doing or to

otherwise determine either the why or the how of the use of various methods utilized to solve an abstract

problem of reality. Both supposedly involve the identification of the judgements that an individual or a

group uses to act ‘rationally’ — i.e., his / her / its / their own interest(s) (Kekes 1987:275). Thus

philosophers toil to discover, amongst other things, what rationality ‘is’ — or perhaps what rationality
‘means’. And in that struggle, there is no consensus: the issue is still wide open (Bunge 1987:5).
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The philosophers’ debate upon rationality proliferates because the requirement to be rational
exists in such an extensive range of human circumstance where a problem has to be ‘solved’ or a truth

has to be ‘known’ in order to function within the said society. But while philosophers demand much more

precise definitional use of terms such as ‘true’, ‘false’, ‘fact’ and ‘reality’ (Albert 1987:71), philosophers
have been unable to establish a single defensible standard by which all conceptual activity may be judged

(Kekes 1987:265). Philosophers have come to recognize that rationality is the search for the truth for its
own sake, or rather within its own terms (Agassi 1987:251). According to philosophers, for instance, the
search for truth in science is only a longstanding tournament — a "game with certain rules" (Albert

1987:75).

Philosophy’s contemporary outlook upon power and historical truth are very much related, then,
and pivot upon the Nietzschean concept of will-to-power. If science is a game to demonstrate or exercise

will-to-power, the human sciences are in fact ‘no science’ according to Foucault (Merquior 1985:75). Thus

Foucault, like many other twentieth century philosophers, accepts the Nietzschean view that, at bottom,
all scientific truth — perhaps all knowledge — is suspect in the pretence of its objectivity (147): "truth is

always power-ridden" (147).
If this contemporary philosophical outlook upon power and truth is extended to heritage and

culture, "history in the singular has to be dissolved" (Habermas [on Foucault] 1987:251). Foucault
accounts for this by explaining that if historical truth, per se, is dependent upon the varied functioning of

power, then there can be so singular, global, united historiography: a sole macroconsciousness about the

past is not tenable, and instead there will necessarily be not so much "a manifold of [different] narrative

histories, but... a plurality of irregularlyemerging and disappearing islands of [historical] discourse" (251).
Thus to Foucauldian philosophy "no place is left for any overacrching meaning [about the past]"

(253) and historical accounts are kaleidoscopic. Under his ‘archaeological’ philosophy the developing
Foucault then saw historical truth — or better, historical truths — as that / those which hardened "into an

iceberg covered with crystalline formations of discourse [on the past]" (253). The later, maturing

philosophy of Foucault, however, maintained the outlook that such icebergs were far from being fixed —

they moved: "discourse formations are displaced and regroup, they undulate back and forth" (253).
Foucault acknowledged that anti-scientific will-to-power was a to-and-fro, discursive force upon historical
reason.

If Foucault’s codification of will-to-power may be taken as representative of the discipline of

philosophy’s questioning of theories of power and truth, one may conclude that the direct identification
of truth with will-to-power rather than with will-to-knowledge removes truth from the arena of historical

metaphysics to the arena of force and potency. Each society has such an arena of power, and an

accordant ‘general politics of truth’, that is "a type of discourse [about the past] which it accepts and
makes function as true" (Foucault, in Gordon 1980:131).
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Since historical truth is more a matter of power than of metaphysics, Foucault considers that it
has a similar political economy to other social truths. Table 2.2.2./1 now provides a list of the five

characteristic traits of such a political economy. As the table suggests, truth according to Foucault:
• does not exist outside of power;

• is a thing produced in the world, not an independent, self-maintaining entity;
• exists in regimes of power;
• is regulated by 'mechanisms and instances' which are sanctioned by authorizing bodies (131).

Implicit in Foucault's analysis of truth (as given in the five traits of Table 2.2.2./1) is the view that

institutions tend to assume there is an order-to-things: events and organisms do perform to a definite

schema — they obey apian recognized by that institution (read body, read society) (Foucault 1970:266-7).
And equally implicit in the Table's identified traits is the assumption that individuals can know and learn

the truth, the right truth — meaning that particular institution (read body, read society) does have access

to this true 'order of things' (312).
If the philosophy of the five traits of Table 2.2.2./1 is particularized from the political economy

of truth-in-general down to the political economy of historical truth, historicity can be interpreted as the

attempt to recreate the huge assemblage of the past as ‘a vast resemblance’ arranged around selected

and favored human significances (270). The past is translated into fragmented time — a series of

institutionally or societally significant events. And the criticality of postmodernity is that the need to

historicize is itself under threat, comprising a

disappearance of a sense of history, the way in which our entire contemporary social
system has little by little begun to lose its capacity to retain its own past [and] has
begun to live in a perpetual present and in a perpetual change that obliterates traditions
of the kind which all earlier social formations have had in one way or another to
preserve (Jameson 1985:125).

Hence, to sum up this subsection, philosophers concern themselves with the nature of power

and truth in the world, and broadly attempt to codify the human rationalities which drive the exercise of

power and actuate the quest for truth. Yet in evaluating Foucault’s contribution to our comprehension of
rational behavior and thought, his legacy is not just the confirmation of the Nietzschean (and certain

others’) view that there are in fact multiple truths, but there are multiple ways of articulating them.

Truth, after Foucault, is thereby not just a matter of the philosophy of power, it is also a matter of the

philosophy of resistance (Kritzman 1988:xxiv). If Habermas had philosophized that cultural systems are

peculiarly resistant to administrative control (see Habermas in McCarthy 1978:370), Foucault has shown
that all manner of cultural groups and cultural institutions within society are able to take a share of
available power and project their own preferred version of truth via its capillary actions. Power is not and
truths are not the sole preserve of the dominant: the fully subjugated and the partly subjugated keep

the game going, too.
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TABLE 2.2.2./1

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TRUTH:
FOUCAULT’S PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS OF TRUTH AS

WILL-TO-POWER

FOUCAULTS FIVE TRAITS OF TRUTH

1 Truth is centered on the form of scientific discourse and the institutions which produce it;

2 Truth is subject to constant economic and political incitement;

3 Truth is objectified in diverse forms and is diffused and consumed in an immense range
of ways;

4 Truth is produced and transmitted under the dominant (if not exclusive) control of a few
great political and economic apparatus — such as universities, the army, the media;

5 Truth is itself, the subject of ideological struggles and ongoing political and social
confirmation.

SOURCE: Foucault in Gordon 1980:131-2.
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According to this outlook, then, there is no one kind of power, no one sort of rationality, no one

system of thought. The sovereignties of potency and of conceptualization are shared by those above with

those below. That is perhaps a quintessential statement to sum up the understanding of contemporary
outlook of philosophy on power and truth.

2.2.3 Similar Investigations
Since the ongoing study of the shaping of the past in Texas is distinctively Foucauldian in its

philosophical premises, this subsection will concentrate on similar investigations — or rather the original

investigations — conducted on power and truth by the French archaeologist-cum-genealogist of

knowledge.
Foucault appears to have been interested in ‘the concrete political action’ that can be fuelled by

research, rather than by any adherence to purity and to idealized conceptualization. In this he appears

to have followed his countryman, Satre, who had warned "that the intellectual must suppress himself as
intellectual in order to put his skills at the services of the masses" (Kritzman in Foucault 1988:xiii). Hence,
in examining the nature of power as a body of knowledge and as a form of social discipline, Foucault
claims he was not interested in constructing a theory of Power with a capital "P" (38). He does not see
himself as a theoretician of explanation of unique instances, but as an analyzer of the power relations of

institutions on a longitudinal axis — "involving several centuries" (39). He aims for ‘strong thesis’ not

empirically proven theory. Thus for Foucault, power is not a precise matter of mappable cause and effect,
but it is the relation between individuals:

The characteristic feature of power is that some men [sic!] can more or less entirely
determine other men’s conduct — but never exhaustively or coercively. A man who is
chained up and beaten is subject to force being exerted over him. Not power. But if
he can be induced to speak, when his ultimate recourse could have been to hold his
tongue, preferring death, then he has been caused to behave in a certain way. His
freedom has been subjected to power. He has been submitted to government. If an
individual can remain free, however little his freedom may be, power can subject him
to government. There is no power without potential refusal or result (83-4).

Consonantly, Foucault seeks to comment upon the interplay of rationalities that are at stake, not to isolate

any refined explanatory matter or substance called ‘Power’ as such. Foucault seeks instrumental

rationality at a macro or global level (viz., ‘the power exerted by men over women’, ‘the power held by
a bureaucracy over a population’ — not the Power of a singular agent or entity over another distinct agent
or entity (84).

Foucault’s views on power as a type of relation between individuals — or between individuals
and institutions — echo some of the insights of Habermas into right and permissibility. While Foucault
featured the ‘power’ relations between people / agencies, Habermas pondered the matters of legitimation

involving people/agencies. To Habermas (1974:54), the public sphere has become ‘refeudalized’. Large

public and private organizations wield authority over the ranks of the citizenry and can exclude the masses
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from decision-taking. But they must secure "plebiscitary support among the mass of the population

through the development of demonstratative publicity" (54). As for Foucault, the public contributes to its
own subjugation — but it does have the opportunity to resist and refuse. And what for Foucault is the
domination of a population by the ongoing petty and opaque powers of the dominant classes as exercised

through large public and / or private organizations, is for Habermas the subjugation of a population by the

everyday technical legitimacies of the dominant classes (McCarthy 1978:382-3).
Yet the Marxian concept of class struggle applies to neither Foucault nor Habermas. Neither see

a particular class or group as consistently the defined ‘target group’ of instrumental power (for Foucault)
or instrumental legitimation (for Habermas). Both recognize that domination decidedly exists in

contemporary society, but neither is able to identify a clearcut recipient class for that subjection on a

longitudinal basis.
The new power in and of governance that Foucault (and to a lesser extent, Habermas) wish to

analyze — albeit critically rather than empirically— is both continuous and anonymous (Rabinow 1984:19;

Merquior 1985:114). Indeed power is not seen so much as that which is exercised independently over

others in a clinical manner but as an operation in which one and all is caught (Foucault 1980:156):

everyone becomes his or her own controller and watchdog (Rabinow 1984:19).
This is a profound point for Foucault in his investigations, as was suggested in section 1.2. It

makes up Foucault’s ‘eye-of-power’ — the gaze through which surveillance is carried out, through which
a given dominant influence is maintained and through which a ceaseless normalization is enacted

(Harland 1987:164). Foucault’s discovered panoptic vision is then an all pervasive gaze, an omnipresent

disciplinary power to which individuals are subjected and by which individuals subject and regulate
themselves (Habermas [on Foucault] 1987:272). Foucault's thesis is that it survives and thrives in

barracks, schools, hospitals and prisons (272). But, is it also kept up at tourism sites and heritage
reserves — and in the administrative corridors where the themes, programs and packages for such sites
are conceived and / or reconceived?

2.2.4 Related Inquiries
The previous subsection (2.2.3) outlined critical philosophical research upon power and truth.

This subsection will attempt to cover critical philosophical research upon the state administration of

heritage. Like subsection 2.2.3 it will pivot upon the thinking of Habermas in support of — thought not

necessarily in agreement with — Foucault.
Social theories tend to be reasonably united in their view that the expansion of the state in the

West — under the development of capitalism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries — has given rise
to a greater involvement of administrators and technicians in social and economic affairs (Habermas
1970:63-4; 106-7). The judgements of social theorists, of course, vary in the degree to which the effect
of that increased involvement is ‘good’ or ‘bad’.
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It is the view of Habermas that a crisis of legitimacy can occur where former matters of civil

privatism excessively fall under the widening orbit of administrative rationality (McCarthy 1978:349). To

Habermas (1976:47-48):
a legitimation deficit means that it is not possible by administrative means to maintain
effective normative structures to the extent required [to maintain the social, cultural and
community fabric as it was] ... . While organizational rationality spreads, cultural
traditions are undermined and weakened ... for traditions important for legitimation
cannot be regenerated administratively.

What Habermas suggests is that the enlarging interests of the state requires a greater need for

legitimation — that is, of the justification for government intervention in wider spheres of influence. This
call for legitimacy amounts to a rationalization of what were relatively ‘natural processes’: it “destroys the

unquestionable character of [the] validity claims that were previously taken for granted; it stirs up matters
that were previously settled by cultural tradition in an unproblematic way" (McCarthy 1978:369-70;

emphasis is added).
Habermas philosophizes that the expanded activity of the state into social and communal matters

advances the politicization of aspects of society and community living which had hitherto been located
in the private realm. He sees health matters, education issues and family planning concerns, for instance,
as examples of social and interpersonal activities which have commonly become politicized — or perhaps
thematized by the encroachment of administrative rationality (Habermas 1976:72). By this, he means

that reduced, communicable and administratable lines of argument and aspects of service tend to replace
the former, wider panoply of argument and service.

Yet Habermas notes that aspects of life vary considerably in the degree to which they can be
taken over by the state. To him, for instance, cultural matters are particularly resistent to administrative
control (McCarthy 1978:370). It is exceedingly difficult, in his view, for the state to be able to produce the
kinds of meaning that underpin cultural form, participation and presentation (Habermas 1976:70). What
Habermas seems to be theorizing is that administrative rationality can and is being extended over many,

many more fields — but the fields vary in the degree to which they can be readily absorbed into the state,

with cultural and ideological matters being notably hard to appropriate responsibility and direction for.

Hence, by an extension of the thoughts of Habermas, the state can and will assume care and

tutelage for tourism and heritage, but will find it exceedingly difficult to complete that appropriation of those

subjects where the citizenry feels or recognizes politicization at work. Again by extension, if the
screenless theories of Habermas on thematicization are applied to tourism and heritage, it suggests that

pronounced or advanced thematicization will inevitably beget a crisis of legitimacy for the state. Where
the administration of heritage necessitates governance over matters of ideology and meaning, it is hard
for states to retain longitudinal authority. If that legitimacy is unduly stretched it may only be offset by the

provision of alternative rewards for the citizenry. That is, if the state falters in its productive care over

meaning and ideology, it must necessarily be able to otherwise motivate by yielding the values of money,
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success, leisure, security, et cetera (McCarthy 1978:370). Tourism and heritage — where they concern
issues of identity and ideology — are what Habermas would identify as generators of cultural meaning
and which cannot be ‘randomly functionalized’ (Habermas 1976: 74-75).

To Habermas, then, a legitimation crisis and a motivational crisis interfeed: where state

administrators are troubled by weaknesses of posture in terms of their legitimacy of action, they must be
effective in terms of their control of and over the system of socio-cultural motivation for the population.

Thus, heritage and cultural tourism may have a part to play, if this reading of Habermas is correct, in the

compensatory problematics — in terms of the ‘legitimation’ and ‘motivation’ — of governance.
Seen from a related but slightly different light, the philosophy of Habermas suggests that state

administrations are caught up between major conflicting imperatives during late capitalism. They are

caught between the conflicting impulse to ‘plan the economy’ (for the general good of all) and to ‘protect

private accumulation’ (for the particular good of those whom have historically been most able to influence

government, exert leverage upon government and/ or‘create’ legitimacy) (Thompson and Held 1982:10).
Thus taken together, Habermas seems to be stating that it is these two counteracting obligations — i.e.,
to service the collective-welfare-economy and the privatized-business-economy — that gives rise to both
the crisis of legitimacy and the crisis of motivation. And, taken together, these two crises manufacture

(for the state) a position of vulnerability which becomes ever more complex as the state assumes wider

and wider responsibilities. These two crises together — this admixed position of spiralling vulnerability
— constitutes an overall crisis of rationality for those who wield power.

Hence to Habermas, the fundamental perversity of governance under late capitalism concerns

the presentation and servicing of private interests in governance as though they are public interests —

something that will be raised more fully under the analysis of the work of C.O. Jones (1978) in political
science — viz., in subsection 2.4., below. This, stated differently, amounts to the private appropriation
of the symbols and preferments of public office --- the appropriation of public privilege and wealth by a

priviligentia (McCarthy 1978:358). Under the perspective of Habermas, the expanded activity of the state

takes government intervention into new aspects of life. But in the West as the intervention spreads, it is
not only administrative rationality that spreads with it, but also capitalist rationality. The economic system
is coupled to the political system (Habermas 1976:36). Acting in tandem, the economic system and the

political system undermine previous cultural traditions and generate new ones: the united spread of

capitalist and economic rationality can weaken the inherited socio-cultural system and can re-style it (47-

48).

By the twentieth century, then, Habermas believes that "meanings and norms previously fixed

by tradition and belonging to the boundary conditions of the political system [had now become] publicly
thematized. In this way, the scope of discursive will-formation expands" (47-48). In this way, the

encroachments of administrative and capitalist rationality subject new sectors of social and cultural life
to organizational planning. Private will-formation when in governance can become public will-formation,

then, and can sap what were previously civil privatisms in culture and heritage.
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Yet Habermas does not see the expansion of administrative and / or capitalist rationality as an

axiomatic or straightline process. To him, the traditions important for the legitimation of those in power

cannot be ‘regenerated administratively’. Groups and interests in government can never gain absolute
control over the manufacture of legitimacy. They can directly attempt to reshape ‘recognized heritage’
to reflect their own origins and preferred policies, they can indirectly attempt to influence ‘recognized

heritage’ for the same ends, but the sheer weight of social, cultural, heritage and other aspects of

legitimacy are too numerous and intricate for any single interest group to consistently have mastery over.

Foucault’s philosophy on the state administration of heritage mirrors that of Habermas in its

recognition that the everyday plays of rationality / rationalities are ceaseless. Where Habermas tends to

be implicit, Foucault yields much more explicit insight: Foucault maintains (as was stated in subsection

1.2) that people-in-groups / people-in-institutions / people-in-power relationships engage in the petty
dominations of power struggles all of the time (Rabinow 1984:6) and that the use of certain ideas and the
choice of certain subjects rather than others emanates from or in the reason with which those individuals

work. That reason — that rationality is enwrapped within the power-knowledge relationship. Neither

knowledge nor the rationalities it utilizes are external to these everyday power fights.
In this respect Foucault (Rabinow 1984:6) considers his own philosophy to be "a little bit

Nietzschean.“ When he says, for instance, that "the idea of justice is itself an idea which in effect has
been invented and put to work in different types of societies as an instrument of a certain political and
economic power or as a weapon against that power," (6) he is evidently speaking both metonymically and
in the mold of Nietzsche. The ‘idea of justice’ stands for ‘any reasoned idea’ and ‘concepts of heritage’
can be ‘any reasoned idea’.

To Foucault, it is selected and adopted reason that fuels knowledge in institutional actions and

in power relationships. It is selected and adopted reason that ‘controls’ things in the capillary exercise
of power. Foucault’s investigations of sexual ethics, for example, can be regarded as a metonymical

study of control by such moral reason (Merquior 1985:128). One may reasonably suppose that Foucault’s
thesis (on the everyday manner in which the rationalities which feed knowledge-power relationships) also

applies to the institutional or ‘discourse-praxis’ control over heritage.
In examining Foucault’s work, Habermas finds that in the Frenchman’s later works Foucault’s

power — and inheritently the rationalities that compose that power— are outlined almost tangibly. Power
— and therefore these rationalities — occurs in face-to-face confrontations: it comprises (and they

comprise) the interactions of ‘warring parties’ (Habermas [on Foucault] 1987:255). As Foucault (1979:24)

claims, himself: "power is war", and by that one can summize that Foucault means that the rationalities

which mobilize power-knowledge are the unspoken warfare — "the silent, secret civil war that re-inscribes
conflict in various social institutions" (Merquior 1985:110).

For Foucault, then, the rationalities that endow ‘power-knowledge’ give rise to what amounts to

relations of war. The ongoing conflicts of power that are waged, according to Foucault, ought not be seen
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as conflicts of law but as conflicts of knowledge and thereby as conflicts over ways of reasoning (65).
And where such reasonings, such knowledges, such powers are exercised through state apparatus, they

are essentially repressive — constituting an abstractive technology which negates and suppresses along
a whole series of networks of state concerns involving the body, sexuality, the family, kinships, "and so

forth" (63-4). And heritage, one may summize, duly qualifies amongst the ‘and so forth’ — part of the

multiple and differentiated reality in which states nowadays are so regularly drawn to act (66). Different
rationalities discipline people in society, according to Foucault, through the different concrete systems of

punishment that power-knowiedge is called to act through. Punishment is not transmitted through the

juridical structure of society alone: it is also prosecuted through the political economy of moral and rational

ideas, such as (for Foucault) ‘the political economy of the body’ in particular (172). And if there can be

a political economy of evolved reason about ‘the body’, there can conceivably be a political economy of
evolved reason about ‘heritage.’

Both Habermas and Foucault have been strongly concerned in the power of the state of

normalize, and although neither made specific observations about heritage, per se, their insights into the

expansion of administrative rationality (Habermas) and normalization (Foucault) also appear to be readily

applicable for heritage issues. At the general level, both Habermas and Foucault focus on the spread of
reason which enables the power of the state to produce ‘an increasingly totalizing’ (Rabinow 1984:22) web
of control over individuals in society — which appears to be "dependent on its ability to produce an

increasing specification of individuality [for the lives and meaning of the population of that state]" (22).
In terms of philosophical insight, both Habermas and Foucault place considerable power in the

edifice of the state — not so much in its political or instrumental mechanisms, but in the empowering
reason it utilizes. The state’s rationality, acting through the state’s apparatus, thereby is found (by
Habermas and Foucault) to constitute an extensive instrument of persuasion for the dominant groups —

the priviligentia — over subjugated groups. Not even Marx had recognized the degree to which dominant

groups could make privileged use out of the state’s fund of rationality to subject others. But then the
views of Marx on class / interest group domination have rarely been put forward as an essentially

philosophical explanation of the processes of exploitation within states.

2.2.5 Related Researchers

In this short subsection the contribution of the three European humanists, Nietzsche, Foucault
and Habermas will be reviewed in relation to the philosophical discourse on power and truth. The aim,

here, is to tie down a number of points explicitly which may so far have only been implicitly stated in

relation to the three continental thinkers.

Nietzsche is examined because of the girth of his pioneering work in philosophy to "discover
values that best serve the social good" (Zimmern in Nietzsche 1989:vii), and because of the weight of his

platform reasoning concerning the classical properties of virtue and truth.
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But Nietzsche is really the opener to these pages and paragraphs on capillary power. The
subsection actually concentrates, oncemore(?!), upon Foucault and Habermas— perhaps the two leading

late-twentieth century philosophers of discursivity. The following paragraphs may be construed as a

comparative critique of Foucault’s historical philosophy vis-a-vis Habermas’s reasoning on rational society.
• Nietzsche — it is Nietzsche who first saw and articulated with conviction that truths are relative,

shifting, and never absolute (Faber in Nietzsche 1984:xiv) and who was conceivably the spiritual
forefather of truth (xiv). In attacking the philosophical understanding that there is indeed a ‘real
world’ as distinct from the world of appearances (xix), Nietzsche could be regarded as the free

spirit behind this attempt to set up a research agenda in truthmaking — the philosopher who

first mapped the history and political force of ‘social truths’. Following Nietzsche, reason no

longer tends to be regarded as merely a sort of reconciling self-knowledge for individuals but as
a much broader source of power and discourse through, in and across society "equivalent [as

a driving force] to the unifying power of religion" (Habermas 1987:85). It is Nietzsche who opens

up the avenues by which the dialectic of enlightenment comes to be rejected by a rising number
of twentieth century philosophers, and by which modernity "loses its singular [and privileged]
status" (87). It is Nietzsche who brings out the revision of the concept of reason whereby it is
no longer confined within its own self-reflected image but is rediscovered acting through art and

myth through all of the ‘practical’ spheres of life and society (90). It is Nietzsche whose critique
of the will-to-power enabled philosophers to hunt for reason within all manner of disparate

power locations. Hence, in the sense that he was the first philosopher to substantively provide
a critique of reason beyond the confines of reason, Nietzsche is the teacher for the skeptical

scholars, Foucault and Habermas.
• Foucault — it is Foucault who followed Nietzsche by inspecting the historical life-course of

reason in the way that it builds up in commensurable systems of ordering of the world from
various groups, institutional or societal standpoints (Merquior 1985:35). As a philosopher, then,
Foucault tests “the borders of our [group and epistemic] ways of thinking" (35). His historical

philosophy plumbs the way in which agency or societal reason produces cultural codes which

impose organization and elegance upon experience.

Hayden White (1973:53) labels Foucault a dispersive structuralist because he supposedly and

enigmatically reveals the explicabilities of "the irreducible variety of human nature". White

suggests that the philosophy of Foucault does not seek to conjoin found features of behavior into
a single, universal humanitas, but as a dispersal structuralist he is drawn towards the

identification of societal and cultural heterogeneity, people are seen to be highly differentiated
and highly dispersed in behaviors and attachments.
White’s point is a crucial one to comprehend what Foucault’s philosophy is about. As a

dispersive theorist, Foucault radically historicizes the objects he inquires into (Merquior
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1985:72): "if [one] is looking into madness from a dispersive viewpoint, madness as such just
vanishes: all that is left is one particular social game, a set ofmeanings labelled as such" (72).
Hence Foucault took to Nietzschean thought attentively: "things do not mean anything by

themselves, but only insofar as they get a meaning from the historical creature, man [sic!]" (72).
But Foucault does not suck profoundly from just Nietzsche. Habermas (1987:238-239) considers
that early-Foucault imports much from Levi-Strauss, Bataille and Bachelard, having an

unresolved passion and tension for the eclectic vision of a Bataille on the one hand and for the

positivist powers of analysis of a Levi-Strauss on the other. Directly in terms of his philosophy,

however, Foucault is believed by Merquior (1985:39) to have captured the conceptual spirit of

Bachelard in particular, and the conceptual reasoning of Cavailles and Canguilhem. Merquior

(39-40) proposes that it was probably Bachelard’s ‘false continuities’ which inspired the
Foucauldian philosophy on ‘discontinuity’, that it was Bachelard’s ‘caesural view’ of scientific

development which passed to Foucault via Canguilhem, and that it was Bachelard’s strong anti¬

empiricism which heavily tinged Foucault’s approach to reasoning.
But despite these healthy problematic and constructivist antecedents — or perhaps because of

them(?) — Foucault is no unimpeachable social philosopher, as Table 2.2.5./1 indicates.
To Fontana (in Foucault 1984:48) the intentionality of Foucault is regularly elusive — a broad
fault. But to Merquior, Foucault operates with what are, at times, some crippling conceptual
weaknesses — and it is they that are mainly highlighted in Table 2.2.5./1.
The weaknesses uncovered in the table certainly do appear to challenge the accuracy with which

Foucault worked: they suggest that Foucault’s own need for neat conceptual order and for what

Merquior (1985:56) styled as ‘verbal drama’ at the expense of tight evidence matched to logical

argument. Most of the weaknesses that Merquior identifies — and which the table lists — stem

from the rigidity of Foucault’s view that "in any given culture and at any given moment, there is

always only one episteme that defines the conditions of possibility of all knowledge" (Foucault

1970:168). Later, in The Archaeology of Knowledge’ (1972) Foucault warns readers not to view

epistemes as totalitarian or holistic concepts, and he then prefers to talk of ‘discursive

formations’ instead (Foss, Foss and Trapp 1985:194). What perhaps Foucault had recognized
was that there is a natural dilemma over the nomination of global worldviews like ‘epistemes’:
if the worldview is loose / flexible / plural rather than being tight / distinct / singular it can itself

hardly compose a united or unified episteme. Foucault was caught in his own taxonomy: his

governing rules were over-governing.
In terms of this early philosophy, Foucault may be condemned for being eloquent and grandiose
at the expense of being sagacious. In his later historical philosophy, notably in his genealogical
world (see Habermas 1987:243 for a useful analysis of the differences between Foucault’s

‘archaeological’ philosophy and his genealogical philosophy), he turns more strongly to cogency.
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TABLE 2.2.5./1

WEAKNESSES IN FOUCAULT’S HISTORICAL PHILOSOPHY

... as is particularly revealed in his early (i.e., his ‘archaeological’)
reasoning

SEVEN DELIMITING ASPECTS OF FOUCAULTS PHILOSOPHICAL PROSE

• Foucault’s presentation of epistemes is inclined to be monolithic — he over-emphasizes
the fit or place of single epistemes within any given age;

• Foucault’s heavy reliance upon unconnected monolithic episteme leads to the neglect of
transeplstemic thought and knowledge-lines — he fails to recognize that some
consciousness and some conceptualizations are multi-rooted;

• Foucault’s insistence that epistemes come and go all of a sudden overlooks the eplstemlc
lags that commonly occur with streams of thought -- epistemes may be expected to have
natural ‘pioneers’ and natural ‘diehards’ who extend the life-course of thought-lines;

• Foucault’s tight explanation of epistemes fails to respect theories and knowledge which
return to conceptual popularity after periods of disfavor — or which undulate in
conceptual appeal over time;

• Foucault’s neat search for patterns of understanding for, or within, given ages becomes
(perhaps) a search for epistemes, per se — it is inclined to overstress the force and
acceptance of some streams of thought and to raise them to the level of "needed"
epistemes;

• Foucault’s resultant search for ordered/understandable/communicable epistemes also
generates intraepistemic problems — he tends to under-account for collapses or splinter
effects within epistemes;

• Foucault’s resultant quest for solid/integrated/distinct epistemes is inclined to overlook the
existence of Intraepistemic breaks — he accentuates the discontinuities between
epistemes, but under-profiles those within epistemes.

SOURCE; Adapted from Merquior 1985:56-75.
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He then finds multiple sources of power, and multiple interacting regimes of knowledge within

particular communities. At deeper levels of analysis, the interest group of priviligentia — that is,

the intellectual / reasoning / powerbroking interest group — is now harried by him, and the

grander episteme is left as an introductory or surface ‘construction’.
Habermas — it is Habermas who, like Foucault, has also produced much post-war philosophical

insight into discursivity and into emancipatory interests under the domination of knowledge

acting through and with power. But for Habermas, the crucial element in the domination of some
individuals and groups by others is neither knowledge or power as such, it is ‘communication’.
At the core of his theories, Habermas seeks to show how language is internally connected with

practice— how one’s communication (or an interest group’s communication) is enwrapped within
his / her (its) assumed knowledge of how certain things should be done (McCarthy 1978:163).
To Habermas, speaking and acting are socially related within institutions, and therefore social

systems can best be conceived of as symbolically structured lifeworlds (Held 1982:188). Hence
it is through routine communication and through preferred language that the values and
identifications of a given institution or society are thematized: the system of communication (and
therefore of knowledge and power) is self regulated (Habermas 1976:4). In that sense

Habermas is not superficially unlike Foucault.
For Foucault, it is relatively easy to identify the father-figures behind his philosophy. For

Habermas, however, the task is much more murky, for he "never has been content to rely on

a single intellectual tradition. Instead, he is a synthesizer: he makes use of those ideas of a
school or individual he finds valuable in order to ‘open up subjects from the inside out’" (Foss,
Foss and Trapp 1985:217).
So what are the important forms of reasoning that Habermas has borrowed? Foss, Foss and

Trapp (1985) nominate six philosophical traditions which have been used by Habermas to

examine discursivity and emancipatory interest:

(i) Marxism— Habermas does not offer himself as a Marxist, but he is crucially concerned
about the way in which many aspects of society appear to be controlled by the process

of production — particularly when the at "is not immediately comprehensible to

members of that society because of ideologies or illusionary belief systems which,

though false, are taken to be adequate by society" (218).

(ii) Critical Theory— Habermas is a member of the Frankfurt Institute for Social Research,
which is loaded with critical theorists who view knowledge as something "inevitably

connected with the situation and the interests of those involved [rather than being]

something objective and uncontaminated by the inquirer or researcher" (218) as was

detailed in subsection 1.3.2. of this study. Consequently, Habermas inherited the view
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that a social order in question can be faithfully represented in the form of a rational

critique of a field of pivotal ideas.

(iii) Hermeneutics— Following Heidegger, Habermas considers that hermeneutics (again,
recall its introduction in section 1) — i.e., the study of interpretation and understanding -

-- is of considerable value for critical theory, notably when the researcher can build up

a sustained dialogue between the text and the interpreter. But hermeneutics is not

merely the study of literal meaning within texts; it can be and is now applied to all

situations in life. While Gadamer informs that its most reliable use lies in understanding

‘ways of being’, Habermas finds it more appropriate to explore ‘ways of knowing’

(Ricoeur 1973; Misgeld 1977; Mendelson 1979).

(iv) Positivism— Habermas consistently argues against positivism for its restrictive outlook
on the world. While he can accept the deployment of positivist techniques (recall
subsection 1.3.0) for investigations into the natural world, he finds positivism generally

dehumanizing when it is applied to matters human. He maintains that the validities

upon which positivism is structured are both inefficient and ineffective at taking account

of the highly critical subjectivities by which individuals and communities lead their lives.

(v) Freudian Psychoanalysis — Habermas recognizes that a vibrancy exists between
Freud’s interpretations of individuals and his own of society: both focus upon self

deception. While Freud’s psychoanalysis attempts to reconstruct the rationalities

underpinning individual neuroses, Habermas attempts to reconstruct the reasonings

which result in societal ideologies. While Freud seeks to free the individual from his /
her dysfunctional unconsciousness, Habermas seeks equivalent group or communal

emancipation via critical theory.

(vi) Philosophy of Language — Habermas has absorbed much of the insight of linguistic
researchers who have philosophized about meaning, verification and logical force in

language (Searle 1971). The observations of Ludwig Wittgenstein and others on

‘ordinary language’ have influenced him decidedly, notably concerning "the way

language is used in interaction [as] a more important source of meaning than its logical
structure or [as] the way words stand for the things they represent" (Foss, Foss and

Trapp 1985:224). Thus the precise meaning of a given speech-act cannot be

ascertained until both the communication context and the governing rules of

intentionality are known (224).
Thus what for Foucault was insight into power and truth through an understanding of

the reciprocities between knowledge and praxis, is for Habermas gained by insight into
the way work and social interaction interpenetrate. And, as for Foucault, there has
been much pointed criticism of his insight over the last two to three decades. A number
of these detractions are offered in Table 2.2.5./2.
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TABLE 2.2.572

WEAKNESSES IN HABERMAS’S PHILOSOPHY ON RATIONAL SOCIETY

... as is particularly revealed in his insight into the relationship
between knowledge and human interests

SEVEN IMPUTATIONS AGAINST HABERMAS'S CRITICAL THEORY

• Habermas’s critical theory overstresses the significance of the winning of legitimacy by
state and governing institutions — societies cohere through many other ways, too
(1>1):

• Habermas too frequently leaves the practical implications of his theories as undeveloped
— much of his writing is dense, remaining in "an unsatisfactory state of abstractness"
(2>1);

• Habermas is sketchy and unelaborate in pivotal passages of analysis — "theory ought at
least be able to discuss more than the merry-go-round of continual enlightenment' (3>1);

• Habermas fails to support his models with concrete data — his models are rarely
thoroughly shown to be relevant or proper (4>1);

• Habermas builds much of his theses upon the concept of the ideal speech situation, a
conceptualization "[which] presupposes universal norms of rationality" (5>1) — it
appears that Habermas infers that one "can only argue from the very presupposition [one]
set out to question" and thus real argument or arbitration is not thereby possible (5>2);

• Habermas concentrates too restrictively upon the ‘ideological’ and lechnical’ roles of
subjugation, which stems, in part, from his extreme anti-positivism (6>1) — he does not
try to formulate a realist posture towards empirical evidence (6>2);

• Habermas has been unable to present his ideas in a unifying systems-theoretic or a co¬
ordinated action-theoretic integrated framework (7>1) — he consistently claims that his
ideas are still evolving towards such ends (7>2).

SOURCE: Various, notably Foss, Foss and Trapp 1985.
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TABLE 2.2.5./2 (Continued)

KEY

1>1 Held 1982

2>1 Held 1982

3>1 Howard 1974:300

4>1 Nielsen 1977:9

5>1 Foss, Foss and Trapp 1985:239
5>2 Foss, Foss and Trapp 1985:239

6>1 Scott 1978:13; and Nielson 1977
6>2 Foss, Foss and Trapp 1985:238-9

7>1 McCarthy 1978:379
7>2 Habermas 1982:219
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The criticisms of Habermas revealed in Table 2.2.5./2 suggest that although many of
his adherents find his theses to be thoroughly insightful, a good deal of his reasoning

along the way is unconvincingly circular. While Foucault is often criticized for trying to

totalize his theories within realworld situations (even being so condemned by Habermas

(1987:xv), himself), the imputations of Table 2.2.5.12 signify that many commentators

feel that, in direct contrast, Habermas isolates his theories from reality and is inherently
unable to even take the first steps towards totalization. So, while Habermas (247) may

muse that Foucault is too frequently self-referential, other philosophers appear to judge
Habermas as being guilty of self-referentiality on a much more primal basis.

2.2.6 Related Perspectives
The following ten perspectives from the philosophy literature rank as some of the more significant

approaches to the study of dominance and subjugation in cultural and heritage matters:
• Truth as Non-Sovereign Power

In Foucault's estimation, the way institutions, societies and states are ruled and administered is

fast-changing. In order to understand how the apparatuses of control work it is now necessary, in his

view, to adopt a whole new perspective on the nature of power in governance. The supreme power that

needs to be respected and analyzed is no longer the politico-administrative regime ofpower predominant
in past centuries. The old juridical edifices of power through sovereignty is being conjoined by or replaced
with newer / alternative forms of power, viz., non-sovereign power (Foucault 1980:102-3). The power of

sovereignty is being quietly supplanted in so many arenas of governance and areas of life by the power

of detail:

In feudal' society, says Foucault, power was chiefly sovereignty and [it was] confined
to 'general mechanisms of domination'; power had then 'little hold on detail'. But the
classical age invented new mechanisms of power, endowed with 'highly specific
procedural techniques' as well as new instruments and apparatuses. A new type of
power — disciplinary domination — became ‘one of the great inventions of bourgeois
society’. Unlike random sovereign power, which was chiefly exercised 'over the earth
and its products’, disciplinary power concentrated on human bodies and their
operations'. So, instead of discontinuous levies, modern man [sic!] got constant
surveillance (Merquior 1985:113).

What has begun to count in terms of power / rule / governance is the degree to which people are

regulated and confined through the force of detail. People are categorized; a machinery of governance

was, or is, being set up in so many fields of life by which people are categorized as 'acceptable' /

'appropriate' or ‘non-acceptable’ / 'non-appropriate'. Foucault's philosophical insight may first have

recognized within the politics of hospitalization (see the Foucault-Bono interview in Foucault 1988:163-

165), but now it is applied to the widest political playgrounds of contemporary life.
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Hence, Foucault's philosophical perspective views power as a force which is exercised, (or, more

preferably, as a relationship which is conducted) constantly by means of surveillance rather than in a

discontinuous matter via impositions and bounded duties recurring through the calendar: this all

"resupposes a tightly knit grid of material coercions rather than the physical existence of a sovereign"

(Foucault 1980:104). Those material advantages (and other related benefits accruing) help sustain the

continuous and capillary nature of oversight that individuals are subjected to within or by institutions and

society — and by themselves. And they help explain the permanent systems of surveillance (i.e., of self¬

regulation) that individuals engage in over themselves.
* Truth as Competitive Legitimacy

What perhaps Foucault saw as the gradual withering of sovereignty, Habermas interprets as "the
deformation and disintegration of the public sphere" (McCarthy 1978:381). Under the increasingly

capitalizing state of the nineteenth century and the capitalist state of the twentieth, Habermas sees the
creation in the West of a liberated public sphere which is no longer reliant upon the recondite and

supramundane rights of the absolutist state. Habermas maintains that recent centuries have therefore

brought about "the replacement of the rule of authority with that of reason" (381), and the public sphere

has been the principal battleground at which different interests complete to have their-own-science / their-

own-narrative / their-own-history recognized as 'the truth'. The fight has been for legitimacy: the fight is

for legitimacy.
To Habermas, then, traditional society is being ever-replaced by capitalist society where the

primacy of ‘the arcane' is being replaced by that of 'the market’. To him, "legitimation no longer comes

primarily “from above' (from traditional world views) but ‘from below' (from the inherent 'justice' of the
market" (3G2). He suggests that the social power of capitalist institutions challenges previous political

dependencies, and enables “the market' itself to assume an ideological function. Truth emanates less

from longstanding classes whose dominance arises in the spiritual and the imperial, but from the

narratives which emerge dominant from cybernetic conflicts (Habermas 1976:26).
• Power as Productive Truth

In their respective philosophies, neither Foucault nor Habermas ultimately saw the exercise of

power as an axiomatically restrictive and / or negative set of events. In uncovering the indissoluble unity

between the formations of power and the formations of knowledge, Foucault did not just view that unity

as a repressive and negative — he saw it also as a productive one. The mature, i.e., later, Foucault

perceived productive capacity as a network which runs through the whole social body which participates
in that power relationship (Foucault, in Rabinow 1984:61). Granted, the earlier Foucault (chiefly in The

Archaeology ofKnowledge — first published in French in 1969) had held a relatively limited view of power

which stressed its coercive, prohibitory and exclusing properties (Merquior 1985:108-109). But with

Discipline and Punish, Foucault (1977/B:194) took a more balanced perspective on power: he now

philosophized that the power-knowledge relationship can produce — it can and does produce — objects',

‘reality’, 'truth', et cetera.
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In contrast, the philosophy of Habermas does not necessarily picture ‘power’ (or even ‘power’
tied to ‘knowledge’) as something which produces things, but he saw the whole relation-of-production as

a generative force which yields the relationships which produce things: "those relations are sustained at

the level of language and governed by the rules of communicative action" (Thompson and Held 1982:9-

10), and social wealth is thereby created and distributed systemically through those created relationships.
• Truth as Renewal

The philosophies of both Foucault and Habermas see truth as self-generative. To the former,
the ‘genetic’ function of truth has been seen since feudalism is the power of the bourgeoisie. The powers,

rights and truths of the bourgeoisie have been self-amplifying — "in a mode not of conservation but of

successive transformations" (Foucault 1980:160).
For the latter, it has been appropriate to regard truth — particularly in the form of cultural

knowledges — as interpretations which have to prove themselves against other ‘facts’, ‘norms’,

‘experiences’, that is "against the world" (Habermas in Seidman 1989:174). Thus, when truths are

accepted and confirmed, traditions are renewed and whole lifeworlds are revivified (1975). Habermas

implies that when truths compete, lifeworlds compete. "He wants to do justice to the integrity of the life-
world and social systems, and to show how each presupposes the other. We cannot understand the

character of the life-world unless we understand the social systems that shape it, and we cannot

understand social systems unless we see how they arise out of activities of social agents" (Bernstein

1985:22). Such is the communicative rationality that Habermas diagnoses; the rationalities behind

competing truths and lifeworlds gradually battle to colonize communicated human experience and
communal society.
• Rationality as Pilots-of-Conflict

Both Foucault and Habermas support the view that in politics and in inter-and intra-societal

conflict, resistance against power tends not just to be an objection to ‘a given violence’ or to ‘the given
action of an institution’ but is so regularly conflict between rationalities. To Foucault (1988:84), the crucial

consideration is the nature of the rationalities at stake during or over the conflict. To Habermas, it is

rationality which steers the respective institution, the society and the system. "A particular breakdown in

steering performances [i.e., of system integration] leads to a breakdown in social integration" (McCarthy

[on Habermas] 1978:365). For instance, for Habermas, a shortcoming in ‘administrative rationality’ arises
when the government is unable to honor obligations arising from the economic system (366).

To a considerable degree, both Foucault and Habermas are well along the road to

Superstructuralism in their philosophical perspectives upon rationality. Both largely view reason as being

overtaken by rationality: that is, conscious Reason is now replaced and controlled by various specific
Rationalizations to a smothering degree (Harland 1987:59). And behind each specific Rationalization
"lurks imperatives for self-preservation and domination" — a Nietzschean conceptualization that was also
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furthered by Horkheimer and Adorno (Habermas 1987:122). Behind positivism's persistent 'claim of

objectivity’ for example, lies a monstrous 'claim to rightness' (122).
• The World as The-World-Distorted

Nietzsche's will-to-power thesis has had, since the turn of the century, a prodigious influence

upon the philosophy of the current age. Nietzsche had theorized the existence of a will-to-power behind

knowledge and behind moral action. Forms of science and types of reasoning are propelled to dominance

by this will-to-power, a will which forces individuals and institutions to adopt illusory perceptions and

justifications (Habermas [on Nietzsche] 1987:95).
In Foucault's work, Nietzsche’s will-to-power philosophy may be recognized in the way, for

instance, that knowledge and language support each other. Understanding and terminology both tend

to stem from will-to-power, and they are "rigorously" interwoven. The given representation is recognized

by the observer through the will-to-power, and it is categorized and communicated along a framework

emanating from that will-to-power (Foucault 1970:86). Thus the efforts to look for, to find and to describe
the object are all powered by that will. Will-to-power reinforces itself repeatedly in this manner.

In Habermas, the Nietzschean will-to-power ruminations are seen through his theory of

communicative action. By this thesis the life-world of everyday life is a deformed one, a view of the real
world' reinterpreted in terms of purposive rationalizations. For each individual / group / institution, this

process of rationalization is selective: knowledge is sought in terms of issues encountered relative to the

degree of threat they pose (i.e., do not pose) to "the communicative integrity" (Bernstein [on Habermas]

1985:23) of the lifeworld held by that individual / group / institution. The world is consistently and

persistently distorted defensively (24), according to the Habermas perspective upon systemic
rationalization.

• Ideologies as Reverberating Justification

Foucault and Habermas adopt reasonably similar stances with regard to ideology. Neither are

pivotally interested in ideology, ipso facto, and both see ideologies as being shaped by subconscious will-
formations.

For Foucault, ideology is significant not in its own right as a subject or an institution, but as an

articulated subject which a given individual or group wishes to identify with, in support of their own general

politics of truth. An ideology arises, or is legitimated in terms of its value for the given regime of truths
it can support or justify.

For Habermas, ideologies tend to be illusory belief systems which particular groups invest in.

Again, the ideology is used to justify, and under Habermas’s outlook, individuals can only be freed once

the deceptive and embedded nature of that ideology is revealed to them and for them.

Neither Foucault nor Habermas is Althusserian in his regard for ideology. Althusser had

celebrated ideology in its own right, and had accorded it a pivotal action role — a causal role — in its

regeneration of particular socio-political edifices overtime (Harland 1987:49). Thus, for Foucault and

Habermas, ideologies reverberate rather than regenerate.
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• Mythology as Unifying Narrative
A short comment on the philosophy of Barthes ought to be added to qualify the immediate

previous set of paragraphs on 'ideology'. Just as Foucault has revealed the largely-unsuspected
existence of institutional rationalities behind the everyday petty and opaque activities of individuals and

agencies, and just as Habermas has revealed the existence of dominant forms of thought and construction

behind the everyday knowledge and communication systems of work and life, so Barthes also finds the

ongoing working of communal constructions behind everyday activities. While Althusser had suggested

that the power of ideologies behind mundane behavior must be accounted for, Barthes uncovered the

work of mythologies behind the ordinary social entities.
Under the philosophy of Barthes, the world's objects are not just concrete objects: Physical

objects can represent highly important abstract notions: "the solid world turns out to be not so solid after
all" (Harland [on Barthes] 1987:52).

To Barthes, people do not just eat steak, they eat the idea of steak (52). To Barthes, wine is

not just a drink to taste, it is an important representative element or signifier of a whole style of living (53).

In this way, steak and wine become totems for valued communal ideas and images: products and entities

‘stand for' esteemed ways of thinking and living, 'Steakhood' is socially unifying. 'Wine-ness' is

communally integrating.

Under Barthesian analysis, the aim is to identify the sense-of-society that things or even places

have. It is a philosophy which, when translated to the world of business, suggests there are critical

signifying reasons why a product may succeed in one society and not in others. It is a philosophy which

to Harland is superstructuralist: it helps explain how people have and are being “controlled by

Rationalizations and False Consciousness which have replaced Reason" (59)

And from the philosophy of Barthes and others — to evaluate these life-shaping and order¬

building mythologies — has come the field of semiotics. Not yet a science (63), semiotics endeavors to

analyze the dominant myths of lead sections of the population. To semioticians, these myths subjugate

these dominating groups before they are used by them to subjugate the otherwise subjugated. Myths
therefore are seen to control down and up.

• Things as Humans’ Things
Another philosophical perspective that needs to be briefly addressed is the concept of the

inherent meaning of things. According to Veyne (1978:226-31 and 240), Foucault is the first true positivist

since he is the first to see the full impossibility of historical objects having a meaning independent of the

perception of people. According to Veyne, while Nietzsche had challenged the view that things have a

meaning in themselves, it was Foucault who attributed the meaning of things to humans (Merquior

1985:73). Nietzsche had recognized the changeability of ascribed meaning, then Foucault 'confirmed’ that

things have no inherent quiddity. To Foucault (1977/B:142) things do not have secret essences: there
is no noumenon to be discovered for each and every thing. Things do not have an invariant universal
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fundamental meaning: the meanings things ‘have’ originate with humans Noumenon, like phenomenon,

belong to the wonder of individuals and / or the gaze of institutions — according to Foucauldian

philosophy on meaning. Under Foucault, objectivity always seems to be anthropocentric.
* Things as Historical Meaning

The final perspective flows on from the penultimate one, and again the essential Foucauldian

philosophy behind it owes some clarification to the historian, Veyne. If objectivity is inescapably

anthropocentric, it must necessarily be historical. Human understanding has its own past: objectivity

evolves. Meanings have their genealogies — which empower them and delimit them. To Foucault

(1979), technologies of power in each age legitimate the domain of accepted objects, and they channel

the measures of validity by which things are considered ‘acceptable’ / ‘unacceptable’, ‘true' or 'false' within
that social world. And this, is the judgement of Veyne (1981:52), is 'pure history’: it is not history as the

past is now, it is history as the past then was in that present. Every fact, event or thing is historical —
to the age of each present.

2.2.7 Related Concepts
Under the philosophy perspectives of Foucault and Habermas on dominance and subjugation,

the following ten concepts are notable. The first eight emanate" from the literature of the 'historical'

philosophy of Foucault, and the last two from the hermeneutic philosophy of Habermas. None of the ten

concepts are fresh to this study. The aim in presenting them is to clarify important nuances and inter¬
connections which may not yet have been emphasized strongly enough so far.
• Truth

The historical philosophy of Foucault ranges across a welter of political matters — viz.,

consciousness, ideology, alienation, illusion, error to nominate some pivotal ones. But the point of debate

that underscores each of these issues — according to the Foucauldian vision — is truth. 'Social and

cultural confrontation’, ‘domination and subjugation', ‘the battle for the lifeworld' — as these conflicts for

rights and for power may be variously called — are reducible to the effort to define and project truth —

if ever Foucault may be reduced. That is, if ever the insight of the philosopher-critic of 'the subject' can

faithfully be reduced to ‘a subject'. The effort to do so appears to be a conflict of fidelity!
Table 2.2.7./1 now clarifies what Foucault stated truth was and is. He considers truth to be the

discourse that collectives / agencies / communities produce — a discourse that is constantly incited

politically and economically. As such truth exists in various forms and is the object of immense diffusion

(Foucault, in Morris and Patton 1979:46). It is ‘manufactured’ under control and articulated chiefly through
the dominant political and economic capillary apparatus available to the group / institution / society. It is

subject to considerable debate and to ongoing efforts to obtain ideological redefinition. Thus, as Table

2.2.7./1 implies, there are frequent if not perpetual power-struggles for truth and around truth (46).
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TABLE 2.2.7./1

FOUCAULT’S ASSERTIONS ABOUT TRUTH:
‘PROPOSITIONS’ ON THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TRUTH

• Truth is the ensemble of ordered procedures by which groups/institutions/societies
produce, regulate, distribute, circulate and take action upon articulated statements;

• Truth is linked to a regime of truth which is a circular system consisting of both the set
of relations of power which produce and sustain it, and the effects of power which induces
and redirects it;

• Truth is present everywhere: the regime of truth functions as the ideological, the
superstructural and the conditioning formative force behind, for instance, both capitalism
and socialism;

• Truth is not just a realm of consciousness: it also acts as an institution which produces
and exists as a political economy in its own right;

• Truth is a system of power which generates social, economic, cultural and other forms of
hegemony.

SOURCE: Adapted from Foucault as interviewed by Alexassandro Fontano and Pasquale
Pasquino as translated by Paul Patton and Meaghan Morris (Morris and Patton
1979:47).
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• Genealogy

Foucault’s analyses examine the microphysics of power that surround regimes of truth (Kritzman,
in Foucault 1988:xviii). His study of these power relationships amounts to an investigation of the

experiences and the militances that have and do work in and around each identified regime. As such,

they are genealogical studies of how the regimes has and does objectify through its knowledge, its

practices and its associations.

Foucault’s genealogy is offered not so much as a magisterial or comprehensive historical account
of rational action, but is presented as an intelligible, a reflected and an a-scientific assessment of the
rationalizations by which the group / institution / society has grown — or has cultivated itself (Foucault

1980:242). It is a constructed historical account "of the objectification of objectivities" (McCarthy [on

Foucault] 1987:xiv) — a critique of the essential ideologies and knowledges by which collectives have
become constructed.

Genealogy is ‘late-Foucault’, and stresses the significances of ‘power’ and ‘practices’ in lieu of
his earlier emphases upon ‘knowledge’ and ‘language’ (Harland 1987:155). His genealogical phase

thereby explores the manner in which institutional behaviors have been formed and are implemented in
contrast to his earlier archaeological work which tended to limit its interest to the "truth-constituting rules
of exclusion" (Habermas [on Foucault] 1987:248) developing or developed within particular discourse.

Thus, Foucault’s archaeology examines the autonomous nature of forms of knowledge, something which
itself is made subordinate later to the way knowledge and truth are articulated through evolving power

technologies (268). Hence, crudely put, archaeological work amounts to the history of an institution’s
efforts to differentiate itself, while genealogical work amounts to the history of the institutions’s
structuralistic activity (256).
• Subject-Centered Reason

Foucault shares in the structuralist criticism of subject-centered knowledge (Merquior 1985:77).
To Foucault, having definite / fixed / axiomatic subjects assumes too much: it prevents the wider
mutualities amongst things from being seen. Subject-centered reason "[kills-off] dialogical relationships
... [and] monologically [turns subjects] in upon themselves, into objects for one another, and only objects"

(Habermas [on Foucault] 1987:246).

Hence, Foucault’s genealogy was not envisaged as the search for the origin of designated

subjects, but was an effort to uncover the beginnings of discourse formations (250; original emphasis).
To Foucault, for instance, history must be detached from any perpetual subject-focused image through
which it anthropocentric understanding is structured. "This idea of a document pregnant with meaning
has to be called into question ... ." (250). Subject-centered history, then, is unacceptable

‘phenomenological’ and ‘anthropological’ history (239). Subjects ought to disappear from history,

according to Foucault: but, then, care should be taken (in his estimation) not to over-objectify ‘objects’
either (Merquior 1985:77). To Foucault, what counts is the regularities and discontinuities of discourse
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not the structuring of the ‘personalities’ of and in storylines and the telling of ‘unique events’. Subject
centered history and object centered history both tend to be ‘historical a priorf (81).
• Discontinuity

Foucault applies his concept of historicity almost everywhere. He finds historicity in nature, he
finds it in science. And he finds much disfavor with classicist interpretations of nature, science and life.
He finds that neither nature, science nor life "obey the gentle and continuist schemes of development

ordinarily accepted" in science and society (Foucault, in Morris and Patton 1979:31).
In nature he challenges the view that there are remarkable forms of continuity in the world —

an assumption which almost appears to be an a priori, itself. To Foucault, nature can not be categorized

by series, by order of degradation. Nature is fluid, loose, disordered — there is no single analogy of

arrangement, no single function by which the performance or resemblances of natural entities can be

established. There will always be discontinuities in life and nature— no taxonomy can comprehensively
account for nature’s fluid and subtle articulations. Nature is not a tightly ordered nor a regulated
‘mechanism’ (Foucault 1979:270-273). Hence, Foucault cannot accept the Classicist requirement that
nature should be continuous (146-147).

And to Foucault, the discontinuities of nature are mirrored in the discontinuities of science. It is

simply not possible to establish or identify a foolproof gradation of beings or entities. Eras are human

categories: they cannot faithfully prescribe "the internal time of beings" (150) of any substantive continuity.

"Intemperate interruptions ... have constantly dispersed [all things], destroyed them, mingled them,

separated them, and interwoven them ...(150). Language, thought, reasoning — like nature — all have
their discontinuities which scientists and researchers have much understated. Language, thought,

reasoning — like nature — are, to Foucault, elusive. There can be no perfect order to things. Nature is

an endless murmur (155). All classifications are contestable, being necessarily based on single or few
elevated objects of knowledge at the expense of all objects.

Foucault’s concept of discontinuity is perhaps best identified through his views on ‘knowledge’.
In his archaeology, Foucault supported a Kuhnian caesural account of paradigm shifts in medical thought

(Merquior 1985:33). To Foucault, as to Kuhn, knowledge is the imposition of fundamental cultural codes

upon experience (36). And the ‘advance’ of knowledge is discontinuous — there can be no sturdy or

uniform systems of knowledge "marching to a more faithful rendering, a more realistic grasp of a constant,
stable object" (39).

To Foucault, epistemes succeed one another arbitrarily — "without any inner logic" (42). Truths,
in any field, consist of "radically heterogenous blocks of knowledge" (42), and truth in history, for instance
is axiomatically caesural and non-linear. New truths arise discontinuously from prevailing truths. Old
truths revive making breaks from dominant interpretations. History cannot be incessant: regnant

interpretations will always be subject to social, political, cultural, economic and other pressures.
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• Opaque Power
The concept of opaque power is a platform idea behind the study and was introduced in

subsection 1.1 as that complex of power resultant from the merger of strong discourse with strong practice

within any given field. Table 2.2.1.12 now attempts to add to that introductory explanation of opaque

power. The Foucauldian propositions it lists show how Foucault conceptualized that opaque power was

that unity of legitimate with illegitimate agency, and that conjoining of ‘conscious’ and unconscious'
motivation which results in "a normatively unassailable formation of power" (Habermas [on Foucault]

1987:283). Opaque power is for Foucault what for Nietzsche was the fusion of reason and power (127).
But the propositions of Table 2.2.1.12 never constituted a distinct theory in Foucault's mind. In

Patton's (1979:129) view, they constitute ‘certain conceptions of power’ which Foucault tended to

emphasize rather than standing as a coherent theory. They compose an indicative grid-rather than a

totalizing theory — by which historical phenomena can be assessed (129).
• Capillary Power

Foucault considers that opaque powers normalize: they have a local, constant, productive and

all-pervasive character — as the propositions of Table 2.2.1.12 infer. Hence, Foucault believes the effect

of opaque powers to be capillary within the given society. It is a ‘biopower’ which invades or is absorbed
into people’s bodies rather than into their heads, or rather than into their heads alone (Habermas [on

Foucault] 1987:283).
Hence to Foucault, a given disciplinary power within society will be capillary in the sense that

it will "extend its operations into the population rather than simply remaining at its borders" (Patton

1979:131). Through this capillary action, the disciplining power is not limited to negative and external

effects, but it becomes a positive force "internal to the daily activities of people" (131).

In this fashion the people begin to normalize themselves. Society becomes carceral in the

sense that people imprison themselves by their own self-disciplinary activities (Merquior 1985:108).

Carceral society thrives on capillary action: it is society maintained by surveillance and society sustained

by self-surveillance (Foucault 1980:196-7). The result, for Foucault, is an imaginary geopolitics which

exist within the carceral city: there is a geography to ‘the democration of objects' to ‘the modes of
tabulation’ and to ‘the organization of domains' (70-1). Everything is historical, but the real effects of

history are not uniform.
• The Panopticon

To Foucault (1980:71) ‘Panoptism1 is that collective set of instruments and techniques through
which capillary powers work in carceral society, it particularly is rife where dominant parties are able to

contain the generative force of powerwithin the state apparatus thereby rendering it "the major, privileged,

capital and almost unique instrument of power of one class over another" (72).

Taking his idea of the mechanisms by which power spreads from Jeremy Bentham's physical

plan for the prison panopticon (Rabinow 1984:18), Foucault attempts to illustrate the technology of power
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TABLE 2.2.7./2

FOUCAULT’S ASSERTIONS ABOUT OPAQUE POWER:
‘PROPOSITIONS’ ON THE COALESCENCE OF DISCOURSE

AND PRAXIS

• Opaque power exists in complex strategic relations between groups within a given society
rather than being a substantive entity (3>1);

• Opaque power is present in these economic and other relations of force by which groups
consciously and unconsciously struggle for predominance over others (1 >1);

• Opaque power is a silent, secret civil form of unspoken warfare which exists within various
social institutions (2>1);

• Opaque power exists as a rhetoric of social power which emanates from within a dominant
group / dominant groups and spreads across the society that ideology and interests
subjugate (4>1);

• Opaque power is an omnipresent ‘set’/‘mix’ of relations of power, the sovereignty of which
is sustained by homogenous apparatuses of power (5>1);

• Opaque power generally has (within its sustaining apparatus) strategies, programs and
technologies which correspond with each other (6>1);

• Opaque power is constantly being transformed by the self-amplifying power of the
subjugating groups through which it runs (7>1);

• Opaque power is not an entity which is possessed, but it is a network of relations which
acts through corrected individuals over a given social field (8>1);

• Opaque power is productive: it produces ‘knowledge’ (9>1);

• Opaque power is productive: its products are ‘people’ (10>1);

SOURCE: Foucault 1980, Merquior 1985, Rabinow 1984, and Morris and Patton 1979.
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TABLE 2.2.7.12 (Continued)

KEY

1 >1 Foucault being interviewed by the Revoltes Logiques collective — in Morris and Patton
1979:49-58

2>1 Merquior 1985:110

3>1 Foucault 1980:235-6

4>1 Foucault 1980:236

5>1 Foucault 1980:246-7

6>1 Foucault 1980:247

7>1 Foucault 1980:159-60

8>1 Notes on a lecture by Foucault, translated by W. Suchting — in Morris and Patton
1979:59

9>1 Rabinow 1984:61; and Merquior 1985:100

10>1 Merquior 1985:111
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relations — explaining them in terms of the mundane, and the ordinary behaviors of people. The

Panopticon’s system of surveillance works continuously and anonymouslyover a population, and in time

the Panopticon’s system of self-surveillance works continuously and anonymously through a population.
Almost everyone becomes caught by its normalizing gaze (Foucault 1980:156).

The perpetual judgement of the Panopticon is explained here by Foucault (1984:156) in terms

of the 1830s repression of a madman. The Pinel quotation he selects may be taken as representative
of the broader disciplinary forces of wider society.

Everything was organized so that the madman would recognize himself in a world of
judgement that enveloped him on all sides; he must know that he is watched, judged
and condemned; from transgression to punishment, the connection must be evident,
as a guilt recognized by all: ‘We profit from the circumstance of the both, remind him
of the transgression, or of the omission of an important duty, and with the aid of a
faucet suddenly release a shower of cold water upon his head, which often disconcerts
the madman or drives out a predominant idea by a strong and unexpected impression;
if the idea persists, the shower is repeated, but care is taken to avoid the hard tone and
the shocking terms that would cause rebellion; on the contrary, the madman is made
to understand that it is for his sake and reluctantly that we resort to such violent
measures; sometimes we add a joke, taking care not to go too far with it" (Pinel
1836:205).

Just as the surveillance of the guard imposes on the madman, so in science does positivism impose on

scientists (163) and so do all manner of other unreasons impose elsewhere. Normalization is not only
found in the asylum.
• Alternative Knowledges

But Foucault’s philosophy, as has been repeatedly stated, does not just concern itself with

negating forces. Power can also be positive, and counterpowers within the networks of disciplinary power.
These counterpowers are the local, marginal and alternative knowledges of Foucault’s darkground

(Habermas [on Foucault] 1987:280). In the 1960s and 1970s they are the rising disqualified

knowledges (Foucault 1980:82). They are the truths of the subjugated, the dissident, and the resistent.

They are seen by him to be playing an increasingly important role in the imagination of identities, places
and events.

• Crises

The final two philosophical concepts comes from Habermas. Both relate strongly to Foucault’s

thoughts on power and knowledge.
The first is the Habermas conceptualization of crisis. To Habermas, a crisis occurs when people

within a given population believe their social identity has been seriously disturbed by structural changes
in society. In liberal-capitalist (Western) societies, Habermas believed that the majority of crises arise out

of the rights and strengths of individuals and groups to gather profit from entrepeurial activity.
To Habermas, dominant groups in states were vulnerable to a rationality crisis when they were

snagged between the competing impulse to provide and plan for all and otherwise to preserve their own
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specific privileges (Thompson and Held 1982:10). Here, perhaps, if Habermas can be compared with

Foucault, those dominant groups are perhaps least likely to face a rationality crisis where they can make
their own economic, cultural and other interests synonymous with the state and thereby with the

population(s) over which they are then sovereign.
Three other major ‘Western’ crises are possible, according to Habermas; they are given in Table

2.2.7./3;

(i) an economic crisis occurs where the necessary quantity of consumables is not produced (183);

(ii) a legitimation crisis occurs where the necessary quantity of ‘generalized motivation' is not

yielded (183); and

(iii) a motivational crisis occurs where the necessary quantity of 'social meaning' is not inspired

(183).
In the final analysis, Habermas believes that class structure is the main source of these crises -

-- particularly of the legitimation crisis. These class-based problems are accentuated today as the state -

— under the control of some dominant groups and ideologies — makes even more frequent incursions

into what were originally ‘private’ matters (185). As the state expands its area of interest, or area of

surveillance, the traditions through which it used to produce motivations are losing their hold (185). The

pre-capitalist elements (such as the civic ethic and that of religious integrity) and the bourgeois elements

they come to be interwoven with (such as ‘possessive individualism’ and 'utilitarianism') are being eroded

(185).
* Consensus Truth

The final philosophical concept that warrants brief explanation from the discipline’s literature is
the thinking of Habermas on consensus truth. Classicist and modernist views of science had largely been

predicated on an effort to reach, secure and fertilize 'pure knowledge'. But Habermas systematically set

out to unveil the illusion behind such strides (Thompson and Held 1982:6). To Habermas the search for

truth in science and life had in fact only been platformed on a tacit commitment to a naive realism —

recall the use of that term in subsections 1.3.0. to 1.3.3. on the research paradigms of social / human
science. Hence, to him, science is not a clean and unblemished quest for 'fact', ‘falsity’, and 'reality', it

is a game of social rules. The search for an Archimedean point of truth-in-knowledge is pointless to

Habermas; there can be no absolute truth-warranting criterion in the human sciences (Albert 1987:75).
The Habermas concept of truth pivots on knowledge-constitutive interests: it is a consensus

explanation of truth — "a theory which either simply does not take the idea of adequate representation
into account at all, or [which] treats it as a rather unimportant and unproblematic moments" (76). To

Habermas, thereby, truths are held within ‘communication communities': in such colleges of thought it is
not necessary to tie the idea of truth to any universal or fixed axis of certainty.
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TABLE 2.2.773

THE FOUR POSSIBLE CRISIS TENDENCIES OF
ADVANCED CAPITALISM

Habermas on issues of structure, status and legitimacy

Point of Origin for
Capitalism
(the three sub-systems)

Potential System Crisis Potential Identity Crisis

■ECONOMIC 1. Economic Crisis

■POLITICAL 2. Rationality Crisis 3. Legitimation Crisis

■SOCIO-CULTURAL 4. Motivation Crisis

SOURCE: Held, in Thompson and Held 1982:183.


